Authoritative Revie
AMPLIFIERS: B.A.T., Pass Labs, Pathos,
SPEAKERS: Tannoy, Sonus Faber, & J.M.
TONEARMS: MOrch & Helius
VINYL: Linn Sondek LP
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©2003 BMW of North Amer ica, LLC. The BMW name and logo are registered trademarks. *MSRP for 525i includes destination and handling Charges. Price excludes license, registration, taxes
and options. Actual price deter mined by your BMW center. As shown: 545i with Sport Package
and Cold Weather Package, $59,045. **Active Steering standard in 545i 6-speed and is included
WorldRadioHistory
with the optional Sport Package on other 5Series models. V-8 Valvetronic engine only available in 545i. BMW NA preliminary test results on 345i with Sport Package and SMG transmission.
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Somehow, we've taken the BMW 5 Series—one of the world's most agile sports
sedans —and made it an even more willing dance partner. Thanks to its exhilarating
new Active Steering*,* and apotent new V-8** with revolutionary Valvetronic technology,
the 5Series is even more responsive. Yet there is dramatically more leg room and trunk
space. Visit your BMW center or bmwusa.com. The road is open. And yours for the taking.

But please, leave a little for the others.

ACTIVE STEERING

XENON ADAPTIVE HEADLIGHTS

V-8 ENGINE WITH VALVETRONIC

BMW's dynamic new Active Steering adjusts the steering

Simply brilliant. Our new Xenon Adaptive Headlights

BMW's revolutionary Valvetronic technology makes

ratio with vehicle speed, making the new 5both more agile

react to steering inputs and vehiclespeed, turning as

the 4.4-liter V-8 both considerably more potent—at

and stable. At lower speeds, the steering is more direct,

you turn, illuminating the comers ahead of you while on

325 horsepower—and noticeably more fuel efficient

bringing extra joy to twisty switchbacks. Yet

low beam to give you anew level of control and safety.

The engine breathes stronger and reacts

Both high- and low-beam Xenon lights are self-leveling,

instantaneously, for a0-60 time

no matter what the road surface.

of just 5.7 seconds.

e-

at higher speeds, the steering provides
greater directional stability.
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Welcome to the Omni Series.

a proprietary component

Revolutionary new speakers

that includes the Pure

that deliver perfect, natural

Titanium Hybrid tweeter,

audio to every part

titanium

of the room, no

drivers,

matter where you

persion modules to

deposit
and

dis-

place them. • Omni

produce perfectly

Series speakers use

spherical

Mirage's proprietary

sound.

• Set up the Omni

Omnipolar technology

Series with Mirage's state-

to achieve three-dimensional,

of-the-art 0M-200 or LF

360° sound dispersion. • The

Series subwoofers and

speakers feature OMNIGUIDE,

bring great sound to life.
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

1977

2002

development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced loudspeaker designs and

its

strong focus on

research

and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that

'Y F.

S

17C
1
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

DVNAUDIO
AutmeNtIc

More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and SR Surround models are available for home theater applications
WorldRadioHistory
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magine alake," reads the website of the Noise Pollution
Clearinghouse (NPC, www.
nonoise.org), "filled with semi-tractortrailer trucks, magically skimming
across the water.
"Remarkably, such alake would be
quieter than if it was filled with motorized boats. Our lakes are governed by
out of date, unenforceable regulations
so lax that no state has boat noise limits
lower than federal limits for tractortrailer trucks (80 decibels at 50 feet).
We are literally turning our lakes into
the New Jersey Turnpike."
The NPC is a national nonprofit
organization that seeks to, among other
things, raise awareness about noise pollution, strengthen noise-related laws
and regulations, and "establish networks among environmental, professional, medical, governmental, and
activist groups working on noise pollution issues."
It's not just personal watercraft that
trouble the NPC. It's also airports. And
lawnmowers. "For the last 50 years,"
reads the website, "Americans have been
moving to the suburbs and rural areas,
in part to escape the noise of urban and
industrial areas. Unfortunately, they
brought the industrial soundscape with
them. The source of much of the urban
and industrial background noise, the internal combustion engine, is quickly becoming the source of the background
noise in suburban and rural areas. Even
areas remote from highways cannot escape the din of lawn equipment.
lust as Americans settle onto their
porch or deck for apeaceful end to a
busy day, achorus of lawnmowers, weed
whackers, hedge trimmers, and leaf
blowers drown out the sound of birds."
Amen. And it isn't just birds that get
drowned out. It's also the sound of
music in our listening rooms. The NPC
should have included audiophiles in
their list of groups "working on noise
pollution issues." Anyway, sign me up.
Many people seem to be getting the
message, finally, that listening-room
acoustics make abig difference. People
who are willing — eager, even — to
spend tens of thousands of dollars on
fancy electronics, or thousands on interStereophile, November 2003

It

Austin

human sound that wasn't made by me,
amember of my family, or someone
I've invited over. Ilive in Maine, and
the nights are glorious; even after the
warmest days, a cool breeze blows
through. So most evenings this time of
year Ithrow open the windows, even if
it does disturb the room's carefully
manicured (pedicured?) bass response,
and let in the breeze and the sounds of
nature.
A few years ago Ihad the pleasure of
experiencing the listening room of a
prominent manufacturer of high-end
audio cables. It was the kind of experience that audio journalists have all the
time, but for me, an audio rookie, it was
special. Looking around the room, I
It isn't just birds
noticed several hundred thousand dollars' worth of electronics. The walls
that get drowned out.
were of double thickness and rendered
anechoic by extensive sound treatments;
It's also the sound
the structure was acoustically suspended
of music in our
on something like a giant high-end
turntable shelf, and the electronics had
listening rooms.
their own dedicated, ultradean, 40-amp
power source. In order to minimize
stray electromagnetic radiation, the
As Isaid, more and more people seem company had selected low-voltage DC
to be getting this message. Across lighting. But when the lights were
America, room acoustics are getting dimmed and those little fixtures began
fixed. So let's assume you've treated your to cool, they snapped and popped like
room and mostly eliminated those harsh pine twigs on ahot fire.
The world is full of noise. What's an
reflections and resolution-smearing lowfrequency standing waves. Treating a audiophile to do?
Two nights ago Iwas listening to a
room to minimize reflected sound is one
thing; sealing out unwanted outside Beethoven string quartet when acricket
noise is another. Soundproofing aroom started bowing his own little tune right
is difficult and expensive...and once beneath my window; Isay "little" tune
you've done it, if you live in an apart- because the insect was, in fact, diminument or condo, there's still the upstairs tive, but that noise made the Takács
neighbors: eliminating the bump-bump- Quartet's rendition of Op.59 No.2
bump of high heels crossing awooden sound like something George Crumb
floor above is pretty much impossible. might have written.
Itried to pretend it didn't matter, but
And even if you could afford to seal out
every bit of noise from the neighbor's it did: that little bug was loud. So after a
lawnmower, or the jet-skis and racing few minutes Iwent outside and stood
boats at the lake house, or the airplane perfectly still, in my underwear, in my
flying overhead.. who'd want to? Ilike front yard, in the middle of the night,
for about five minutes —until the crickmy windows.
Ilive in the country, in avalley, in a et started bowing again. When he starthouse built into ahillside. Ihave no ed to play, I used my well-honed
neighbors, unless you count the foxes, sensitivity to subtle spatial cues to pinchipmunks, and turkeys. It's an ideal sit- point his exact location. Then Idropped
uation for an audiophile. Even in the abrick on his head.
We do what we must.
middle of the day, Ihardly ever hear a

connects, continue to skimp on the
biggest single impediment to highfidelity music reproduction: lousy room
acoustics. And though acoustic treatments may take atoll in terms of pure
appearance — my wife objects to the
thick down comforters hanging from
the walls of my listening room, but
she'll get used to it — improving the
acoustics of aroom of small to medium
size is one of audiodom's cheapest
tweaks. Even if you use fancier materials than my old, ragged, feather-shedding comforters, the bang for the buck
is unrivaled.
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Fea ure
Outdoing the Delta
A blues record by arock star? A bluesman who dies
at 62 just before his debut record is released? Sounds
like Mississippi's Fat Possum Records has become a
,qenuine blues label. Think all real blues records are
reissues? Think again.
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PSB Platinum T8 loudspeaker
(John Atkinson)

73

Tannoy Dimension TD12 loudspeaker
(Art Dudley)

83

Pass Labs XA160 monoblock power amplifier
Firmer)

93

Balanced Audio Technology VK-51SE line preamplifier
(Paul Bolin)

103

Ah! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 CD player
(Chip Stem)

113

Linn Products LP playback system
(with the Akiva MC phono cartridge)
(Michael Fremer)

Follow-Up
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable
(Michael Fremer)
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Linn Ekos tonearm
(Michael Fremer)
Linn Linto phono preamplifier
(Alichdc/ Fremo)
Linn Lingo turntable power supply
(Michael Fremer)
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We See It
Jim Austin opines on the importance of room acoustics and regales us with tales of the
pure sounds of country living...
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Letters
Thanks to our readers we have the scoop on hi-rez rights and wrongs, the lowdown
on why "serious" musicians don't get ahead, thefacts about what's right with our
music reviews, the inside skinny on the audiophile and his reason (s) for being, the
true meaning of "art," and asampling of all the letters we'll ever need publish.
Get on your Soapbox! Visit www.stereophile.com
Industry Update
High-end news, including dealer-promoted seminars, plus: Tag McLaren Audio to
focus on home-theater products, Dorian Group acquires Reference Recordings,
Michael Gerzon articles archived on the web, surround-sound discsfrom EMI and
DVD-A titlesPorn UMG, CD prices to be slashed, dual-sided disc technolole,from
EnXnet, proof that music sales are not in decline, the passing of Warren Zevon,
Johnny Cash leaves agreat musical legacy, and new speakers and an all-Linn
system from the Scottish audio company. Want to know more? Co to the
"News Desk" at www.stereophile.com for up-to-the-minute info.

31

Sam's Space
Sam Tellig gives alisten to the Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor loudspeaker and the
Pathos Acoustics Logos and Classic One integrated amplifiers.
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Analog Corner
Michael Fremer brings us tonearms from Helius, the Omega, and Merck, the DP-6:
both are well worth alisten.
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This month Art Dudley installs some PS Audio Power Port AC receptacles and, to
his surprise, hears the difference!
The Fifth Element
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the Sugden A21 aamplifier.
Record Reviews
November's "Recording of the Month" is Heartbreak Hill, areturn to form by
former Emmylou Harris guitarist Albert Lee. In classical music we have new discs
from the BIS label, violinist Nigel Kennedy, and the latest from the great Jordi
Sayal!. In rock/pop we have reviews of new recordings by Danny Barnes, Cheap
Trick, and the late Warren Zevon. And in jazz there's the latestfrom The Art
Ensemble of Chicago.
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Manufacturers' Comments
This month we hearfrom Audio Vision SF on the success of HE2003, andfrom
Morel, Sugden, Tannoy, Upscale Audio, and Linn on reviews of their products.
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Aural Robert
Will Martin Scorsese's new PBS extravaganza The Blues do for blues what Ken
Burns once didforjazz? Blues labels think so. Robert Baird surveys the sudden
overload of blues reissues.
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Bring everything home except the squeaky seats
Bring home the sound system and the big screen
You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll kiss the multiplex goodbye
Because you may never leave your house again
Now that you can afford to have everything at your fingertips
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Things to know
when you do it eBay

PayPal (;) Look for items
with PayPal Buyer Protection
and buy with confidence.Your
eBay purchase can be covered
up to $500.

4:a3 Thousands of brand
new items are being bought
and sold here everyday. With
eBay, you have achoice of new,
used and collectible items.

:EBUyil/VOw Don't want to bid
on an item? If the thing you
want has the "Buy it Now"
icon next to it, you can buy it
right away without waiting.

Gitt Certiticatea eBay Gift
Certificates are the perfect gift
for everyone and agreat way
to share the eBay experience.
Give the gift of eBay!

44)

Now all eBay shoppers

can use Live Help. Have your
questions answered via live
computer chat, 24 hours a
day, 7 days aweek.

Do it

iv .

Electronics
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Letters
Hi-rez rights
Editor:
Ido not understand the infatuation with
vinyl. Ilived with it for 35 years and I
don't miss it one bit. Perhaps it is just that
people can understand analog, whereas
digital is more difficult to comprehend.
As for me, I'll just enjoy the digital revolution and my Sony XA-777ES SACD
player.
Allen Schmidt
schmidt
Hi-rez wrongs
Editor:
Isee John Atkinson is still trying to persuade his readers that hi-rez digital formats really, really do sound better than
CD ("As We See It," August 2003). Has
there ever been aproduct whose benefits
are so nebulous that they have to be described as having "rightness," "solidity,"
and "tangible ima eng"? Why is it that
John has never made an effort to prove that
these qualities are audible? Why hasn't
anyone? After all, it isn't that difficult.
The fact is that those who have much to
gain by clearly establishing the audible
superiority of the new formats with actual
tests have not seen fit to do so. Something's wrong here.
Norm Strong
normanstrong@conscast.net
There's anegative side?
Editor:
So much is being written these days about
the artistic decline of the recording industry that I've decided to offer an observation
from someone who has been around since
the 45rpm was the latest and greatest.
This shit has been going on for decades; witness the millions those greedy
bastards stole from Little Richard, not to
mention the way they treated our own
Las Vegas resident, and maybe the greatest pop vocalist of all time, Eydie Gorme.
Today, in their quest to improve the bottom line, these dollar-hungry pinheads
eagerly contract with tone-deaf felons who
can't read aline of music, carry atune, or
even play an instrument, as long as they
can recite two or three paragraphs of
female-bashing dialogue to the beat of a
drum while striking silly poses for the
camera. Then they have the balls to market
this crap as "music." Of course, an argument can be made that this is just another
form of art. Then again, several years ago
someone suspended a crucifix upside
down in ajar of urine and called it art also.
Meanwhile, talented kids everywhere
Stereophile, November 2003

sacrifice years practicing their instruments, studying music composition, literally paying all the required dues, yet can't
get afair shot at acareer. And now we're
seriously considering the elimination of
art and music instruction in our schools.
Throughout history, societies have depended on the arts, especially music, not
only to reflect what is but, more important, to expose us to possibilities of what
can be. The artist has always led the way.
Today, these corporate boneheads try to
justify what they're doing by claiming
they're only giving us what we want; and
they spend millions in consumer research
to determine just that. The net result of
this approach, of course, is that what the
public
ygets is necessarily reduced to
the least common denominator — in
other words, just so much crap.
In my opinion, the time has come for
true artists everywhere to come together
and grow balls big enough to take control of the industry on which their livelihoods depend.
C. Gary Richey
Las Vegas, NV
sounder@iwon.com
My thanks to audio scribe Steve Guttenberg,
who reminded me of Hunter S. Thompson's
description of the record industry: 'A cruel and
shallow money trench, along plastic hallway
where thieves and pimps run free, and good men
die like dogs. There's also anegative side." —JA
There's apositive side
Editor:
Thanks to Fred Mills for his Gov't Mule
article in the September 2003 Stereophile
Letters to the Editor should be sent
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STletters@Primediamags.com.
Unless marked otherwise, all letters
are assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous
debate implied by the First
Amendment, and unless we are requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail addresses. Please
note: We are unable to answer
requests for information on specific
products or systems. If you have
problems with your subscription, call
toll-free (800) 666-3746, or write to
Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117, Boulder,
CO 80322-3117.
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(p.65). Ihave been afan of Gov't Mule since
Ipicked up acopy of their Dose CD after
reading aStereophile review acouple of years
ago. Idon't know what the future of the
band will be without Allen Woody, but Ido
encourage your readers to check out any of
their past CDs. This is/was an awesome
band that just blows the doors off any of the
crap bands playing today.
Acid Trip
acidtnpwow@hotmail.com
Wrongs
Editor:
Just wanted to mention afew errors in
John Swenson's Warren Haynes piece
(September, p.125). The title of the
Dickey Betts record Haynes played guitar
on is Pattern Disruptive, not Pattern Electric.
Also, Rob Barraco was incorrectly spelled
"Barracoa." Finally, Allen Woody died in
August 2000, not late '99.
Gary Yates
gsy1234a@yahoo.com
1Nrong? Right!
Editor:
Hooray for J. Gordon Holes "Wrong?
Wrong!" letter (September, p.9). Irepeat
the classic line: Icouldn't agree with you
more. As always, the original still has the
most perceptive view of the situation.
Ijust saw alist of the "Best 40" CDs
with which to check your system in Hi-Fi
Choice magazine. Only three were classical, and of these three, only one, Mahler's
Symphony 6, was meant as music. (The
other two were demo music.)
What have we sunk to? Doesn't anyone
care about fidelity, or is it just acase of that
most democratic, "sounds good to me"
approach?
Allen Edelstein
hahax@rcn.com
Fidelity
Editor:
When J. Gordon Holt started his little
semi-intermittent newsletter, it was devoted to "high fidelity" — as JGH says in his
September letter, "hi-fi means a high
degree of fidelity to an original." The goal
was to see how well we could reproduce
live sounds. Various references were used,
including orchestras, singers, railroad
trains, the clicks and pops of aVolkswagen
engine cooling, and pistol shots (which
Columbia used for areference when developing the long-playing record).
With asort of unfortunate prescience,
Holt intended to name his bulletin Audiophile, segueing to Stereophile when the new
medium emerged and took hold. Now,
decades later, Stereophile has indeed be13

Letters
come "Stereophile," in love with sound
for its own sake, not as amedium for recreating music as realistically as possible. It
now represents, mainly, just one of the
three major groups into which the erstwhile hi-fi population has divided:
The
Procedure-Oriented
Group:
Espouses particular media —analog, vinyl,
tube, monophony, two-channel, triode,
cone, etc. — and strives for technical perfection and elegance via those media. Tends to
reject "advances" as unnecessary.
The Goal-Oriented Group: Tries for
realistic reproduction of the sound source.
Auditions and accepts or rejects "advances" — long-playing record, stereo,
multichannel, digital, electrostatic, etc. —
as they emerge.
The Sensation-Oriented Group: This is
the group that JGH describes as writers
who "laud products for their euphonic
distortions (richness, sweetness, and subtlety), trash them for their accuracy (realistic sound is always brash and offensive to
the audiophile's delicate sensibilities), and
substitute personal opinions for assessments of accuracy." This group wants a
sound that manipulates the distortion that
is inherent in both the non-acoustic sound
sources and the reproducing equipment in
such away that it provokes in them an
emotional response.
Iplace myself in the Goal-Oriented
Group, and believe that J. Gordon Holes
letter places him there also. Holt and I
believe that reality will never be achieved,
but we want to achieve as much realism as
is possible. We want the sound of live,
acoustical instruments coming out of our
rigs to resemble as closely as possible the
sound of the originals.
Iagree with most of Maestro Holes
letter (although Ithink he misinterpreted Art Dudley's statement that hi-fi and
music have nothing to do with one
another). But, if Iinterpret him correctly, Idisagree that the Sensation-Oriented
Group's search for "euphonic distortions" is inappropriate. Rather, Ithink
that each of the three groups —
Procedure-, Goal-, and SensationOriented — has the right to chase after
its own Holy Grail.
But that does present aproblem for
me: By favoring the Sensation group
while downplaying the hi-fi nuts, Stereophile has become fairly useless to me. I
don't care if the reviewer does or does not
get off on the equipment under review; I
want to know if that equipment makes
Hans Vonk and the St. Louis Symphony
playing Bruckner sound like Hans Vonk
and the St. Louis Symphony playing
Bruckner. Ican no longer learn that from
the pages of Stereophile.
Hey, it's not malfeasance on the magazine's part. Certainly, the population it
serves deserves to have its needs served. But
it no longer serves my needs, which these
days are much better served by Stereophile
Stereophile, November 2003

Cuide to Home Theater.

Paul A. Alter
Pittsburgh, PA
palter@juno.com

Art
Editor:
Something has been bothering me.
Audiophiles are often attacked by people
who claim that many of us unjustifiably
love the audio components that reproduce music more than the music itself. I
can no longer stand idly by while being
subjected to the rants of such people, who
seem not to understand the essence of,
and the true intricacy behind, high-end
audio. Ican firmly state that Ibear agreat
love and appreciation for music, although
Istrongly believe that the electronics and
acoustical devices behind the reproduction of music also merit agreat deal of
acknowledgment and admiration.
You see, just as the making of music is an
art, so too are the mastering of arecording
and the designing of high-end audio components. Both the creation of music and the
reproduction of it are exacting processes
that, if they are to be done properly, demand the expenditures of prodigious
amounts of time and effort. Moreove4 they
require acertain amount of intrinsic talent
and skill on the part of the creator.
With this bit of truth secured foremost in
one's thoughts, it can plainly be seen that
great recordings and audio components, like
great musical pieces, are works of art.
Therefore, they should not be treated in a
frivolous manner, but with all of the respect
that they rightfully deserve.
Bill Contreras
AudiophileES@aol.com
Push the limits
Editor:
Iwant music to push me and my system
to the limits, but I
just have no idea what
to purchase. Iwould like to listen to more
classical music, especially since many tides
are available in surround-sound format.
The problem is that Ihave no idea what to
buy. Why don't you target people like me,
who grew up with Led Zeppelin and
Hendrix (which Istill listen to —gasp!!),
and come up with alist of 20 tides that we
can actually purchase? Iwant to listen to
music with tremendous dynamics and
power, not some lute music or 13th-century harpsichord crap.
Charles Jannan
charliq'arman@comcast.net
The Final Word(s)
I
I'd like to take the strain off Stereophile's
"Letters" column, allowing you the time
and space for more equipment reviews,
etc. Here are your letters for this month:
Letter A
Editor:
Iwas infuriated by Art Dudley's comment
that he didn't wholeheartedly approve of
slavery, concentration camps, and hunting
WorldRadioHistory

Methodists for sport. Fire this Godless
commie hack now or Beelzebub will
gnaw on your vitals. Cancel my subscription forthwith.
Yours cordially,
Tristram Witdrnder
Letter B
Editor:
You had the effrontery to express an opinion in last month's issue that did not agree
with my own in every conceivable way.
You are therefore ignorant and should
print agroveling apology Cancel my subscription immediately, you retards.
Yours from an infinitely higher plane of
consciousness,
Peterj Smugpillock
Letter C
Editor:
You review stuff Ican't afford. Cancel my
subscription.
Yours enviously,
JJ. Doginamanger
Letter D
Editor:
You review components that are cheaper
than my cartridge tags. Cancel my subscription, peasants!
Croesus
Letter E
Editor:
Idon't like rock music. Ilike classical
music. Therefore, anyone who likes rock
music or uses it in the context of an equipment review is not only untrustworthy,
but less intelligent than I. And probably
on drugs. Cancel my subscription.
Yours with God on my side,
John Q. Intolerant
Letter F
Editor:
Analog is dead, you fools. If it says "digital" on the box, it is perfect. Why can't you
flat-earthen s get that into your stupid
Neanderthal skulls? The only way forward is to buy into every new format that
appears. It all sounds the same anyway, but
some of those gadgets and flashing lights
are way cool. Cancel my subscription.
Yours born yesterday,
HEY Rube
Letter G
Editor:

Digital audio is adead end, you fools. What
you need is a 0.124W SET amplifier
attached to a7U-diameter horn loudspeaker
via cables sprinkled with magic whoopee
dust (a bargain at only $3000/oz). What
kind of person can't afford asimple system
like this and/or fit it into his home? Cancel
my subscription.
Gandafl PStarchild

Hope this was labour-saving for you. At
this rate, all the tedious little anoraks will
have canceled their subscriptions soon and
we'll hear no more from them. Perhaps
uniquely, Ilike Stereophile. Should Iseek
psychiatric help?
Daniel Emerson
sales@ump.co.uk
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the brand's exclusive US distribution,
sales, and marketing rights have been
granted to Ball Marketing Group. The
At the end of July, UK-based TAG
new firm will operate from current
McLaren Audio, which had been experiencing difficult trading conditions and TMA facilities in California, and all curwas reducing its workforce, issued a rent staff; including technical specialist
Gary Barker, will be retained."
rather pessimistic announcement. The
The new distribution company,
core of the announcement concerned
which exhibited at September's CEDIA
the firm's commencement of"a full straconference in Indianapolis, will be
tegic review of its participation in the
headed by Bruce Ball, who has also hanaudio market" (see October 2003, p.13).
dled products in the US for Benz Micro,
That strategic review has now been
Primare Electronics, TARA Labs,
completed, and the results are mostly
Gryphon, BB Audio, and Ultralink.
positive. The company will remain in its
Most recently, Ball was vice president of
purpose-built facility in Huntingdon,
marketing and sales for Ultralinlc/XL0
England. It will continue to manufacProducts.
ture its product range and maintain onTMRs Dr. Udo Zucker comments,
going research and development, and
"I wouldn't know abetter and more
will also continue to provide full afterpromising outcome of our strategic
sales support.
review concerning TMA." The compaCrucially, however, TMA will focus
ny's Colin Harrison adds, "In working
on home-theater products in the future.
with Bruce and his US group over the
This is where the company has enjoyed
last 10 months, Ihave been inspired by
its most conspicuous success — its A/V
their dedication, commitment, and enprocessors have built quite acult followergy in bringing on new reps and dealing among enthusiasts, thanks to their
ers, along with establishing wider brand
considerable flexibility, fine perforrecognition for our products."
mance, and powerful upgradeability.
The size of the company is being adjustUS: NEW YORK & CALIFORNIA
ed to suit this new direction.
As part of its new direction, the Ball Jon Iverson
It's been arough year for the music inMarketing Group was formed in
dustry — and possibly an even rougher
September to distribute TMA's homeone for audiophile labels. The Dorian
entertainment products in the US,
Group, however, seems to be thriving.
among other brands. A company anParent company to Dorian Recordings,
nouncement states, "In light of the rethe Dorian Group announced at the
cently announced TMA strategic review,
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger &Jon Iverson

Update
end of August its acquisition of Reference Recordings. During its 25 years
in business, RR has consistendy garnered praise from audiophiles for the
sound quality of its recordings, and has
scored eight Grammy nominations and
two Grammy awards.
Dorian reports that RR's identity and
key staff will remain intact, including
the label's famed recording engineer,
Keith Johnson. The company says,
"RR's state-of-the-art audiophile production quality and reputation will continue leading the field in innovative
thinking and technical achievements
such as HDCD." As part of the new
arrangement, Dorian says that SACD
releases from RR will be offered in the
near future and that exclusive worldwide distribution for the label will be
through On-Demand Media Services.
Three new recordings from RR have
also been promised: the Minnesota
Orchestra under Eiji Oue performing
works of American composer Dominick
Argento and featuring soprano Frederica
von Stade; German-born 17-year-old
organist Felix Hell debuting with a
recording the label says is "destined to
become atouchstone demonstration recording"; and arelease of works by composer John Tavener, including the world
premiere of Ikon of Eros, for solo violin,
orchestra, and choir, performed by the
Minnesota Orchestra and Chorale
under Paul Goodman and featuring concertmaster Jorja Fleezanis as soloist.

Calendar

Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event. The deadlinefor theJanuary 2004 issue
is November 3, 2003. Mark thefcvc Mttention
Stephen Meg Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't have room every month to print all ofthe
society listings we receive Ifyou'd like to have
Stereophile, November 2003

your audio-society information posted on the
Stereophlle website e-mail Chris Vogel at
vgl@atlanticmet and request an info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriatefor aretailer to promote anew product line in "Calendar» unless this is associated with aseminar or
similar event.
CALIFORNIA

• Saturday, October 18, 12-5pm: San
Francisco Stereo is proud to have been
named Northern California's exclusive
dealer for Burmester. Udo Besser and

WorldRadioHistory

Allen Perkins will be on hand to discuss
the Burmester product line and to announce new products. There will be a
drawing for a$3695 Rondo CD player,
to be given away at the end of the event.
For info, call (415) 861-1044.
• Wednesday-Thursday, October
22-23: Audio Revelation will host a
seminar featuring speakers from JMlab
and electronics from Tom Evans
Audio Design. Visit www.audiorevela
tion.com. RSVP: jay@audiorevelation.
corn or (760) 944-0444.
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Dorian's Craig Dory is a fan of
Johnson's work. "Keith's recordings were
abig influence on getting me to take it to
the limit," he said. "We both believe in
quality recordings of interesting music.
Pooling together our resources, while
maintaining the distinct identities of the
labels, is what will allow us to thrive in
the friture." Johnson adds that, as aresult
of the acquisition, his label expects to "expand our repertoire and to reach out to
more musicians and listeners."
Dorian's Brian Levine notes that the
acquisition of RR has by no means satisfied the company's hunger for growth.
"In achallenging environment like this,
becoming a more substantial player
through acquisition is our strategy for
success. We are continuing to search for
complementary, premium quality,
niche-oriented labels for acquisition and
will seek the financing needed to fuel
that growth."
WEBSPACE
John Atkinson
An archive of articles written by the late
Michael Gerzon has been established at
the website of Hi-Fi News consultant
technical editor Keith Howard.
Michael Gerzon, who died in 1996, is
widely regarded as one of the most
important thinkers and writers on audio
of recent times. In the 1970s, for example,
Gerzon established the mathematical
basis for surround-sound reproduction,
leading to the launch of Ambisonics as a
means of re-creating atrue soundfield at
the listener's eat In more recent years, he
was a co-developer of the Meridian
Lossless Packing (MLP) compression system used in multichannel DVD-Audio
mastering and playback, and pioneered
the use of DSP to correct for loudspeaker
and room acoustics problems.
In addition to authoring densely

technical papers for scientific publications such as the Journal qf the Audio
Engineering Society, Gerzon also wrote a
succession of more approachable pieces
for amore general readership in such
magazines as Hi-Fi News and Studio
Sound. More anecdotal than his closely
focused scientific work, these pieces
offer a broader view of Gerzon's
thoughts on and experiences of awide
panorama of audio topics, yet are less
well known and, to date, have been
more difficult to obtain.
It is to bring these readable yet erudite articles to awider audience that the
Gerzon Archive has been established,
with the permission of Michael
Gerzon's brother. Although the archive
is not presently large, the intention is to
steadily build it into acomplete collection of the articles Gerzon wrote for
these magazines, and perhaps others.
The Gerzon Archive can be accessed at
www.audiosignal.co.uk/Gerzon%20arch
ive.html. Both HTML and PDF versions
(the latter conveniently formatted for
both European A4 and US letter paper
sizes) are available for viewing and/or
downloading. Keith Howard will also be
contributing aseries of his own technical
articles to Stereophile, starting with the
January 2004 issue.
US: LOS ANGELES
Jon Iverson
DVD-Audio is getting aboost from several directions.
On August 20, Digital Theater
Systems (DTS) and EMI Music announced ajoint venture to create and
distribute new surround-sound versions
of music recordings from various EMI
labels on aworldwide basis. The new
titles will be created by aDTS production team and will bear a"DTS Signature Series" logo, the announcement

stated. The series will include "some of
the top artists from EMI's catalog, as
well as future releases, and will be distributed globally by EMI."
1)TS Entertainment vice president
Jeff Skillen described the agreement as
"another example of how the recording
industry is recognizing the importance
of surround music for the future growth
of the industry." The project will "create
an incredible new music catalog," he
said. EMI labels are distributed in more
than 50 countries and indude Angel,
Astralverks, Blue Note, Capitol, EMI,
EMI Classics, Manhattan, Mute, Parlophone, and Virgin.
On August 11 Universal Music
Group (UMG) announced plans to
release dozens of DVD-A titles, starting
September 23, 2003. Among them:
Aaron Neville's Nature Boy: The Standards
Album, Andrea Bocelli performing Verdi
arias, Anne-Sophie Mutter performing
Vivaldi's The Four Seasons, Beck's Sea
Change, Cecilia Bartoli's The Vivaldi
Album, Christian Thielemann in Orff's
Carmina Burana, Claudio Abbado conducting Beethoven's Symphonies 1and
2, Dave Grusin's Two for the Road, David
Sanborn's timeagain, Peter Frampton's
Frampton Comes Alive!, Elton John's
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road, George
Strait's Honkytonkville, John Hiatt's Bring
the Family, Marvin Gaye's Collection, Ryan
Adams' Gold, Shania Twain's Up!, Sheryl
Crow's The Globe Sessions, Steely Dan's
Gaucho, Sting's Brand New Day, The
Who's Tommy, 3 Doors Down's Away
from the Sun, Vince Gill's High Lonesome
Sound, Valery Gergiev conducting
Tchaikovsky's Symphony 6, and Diana
Krall's Love Scenes, When ILook in Your
Eyes, and The Look q/ Lame.
All of UMG's releases will be remixed and remastered from the original
multitrack masters, the announcement

Calendar
•Thursday, October 23: Deetes Sound
Room (Carmichael) will host aseminar
featuring Peter Qvortrup and Ray Lombardi of Audio Note. For info, call (916)
334-7000, or e-mail deetessound@
hotmail.com.
• Saturday, October 25: Audio Limits
(Los Angeles) will host aseminar featuring Peter Qvortrup and Ray Lombardi of
Audio Note. For info, call (661) 2529222, or e-mail audiolimits@socal.rncom.
• Saturday, October 25, 5pm: Brooks
Berdan (110 W. Olive Avenue, Mon18

rovia) will host a seminar featuring
Richard Vandersteen. The discussion
will inform visitors about how to optimize state-of-the-art 2/5-channel systems without compromise. RSVP:
(656) 359-9131.
• November 19-20, 6-9pm: SF Stereo
is proud to announce the North American premiere of Krells Resolution
Series loudspeakers. Dan D'Agostino
and Bill McKiegan will appear at the San
Francisco location on Sunday night, and
at the Mountain View location on
WorldRadioHistory

Monday night San Francisco RSVP:
(415) 861-1044. Mountain View RSVP:
(650) 917-1099.
• Thursday, November 6, 7-9pm:
Audio Vision San Francisco will host a
seminar featuring Thiel Audio loudspeakers and Ayre Acoustics electronics. Seating is limited. RSVP: info@
audiovisionst:c
or (415) 614-1118.
CONNECTICUT

• Saturday, October 18: Triode &
Company (Glastonbury) will host a
Stereophile, November 2003
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stated. UMG says its DVD-A discs will
typically contain bonus content, including photos, biographies, lyrics, discographies, and videos. UMG DVD-A discs
will play on existing DVD-Video players
using Dolby Digital surround sound,
according to the announcement.
US: NEW YORK
Jim Austin
In early September, Universal Music
Group — Decca, DG, Interscope, Geffen, A&M, Island-Del Jam, Lost Highway, MCA Nashville, Mercury, Philips,
Polydor, Universal Music Latino,
Universal Motown, and Verve —announced plans to cut top-line wholesale
CD prices dramatically to retailers willing to abide by certain conditions, Iand
to lower suggested retail prices even
more, from the current $18.98 to $12.98.
For retailers willing to meet Universal's
conditions, the new prices were to take
effect in stages: catalog titles reduced
September 29, new titles on October 7.
The new list price will take effect
January 1, 2004. Midline prices would
be dropped even lower, with many Universal CDs expected to sell for less than
$10 per disc. Unfortunately, the new
prices would not apply to all Universal
CDs. Among the exceptions are boxed
sets, and Latin and classical music.
The price reductions are one of the
record industry's first rational responses
to declining CD sales. They seem to be

1This acontentious subject in the retail community.
Universal says it will no longer give "co-op" discounts
to retailers who spend their own funds to advertise or
prominently display its CDs. According to industry
analyst Phil Leigh, "lise labels had an interest in protecting music stores because they had large receivables
from them and it was their standard distribution channel. Now the Internet comes along and over time it
begins to erode the foundation of the incumbent distribution channel. It's no longer worth it to protect your
incumbents."
—Jon Iverson

acknowledging, for the first time in years,
what they should have learned in their
first economics class: If you want to
increase sales, lower prices, don't raise
them? In announcing the changes,
UMG chairman and CEO Doug Morris
invoked the usual record-industry hyperbole and blamed file-sharing for lagging
CD sales. "If you look at what's going
on," he said, "it's the first time that there
has ever been an industry impacted by
illegal activities. It is one of the saddest
things Ihave ever seen."
As alover of classical music, my second reaction to the announcement (my
first was to guffaw at Morris' inflammatory rhetoric) was resentment. Anyone
who pays attention to the data must
realize that the record-industry position
is unsupportable. Studies show that filesharers buy more CDs than non-downloading music-lovers, not fewer. And
sales have fallen most among the groups
that download least. Yet classical-music
lovers — and audiophiles, who buy
more classical music than the average
music consumer — will continue to pay
high prices for their music. In anew
twist on the industry's strategy of "attack
the customer," they are, in effect, rewarding their least honest customers
while continuing to punish more honest
customers with high prices.
After Igot over my initial resentment,
however, Idid alittle more thinking and
reached adifferent conclusion. In distinguishing between their classical and popular music catalogs, Universal is making

2Lowering prices as much as $6 per disc is asignificant
gamble. Any pricing strategy lives or dies by predicting
the sweet spot where the decrease in profit margins per
unit sold are more than made up for by an increase in
sales volume. Referred to as "price elasticity" by economists, the trick is to find the point along the price vs
demand curve that reaps the greatest profit.
—Jon Iverson

asensible business decision and setting a
positive precedent. Classical-music titles
sell far fewer copies than most popular
titles; higher prices help these companies
recoup their costs more efficiently, and
allow low-selling discs to remain profitable. Per-unit fixed costs are often lower
on best-sellers, so it makes sense to pass
the savings on to customers.
Book publishers have long charged
more for better-quality, lower-selling
titles —paperback titles, anyway. Right
now, Nora Roberts' mass paperback Tans
of aStranger lists for $4.99, while Yan
Martel's 4fe of Pi, amore serious, trade
title, lists at $10 more in paperback and
is less likely to be discounted. If record
companies can't make money on lowselling titles, they won't produce them.
Naxos has proved that good quality,
well-recorded classical music doesn't
have to sell at premium prices, but that
doesn't mean that there isn't aplace for
other business models.
Furthermore, higher prices on serious books and CDs help afew writers
and musicians to make aliving. Even if
their royalties are lower in percentage
terms than those of big-selling artists
who can negotiate more aggressively, a
higher price lets them make a little
more money from each book or CD
they sell. Finally. ir just makes sense to
pay more for abetter product.
Make no mistake: $18.98 is too much
to pay for any CD, whether classical, pop,
or Latin, and those high prices are no
doubt hurting sales. But the principle of
setting higher prices for smaller-selling
titles is sound, in business terms.3
3As Ishowed in my May 2002 'As We See It" —see
http://www.stereophile.comishowarchives.cgi?578 —
aretail price below $16 for aCD that, like virtually all
classical releases, will not sell more than 3000 copies
worldwide in its first year of release, is not feasible.
—JA
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seminar, "Beyond the On
u." Peter
Qvortrup of Audio Note will be present to answer questions. For info, call
(860) 652-9691 or e-mail DavidC,ope@
TriodeandCo.com.
GEORGIA

• Sunday, October 26, 2pm: Audio
Alternative will host Luke Manley of
Vacuum Tube Logic. VTUs new flagship products, the Siegfried amplifiers
and 7.5 preamplifier, will be on display.
The demonstration system will also
20

include Meadowlark Audio's new
Blue Herron2 loudspeakers and the
VP! TNT HRX turntable. To RSVP,
contact Mike Burns at (770) 931-0606
or mburns@avalternative.com.
ILLINOIS

•Saturday, October 18: Dave Solomon
of Kevro will be at Champagne Audio
to discuss new products from Musical
Fidelity. Representatives from Monster Cable will also be present to discuss Monster Power conditioners.
WorldRadioHistory

Please call (217) 355-8828 for reservations, times, and details.
• Thursday, November 6, 1lam-9pm:
Cary Audio products will be on display, with aspecial presentation from
Cary's Dennis Had and Billy Wright at
6:30pm. A Cary CD-308, valued at
$1500, will be given away as a door
prize. For info, call (630) 663-1298, or
e-mail info@holmaudio.com.
•Saturday, November 8: Tor Sivertsen
of Conrad-Johnson will be at
Champagne Audio (Urbana) to demStereophite, November 2003

Cremona auditor

A FAMILY RESEMBLANCE
For over twenty years Sonus faber have created loudspeaker systems of exceptional beauty and refinement.
Electra Amator, Extrema, Amati and Guerrieri Homage models, all exceptional examples of the Sonus faber design team's
art, inspiration and intelligence.
Cremona Auditors' ancestry can be traced directly to the exquisite Cremona as both share the same fundamental design,
craftsmanship and attention to detail. Consequently, the wide soundstage, exceptional dynamics and
low frequency weight belies the diminutive size of Auditor's enclosure.
The Cremona family —Instruments created to reproduce music andfilm sound the way it was intended.

Cipmona Auditor S3,595/pair -optional stands. S6,50. ,pr, Cremona SZ495/pair. Cremona Center S3.995/each -all available in maple and graphite. Cremona Active Subwooler 33,495/each -available in graphite
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The new pricing policy has another
potential upside, and this one, to me, is
far more important. By acknowledging
that classical-music lovers are less likely
to engage in illegal file-sharing, Universal has admitted that there is less reason to use intrusive copy-protection on
classical discs. Ihaven't kept up with the
latest schemes, but many copy-protection mechanisms have been shown to
degrade sound quality. File-traders care
less about sound quality than the average classical-music lover —if file-traders
cared how the music sounded, MP3 file
trading never would have caught on in
the first place. So it makes sense to use
such schemes on the discs most likely to
be traded, but not on the titles — classical, jazz, etc. —most likely to be bought
by those least likely to trade them.
By lowering prices on their popular
music catalog but keeping prices high
on classical titles, Universal and any
other music companies that follow suit
are admitting that file-sharing isn't a
problem among lovers of classical
music. Why, then, alienate those consumers by degrading sound quality and
unnecessarily limiting fair use?
US: TULSA 8e TERRE HAUTE
Jon Iverson
To combat lackluster CD sales and
online file trading, some record labels
have been adding bonus DVDs to new
releases to get consumers to buy them
instead of downloading the data. DVDAudio proponents, in an attempt to
counter Super Audio Compact Disc's
single-disc hybrid SACD/CD strategy,
have been trying to figure out how to
combine CD functionality and DVD-A
on one disc.
A Tulsa, Oklahoma company may
have the answer. EnXnet says that its
new dual-sided, hybrid optical-disc

technology has the "unique feature" of
combining two distinct formats of content distribution on one disc. The company reports that it has developed a
method for manufacturing aDVD on
one side of adisc and aCD on the other.
"This new hybrid optical-disc technology was created to service the entertainment and music industries," says
EnXnet, "but has widespread consumer
and business applications." EnXnet and
marketing consultants OneDisc Technologies have also announced an exclusive marketing agreement serving the
music and entertainment industries.
Their new arrangement awards OneDisc anumber of territories, including
the US, Canada, and Mexico.
According to EnXnet, the company
specializes in media compression technologies, media replication, and disc security. The company says the new product,
which has apparently also been named
OneDisc, can deliver DVD-Video, DVDAudio, CD audio, and interactive CDROM and Internet applications and
content, all on the same disc.
Privately held Consumer Surround
Sound (CS2) announced last week that
the Sony disc manufacturing facility in
Terre Haute, Indiana is now pressing
the company's flagship product, the
CS2CD. The first disc being manufactured at Sony's plant with the new
process is Activate Entertainment's Kool
Keith presents Thee Undataketz.
According to CS2, version 2.0 of
CS2CD allows DVD-playable video
and slide shows to reside on CD albums
and singles "without interruption of traditional CD listening practices in CD
players." The company says that there
are compatible DVD player models
from Panasonic, Toshiba, Pioneer,
Philips, RCA, GE, Daewoo, Apex, and
all Chinese-made DVD players and PC

CD/DVD-ROM drives.
CS2's William Grecia explains,
"Everyone is looking for the format that
will salvage and revive music retail.
CS2CD is the only format that can do
so. Ihave been developing the final version of the CS2CD for three years, and
some believed this product would never
reach replication at amajor facility. Not
only did CS2CD achieve replication status, but the process is plant friendly."
Grecia reports that CS2CD discs cannot be cloned, but that, "unlike other
restrictive commercial 'copy protections,' CS2CD allows full CD audio
playback in PCs and DVD players."
Grecia also claims, "CS2CD is the perfect balance between retaining consumers' fair use' rights, and the music
industry's need for aretail product that
consumers cannot re-create with a
CD/DVD burner. Major record companies can use this format to boost and
revive retail. My indie clients are replicating at the same places the big guys
are. My next goal is to make abig impression at the upcoming CE show."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Shocking news broke in August 2003.
Despite all the birchin' and bellyachin'
from industry spokespersons about lost
revenues through increases in MP3
downloading and CD piracy, when the
figures for the quarter ended June 2003
were totaled up, UK vinyl albums had
registered record sales over the previous
12 months —up 3% since June 2002,
boosted by aparticularly strong (+12%)
final quarter.
The actual picture is far more complex than asimple headline, but it gives
the lie to suggestions that sales of music
are in inexorable decline —and, by implication, that the reasons are entirely

Calendar
onstrate the new Premier 140 amplifier
and other new products. Allan Haggar
of Surniko will also be present, to give
asubwoofer seminar featuring the REL
sub-bass systems. Call (217) 355-8828
for details and reservations.
MASSACHUSETTS

• Tuesday, November 18, 7pm: Spearit
Sound (Boston) will host an evening of
multichannel audio featuring representatives from McCormack Audio, Philips,
Siltech, and special guest Jim Thiel of

Thiel Audio. RSVP: (617) 734-8800.
OREGON

• The Audio Gallery (Lake Oswego)
continues its Fall Seminar Series on
Thursday evenings in November.
November 6, 7pm: Allen Perkins and
Norbert Schmied of Immedia will share
products from Audio Physic, Finite
Element, Burmester, and Lyra.
November 13, 7pm: Garth Leerer of
Musical Surroundings and Jim White of
Aesthetix will display the new Saturn
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series preamps. November 20, 7pm:
Richard Vandersteen will discuss and
demonstrate the benefits and upgrades
to the new 5A loudspeaker. For more
info, please call Cindy at (503) 6998888, or visit www.theaudiogallery.com.
WISCONSIN

• Saturday, October 18, 5pm: Ultra
Fidelis (2013 N. 71st Street, Wauwatosa)
will host a seminar featuring Richard
Vandersteen. The discussion will inform
visitors about how to optimize state-ofStereophile, November 2003

The Best Loudspeakers Ever?
For 30 years, audio critics have lavished praise on
PSB loudspeakers.

Introducing the new PSB Platinum Series.

Look.

Listen.

Decide.

WorldRadioHistory

1 888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com
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rooted in technological factors outside
the music industry's control.
Discovering which causes have created such an effect always involves guesswork, and several factors may have
played their parts. For starters, total UK
music sales are actually down 4.1% by
value annually, largely because singles
are performing badly. And even though
album sales show strong numbers, that's
partly because the average retail price
has been falling. Add to that the fact that
the UK economy has remained quite
strong, and perhaps (whisper it!) that the
quality of the music itself might have
been quite good, and the picture begins
to be filled in.
Iwas intrigued by the figures in
Stereophiles September 2003 "As We See
It," quoting US sales of 234,000 discs
for SACD and DVD-Audio combined,
compared to 661,000 units of vinyl, for
the first six months of 2003. Supporting
that, the new "high-band" digital formats barely rate amention in the British
Phonographic Industry's recently published Statistical Handbook.
On the other hand, more than
2,000,000 LPs per year are sold in
Britain — amuch higher per capita ratio
than in the US. Indeed, the UK is now
responsible for more than 25% of vinyl
sales worldwide, compared with just
under 10% of the world's CD sales.
Furthermore, UK turntable sales grew
26% in the year ended in June 2003, in
an overall separates sector that was
down 9.5%. Brands such as Cyrus and
Musical Fidelity are introducing turntables to try to grab aslice of this action.
In my opinion, we already have a
"high-band" format. It might be 50
years old, but it does the job for those
prepared to take the trouble. Vinyl is a
reality that has hung in there thanks
entirely to grass-roots support, with no

need for the Super Audio Forum, which
Sony UK announced this July to promote SACD.
Even the professional sector is beginning to take retro-audio seriously. One
of the best-selling albums of 2003 in
Britain is Elephant, by Detroit-based duo
The White Stripes. The album was
recorded at Toe Rag Studios in
Hackney, East London, where engineer
Liam Watson keeps things analog and
simple — he mixed the whole album in
eight hours. The cover carries the statement: "No computers were used during
the writing, recording, mixing or mastering of this record."
Leading classical recording engineer
Tony Faulkner recently vented his
spleen on the Stereophile website about
"all the hype, spin, and advertorial about
SACD and DVD-Audio in the audiophile press" (www.stereophile.com/
showsoap.cgi?328). Faulkner's company
has already invested heavily in highdensity DSD digital recording equipment, but he is clearly becoming
disenchanted: "I have just bought some
Studer analog tape machines and shall
be running them in parallel on our projects from September onwards, hopefully so we can release ahandful of LPs
next year."
US: LOS ANGELES
Robert Baird
Iwas gambling in Havana
Itook alittle risk
Send lawyers, guns and money
Dad, get me out of this.
— "Lawyers, Guns and Money,"
Warren Zevon
In the end, not even that famous and
powerful triumvirate could save Warren
Zevon. The eccentric singer-songwriter-guitarist-pianist, adark and rest-

less artist who for atime in the 1980s
was one of the music business's most
celebrated pirates, died Sunday, September 7, 2003, at the age of 56.
In August 2002, Zevon was diagnosed
with mesothelioma, a rare, inoperable
form of lung cancer. He chose to forgo
chemotherapy, but outlived his doctor's
predictions by many months, joking
near the end that it was beginning to
annoy people that he was still alive.
Zevon had always written about
death in his songs, and should have
expired decades ago from rampant alcoholism, which he finally beat in the late
1980s. In 2003, faced with his rapidly
approaching mortality, he showed, if not
exactly grace, then his trademark graveyard wit. At one point he said he wanted to open a bottle of absinthe; at
another, that he wanted to die in
Hunter S. Thompson's back yard.
Warren Zevon was born January 24,
1947, in Chicago to a Scottish-Welsh
Mormon mother and aRussian-Jewish
gangster father whose favorite expressions, according to arecent Rolling Stone
feature, were "Never look back" and
"Fuck everybody." After stints as a
writer of jingles (Boone's Farm wine)
and songs (the Turtles recorded two),
Zevon spent the 1970s as music director
for the Everly Brothers. During that
time he wrote many of his most famous
songs: "Hasten Down the Wind,"
"Poor, Poor Pitiful Me" (both recorded
by Linda Ronstadt), and "Carmelita."
In 1976, after Zevon had spent years
playing club gigs, his friend Jackson
Browne helped him get a deal with
Elektra Records, who released his first,
self-titled album. Zevon was comparatively old, 31, when the singles "Werewolves of London" and "Excitable Boy,"
both from alater album, Excitable Boy,
made him astar for aminute or so in

Calendar
the-art 2/5-channel systems without
compromise. RSVP: (414) 774-0234.
CANADA

• Wednesday-Thursday, October
22-23: Sound Plus (Vancouver) will
host the Sixth Annual Sound Plus
Home Entertainment Experience. For
info, visit www.soundplus.ca.
• Thursday, November 20, 5-8pm:
Audioville (972 Boulevard St-Laurent,
Montreal) will host a music seminar
with Jay Rein of Bluebird Music. The
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new Series II range of loudspeakers
from Living Voice and Chord Electronics' new Choral range will be on
demonstration. Call Steve Nicola at
(514) 861-8050 to RSVP, or visit www.
bluebirdmusic.ca for more info.

the world, ETF.03 will feature lectures,
workshops, aflea market, live music, and
much more. For info, visit www.triode
festivaLnet For reservations, e-mail Wolfgang Braun at wb@braunbaustoffe.de.
THAILAND

• Thursday-Sunday, November 6-9,
• Thursday-Sunday, December 4-7:
llam-9pm: What Hi-Fi will host the 10th
The Fourth European Triode Festival, a Bangkok Hi-End & Car Audio Show at
gathering of tube audio hobbyists and
the Exhibition Hal of the Ambassador
professionals, will take place in LangenHotel, Bangkok For info, call (662) 279argen. Hosting participants from all over
6590 or e-mail what hifi@mweb.co.th.
GERMANY
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B&W Bowers&Wilkins

Outstanding speakers that don't stand out
The new B&W FPM Series

II

11

Bowers & Wilkins' new range of Flat Panel Monitors provide
traditional B&W loudspeaker sound quality in stunning,
streamlined, contemporary cabinets. Designed to complement
42", 50" and 60" flat panel monitors, the FPM4, FPM5 and FPM6
possess alevel of poise and elegance all too rare in high-end
home theater and audio components.

Hear these outstanding new speakers at your authorized
B&W dealer.

www.bwfpm.corn

For your virtual tour of the B&W Flat Panel Monitor Series please visit our site,
www.bwflatspeakers.com or call +1 978 6642870
WorldRadioHistory
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1978. People magazine declared him
famous, or what he once called "hie
dangerous Dean Martin of my generation." After falling off astage in Chicago
and breaking his leg, Zevon spent much
of the tour supporting the hit album in
awheelchair. A much better example of
his in-concert prowess — when sober,
he was akiller onstage—is 1981's Stand
in the Fire, currently out of print.
Then and till the end, Zevon always
said his success was a "fluke." This
proved true as he slowly sunk back
into cult status after his late-'70s heyday, despite such solid albums as Mr.
Bad Example (1991), Mutineer (1995),
and the prophetically titled 4fe'll Kill
Ya (2000).
After being diagnosed with mesothelioma, Zevon threw himself into
completing afinal album, The Wind, released two weeks before his death, by
which time it had risen to No. 16 on
Billboard's "200 Album Chart," Zevon's
highest chart position in 25 years. The
album (see review, p.136) features guest
appearances by Bruce Springsteen,
Jackson Browne, Ry Cooder, and others.
Zevon ended his performing career
with an appearance last summer on Late
Night with David Letterman, and an episode of VH1's Inside/Out. In an interview accompanying the program notes
for The Wind, Zevon was asked if he had
any last words for his fans.
"Writing songs is an act of love. You
write songs 'cause you love the subject
and want to pass that feeling on. I've always said that songwriting was designed for the inarticulate. [Laughs]
Some songwriters might not agree or
comply with that idea, but that's how I
feel about it. So Idon't have any big
farewell speech."
US: NASHVILLE
Wes Phillips
Johnny Cash, the 71-year-old American
icon, died September 12 of respiratory
failure caused by complications from
diabetes. The singer-songwriter had
been released from the hospital the preceding day after atwo-week struggle
with an unspecified stomach ailment.
Cash had been in ill health for several
years, suffering also from autonomic
neuropathy, adisease of the nervous system, as well as pneumonia. Yet his final
days were spent in aburst of creative
energy that would have put ayounger,
healthier man to shame. His most recent
album, American IV: The Man Comes
Around (Universal/American 077083),
introduced him to anew generation of
music lovers and garnered near universal
26

critical acclaim, as well as generating an
award-winning music video for Cash's
reading of Nine Inch Nails' "Hurt" And
on September 23, aCash-compiled and
-annotated entry in the Starbucks Coffee
Company/Hear Music series of Artist
Choice CDs will be released.
During his final days, Cash had been
hard at work on afive-disc boxed set
with producer Rick Rubin. Tentatively
titled Unearthed, it consists of four discs
of previously unreleased material,
along with an overview of Cash's four
recordings for Rubin's American Recordings label.
Born on February 26, 1932, in
ICingsland, Arkansas, Cash was simply
named J.R. (Sam Phillips gave him the
name John for the label of his first
record). When he was three, his family
moved to Dyess Colony, aWPA landreclamation project in northeast
Arkansas, along the Mississippi. Cash
later wrote about having to flee one of
the big river's floods in "Five Feet High
and Rising." After high school, Cash
worked briefly in an auto factory in
Pontiac, Michigan before enlisting in
the Air Force. While stationed in
Germany, he put together his first band
and acquired an open-reel tape recorder,
which he used to work out song ideas,
since he didn't read or write music.
On his return to the States, Cash
moved to Memphis, where he recorded
his first single, "Hey Porter," for Sun
Records in 1955. This band had a
stripped-down sound that was unlike
anything else at that time — neither
rock nor country, it appealed to fans of
both. Cash's next hit was "Cry, Cry,
Cry," but it was the two that followed —
"Folsom Prison Blues" and "I Walk the
Line" — that sketched out the themes
that Cash would become so closely
identified with over the next 45 years:
remorse and the struggle against temptation. By 1960, he had written more
than 50 songs and sold more than six
million discs, but Sun balked at releasing arecord of gospel songs, so Cash left
for Columbia Records, where he would
stay for 28 years.
Many rock fans were startled in 1969
to hear Cash's signature parched baritone on Bob Dylan's Nashville Skyline,
but the country music star had
befriended Dylan at the 1964 Newport
Folk Festival and had recorded three
Dylan songs on his 1965 Orange Blossom
Special — and, when Cash was given a
weekly television show on ABC in
1969, Dylan made aguest appearance
on the first show. Over its three-year
run, The Johnny Cash Show was characWorldRadioHistory

terized by its hoses wide-ranging musical taste, featuring many artists who
would have otherwise received no
attention from mainstream TV networks: Linda Ronstadt, Neil Young,
James Taylor, Joni Mitchell. Gordon
Lightfoot,
Roy Orbison,
Hank
Williams, Jr., Judy Collins, Charley
Pride, and Merle Haggard.
Cash also took astand opposing the
war in Vietnam, although one distinguished by his own sense of patriotism.
In "Singing in Vietnam Talking Blues,"
Cash recounted his experiences singing
to the servicemen at Long Bien Air
Force Base near Saigon. He said areporter asked him if entertaining the
troops indicated that he was ahawk, and
he responded that, no, he wasn't a
hawk. "If you watch the helicopters
bring in the wounded boys, then you go
into the wards and sing for 'ern and try
to do your best to cheer them up so that
they can get back home, it might make
you adove with claws."
That was typical of Cash's entire
career. Easy labels didn't apply to atalent such as his. To say that Cash's early
recordings sound as contemporary as
his final ones is to miss the point—
Johnny Cash's music transcends time,
blending old and new sounds into
something unique.
Cash was prolific he recorded over
1500 songs, which have appeared on
more than 500 albums. He won too
many awards to list, and influenced too
many musicians to even attempt to
name. When all is said and done, words
can't do justice to his lifetime's work.
Fortunately, his music says it all —thank
God he made so much of it.
UK: SCOTLAND
Barry Willis
On August 14, the Scottish audio company launched its new Akurate series of
high-performance loudspeakers at
Definitive Audio's sleek showroom in
Seattle. Comprising a full-rangé fiveway column speaker (model 242), a
compact four-way minirnonitor (212), a
subwoofer (221), and acenter-channel
speaker (225), the Akurate line is the
result of more than ayear's development work, according to Phillip Hobbs,
who led the five-member "forward engineering team" that brought the speakers to life.
Based on Linn's heavyweight, fullrange Korani model, which was reviewed in the April 2002 Stereophile,
Akurate speakers were created to combine world-class sound with areasonable degree of portability, Hobbs told a
Stereophile, November 2003
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Bob Dylan Revisited—The Remasters:
15 classic albums on
Hybrid Super Audio CD.

•The legendary music of Bob Dylan re-mastered
from the original tapes for the first time ever,

•Six albums have been enhanced with the
addition of 5.1 multi-channel surround mix.*

•Playable on both regular CD players and SACO

•Albums In Stores Now!

players for the ultimate audio experience.
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Super Audio CD
Because there's so
Much More to Hear. '"

The Musical Fidelity 20th anniversary
Lisiiited Edition TriVista Tube SACD and
300 Integrated Amplifier
The TriVista SACD up-samples standard CD's from
16/44 to 24/192, making normal red-book CD's
sound very close to SACD's.

"Musical Fidelity has delivered on its promise
to offer virtual SACO performance from the
humble CO" -HiFi News UK Feb 2003

"Whatever other gear is used, this player always
sounds more like analog than most CD players, in
that all-important musical sense you get from
vinyl"- HiFi Choice UK Ian 2003
"...it's an enticing sounding CD player— the
best-sounding Musical Fidelity has come up with
At 350 watts per channel, the TriVista 300 is the

yet — and it's an even better-sounding SACO

most powerful integrated amplifier ever made.

player:" -Michael Fremer, Stereophile, May

Using the too,000 hour mil spec 5703 tube set,
the 300 integrated sounds as delicate and
smooth qs any low wattage tube amp. Its propriTRI -VISTA

etary solid state output stage ensures the best in
control, resolution and frequency extension.
"For an amp with such evident power, it also
does delicacy very well. This is no muscle-bound
fatneck, it's quite asophisticate that has away
of playing music first and foremost."
-HiFi World UK Jan 2003
"By any standards this is aremarkable amplifier
and 1have nothing but envy for the 5oo lucky
souls who will end up with one in their system."
-Gramophone UK Jan 2003

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Live in your world, listen in ours.
www.musicalfidelity.com
For your nearest dealer, contact mf@kevro.com or 905-428-2800
Distributed in North America by Kevro International Inc.
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The 242 has avolume of
half-dozen hi-fi and home42 liters —hence the model
theater writers assembled
for the debut. With the
designation, the first "2" indiexception of the subwoofer,
cating that the Akurate line
was the second iteration in a
all Akurate speakers share a
product-development cycle.
unique integrated HF(Hobbs wouldn't reveal what
midrange assembly called
the first one was; we inferred
the 3K Driver Array: anonthat it didn't see daylight.)
resonant
metal
flange
The 212 minimonitor has
sculpted to accommodate
one woofer and avolume of
SuperTweeter, tweeter, and
12 liters; the 225 centermidrange driver, spaced as
channel has the same driver
closely together as their
array as the 242, but asmaller
high-efficiency
niobium
volume cabinet with horimagnets will allow. The 3K
zontal orientation. The 221
array's tweeter pair is
"bass extension speaker" is a
mounted over ascoop in the
one-cubic-foot
enclosure
Akurate speaker's front bafhousing an 8" high-excursion
fle, a unique arrangement
woofer and an internal
that reduces the "image
amplifier claimed to be capasmearing" caused by highble of 1000W peaks. The litfrequency
reflections,
tle powerhouse can reach as
Hobbs explained. The close
low as 10Hz, Litm's Bill Armspacing of the tweeters and
strong told us.
midrange drivers
If the all-Linn
lets Linn achieve
two-channel system
what Hobbs claims
we heard first —
is nearly ideal vertiSondek CD-12 disc
cal and horizontal
player, Klimax Kondispersion.
trol preamp, Klimax
The audible repower amps, and
sult was an image
both huge and
Akurate 242 speakLinn Akura te speaker
ers — was a parprecise, and an
agon of transparent
exceptional ability
to reveal layers of detail. Among the
audio, the company's surround system
several demonstration pieces we heard was the definition of impact with elewas "Down to the River to Pray," sung
gance. Set up in Deftnitive's beautiful
by Alison Krauss and alarge chorus,
home-theater room, the system includfrom the 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? ed apair of 242s up front, a225 centersoundtrack. Ihad never heard the indichannel hidden below alarge screen, a
vidual voices of the chorus so clearly pair of 212s in the rear, and a221 subrevealed.
woofer, also hidden below the screen.
In the 242, the 3K Array resides
More than 50' of Linn speaker cable
above apair of 6.5" bass drivers, made
snaked through the ceiling back to arack
with astiff "sandwich cone" comprising full of Linn electronics, including the
three layers of different polymers. One
company's new Unidisk 1.1 universal
woofer rolls off at 250Hz, the other at
disc player and new Kist° surround500Hz, with separate tuned ports for
sound preamp-processor. The whole
each woofer and different crossover
setup was Linn's "first 5.1 system out of
slopes — all designed to generate the
the factory," Hobbs said.
smoothest, deepest bass possible given
Armstrong explained that they had
the limitations of the cabinet volume.
wanted to demonstrate that an all-Linn
Low bass isn't the 242's strong suit: The
system could compete with the best
Akurate spec sheet lists abottom-end home-theater gear at any price. A
limit of 49Hz in "passive" mode and
demo clip from The Matrix went far
40Hz in "active" mode (Linn typically toward validating that. The Akurate
uses these terms to differentiate
242, with integrated aluminum stand,
between internal speaker-level and
is priced at $9495/pair in black, or
external line-level crossovers, respec$9545 in cherry, maple, or rosenut.
tively). Multiple inputs allow for bi-,
The 225 center-channel is $3750; the
tri-, or quad-wiring or amping, and a 212s are $5750/pair, with optional
separate set of inputs provides bass
bolt-on aluminum stands available at
boost when the speaker is to be used in
$450 each. The 212 subwoofer is
alarge room.
$3750.
Stereophile, November 2003
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JPS developed Alumiloy,
wire to deliver sound like no
other. Our proven cable
designs bring a live
performance to your ears
with proper timbre and an
impeccable balance. Try any
one of our unique cables to
hear why JPS truly has...
Th
-Power cords and AC wiring
-Speaker Cables
-Interconnect Cables
-Digital Cables
-Video Cables
-Guitar/Instrument Cables
Made in the USA

TEL 716-656-0810
FAX 716-656-0811
EMAIL info@jpslabs.com

Alunoloy o a regolere0 lg.:le/lark of MS Late. USA
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.here must be something in
the air.
The northern Italian city of
Vicenza is 38 miles west of Venice and
125 miles east of Milan. A mediumsize city — 106,000 at last count —
Vicenza is big in Italian hi-fi. It's home
to SorMs Faber, Pathos Acoustics, and
Unison Research.
It's not the air, it's the architecture.
That's what Paolo Andriolo told me.
He's one of the cofounders of Pathos
Acoustics, whose offices are located in a
palazzo on the edge of the city center. (I
think Paolo wishes he'd become an
architect, like his brother.)
Vicenza was the adopted city of Italy's
greatest modern architect, Andrea
Palladio (1508-1580), who was born in
neighboring Padua, site of Italy's secondoldest university, founded in 1222.
(Bologna was first. Pisans are upstarts!)
We're talking about aplace where civilization was up and running when most
Europeans were probably still running around in animal skins
and making campfires.
Inspired by the great
Roman architects, Palladio favored
clean lines, simple solutions, innovative ideas, and practical approaches. In
his buildings, form and function come
together brilliantly, Paolo told me and
showed me in abrief walking tour of
the town. Most of Palladio's buildings
still stand and are still in use. For
instance, there's the Teatro Olimpico,
finished after the architect's death and
said to be the world's oldest continually
functioning indoor concert hall. The
acoustics? Fantastico.
But there was something special
about Vicenza before and after Palladio.
Just years after "Palladio's departure for
abetter world" (Paolo's words), Padua
became the world center of science, grazie Galileo Galilei, who taught at Padua
from 1592-1610. Galileo's spirit reinforces that of Palladio. And so, today,
with much less earth-shaking hi-fi,
there is that spirit of innovation. If
Pathos can't innovate, why bother?
That's what Paolo said — or words to
that effect. (We were walking, so I
couldn't take notes.) There's no point
producing what everyone else is.
Stereophile, November 2003
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Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor
loudspeaker
Sonus Faber is Vicenza's, and Italy's,
best-known hi-fi firm. But, founded
in 1980, it's still a relatively young
company. It wasn't until 1983 that the
company really got going, with its first
stand-mounted monitor, the Parva.
This was quickly followed, in 1984,
by the Minima FM2, aspeaker that
stayed in production for almost 18
years. (You can find the year-by-year
history of Sonus Faber on the company's website, www.sonusfaber.com.)
Sonus Faber established its reputation
with stand-mounted monitors: the
Parva, the Minima FM2, the Electa
Amator, and the Guarneri Homage,
introduced in 1993 and still very much in
production. Cabinet colorations are less
of aproblem with small monitors, which
can image precisely, throw adeep, wide
soundstage, and almost "disappeat"
By the way, you should hear the
soundstage at the Teatro Olimpico.
Inspiring? Vicenza's hi-fi makers think so.
Inspiration comes
also from Cremona, 80 miles
to the west. There you can visit the
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditors: custom stands are
Stradivarius Museum and see instrualmost obligatory.
ments by such masters as Guarneri,
On another visit to Vicenza, Giovanni Amati, and Stradivari himself: And those
Sacchetti and Leopoldo Rossetto, of speakers playing ever so quietly?
Unison Research, told me much the
Guarneri Homages, by Sonus Faber:
same thing. Vicentinos respect but don't
$10,000/pair with integral stands. If your
just follow conventional wisdom, Sr. purse strings allow, the Homages are
Sacchetti said. Also, there may be more
definitely worth considering, especially
ways to approach aproblem — and a if classical music is your favorite.
product — than first seems obvious. The
But, of course, not everyone can afford
obvious solution may not be the best
$10,000/pair. Not everyone wants a
one, Leopoldo added.
small stand-mounted monitor. (They
There's another common thread
may need deep bass, for instance.) And
among Vicentino hi-fi makers: Equipsome folks need speakers that are as wellment should look good. There's no
suited to home theater and surround
excuse for ugly hi-fi. In aworld where
sound as to music and two-diannel.
more and more products sound and
Enter the Cremona line.
look as if they could have been made
The terminology is confusing. We
anywhere, Italian hi-fi — which means,
caught up with the floorstanding
to a large extent, Vicentino hi-fi —
Cremona speaker — called, simply, the
stands out as different and distinctive: it
Cremona—last January (Vo126 No.1).
couldn't have come from anywhere
It retails for $7495/pair, and is compleelse, even in Italy.
mented by the stand-mounted CreHard to believe that all of this has
mona Auditor ($3595/pair plus $650
happened in the past quarter century —
for the almost obligatory stands, or
in the last 20 years, in fact.
$4245/pair), and the Cremona Center
WorldRadioHistory
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Small plugs are required for many pieces of
HiFi equipment. That's why we need small
works of art such as the WBT-0147.

•Mini RCA plug WBT-0147 with patented

collet chucking device, slotted centre pin,
and Torx strain relief.

And what about the soldering of the cable?
The Mini WBT-0147 enables it in an
unbelievably comfortable way.

•801-621-1500
•www.wbtusa.com

WBT-0147...A perfect solution.

"It is the finest sounding interconnect cable that Ihave ever heard...
"...the Kimber ofers aricher, full sound quality with an overall feeling of arelaxed perspective while revealing very subtle details
Kart Lozier
within an extre
ly wide and impressive dynamic range including the entire bass spectrum."
Enjoy the Music.com Sept. 2003

• Orthogonally braided geometry combining
ESD yarn and conductors around the core

•

•

• WBT 4-'0108 Topline solder free
RCA connectors

Proprietary X3811 core compound provides
acoustical an electrical enhancement

Black Pearl silver conductors
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($3995/pair plus $450 for stands).
When Ivisited the Sonus Faber factory, owner-founder Franco Serblin
stressed that he'd designed the Cremona
and Cremona Auditor first and foremost for music. The Auditor is no mere
brand extension, he implied. He also
suggested that some audiophiles might
prefer the stand-mounted Auditor to
the floorstanding Cremona.
Like its floorstanding sibling, the
Cremona Auditor features Sonus
Faber's patented lute-shaped cabinet,
inspired by Giuseppe Guarneri, greatest
of the Guarneri family of stringedinstrument makers. The Auditor also
features the same stretched-string grille.
Yes, that's patented, too.
The lute-shaped cabinet consists of
32 pieces of solid and laminated maple,
with amulti-coat, medium-gloss clear
finish. Or you can have the speaker in
the "graphite" finish for amore hightech look. The front baffle, hidden behind that stretched-string grille, is
covered with leather to soften sound
reflections off the hard wood surface.
Each speaker measures 13.75" high by
7.625" wide (at its widest point) by
17.875" deep. The matching stands raise
the speaker 25" from the floor and tilt it
back about 15°, the exact angle being
adjustable via threaded floor spikes. The
speakers bolt to the stands from underneath their top plates (the speaker's
underside is lined with felt) — nice, because you wouldn't want these beautiful
cabinets to land on the floor. The highquality binding posts allow easy and

Contacts
Pathos Acoustics s.r.1., via Caprese 129, 36100 Vicenza, Italy.
Tel: (39) 0444-248053. Fax: (39)
0444-241136. Web: www.pathos
acoustics.com.
Sonus Faber s.r.1., via A. Meucci
10, 36057 Arcugnano, Vicenza,
Italy. Tel: (39) 444-288788. Fax:
(39) 444-288722. Web: www.sonui
fabetcom.
Surniko, 2431 Fifth Street,
Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel: (510)
843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.
Web: www.sumikoaudio.net.
VMAX Services, P.O. Box 570,
Chazy, NY 12921. Tel: (800) 7718279, (514) 932-7786. Fax: (514) 9318891. In Canada: PO. Box 8, 1217
Greene Avenue, Montreal, Quebec
H3Z 2T1. Tel: (514) 931-1880. Web:
www.vmax-services.com.
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secure finger-tightening — but there's
only one set, which rules out biwiring.
One complaint: Ifound the stands a
bear to assemble because the drill holes
in the wooden center columns were too
small. Ihad to take out my trusty Black
& Decker and drill each hole alittle
wider in order to attach the top and bottom plates. If you have to do the same,
be careful —you wouldn't want to overdrill or use too big abit. Your dealer

Cremona floorstander. The Auditor is
ported at the rear, where the sides of the
cabinet almost come together.
Pasquale Maggiordomo (aka Patrick
Butler), of Sumiko, US distributor for
Sonus Faber, lives nearby and helped
tweak the setup. This time he moved the
speakers only slightly in our shoeboxproportioned living room. They ended
up 58" out from our narrow back wall
and 31" from the sides. Did Imention
that the Cremona Auditor's frequency
range is specified as 46Hz-40kHz?
Even more than with the
The Auditor's tonal balance was very
similar to what I recalled from the
Cremona floorstanders,
Cremona floorstanders last winter:
tweaking the Auditors'
crisply articulated but not bright, detailed
but not sterile. The speaker could play
positions enhanced their
very, very loud, so Iimagine they'll serve
well in—and withstand —home theater
soundstaging in our
applications. If your home theater system
does double duty for music, you're in
living room.
luck. You can have your Terminator and
Tchaikovsky, too. Come to think of it, I
should deliver the speakers and assem- was able to play Tchaikovsky full-tilt —
ble the stands. Bolting the speakers to
minus deep bass, of course.
the stands can also be abit of ahassle,
My, my, this speaker did respond to
but once it's done, it's done. Your dealer quality amplification and quality source
should also set them up for best sound.
material. The Conrad-Johnson pair exEven more than with the Cremona
hibited its virtues. Ditto the Musical
floorstanders, tweaking the Auditors'
Fidelity Tri-Vista 300 integrated —fastet
positions enhanced their soundstaging with more power; more punch, alittle
in our living room.
less body and atad less bloom than the
Iinitially used aMusical Fidelity Tri- tubed amp. As for the Pathos Acoustics
Vista SACD player and matching Musical
amps, you'll hear in amoment
Fidelity Tri-Veta 300 integrated amplifier.
The deepest notes were missing, of
That was lotsa power: 350Wpc into 8 course, but Ithought the Auditor delivohms. Later I substituted the Pathos
ered surprisingly strong mid- to upper
Logos and Pathos Classic One integrated
bass. More important, the bass, midamps, to achieve an all-Vicenza system.
range, and treble seemed seamless —
Along the way, Itried Conrad-Johnson's
rather like listening to afull-range eleccombination of Premier 16LS Series 2 trostatic. Of course, the floorstanding
preamplifier and Premier 140 tubed
Cremona, with its dedicated bass driver,
power amp, which Iwrote about last
dug deeper.
month. Gosh, Iwas so busy Ihardly had
But don't assume you'll necessarily like
time for summer vacation. Speaker cable
the floorstander more. Being minimoniwas Triangle Silver Ghost.
tors, the Cremona Auditors seemed to
The Tri-Vista 300 offered more
image better, placing soloists and instrupower than Ineeded, and showed me
ments even more precisely across and
that the Cremona Auditor is an excellent into the soundstage. Keep in mind, too,
handler of power. In some applications,
that the Auditors, even with stands, cost
it'll have to be (I'm thinking home the$3250/pair less than the floorstanders.
ater). Sonus Faber rates the Auditor at
If you have deep pockets, you might
88dB/W/m, its nominal impedance at
audition Sonus Faber's Guarneri
4 ohms, and recommends powering it
Homage. Yes, it's been around for 10
with 50-250Wpc. Flea-powered singleyears. Yes, its drivers are older designs.
ended triode (SET) amps need not
(Once he puts aspeaker in production,
apply. Ha! But Idid find away to get that Franco Serblin isn't one to change
SET sound with the Auditors. Read on.
things.) While I'm not sure the Guarneri
The drive-units are from ScanSpealc,
Homage would stand up to heavy-duty
of Denmark: a 1" ring-radiator; fabrichome-theater use (abuse?), it has an exdome tweeter and a5.85" doped-paper
quisite musicality, especially with strings
bass/midrange cone (crossover point not and voices. You can own apair for amere
specified). These are similar to but not
$10,000, with integral stands.
quite the same as the drivers in the
That should empty your wallet.
WorldRadioHistory
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Pathos Acoustics Legos
integrated amplifier
This is turning into an allVicenza column. Maybe
that's okay. If you like
Italian speakers, you
might like Italian amplifiers. It does seem that
Sonus Faber and Pathos
Acoustics breathe the
same air.
"And if you like Italian
hi-fi, you should like
Italian fashion," says my
wife, Marina, looking over
my shoulder.
"Nah. Everything comes
from Wal-Mart, L.L. Bean,
and Eddie Bauer."
Pathos was founded by three gentlemen from Vicenza: Paolo Andriolo,
who attends to design and marketing;
Giovanni Borinato, who does the engineering; and Gaetano Zanini, who helps
run the business day to day and lends his
golden ears. Gaetano used to run ahi-fi
shop in Vicenza.
You couldn't ask for three more
sharply defined personalities. Paolo is
intellectual and austere. Gianni is lighthearted and fond ofjokes. Gaetano is a
quiet family man who loves his music
and his food —my sort of Gae, actually.
The three seem to work well together.
The Pathos Acoustics Logos integrated amplifier retails for $4495, vs $5595
for the Pathos TT (formerly the Pathos
Twin Towers) with remote. Unlike the
TT, the Logos doesn't use the firm's
proprietary INPOL circuitry. (See my
discussion of the TI' in the January
1999 Stereophile, Vo122 No.1.)
The TI'I earned aClass A rating in
"Recommended Components" for its superb resolution and stunning immediacy
A single-ended design, this 35Wpc
amplifier ran in pure class-A, and ran very
hot. Another drawback of the TT was the
INPOL circuit's inability in single-ended
mode, to deliver full power into impedances much below 8ohms. The Pathos
TT was one of my references for awhile,
but lacked the versatility Ineed in au
amplifier for reviewing. With the right
speakers (preferably 8ohm, not dipping
much below 6 ohms), the amp was —
and is —magic.
The Logos is more of areal-world
product, rated to deliver 110W into 8
ohms and 220W into 4ohms. A fairly
large amp, it measures 9" wide by
5.75" high by 19" deep, counting
what ever protrudes, and weighs 60
lbs. Pathos gear is distributed in the
US by VMAX Services.
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before switching to classAB. The amp runs fairly
warm —though not as hot
as the IT — and needs
plenty of ventilation. At any
rate, you'd never want to
hide such awork of art in a
cabinet. There are three
pairs of MOSFET output
transistors per channel,
which means the amp can
deliver the current without
any sweat.
On their website, Pathos stares that part of their
philosophy is to avoid
negative feedback. "What
we avoid is global feedback," Gianni explained. "Some local
feedback is needed to stabilize the cirLike all Pathos products,
cuits." Solid-state amps really can't work
the Logos is
without some local feedback.
"Global feedback reduces THD [total
visually stunning.
harmonic distortion] and lowers output
impedance," Gianni continued. "You get
excellent test-bench measurements. But
Like all Pathos products, the Logos is
the human ear is much more sophisticatvisually stunning. A pair of Sovtek 6922
ed than test gear and can detect the lack
input tubes sits inside atriangular cutout of naturalness that comes with global
sliced into the front panel. To enhance
feedback. Listening fatigue soon sets in.
the glow, mirrors behind the tubes
"The amplifier's preamp stage is fully
make it look as if there are more than
balanced from the input to the output of
two tubes. Each tube sits inside a the preamp," he continued. "That is, up
chrome Palladian rotunda. Along the
to the power-amp stage." The 6922
amp's sides, heatsinks spell out the
tubes are double triodes. They provide
Pathos logo. The sinks are hot but the
the gain, and the preamp stage operates
look is cool. Watch out — the edges of in pure class-A.
the heatsinks are alittle sharp.
"It's not amatter of following fashA block of solid padouk is set into the
ion," said Gianni. 'Tubes are still the best
front panel, inside which is a100-step
device for amplifying voltage. Period.
digital volume control. You don't actualThe advantage is evident in the harmonly turn the knob. Instead, you flick it to
ic presentation. Meanwhile, solid-state
the right or left and watch the number
devices, not tubes, are what you need to
change on the red LED display. A netamplify current. Speakers desperately
work of laser-trimmed resistors is said
need high current at very low impedto provide perfect interchannel balance.
ance. Tubes deliver the opposite: low
This is good — the Logos lacks abalcurrent at very high impedance.
ance control, which would only com"There are advantages to having abalpromise the sound. A slim remote
anced preamp stage," Gianni continued.
control, housed in matching padouk,
"You minimize common-mode noise
has unmarked functions for volume up
picked up by your interconnects. The
and down, mute, and input select.
noise is the same, coming and going,
The input selector uses miniaturized plus and minus. It gets canceled in abalrelays that were originally developed for
anced system. You can hear cleaner,
more natural sound, with more detail
telecommunications operations. There
are two balanced XLR inputs and five
and precision. It's like lifting acurtain."
unbalanced RCA inputs, all line-level.
Or removing a whale, as my late
friend Lars liked to say.
There is apair of fixed-level RCA tape
outputs, but no variable-level preamp
"Beware of amplifiers on the market
that claim to be balanced when they're
out — apossible concern for those who
use powered subwoofers. The Logos
really not," Gianni advised. "These
features a single pair of high-quality
amps take abalanced signal from their
XLR inputs and convert it into an
speaker binding posts.
unbalanced signal through achip. The
According to Gianni Borinato, the
Logos runs about 18W into pure class-A
result is not the same as balanced."
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Unfortunately, Musical Fidelity's TriVista SACD player lacks balanced outputs; but Icould run balanced using my
McIntosh MCD205 CD changer.
While Ipreferred the sound running
balanced, asingle-ended run didn't spoil
the performance. As for noise, there
wasn't any. Either way. The Logos was
astonishingly quiet.
Ireceived the Logos some months
ago and so had the chance to try it with
several different speakers, including the
Triangle Magellan, for which the Logos
was avery fine match. Ialso had the
chance to briefly use the Logos with the
floorstanding Cremonas before they
went back. For the most part, though, I
did my serious listening with the
Cremona Auditors.
The Logos gave me avery clean,
clear sound, with excellent bass control and asmooth, grain-free treble.
The harmonic integrity of tubes? I
guess so. Sibilants were handled especially well, without splash or sizzle. What the Logos lacked in
some of the TT's stunning singleended immediacy it made up in
more power and more current
delivery into low-impedance
loads. The Logos carries alower
price than the TT, too. Inoted
excellent control of the bass drivers on both the floorstanding
Cremonas and the Magellans.
The Logos struck me as a
great-looking,
fme-sounding,
well-engineered product. Even
with unbalanced sources, I
noticed no hum, no noise, and an
extremely quiet background — indeed,
no background at all.
Ihighly recommend the Logos, especially if you need the power and authority of afairly beefy integrated amp and
don't want to put up with the squalid
looks of most amplifiers made in North
America. You pay apremium for the
design and cosmetics, of course, but not
such agreat one —a butt-ugly integrated with 100hp or more is likely to set
you back $3000. And then you'll have to
look at it.
The Logos is an excellent choice for
those who need high power, high current, want arefined and delicate sound,
and value European — no, make that
Italian — design at its best. Most people
can't imagine that such stuff even exists.
These days, almost everyone is in the
dark about great hi-fi.
Pathos Acoustics Classic One
integrated amplifier
Iwas talking to the Chief (aka John
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Atkinson) the other day about the new
version of the Pathos Classic One integrated —a Classic if there ever was
One. Itold The Chief that Iwas trying
to restrain my enthusiasm lest Ibe perceived as going over the top.
"You like to go over the top," said JA.
"Yeah, that's what Marina says. But
Chief, this is one of the finest amps I
have heard of any kind, from anywhere,
at any price. It retails for $2195. What do
Itell readers who have invested tens of
thousands of dollars in North American
muscle amps?"

Pathos Acoustics Classic One: this could be your
"exit level" integrated amplifier.

Pathos has achieved
something phenomenal
here—and in their
entry-level integrated.
"You tell them how you feel," said
the Chief.
Ilaughed my evil laugh.
The Classic One is supposed to be
Pathos's entry-level integrated amp. But
you might end up making it your exitlevel integrated — once you hear it, you
probably won't want anything else. This
is assuming the Classic One delivers
enough power for your speakers and
room. It's not exactly awimp, pushing
out arated 70Wpc into 8 ohms and
135Wpc into 4ohms, using asingle pair
of MOSFET output devices per channel. According to Gianni Borinato, it
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delivers about 12Wpc of pure class-A. It
runs warm, but not excessively hot.
While Iloved the looks of the original Classic One (we can call it the
One/One and this the One/Two), I
didn't much care for the sound, which I
thought lacked clarity and focus. Rather
like me. Too many curtains. Too many
whales. (Of course, Lars meant veils.)
Iwish Icould have taken the Classic
One/Two (okay, it's the Classic One)
over to Lars's lair and put it against
whatever $10,000, $20,000, or $30,000
amp was his current favorite. Isuspect
that the Classic One might have won
out, giving the Swede quite a yolt.
Come to think of it, Iwould have loved
to take the Classic One over to Harvey
"Gizmo" Rosenberg's. He would have
wanted to modify it, of course.
You can identify the new version of
the Classic One because it has the 100step digital volume control (same as the
Logos) and the On/Off toggle switch
on the right. It also has the walnut
remote. The Classic One is smaller
than the Logos and weighs 26.4 lbs vs
the Logos' 60 lbs. It's an unusual
shape: deep and narrow. The dimensions are amere 9" wide by 5.75"
high by 19" deep.
The Classic One's open architecture reminds me of a classic
block-style tube amp — even the
power-supply transtormer at the
rear looks like atube amp's output transformer, chrome cap and
all. Two Sovtek 6922 input tubes
reside in chrome Panadian rotundas, as in the Logos. A small chunk
of solid walnut is set inside the amp's
front (you can hardly call it a"faceplate"). The top is black Plexiglas.
The Classic One is one of the most
beautiful hi-fi products ever made. It's
exquisite. And the build quality is very,
very high. North American and British
manufacturers should look at this amp
and feel ashamed for foisting off on us
such squalid ugliness as they do. No
wonder women, for instance, don't
want to buy their products. Who wants
to look at them? Even Idon't, and I
wear clothes from Wal-Mart.
The Pathos Classic One has asingle
pair of balanced XLR inputs (the preamp stage is balanced, as on the
Logos), and four unbalanced RCA
inputs. There's also atape output, but
no variable-level preamp output — a
bummer, perhaps, for subwooferers.
The digital volume control, source
selector, and walnut remote control
are exactly the same as those used on
the Logos.
Stereophile, November 2003

Mama mia! The new Classic One took
me completely by surprise, especially
since Iwas expecting it to be only atad
better than the old. It wasn't. It was a
whole order of magnitude better than
the ho-hum original.
Excuse me while Iwipe the foam
from my lips. Raving will do that.
Pathos has achieved something phenomenal here — and in their entry-level
integrated. Again, Iexpect it will be
exit-level for most, because where could
you go from here? Well, you could get
more power. But, you know, audiophiles are often greedy little pigs. Gotta
have that power. They pay with inferior
sound quality.
JA told me not to constipate myself,
so here goes. The Pathos Acoustics
Classic One is one of the finest-sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any era,
from anywhere — including amps costing $20,000 and more. Those megabuck
models of course offer more power, but
power limitations aside, Iknow of nothing on the market —certainly nothing
I've heard — that surpasses the Classic
One where it counts (for me, that is): in
harmonic accuracy, resolution, and illumination — immediacy, if you will.
Imarveled at the magic even before
the Classic One broke in and warmed up.
It infused the Sonus Faber Cremona
Auditor speakers with light and life —the
way the finest, flea-powered SET amps
do. The Classic One didn't just emulate
or approach the sound of SETs —it rivaled, if not surpassed, the sound of fleapowered SETs Ihave known.
On all recordings, particularly great
classical ones (and that often means
older rather than newer), the Classic
One had away of illuminating the music
from within and breathing air into the
soundstage and the performance.
Everything and everyone sounded more
natural — instruments, voices, the
recording venue. The music just flowed
naturally. The harmonic presentation
was exquisite. The treble seemed effortlessly and endlessly extended. With
good recordings, the sense of recorded
space was.. well, spacious. Not specious.
While the bass was not so authoritative and weighty as what Iheard from
the Logos, the bass was exceptionally
well-defined, as it is with flea-powered
SETs (until you push aSETs volume, of
course). But Ididn't have to put up with
the severe power limitations of SETs. I
could use the Classic One to get SETlike sound from the Sonus Faber
Cremona Auditors. The amp would
have worked well with the floorstanding Cremonas too, I'm sure.
Stereophile, November

2003

At first, Ithought the bass with the
Classic One might be a little lightweight. When you audition this amp —
and you must — don't get tricked. I
found the bottom end superbly controlled, exquisitely defined. It just didn't
bloat around. Most amps do.
If 70Wpc (into 8ohms) isn't enough
for you, you can double your wattage by
buying two Classic Ones and bridging
them into mono for fully balanced operation: balanced power-amp stage and
balanced line stage. The dealer can
make the modification, but you can't.
Paolo will spank you if you try.
But I'm not sure more power is the
way to go. Some of the magic may
come from using this single pair of
MOSFETs per channel.
Curiosity got to the cat. Iremoved
the Cremona Auditors from their stands
and used the stands instead for my
Sonus Faber Minima FM2s. Icouldn't
bolt the Minimas to the stands, so Iused
agenerous dollop of sticky-tack to secure them. Otherwise, the Auditor
stands were perfetto.
The Minima FM2 is aclassic minimonitor from the 1980s. Like many
other minimonitors of the era, it's relatively insensitive (84dB) and perhaps
more friendly to solid-state amps than
to tubes. Powered by the Pathos Classic
One, the Minima FM2s offered up
sheer magic: superb tonality, spectacular
soundstaging. Rather like the soundstage I heard — you guessed it — at
Vicenza's Teatro °limpid). (The hall is
very wide. It's an indoor amphitheater.)
Speaking of tonality, the sound of
the Classic One was not subdued —
brass instruments had real brassiness,
strings could have that wiry edge when
required. (Not all classical music is
beautiful; some is meant to be jarring,
unsettling.)
Meanwhile, be sure to audition the
Pathos Acoustics Classic One. This is an
ideal amplifier for asmall two-channel
system in alibrary, office, or den. The
Classic One worked like acharm in our
living room, too. If you need more musde, there's always the Logos; maybe the
thing to do, while you're at your Pathos
dealer, is audition them both.
If your pockets are deep, here's a
thought: Try to get aClassic One together with apair of Guarneri Homage speakers. This would be rather like
apoor man, say from the Italian south,
marrying a rich woman from the
Italian north—but I'll bet the combination clicks.
In Vicenza, there is indeed something
in the air.
WorldRadioHistory
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up from the bottom of the
armboard and into tapped
holes that don't go all the way
through the ring. It makes for
a neat appearance when
installed, but the two sets of
supplied screws aren't nearly
enough to ensure compatibility with all armboard thicknesses. Too short and the
screws won't reach through
>. the board to the threads; too
5 long and there won't be a
tight fit. Ihad to visit my local
hardware store, and even
with demand. As you know, analog is a then Ineeded washers before the ring
dead, outdated technology, and Morch would fit snugly: one set of screws was
just couldn't spare one for a review.
too short, and the next size up was too
Finally, aDP-6 arrived last winter, just long. Not abig deal, but unless you
really know what you're doing, this is
in time for me to not drop everything
and review it.
one arm you'll probably want to have
Ialso received an Omega tonearm
professionally installed.
from Helius Designs, a UK tonearm
The Morch was far easier: just asinmanufacturer whose earlier models, the
gle 20mm hole for athreaded insert,
Orion (introduced in 1982) and the
held in place with alarge nut. While
both arms offer adjustable vertical
Cyalene (in production for adecade),
were apparently quite popular at one
tracking angle (VTA) via grub screws in
time. But the advent of the CD forced the collar or bush, as March calls it
the company to shift its focus skyward,
(short for bushing), neither of these arms
to computer-controlled astronomical
offers the kind of easy, repeatable
telescopes. With the recent vinyl resurmicro-adjustability you get with the
gence, Helius has returned to the good
Graham, VPI, Tri-Planar, Eminent
groove with the Omega, a modified Technology, and other arms. If you're a
version of which appeared on Max
set-it-and-forget-it kinda VTA guy or
Townshend's intriguing-looking Rock
gal, no problem. I'm one myself —1 set
Reference turntable. The original arm I VTA for a180gm record and leave it
was sent, which looked like aprototype,
there for every thickness of record.
was simply not ready for primetime,
Maybe you're more finicky — but Igot
Two Calls, Two Arms
and importer Dan Meinwald, of into this hobby because Iwanted to lisI've been intrigued by the Meech tone- E.A.R./Sound Advice, took it back.
ten to music in sonic style, not because
arms for afew years now. The UP-4 is a Much later, afar more finished-looking
Iwanted to diddle with mechanical
unipivot, while the more expensive DPedition arrived.
devices. Believe it or not.
6($1490) is adual-bearing design. They
With afresh double armboard from
look like tiny toys, and thus appear flimSimon Yorke on hand, I set about
Helios Omega tonearm: The inforsy to some (they're not), which is
drilling holes — or, rather, my nextmation Dan Meinwald sent me about
enough for some audiofools to dismiss
door neighbor did. He's got a wellthe Helius Omega ($2000) states: "The
them. But with so many people Ireequipped wood- and metalworking
name Omega is derived from the sospect saying so many good things about
shop, complete with drill press and all
called Omega Point Physicists argue
the Morches, Ineeded to check one out
the accessories.
about the definition of the Omega
for myself.
The Helius proved somewhat tricky
Point. It depends on whether you take
According to Hart Huschens, of to install: it requires drilling a large
Einstein's, Penrose's, or the timeAmerican importer Audio Advance- 45mm hole, then three screw holes
reversed Eddington-Lemaitre-Bondi
ments, Mr. Much, who builds the arms around it close to the edge, these needmodel of the universe. In essence, howhimself by hand in Denmark (much as
ed to hold the base ring in place.
ever, the Omega Point represents the
Bob Graham does here with his tone- Complicating matters was that the
ultimate evolution of the universe —
arm), has had adifficult time keeping up
screws holding the base ring protrude
spatially, temporally, and, more impor-

was recendy turned on to
an interesting Canadian
musical outfit called
Godspeed You Black Emperor. The group makes what
are being called "post-rock"
instrumentals — intricate, dramatic, filmlike music not
associated with any particular
movie. A review is best left to
another venue (guess which),
but what amazed me when I
went looking for their stuff is
that all the albums Icould
find were available on
Constellation Records vinyl: two double
LPs, asingle LP, and a12" EP mastered
at 45rpm on one side, 33 1
/srpm on the
other. And not just vinyl, but exquisitely
packaged and produced sets using highquality paper and printing, some featuring intricate embossing and all including
carefully crafted inserts — the way that
music that consumers used to be happy
to buy was once produced. The pressing
quality is so-so, but given today's limited
runs, that's pretty good.
The care that has gone into the packaging of Godspeed You Black Emperor's LPs is amazing, but how many
of their fans, who I'm sure are relatively
young, can be into vinyl? Probably more
than you, I, the CEA, or the RIAA
think. The sound quality, for the most
part, is quite high; the latest 2-LP set,
Yanqui UX.O. (Constellation CST0241), was recorded by Steve Albini.
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greater adjustment range and
tantly, with respect to
greater stability.
observers within this ultimate
While the Omega's masstate of the universe." Idon't
sive and rigid VTA adjustknow which model you take,
ment shaft sat well down in
nor do Iunderstand what that
the collar when the arm and
has to do with anything
cartridge body were parallel
involving LP playback, but it
to the plane of play, Ifound
sure sounds intriguing — and
that the thicker end of the
the bearing housing is even
tapered armtube rubbed
sort of shaped like an a
against the outer edge of the
That fat, curvaceous bearrecord. Ihad to raise the shaft
ing housing makes the
for it to clear, but that put the
Omega look almost like an
lower surface of the cartridge
arm from a78rpm changer.
body above parallel — not
Note spacer between Temper W and Omega's unusually tall headshell.
But, according to Meinwald,
desirable.
there is function in its form,
Looking at the arm's profile made the
and it has to do with energy dissipation.
cause of the problem obvious: the headHe says, "a wavefront will lose ampliThere's no reference line
shell's mounting surface is well above
tude as it enters alarger spatial volume,"
the top of the armtube. Idon't underand therefore the housing's sectional
inscribed on the Omega's
stand why the designer chose to do that.
surface area increases the farther you get
armtube, as there is
Iended up using the extra headshell
from the armtube.
weight as aspacer by putting it between
The bearing system for both lateral
on the SME arm.
the cartridge and headshell surfaces,
and vertical movement consists of four
which effectively raised the front of the
hardened-tungsten balls set into acomarm relative to the back, and thus made
pact, central aluminum housing, the
the cartridge body again parallel to the
whole assembly shrouded by the SI- arm balances. Finally, you screw in the
record surface. A tall cartridge, such as a
counterweight to set the appropriate
shaped covering. Another point made in
Clearaudio Insider, might be better suitthe importer's one-sheet is this: "A point tracking force. Overhang is set with the
ed to the Omega, but the Transfigsupplied two-position template.
often overlooked in tonearm design is
uration Temper W is more typical. I'm
Setting up the Helius Omega was
that as awavefront exits the bearings, it
not sure what the designer intended
fairly straightforward, though Iwas surshould exit both sides simultaneously.
here, or if my being "spatially chalOtherwise there will be atime delay, prised that Ineeded to use the supplied
lenged" (which Iam) has led me to miss
headshell weight designed for "very
and the one wavefront will split in two
something that might have solved this
light" cartridges. Idon't consider the
and appear twice in the next component along the trail. This is the closest Transfiguration Temper W, at 7.6gm, to problem some other way.
The Omega's internal wiring is
be "very light." With an effective length
we come to aphase error in mechanics,
dressed down the main shaft and termiof 254mm, the Omega is a 10" arm
and can result in an echo in the music.
nates in asmall box containing apair of
The new design places both the vertical which would make the effective mass
hanging that far from the pivot point RCA jacks. With aset of interconnects
and lateral bearings on the same comlinking the box to the ASR Basis Exeven greater than with the more component, ensuring the highest efficiency
clusive phono preamp, and overhang,
mon 9" amis. The supplied extra weight
of mechanical coupling." Just passing
tracking force, and antiskating set (the
did the job, however. Using the
that along.
latter via aknob on the cueing-ann platThe tracking force is set via acombi- WallyTools VTA adjuster before permanently affixing the cartridge made it form), it was time for alisten.
nation of athreaded counterweight and
Ifound the vestigial fmgerlift on the
asecondary, gold-plated sliding weight possible to accurately set the Omega's
end of the headshell nearly impossible
tapered armtube parallel to the record
suspended below. You first screw the
surface. Without the Wally, you're just to use (it kept slipping off my index finthreaded weight all the way back, then
ger), so Irelied exclusively on the cueguessing — there's no reference line
loosen aplastic clamping knob and slide
inscribed on the armtube, as there is on ing lever. The bearing system felt tight
the hanging gold weight back until the
yet with low apparent friction when I
the SME arm, for example.
manipulated it with my hand. Lowered
When Iset up the Graham and
into the lead-in groove, the cantilever's
Immedia arms on another Yorke armContacts
behavior seemed extremely stable — a
board some years ago, Ifound that the
good sign.
distance from the board surface to the
Helius Designs, Dan Meinwald,
Istarted with Davy Spillane's Atlantic
platter surface was so great Ihad to
EAR. USA/Sound Advice, 1087
raise both arms' VTA adjusters to Bridge (Tara 3019), to check out the
E. Ridgewood Street, Long Beach,
Omega's bass performance. It was outalmost the tops of their travel to get
CA 90807. Tel: (562) 422-4747.
the armtubes parallel to the plane of standing on this record, which has prodiWeb: www.ear-usa.com.
gious deep bass, and on subsequent LPs
play. Ididn't consider that to be aparMarch, Hart Huschens, Audio
with deep bass as well. The arm's bass
ticularly good thing, so Ihad both base
Advancements, P.O. Box 2090,
extension, articulation, control, and freemounts built up to raise the arm
Branchville, NJ 07826. Tel: (973)
dom from bloat, overhang, and other
mounting height so that the armtubes
875-8705.
Web:
www.audio
were parallel in the middle of the VTA obvious problems were impressive.
advancements.com.
Image stability, solidity, and overall
adjustment range. That allowed both
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SUMIKO

Apassion for analog thirty years strong
For over three decades, SUMIKO have been deeply and
passionately committed to furthering the state of the analog art.
Whether by identifying and supporting the best works of others,
such as Pro-Ject, or by designing and crafting our own solutions,
the beauty of analog is something we celebrate everyday.
Follow along with us as we bring before you anew generation
of analog products. We're convinced the "golden age" of
analog is now both in performance and value.

Sumiko Blackbird:
For over adecade the Blue Point Special
has reigned supreme as the
high-performance affordable
moving coil cartridge. SUMIKO
now introduces Blackbird.
Created os abreakthrough
performer in terms of
richness, beauty and clarity that
goes way beyond anything in its price
class. At $749.00, this high-output moving
coil is one surely destined to become an
analog classic.

Pro-Ject RM-9: In our opinion, Pro-Ject is doing some of the
best analog work at any price. At $1295.00 the RM-9 is a
genuine bargain and betters many turntables at twice its price.
Luckily for us, abeautifully balanced carbon fibre arm, machined
acrylic platter running on an inverted ceramic bearing and a
remarkably quiet detached motor create atruly black background
and asense of relentless drive underpinning the music. Wonderful.

SUMIKO
Distributor of Pro-Jed Audio Systems

2431 Fifth Street. Berkeley. CA 94710
Te1:510.843.4500. Fox:510.843.1120

www.sumikoaudio.net
WorldRadioHistory
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soundstaging were equally
fine. The Omega committed
no gross errors that Icould
hear, nor did it have any major
deficiencies. Its strong suits
were at the frequency extremes, as the transparent top
end was also notable. Transients had unmistakable clarity
and speed; this, in combination with the Omega's superb
bass control, gave its overall
sound an unusual compactness
and rhythmic authority, along
with outstanding resolution of
inner detail.
Lateral and vertical resonant frequencies were right where they
belonged, at between 8and 10Hz
in both directions, indicating that
the Helius Omega should offer an
outstanding ride for any mediumcompliance moving-coil cartridge.
If Ihad any complaint, it would be
of aless than rich midrange.
The version Itested, wired with
copper, sells for $2000. The Omega
costs $2200 with silver wire, $3000
with ruby bearings, copper wire/ceramic journals, $3200 with silver wire
and ruby bearings; add $15( - for
bronze finish, another $125 for a
bimetal armtube. Ithink the Omega
offers outstanding sonic performance
for the price. Fm not sure rd want the
fully tricked-out version for $3000,
given the competition and some of
the problems Iencountered—especially the armtube hitting the record.
If that issue can be worked out, and if
you use low- to medium-compliance
cartridges, and if you have someone
who knows what they're doing cut
the armboard, the Helius Omega
offers impressive and very enjoyable
sound —and a somewhat unusual
appearance.
Mora DP-6 tonearm: The
Morch DP-6 ($1490) is acompact,
elegant-looking design offering numerous technical and user-friendly
features. After an easy installation of
the collar that holds the arm, Igot
busy with the setup, only to be
stymied by some very confusing
instructions:
1) They've been translated by someone whose native language is Danish.
2) The instructions are plain confusing.
3) There are some glaring errors. The
section dealing with which mass of armtube to use with which weight of cartridge, and which counterweight to use
with the combination, was titled

"You are right!" he assured
me. "I don't know why no
one ever pointed that out
before." Neither do I.
The instructions also fail to
tell you to actually mount the
armtube on the bearing assembly, or how that might be
done. This is what happens
when someone too close to
the design writes the instructions. These errors have been
corrected. Thank you.
Morch DP-6 with Lyra Titan cartridge.
The DP-6 uses asiliconedamped, precision ball-bearing assembly for lateral motion, and
two sapphire bearings for vertical.
The vertical motion can also be
iffl111101111
damped by injecting silicone into a
well. (Morch says that vertical damping may not always be agood idea,
and tells you how to get the damping fluid into the well, but doesn't
tell you how to get it out.) Thus, horizontal and vertical damping are
independent, the vertical damping
Vierch bearing housing showing electrical spring contact
easily adjusted via athreaded screw
and gold vertical bearing housing screw.
that sits in the well. Azimuth can
easily be adjusted at one of the sapphire vertical bearings. The circular
bearing housing's main cavity is offset toward the front to provide asymmetrical mass distribution, which is
said to prevent symmetrical barrel
resonances. Despite its small size, the
housing itself is surprisingly heavy
March makes four color-coded
armtubes of different masses (light,
medium, heavy extra heavy), to accommodate every cartridge mass and
Mcrefil;;;;;;;;;71:sing, cueint anti-skating, and
compliance and in two grades,
counterweight astertibly.
Standard and Precision. The armtubes are easily changed out by
unscrewing around knurled nut at
the top of the bearing housing and
lifting off the tube and its round housing, which also conveniently includes
the cartridge-wire contact points.
Spring-loaded contact points built
into the bearing housing make firm
contact when the new armtube is
pressed into place and secured with
the knurled nut. This choice of armtubes allows you to go from ahighcompliance moving-magnet cartridge
to a low-compliance moving-coil
"Weight of Counterweight in Grams monster in seconds while maintaining
when Using." It made absolutely no the proper fundamental resonance.
sense to me. Iread it over and over, then
The one-piece DP-6 armtubes are
gave up and e-mailed Mr. March, who slender, internally damped, and angled
e-mailed me back that someone had in two places. The standard tubes are
made amistake and replaced the word flattened on the end: the underside accartridge with countenveight. "Weight of cepts the top surface of the cartridge,
Cartridge in Grams when Using" then and the upper side accepts the fingerlift,
made complete sense.
forming arigid sandwich. The Precision
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Name NAD PovverDrive
Grade

Comments

A+

So smart, it
knows what
your speakers

NAD 1773 AN Redeye'

They say that knowledge is power. So when it comes

frankly, do not make the grade, NAD's PowerDriveTm

to

power

systems will continuously drive the most demanding

reacting

to the

constantly fluctuating

needs of today's loudspeakers, an AN receiver has

speaker loads at full bandwidth, at rated power, with all

to be very smart indeed. Big dynamic swings from

channels driven simultaneously. The result: honor roll

exploding planets and earthquaking bass drums give

performance for your movies and music.

your system alot to think about.
NADelectronics.com/power
But alot of wimpy AN receivers fail the test. And when their

Do your homework. Study up on NAD's PowerDriveTM

numbers don't add up, you get distortion. At NAD, we

systems for yourself. For your nearest NAD dealer or

deliver honest, effortless sound thanks to our exclu-

more information on the real world performance of

sive dual-rail power supply that knows when speak-

NAD's

ers need some extra help—a textbook case in effective

address above.

PowerDriveTm

systems please visit the web

distribution of power we call PowerDriveTM.

PowerDrive TM
All NAD AN receivers and amplifiers with PowerDriveTM
are

unsurpassed

in

delivering

a clean,

undistorted

signal. Unlike many of today's AN receivers which,

powered by passion

NAD Electronics of America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067 800.263.4641
NAD and PowerDrive are trademarks of NAD E:lectronics International, adivision of Lenbrook Industries Limited
Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing
Corporation.
WorldRadioHistory
DTS e a registered trademark of Digital Theater Systems, Inc.
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tube features astandard, slotted
headshell. The arm's effective
length is 91
/
6" (230mm); a 12"
armtube is available for those
who feel the need.
Three counterweights with
eccentric holes are supplied,
along with a tracking-force
adjustment weight with a centrally positioned hole. Various
combinations of counterweight
are suggested, depending on
armtube and cartridge weight.
All weights are fitted with dreadMorch Precision armtube has Standard slotted headshell
ed dual 0-rings, which, in my
humble opinion, operate only as
the front edge of the black plane of the
high-frequency-resonant springs.
The weights are pushed onto along armtube (with the Precision armtube
correct is 4mm behind the front edge)."
shaft protruding from the back of the
bearing housing, placed below the pivot Now, you tell me how one is supposed
point for greater stability, while the pivot to make that measurement. The stylus
tip is well below the headshell, and I
point is designed to operate in the plane
found it impossible to visualize or physof play to minimize warp wow. Antiskating is set via awatch spring and ically measure this. When Ie-mailed
Morch for clarification of the points alstring, and is adjustable during play.
March doesn't supply an overhang ready mentioned, he improved this
instruction too, but his translation made
alignment gauge. Instead, the instrucunderstanding the procedure very diffitions say that, provided the tonearm is
cult. So Iimprovised, putting asmall
mounted precisely as the template indiruler on the platter and making sure the
cates (better be sure), overhang will be
stylus literally overhung by the specicorrect when the stylus is "right under
fied 18nun.
This is no way to run a railroad.
Given all of the care that went into this
In Heavy Rotation
design, why not supply atemplate? If I
owned a Morch DP-6, I'd get a
1) Ron Sexsmith, Cobblestone
WallyTractor gauge in aminute.
Runway, Diverse 180gm LP
Small quibbles aside, using and lis2) The Beach Boys, Pet Sounds,
tening to the Morch DP-6 was nothing
Capitol/EMI
5.1-channel
but pleasurable. In fact, Ifell in love
DVD-Audio
with its sound. Other than the deepest
3) Jefferson Airplane, Volunteers,
bass — which was reasonably good, but
Speakers Corner 180gm LP
not quite up to the best I've heard
4) The New Pornographers,
(could it be those damn 0-rings?) —
Electric Version,
Matador
everything else about the sound was
150gm LP
5) The Incredible String Band,
exceptional. Idon't use that word lightly. The DP-6 produced the most gloriThe 5000 Spirits or Tire Layers of
ous, rich, coherent midband I've heard
the Onion, Sundazed 180gm
yet from the Lyra Titan cartridge. It had
LP
anatural, unforced, velvety yet detailed
6) Peter Gabriel, Peter Gabriel,
overall presentation that was as inviting
Classic 200gm Quiex 5V-P
and nonmechanical as any arm
LP
heard. Wow.
7) The Byrds, Sweetheart of the
I'm gushing. As Iwrite this, I'm lisRodeo: Deluxe Edition, Columtening to Cisco's fabulous-sounding reisbia/Legacy CDs (2)
sue of Ian and Sylvia's Northern Journey
8) Wire, PF456REDUX, pinkflag import LP
(Vanguard VSD 79154), and it sounds as
good as I've ever heard it. The acoustic
9) Café Tacuba, Cuatro Caminos,
guitars have the ideal balance of metal
MCA CD
10) The Thrills, So Much for the
string and wooden resonance, and Ian's
City, EMI UK LP/CD
and Sylvia's voices sound as convincing
and natural as I've ever heard them.
Visit www.musicanglecom for full
The DP-6's top-end performance
reviews.
sounded extended and flat, with nary a
trace of brightness-inducing mechaniStereophile, November 2003
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cal peaks. That top-end performance reminded me of what a
non-peaky tweeter sounds like:
At first you might be fooled into
thinking it's rolled-off and lacking detail, but over time you
come to realize that what you're
missing are peaks, and what
you're hearing is truly amazing
resolution of inner detail. On
Northern Journey, I heard the
knocks of aguitarist's fingers hitting the instrument's body with
greater clarity than Iever have.
With the arm mass optimized
for the cartridge's compliance,
the lateral and horizontal resonant frequencies were in the expected ideal
range. And with the choice of tubes, if
the results aren't ideal, they can be
made so.
In brief: In terms of overall frequency balance and freedom from mechanical sound, the March DP-6 ranks at or
near the top of what I've experienced.
It is as musical atonearm as I've heard.
I've heard greater bass extension at the
very bottom (I verified this with 24bit/96kHz Alesis MasterLink recordings), but otherwise, the DP-6's bass
performance was on a par with the
best. If you're used to false detail and
brightness, you might find the sound
closed-in, and while the DP-6's macrodynamic slam is not quite up there with
that of my reference Graham 22 and
Immedia RPM2 arms, I found the
Morch's delivery of instrumental and
vocal timbres and harmonics as good as
I've heard from any arm. And its overall presentation had a coherence and
believability that kept me up listening
all night.
The instructions need re-writing. I'd
like to hear the DP-6 with set-screw
attached counterweights, without 0rings. I'd like to know how to get the
silicone out of the vertical damping
well. If you need instant adjustability of
VTA, the Morch won't be for you, but
given that a DP-6 in chrome with a
standard 9" arm will set you back a
mere $1490 ($1790 with Precision armtube), with additional armtubes priced
at $290 ($550 with Precision), Iconsider the Much to be an entrylevel-priced tonearm that competes in
the most important ways with emptyyour-pockets-level arms.
Next month, phono sections — the
Ming Da MC767 RD, the Graham Slee
Products Era Gold MILV, the Perreaux
SXV1, the Musical Fidelity XLPS V3 —
plus the Sumiko Bluebird cartridge, and
maybe some other stuff.
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N2400 Series
Multi-Mono
Amplifiers

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson® amplifiers have impressed

music lovers worldwide with their precise balance of power, finesse and beauty.
The new N2400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers carry on that tradition with
better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they replace.
Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N1 9431, and
N0432 dual-mono amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies
and balanced voltage gain circuitry that allows them to generate amore precise
signal with less noise. Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of
the music with astounding confidence, dynamics and ease while critical midrange
performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N2433, triple-mono amplifier later this year
adds multi-channel system capability to this impressive series. All three models
carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson apart from all others.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference a
balanced approach to design can make.

\

1
lar-liEvinson

3 03k Park, Bedford, MA 01730-1413 USA
Tel: 781-280-0300 I Fax: 781-280-0490
harmanspecialtygroup.com

hàrtne specialty group
WorldRadioHistory
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utumn time comes to
the Cherry Valley
Feed & Seed. The 50lb sacks of grass seed and lime
give way to mulch and sand
for local drives, and the swing
sets and folding chairs and
posthole diggers and bug zappers and flagpoles have been
brought inside until next
spring, which is scheduled for
mid-June.
I'm more concerned with
what's inside, so Imake my
way past aRid-X display to
the front counter and ask
where the AC outlets are. "I
want the best you have," Itell
the owner. She remembers
me from when Imoved to
the area afew months ago and
asked for the best picture
hangers, lock washers, and
flyswatter she had, and, being
so reminded, she decides against merely
pointing with her sandwich but rather
escorts me to the shelf where the outlets
sit. Ifind Ihave achoice of two — or
did, until I spoke up and identified
myself as the David Gest of rural hardware — and the best one in the store is
the model 426 from Eagle Electric, a
division of Cooper Wring Devices of
Long Island City. Model 426 is a 15amp grounding receptacle that's surprisingly robust, and it sells for amere 65
cents, though I'm told Ican get bulk
quantifies for even less if Iqualify for a
contractor's discount. Idon't, because I
want only one.
What does the model 426 have that its
cheaper competitor —which costs alittle
less than half adollar—does not? They're
both sturdy, both equipped with colorcoded screw terminals, both made in the
US. As Er as Ican tell, the only difference
is that the cheaper one is sold loose, from
abin, while the former is individually
packaged in anice little box.
But the PS Audio Power Port AC
receptacle comes in an even nicer box: a
clear plastic cylinder, with heavy paper
inserts bearing encouraging words, like
"Hospital Grade Connection" and "Easy
to Install." (The direction sheet packed
inside says, "For installation by aqualiStereophile, November 2003

PS Audio Power Port AC outlets

fled electrician," but hold that thought
for now.) And, most important of all,
"Why rely on acheap AC receptacle to
power your expensive audio and video
equipment?"
That's asales technique the "high-end"
audio community uses alot these days:
playing off the consumer's sense of fiscal
imbalance. Why use cheap speaker wires
to connect your expensive speakers?
Why use acheap AC cord on your expensive amplifier? Why put your expensive audio equipment in aroom made
out of cheap lumber and nails? (I can see
it now: "Replace the nails in your listening room with our scientifically designed,
nonmagneticWonderNails CM") Why
wear cheap underpants when you're listening to expensive records on an expensive turntable?
I'm immune to such things, of course
(haw), and the reason Ihave apair of PS
Audio Power Ports on hand is because
someone gave them to me, which is the
same thing as giving me a column,
which is the same thing as giving me
this month's paycheck. Iwanted to earn
my keep and give them afair try.'
1PS Audio, 4824 Sterling Drive, Boulder, CO 80301.
Tel: (877) 772-8340. Outside US: (720) 406-8946. Fax:
(720) 406-8967. Web: www.psaudio.com.
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The Power Port Classic is
outwardly similar to the
duplex AC oudets in most
American homes, with two
sockets that protrude from
the receptacle box, giving a
flush-mount look when the
usual plastic cover is screwed
into place. Its enclosure is
made of fiber-reinforced thermoplastic, the face is thermoplastic polyester, and the
back-frame and mounting
screws are stainless steel. All
of the Power Port's terminal
screws are silicon bronze, and
its internal contacts are "highpurity" brass plated with 15
coats of polished nickel.
How does the Eagle 426
compare? It isn't as heavy or
as outwardly rugged as the
PSA outlet, and the Eagle's
materials are decidedly cheaper, too, including brass contacts that
aren't plated at all, and mounting hardware made from galvanized rather than
stainless steel. (The Eagle's back-frame
makes up for that one, though, by having ahandy wire stripper built in.)
The biggest difference is apparent
during actual use: Plugging an AC cord
into the Power Port requires more effort, and the PSA receptacle grips the
plug with significantly more force. The
company's website describes the Power
Port as having "the grip of Mickey
Mantle." The Eagle, by comparison, is
more like Igor Stravinsky.
Here, incidentally, is the meaning of
"hospital grade": Electrical hardware can
be designated as such by Underwriter's
Laboratory (UL) only if it can be
demonstrated to be spark-free under
that organization's rigorous testing.
Products so approved are then marked
with UL's green dot. (The dot is not, as
suggested elsewhere in the hi-fi community, a trademark of the Hubbell
Corporation — although that, too, is
something I'll get back to in amoment.)
The best way to make a connection
spark-free is to make it Very Damn
Tight. Our assumption, of course, is that
avery tight, very positive AC connection will also improve the performance
47
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of whatever product is at the other end
of the AC cord.
Prior to actually trying the Power
Port, Iwas of two minds: In one was
my disdain for the WonderPants comeon described in paragraph five. In the
other was the certainty that the vibration and heat that result from aflimsy
connection — one through which up to
20 amps of high-voltage current are
drawn — must surely be counterproductive. This one could go either way.
First, let's talk installation. And before
we do that, let me tell you that neither
Primedia Inc., nor I, nor even Sam
Tellig can be held responsible for injury
or death resulting from half-assed attempts at installing your own Power
Port. You should never try to replace an
AC receptacle on your own unless
you're absolutely sure of what you're
doing, because it takes just one little slip
to put you in aplace where everything is
hospital-grade.
So here's what you do — or, rather,
what our lawyers want you to not do:
Go to the breaker box inside your home
and identify the circuit breaker that
affects the AC outlet you wish to replace. Once you've found it, and assuming no dialysis units or PlayStations are
plugged into the same circuit, flip the
breaker to its Off position, then go back
to the outlet and test it. You can use a
multimeter or alamp — Irecommend
against using a radio, because if it's
tuned to an NPR station there's a5050 chance that there'll be dead air at
any given moment, thus confusing
your test results — but whichever you
choose, make thoroughly sure that
both outlets on your duplex receptacle
are utterly dead.
Now use asmall screwdriver to remove the single screw that holds the
cover in place; as you'll see, this fastens
to athreaded insert in the receptacle
itself. Then loosen and remove the two
screws that hold the receptacle to the
utility box in which it nestles, itself
probably nailed or screwed to an adjacent furring strip. Pull the receptacle
toward you carefully, noting the orientation of the AC wiring and separate
ground. Examine those wires carefully:
Ideally, they'll be solid (unstranded)
copper, ranging in size from 14 to 10
gauge, but if they're aluminum — as
they may very well be, especially in new
housing — stop what you're doing,
screw everything back together, and call
the electrician. Installing ahigh-quality
oudet on an aluminum-wired circuit is
probably pointless, and PS Audio joins
me in recommending against it.
48

If your wires are good, now's the
time to disconnect them from the existing receptacle, again noting which color
goes where. Common practice in the
US is to have black-insulated wire for
the hot line (remember the mnemonic
device: black bites) and white for the neutral or return line. Standard practice also
calls for the hot screws, on one side of
the receptacle, to be brass-colored,
while the neutral screws, on the opposite side, are nickel. The bare ends of the
wires are usually wrapped around those
terminals, and while the PSA Power
Port has similar screws, these serve adifferent purpose: The Power Port, like
other modem, high-quality receptacles,
is "back-wired," meaning there are four
round openings on its back which
accept bare wire, following which the
installer tightens the adjacent screw to
clamp the wire in place — aneat, safe,
positive way of doing things.
By the way, Irecommend cutting the
existing bare tips from all your wires
and stripping the insulation to expose
fresh ends; agauge is molded into the
back of the receptacle to show how long
the new tips need to be. A clean connection is agood connection, and since
back-wiring requires slightly less in the
way of total length, you won't miss the
extra slack.
The final step before re-testing is to
fasten the ground connection — which
isn't back-wired like the others, but
rather uses atraditional green screw
terminal. Be sure to wrap the wire
clockwise, so that tightening the connection will tend to draw the wire toward the shaft of the screw rather than
away from it.

tact nestled inside the neutral socket
(the larger one), and the red probe to
the hot contact: The meter should see
120V or thereabouts. Next, move the
black probe to the ground contact,
keeping the red one on hot: Again,
120V is the correct answer.
But when you keep the black probe
on the ground contact and move the
red probe to the neutral, you should
detect nothing more than avolt or so —
anything more than that requires Professional Help. The fact that there's any
current there at all under normal circumstances is attributable to the difference in series resistance between the
ground and neutral runs — which, although connected at one point, travel
different routes and serve different
masters. Different numbers of ohms
makes for different ground potentials,
one above the other — which means
voltage, which means current. (That,
incidentally, is why star grounding
schemes make for superior hi-fi components, all other things being equal,
and why manufacturers like Naim recommend plugging all the components
in your system into the same AC outlet,
àla their infamous "hydra-head" tweak
of afew years back.)
Please note that the above is not the
same as the "leakage current" caused by
the capacitance between various conductors in some types of home wiring,
nor is it the same as "leakage current"
caused by some hi-fi components themselves under normal operation, when
operated with the "wrong" AC plug orientation. Every few years some audio
reviewer discovers that latter effect, hailing the "obvious night-and-day improvement" that correct orientation makes —
Somewhere, someone is baking a
and then describing in painful detail the
pie...
steps one must go through in order to
Is your hi-fi in the living room? If so, tell which is which, so that one's system
someone has probably been waiting can be made to operate at full potential.
patiently for the power to come back Ilove it: obvious and obscure.
on. So please disregard safety and rush
Anyway, now that you've finished
through the remaining steps.
testing, and assuming your handiwork
A moment ago Isaid that either a passed, you're done. Replace the face
multimeter or alamp can be used to test and be off with your bad self.
your handiwork, but in fact only amultiIs there enough of aperformance difmeter will give you acomplete look at ference to justify the trouble and exwhat's happening in your home's electri- pense? All things considered, yes: I
cal system. (But how "complete" do you heard the Power Port make asmall, subwant to be? If you want to identify the de, yet very real improvement in sonic
harmonic spectrum of noise on your performance. The difference was conline, you'll want aspectrum analyzer and sistently audible with awide variety of
lots of other cool toys...)
products, and I'm hard-pressed to think
Re-set the circuit breaker, then set of another way to improve ahi-fi sysyour multimeter to measure AC and, if tem for just $50.
necessary, select arange that can accomThe first Power Port Iinstalled got
modate 120V or so. Begin by touching the dual chores of supplying AC to my
the multimeter's black probe to the con- CD player and my Naim NAP110
WorldRadioHistory
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Checklist:

ntroducing new

Dual hyperdrive woofers
Distortion -educed up to 66%
rr,nventioniil

-- rorr

Dovetail cabinet construction
Provacles aconsistenly

ventas iseries

solic enclosure

Tapered crossover system
Provides, extended bass response
& accurate midrang 2

Threaded rod mounting systeniRechicec voofer
cabinet eiaratior

Convergent Source Module
For accurate treble & midrange
response with wide dispersion

New butyl rubber surroLnd
imprc-veci bass response
& cyrarries

-

Aluminum phase plug
Improvec heat dissipation

Raised spide ,
Allows fur uniforn
wooter excursicre

Interlocking Losses
Reduced resonarce & better
basket/motor assembly connection

New 130 deg'ee terminals
Oapusing flex leads ensure
linear :one movement
Newly designed woofer basket
Allows for higher

woofer excursion
Sleek design of cabinet & grill
For eei'iking aearane

Thinking inside the box!
A cu,mination of over 30 years research in perfecting sound has resulted in the
new Veritas iseries flagship speakers from Energy. The old saying goes "you get
ou: isynat you put in" and the engineers at Energy have put every technological
adsrzncemenil into the Oesign of these new speakers. Wait until you hear what
tOell ,
M

out! In keeping with Energy's three design philosophies; wide & constant

CNCZG,
Discover the many forms of Energy

clislortsion, low distortion & resonance and flat on-axis response with wide
bandwidth --the new

er

ore aea

ventas
connoisseur

XL'
encore
take -

series from Ventas raises the bar in fide!',
e

neerect or the ultima

in sound reproduction -obviously we were thinking inside the box!

www.energy-speakers.corn
416.321.1800
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25 YEARS IN THE MAKING

Introducing the
THIEL CS2.4
THE NEW

CS2.4 IS

THE RESULT OF THIEL'S

25

YEARS OF

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN DESIGNING HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
FOR HOME MUSIC AND VIDEO SOUND SYSTEMS. Since 1977, THIEL has
pioneered phase and time coherence, anti-diffraction baffle design,
low-distortion, short coil motor designs, single coil coincident
drivers and other innovations that reflect our dedication to the
highest quality sound reproduction. The result is significant sonic
improvement in each new model, including 16 "Product" or
"Speaker of the Year" Awards, and 19 Innovations Design and
Engineering Awards. The new 3-way C52.4 is part of the next
generation of great THIEL loudspeakers, making it an ideal choice
for both your music and movie needs.

CS2.4 PERFORMANCE FEATURES:
•Specially designed coincident tweeter/midrange array provides
3way performance without the need for ahigh-frequency
electrical crossover network
•Fully realistic, 3-dimensional imaging, unconstrained by speaker
placement, provided by trademark time and phase coherence
•Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by ultra-low distortion
short-coil, long gap, copper-stabilized driver motor systems
•Dynamics improved by uniform, resistive load and high efficiency,
especially when used with lower power amplifiers
•Exceptionally natural tonal response provided by extremely rigid
aluminum driver diaphragms and sophisticated crossover design

THIEL
Celebrating 25 Years of
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Contact us for afree 44 page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1
HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511, USA
Telephone: 859-254-9427 •Email: mail@thielaudio.com
Web: www.thielaudio.com. Visit the new Spanish language section.
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power amp, which means it also powered my Naim 32.5 preamp, since the
latter gets its DC from the former. The
first disc Itried was the reissue of
George Harrison's beautiful All Things
Must Pass album, in particular "I Live for
You." That one begins with afew notes
on apedal steel guitar —a nice test, as it
turns out, because those notes sounded
stronger, fuller, cleaner, and altogether
more "solid" with the new outlets in
place. Idaresay this was at least partly so
because there was even less going on
behind them —ie, the nothingness had
more nothing in it.
Of course, audiophiles always think
they hear more bass whenever they
"improve" their systems, and for that
reason alone Itend to be skeptical of
same. Yet in this case it was true, though
that may also have been due to the
Power Ports' increased levels of nothing.
Switching my amp and CD player
back and forth between the upgraded
receptacle and anearby one in original
condition yielded the same differences
consistently, with all kinds of music:
stronger music and blacker silence, with
aslight, overall improvement in listening ease. Not abig difference, but aconsistent difference, and always astep in
the right direction.
Replacing the outlets that feed my
Quads had an even bigger effect, which
surprised me. Whether those original
outlets happened to be in worse shape —
science be damned, but I'm not about to
switch receptades back and forth on the
same wires and outlet box —is nearly
impossible to tell. Yet Iwas sufficiently
convinced that Iasked PS Audio if I
could buy some more Power Ports for
my other system.
While Ihad his attention, Ialso
asked PSA's Paul McGowan about the
differences between Power Ports and
the ostensibly very-high-quality receptacles that are offered by the company
that actually makes them, the aforementioned Hubbell Corporation of
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Unlike the
$29 tweeter in the $10,000-plus speaker from You-Know-Who, this is one
case where ahigh-end audio manufacturer really is telling you the truth about
having something custom-manufactured for his company alone. Hubbell
makes at least six different variations on
the hospital-grade duplex theme — not
even counting the many color combinations available — and you'll find certain desirable features in all of them,
including the thermoplastic face, the
silicon bronze screws, and so forth. But
none of the outlets in Hubbell's own
Stereophile, November 2003

line combines all of those features in
one product—and none offers the
heavily plated internal contacts of the
Power Ports.
The question of value, then, is difficult to answer — but not impossible.
There are those who would never
spend 100 times the price of ahardware-store outlet on one that comes
from an audio salon, and that's cool for
them. There are those who will try to
cheap out and buy stock Hubbell units

The album on

Eve- bod

Audiophiles always
think they hear more
bass whenever
they "improve"
their systems.

at or near wholesale. I'll cut to the chase
and tell you that the cheapest Hubbell
hospital-grade receptacle you'll find is
the model 8300, available for $17.72 a
pop from the very nice people at
Johnson Electric in Cincinnati (vvww.
johnson-electric.com). I'll also tell you
it performs quite well compared to a
cheap receptacle — but it's more difficult to install than the Power Port, and
will almost certainly corrode many
years sooner.
And there are those at the other end
of the spectrum who will say that the
Power Port isn't expensive enough, and
that they would never dream of subjecting their household current to the
indignities of anything as banal as nickel plating. Sigh. The audio community
is like aBrueghel painting. One quick
look is all you need to tell which people have kids and which ones don't.
Ican only offer my personal opinion
(in big, heaping doses), which boils
down to two observations:
1) All the AC receptacles in my home
that feed hi-fi components have now
been changed over to PS Audio Power
Ports.
2) Anyone who can afford to spend
$50 on an AC outlet can also afford to sit
down fight now and send $50 to Habitat
for Humanity (www.habitat.org), to
help give less fortunate Americans an
opportunity to live in aplace that they,
too, can fill with hi-fi equipment someday. There's ahidden bonus: Doing so
will enhance your appreciation of music.
Iguarantee it.
WorldRadioHistory

chris botti

"a thousand kisses deep"

'A breakout musical star"
-Los Angeles Times

Grammy' winner and contemporaly jazz
trumpeter Chris Botti continues his passionate pursuit of what he describes as
"the ultimate chill-out vibe."
His new album features the hits Indian
Summer, Back Into My Heart
and The Look Of Love with
vocals by Chantal Kreviazuk.
Produced by Steve Lindsey
Mixed by Llove Way
1411.1

Album In Stores Now
I

www.chrisbotticom www.columbiarecords.com

Available at muait/video locaturs

BARNES&NOBLE
BOOKSELLERS
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era Auerbach is an important
new classical composer.
Stop!!! Freeze!!! Do not run
from the room in search of silver
bullets, wooden stakes, garlic, or a
crucifix. Defenses, supernatural or
otherwise, will not be necessary. For
two reasons.
First, Ms. Auerbach's music, at
least as represented on her new BIS
CD, 24 Preludes for Violin and
Piano (BIS CD 1242), is tonal and
melodic. While they exhibit touches
of modernism in their nods in the
directions of Prokofiev, Shostakovich, Scluiittke, and Messaien, on
the whole Auerbach's 24 Preludes
hark back to the 19th-century tradition of the instrumental virtuoso as
composer. This is most definitely
red-meat-and-red-wine music, not
tofu-and-green-tea music.
Dare Icall Lera Auerbach aneoconservative? In her liner notes, she
writes: "Re-establishing the value and
expressive possibilities of all the major
and minor tonalities is as valid at the
beginning of the twenty-first century
as it was during Bach's time, especially
if we consider the aesthetics of
Western music and its progress with
regard — or disregard — to tonality
during the last century."
Take that, you tenured radicals!
Auerbach is supposed to be something
of apiano whiz herself. The Preludes'
piano writing is chock-full of technical
challenges, and quotations (some of
them, Ihope, tongue-in-cheek) from the
lexicon of those mid-19th-century finger-busters remembered now only by
keyboard completists. (Indeed, at one
point Iexpected Dudley Do-Right to
make an appearance, the piano part was
so insistently melodramatic.) But there is
more going on here than mere display,
either pianistic or violinistic.
Writing separate but interconnected
pieces of music for each of the major
and minor keys is aconsiderable compositional challenge. Literally or figuratively, the busts of Bach and
Shostakovich will be looking over one's
shoulder from their places on the mantel. Without appearing presumptuous
or self-important, Auerbach grabs the
Stereophile, November 2003

The new "Fox News Babe"? Not!

If you yearn for actual
melodies and harmonies,
you might find yourself
signing up for Lera
Auerbach's fan club.
bull by the horns and holds her own.
The first Prelude (in C major) opens
with atolling-bell figure that strongly
reminds me of the opening of Bach's Cmajor Sonata for solo violin. The second
Prelude (A minor) is in waltz time, but
its foreboding, heavy-footed piano part
and contrastingly ironic comments from
the violin strongly echo Shostakovich's
compositional world. Like many virtuoso-composers before her, Auerbach is
not shy about quoting. There is even a
tango-inflected Prelude that could make
one think of Piazzolla. (The commendably full disc also includes aPrayer and a
wistful, truly lovely Postlude.)
This premiere recording is by the
Preludes' dedicatees, violinist Vadim
Guzman and pianist Angela Yoffe.
Guzman plays with wonderful tone and
solid pitch security, even in the most
violin-unfriendly of remote keys, and
Yoffe's playing is so spot-on that one
quickly forgets all but the music.

WorldRadioHistory
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The sound, as one would expect
from BIS, is excellent. The piano
has great depth of tone, and the
sound of the violin (a 1690 Stradivari) is unfatiguing. Dynamic range
is excellent. The perspective is live
but not swimmy, and the balance
between instruments is very natural.
(This means that many violinists and
violin fanciers will think the piano is
too loud.)
Oh. Reason No2 you need not
get your defenses up is that
Auerbach is as cute as the proverbial
bug's eat In the seemingly obligatory Christian Steiner headshot she
appears to be all of about 17, with an
adorably crooked smile. Her biography puts her age at 30.
This is adisc that all fans of the
piano and the violin should investigate. New-music fans may polarize a
bit. If Boulez is your cup of tea,
Auerbach's ethos may strike you as
hopelessly retro, if not reactionary. If the
"holy minimalism" of Arvo Part is your
home away from home, you probably
won't get excited over this. But if alot of
modern music strikes you as stilted or
self-important, and you yearn for actual
melodies and harmonies, you might
find yourself signing up for Lera
Auerbach's fan club. Ihave.
More great discs
As long as I'm recommending recordings, here are afew more.
Bach's sonatas and partitas for solo
violin have exercised ahold on the imaginations of later composers at least as
strong as Bach's keyboard works.
German violinist Renate Eggebrecht
takes the interesting approach of beginning her recital of solo works of composers influenced by Bach by playing the
last minute and a half or so of the
Chaconne that ends Bach's D-minor
Partita. Max Reger's Op.117 Chaconne in
G minor follows. (Troubadisc Music
Production TRO-CD 01424, vvww.
troubadisc.de.)
What follows that is the worldpremiere recording of Reger's student Johanna Senfter's solo sonata,
which, curiously enough, starts on
the same chord as does Reger's
53
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Op.117. A solo sonata from another
unfamiliar composer, Nikos Skalkottas, who studied with Schonberg,
follows. But Skalkottas' violin teacher Willy Hess was the dedicatee of
Reger's Prelude and Fugue in A
minor for solo violin, so there is that
Reger connection again.
The disc concludes with Honegger's
solo-violin sonata. Although we usually
think of Honegger in terms of the Paris
avant-garde scene of the pre—World
War II era, this disc's liner notes tell us
that Honegger was "obsessed" with
Reger as well as with Bach. So here we
have an unusual selection of rather
weighty, somewhat challenging, but
quite rewarding music, all of it related to
Reger and, through Reger, Bach.
Renate Eggebreches playing of the
end of the Bach Chaconne is abit idiosyncratic. She interrupts the flow to
make rhetorical points, and speeds up
the final scale run in away Ido not find
convincing. But without question, she is
an accomplished player, and her playing
of the 20th-century composers' works
seems more confident and idiomatic.
The sound (24-bit, with SBM redithering) is a trifle over-reverberant, but
otherwise really quite good. All serious
fans of violin music should make an
effort to hear this most impressive disc.
My favorites for Bach's D-minor
Partita are Joseph Szigeti's version from
his integral set on Vanguard,' and
Arturo Delmoni's, from his recital of
solo works by Ysaye, Kreisler, and Bach.
The Vanguard set is from 78rpm
sources, and therefore is probably only
for the hard core. But the sense of
inevitability that Szigeti builds throughout the arpeggiated middle section of
the Chaconne is, in my experience,
unique. Delmoni's heartfelt and inwardlooking version was recorded by ICavi
Alexander with his usual finesse, and
was originally released on Water Lily
but has since found ahome on my label,
JMR, remastered by Bob Ludwig.
Although I'm tempted to say that one
cannot have too much solo violin music,
Ialso remember the wonderful Rodrigues cartoon from Stereo Review of
many years ago. A befuddled chap arrives
home from work to find his wife and all
1At present unavailable, but it may return, in view of
Vanguard's recently having been acquired by Artemis
Records —see www.stereophile.com/shownews.cgi?
1645.
2Even crueler was Rodrigues' panel of awoman calling back over her shoulder as she marches down the
front walk, suitcases in hand: "...And another thing,
your stereo system never sounded to me as though we
were in the presence of alive orchestra —1 lied." You
mean women lie about such things?

her luggage in the hallRecordings
RR
019,
way outside their apartwww.arkivmusic.
ment: "Sorry, Charles. I
com/classical/Label?&
can no longer live with
label_id=442) has Ameriaman who belongs to
can
organist
David
the Unaccompanied
Herman playing the organ
Violin Record of the
of Coventry Cathedral.
Month Club." So
Although Wesley died in
there's that.2
1837, before the Oxford
One does not usualMovement had revitalized
ly think of Edward
Anglo-Catholicism,
his
Elgar as acomposer of
musical development was,
works for violin solo,
surprisingly enough, tied in
but, thanks to Black
with the chapels of the
Box Music (www.black
London embassies of
boxmusic.com), now
Catholic countries, which,
we must. Elgar: Reduring the times of prodiscovered Works for
scription, were the only
Violin (Black Box
places in England one
BBM 1016) contains
could legally attend a
what must be the first
Catholic Mass. Not coincirecording of Elgar's
dentally, the
embassy
dauntingly Paganinichapels were just about the
like Etudes Characteronly link to European
istiques for solo violin,
music life, especially sacred
Op24. Marat Bisenmusic. Indeed, for many
galiev, aviolinist new
years, the only organ in
to me, has phenomenal
England that could do justechnique and awarm
tice to Bach's works was
tone. Elgar's five solo
found in the chapel of the
studies combine the
Portuguese embassy.
technical demands of
All of that is to say that if
Reynaud's Ar peggione
Paganini's caprices with
you enjoy the organ music
glimmerings of amodat
an
Anglo-Catholic
em sensibility. Truly fascinating.
church today, you are at least partially in
The rest of the disc consists of Elgar
Samuel Wesley's debt, and you are sure to
pieces for violin and piano, some rather
enjoy this disc. Great sound, tremendous
familiar, but also some rewarding new
bass, great playing: good clean fun all
discoveries. In those pieces, Bisengaliev's
around. What's not to like? Just go for it.
rubato and portamento may be abit too
heart-on-sleeve for modern tastes, but if A different-drummer loudspeaker
you just think of them as "authentic perTo judge from his Arpeggione loudformance practices" and ask the waiter
speaker, Jean-Marie Reynaud is an
to bring you more Campari, all should
individualistic and perhaps even idiosynbe fine. Pianist Benjamin Frith is asensicratic loudspeaker designer in the mold
tive accompanist. The sound is excellent. of Paul Klipsch, Amar Bose, Irving M.
A must-have for all Elgar enthusiasts and
"Bud" Fried, and Dick Shahinian. The
fiddle fanciers.
Arpeggione is the floorstanding version
Finally, if all this violin music is abit of the Twin :v1k3 bookshelf speaker,
troppo shingendo for you, my last pick this
having the same 6.5" mid-woofer and
issue is aselection of organ voluntaries
1.5" soft-dome tweeter. The differences
by Samuel Wesley, nephew of the
being cabinet volume and woofer loadfounder of Methodism, and roughly a ing, the Arpeggione has more bass excontemporary of Mozart. Nearly fortension and volume than the Twin. Its
gotten today, Samuel Wesley was the
price increment over the Twin ($1295 vs
most important composer of the
$895) seems quite justified. (www,jmClassical era in England. (Of course, it reynaud.com; imported by Fanfare
says alot for the lack of serious compoInternational, (212) 734-1041)
sition in England between the time of
As soon as Igot the Arpeggiones up
Purcell and the advent of Elgar that and playing, Iwas reminded of Bud
most of us would be hard-pressed to
Fried, and had to smile. Iam not saying
name even one of Wesley's British conthat Jean-Marie Reynaud is working
temporaries; and, no, Handel and
from the same assumptions as did Fried.
Haydn do not count!)
What Iam saying is that, quite obviousThis fascinating collection (Redcliffe
ly, Renaud's speakers are designed to be
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Drive I
Further West On Sunset

From the first downbeat of"Babylon Sister,"you know it's Steely Dan.

It's Easier Than You Think.

Incredibly clean and dynamic, it purrs like abig V-8, cruising down

You can experience Steely Dan's Gaucho in multichannel surround

Sunset Boulevard. Now Steely Dan's Gaucho can drive you even
further, thanks to Super Audio CD (SA-CD) and abrand new 5.1

SUPER AUDIO CD

on avariety of SA-CD compatible products. From surprisingly
affordable DVD-Video players and complete home theater systems

surround mix. It enables you to appreciate the remarkable music of Donald Fagan and

that also allow you to enjoy the latest movies and concert videos. To dedicated audio

Walter Becker,two of the most innovative musicians of out time,in atotally different way.

components that will really let you soup up your music room.

It's All About The Music.

And because it's ahybrid disc, every Gaucho SA-CD features two versions of the

SA-CD is anew higher resolution music format that looks

recording. One that plays on the latest SA-CD hardware. And another that plays on

like aCD but offers awhole lot more. And it sounds better—

virtually any home, car or portable CD player. So when you hit the road, Steely Dan will

both in stereo and in 5.1 surround sound —than anything

be along for the ride. So what are you waiting for? Take Gaucho on SA-CD for aspin

CD layer

SACO Layer

you've ever heard.SA-CD delivers Steely Dan's music flawlessly,from the loudest attack

down Sunset today.

of the kick-drum to the softest high Con the guitar. Every aspect of this amazing

Super Audio CD. Because there's so Much More to Hear:

recording is rendered with such detail, you'll feel like you're in the studio, sitting with
the original engineer at the console.

For more information on SA-CD titles available from Universal Music, please visit onvw.umusic.com and click on "New Formats"
For more information on Super Audio CD, visit www.sony.com/sacd
WorldRadioHistory
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which are substantially less money.
tance into its face to indicate its position,
compared to the experience of live
or the source selected. The balance knob
Substituting the marvelous little
music, and not with other speakers per
is detented; the volume knob is not.
Sugden A21 a integrated amp for the
se. Isuspect that their measurements
The rear panel has conventional
may not be spectacular. But at the end
darTZeel began to make the Arpeggiones sound as being perhaps worth RCA inputs and speaker binding posts.
of the day, Igo by in-room response and
These items are not exactly overthe money. But it was only by going to
musical convincingness.
The Arpeggione's tweeter is positioned
Nordoses Solar Wind wire goods that I whelming as works of applied engiwas able to sit back and say, "Ah! Now I neering, and are spaced abit closely,
on the front baffle below the mid-woofet
hear what all the fuss has been about."
but, given the A2la's price—well
The tweeter has afan-shaped waveguide
under $2000 — and excellent sound,
These are individualistic speakers, and
disposed horizontally in front of it, which
they appear quite sensitive to system
one should not complain.
would appear to have aprotective funcWhat the A21a succeeds marvelously
tion as well. At the bottom of the front interaction. At their price, they give an
awful lot of good sound that is convincing at doing is presenting acrisp, lively, but
panel there is arectangular slot with foam
very continuous and quite nonfatiguing
in its own way. If you're tired of "me-too"
filling, which is the terminus of the transmusical experience. Iattribute the lack
components, check out the Arpeggiones.
mission-line woofer loading. The rear
of fatigue to class-A's avoidance of
terminal block provides for single wiring.
switching distortion. Inever had
Impedance is a nominal 4
the sense that Iwas listening to
ohms, and the claimed sensia25Wpc amp, or that it ever
tivity is 89dB/W/m.
was in danger of running
Any speaker involves
out of power. Dynamics
tradeoffs, even if only
were crisp. The A21 a
trading off affordability.
seemed to work very
In the case of the
well with the Reynaud
Arpeggione, Ifind myArpeggiones, and was
self in agreement with
just as happy driving
most of the choices Ican
Shahinian's Compasses.
infer were made in its
Sugden A21a: the finest amplifier ever made in West Yorkshire.
I think that, at its
development. This is a
probable $1500 price,3
speaker
that
for
the A21 awould be an ideal step up from
$1295/pair delivers deep, tuneful bass Ajewel of an amp
areceiver or an integrated amp in the
The Sugden A21a has been in producand awonderful sense of musical rich$500—$800 price range.
ness and fullness —quite notably, even at tion, handbuilt in West Yorkshire, for
more than 30 years, with just evolutionMy favorite all-things-considered inmoderate volume levels.
ary changes to its basic design of alowtegrated amp, the Plinius 8200, is being
Not to administer the Kiss of Death,
replaced by anew model Ihave not yet
(25Wpc),
class-A—biased
but the Arpeg,gione does appear to be a power
solid-state integrated amplifier. Alheard, the 9200, for $3500 (a $500 inMusic Lovers' Loudspeaker. First, it is
crease over the 8200). But, based on
though I'd read about them over the
easy to listen to. Second, you get areal
memory, the A21a has little to apologize
sense of not only the beginnings and years in British hi-fi magazines, this was
my first experience with aSugden prodfor—only incremental shortcomings in
ends of notes, but also the middles, the
uct (wwwjesugden.co.uk; imported by midrange palpability, treble refinement,
all-important sustain. Although such
characterizations can turn into adangerStanalog, (518) 843-3070).
and ultimate oomph into difficult loads.
The A21 ais ajewel of an amp, areal
Indeed, like the Plinius, the Sugden uses
ous game, the Arpeggiones are the most
only NPN transistors in its output stage.
British-sounding French loudspeakers I sweetheart. What it may lack in mod
cons (modern conveniences), such as a Fancy that!
have heard. Thin they are not.
remote control or headphone jack, it
The only characteristics the A21 ahas
The other side of the coin is, well,
the other side of the coin. Iwas not more than makes up for in musical purithat Ican envision as being negatives in
ty, and in throwing dynamic punches far
certain situations are, first: it runs hot,
overwhelmed by transient detail or
high-frequency information. If other
above its weight class.
even at idle. The metal knobs themwell-regarded French loudspeakers in
The A21a is aconventional black (also
selves grow quite warm to the touch,
available in titanium) horizontal box,
and this was in arack that is open on all
this price range (you know who they
are) have struck you as abit disembodreminiscent of Creek designs of adecade
four sides. Second, it is not a"forgiving"
ied, the Arpeggiones are the yin to that ago, with the exception that the Sugden
or "analog-like" amplifier. Like FedEx,
yang. But if your goal is "high-definihas cooling fins running horizontally it just delivers the goods.
tion" sound, you will probably be hapalong the sides front to back, which seems
Despite its comparatively low price,
to make alot more sense than vertically.
the Sugden A21a made quite apparent
pier looking and listening elsewhere.
A brief digression about system syner- The A21a measures 17" wide by 3" high
the sonic differences between a $299
gy: When Idropped the Arpeggiones in,
by 12" deep and weighs about 20 lbs.
DVD player and a$6000 upconverting
in place of the Peak Consult InCognitos I
The front panel has asource-selector
CD player. And that is agood thing.
wrote up in September, using the
knob (phono card is optional), pushHighly recommended.
darTZeel amplifier and Stereovox interbuttons for tape loop and mono, knobs
Questions or comments: jmrccis@
connects and speaker wires, they did not for balance and volume, and apower jmrcds.com.
sound very good at all, even allowing for pushbutton and indicator light. The indibreak-in. With the darTZeel, much better cator light is amber, and the script for the
The dollar is getting hammered; by the time you read
results were obtained from the Reynauds
function designations is pale gold. Each 3
this, there will probably have been acurrency adjustwith Wireworld's new Eclipse wire goods,
knob has asmall hole drilled ashort disment in the US list price.
Stereophile, November 2003
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R.L. Burnside and longtime
guitarist Kenny Brown.

FAT POSSUM RECORDS FINDS THE LAST REAL BLUES
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by Robert Baird
t

he blues are dead!
Long live...?
Never feat the Blues Armageddon has not arrived.
Not yet, anyway. But the day fast approaches.
Now three generations removed from its
founders, the musical moonshine that made Robert
Johnson and Muddy Waters so special is fast running out of
the blues' bottle. When B.B. King dies, the entire second
generation of players —people who knew or were closer to
the likes of Johnson, Charlie Patton, Son House, and the
other stars of the Mississippi Delta —will be about gone.
And the third generation of blues players has already lost its
star: Stevie Ray Vaughan died in 1990.
Stereophi/e, November 2003

Even blues fans have become diluted. Line up ahundred
blues nerds and ask what the blues means, and you'll get as
many answers. To many fans, casual or fanatic, the blues now
means —and you'll excuse the term —a white blues band
cranking out the umpteenth version of "Mustang Sally" in a
local bar whose five nights aweek of "live Music" also
include acountry band, an open-mike night, and ac/assic (ie,
oldies) rock band.
Then there are the record companies. To major record labels
that once made money selling blues 78s as "race" records, the
blues now means reissues of material from the 1920s through
the '50s, as well as the orrIsional album by contemporary performers such as Keb' Mo', Taj Mahal, and Buddy Guy.
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You Bettor Run
Junior Kimbrough
with alaugh. "You walk into abar and tell agirl
As is true throughout the record
you own ablues label and she'll start looking at her
business, much of what's creative,
shoes and yawning. So Ihave to lie."
interesting, and alive in the blues is
One thing that doesn't lie is Johnson's catalog,
now recorded and released by indewhich now numbers 60 titles. As at every label, the
pendent labels. Older blues indies,
quality of Fat Possum releases varies: yes, Johnson
such as Chicago's Alligator and
,
c.
has his share of dogs that no one should ever have
Delmark labels, continue to churn
to hear again. But there are lots of highlights. Fat
out recordings of electric blues. But
re*
Possum's claim to fame, if you can call it that, is
for every genuine blues player like
that it's home to the late recordings of two
Alligator's Lonnie Brooks (or a
Mississippi performers, R.L. Burnside and the late
player/singer like Marcia Ball, who
Junior ICimbrough. Both play what late critic and
incorporates blues into what she
does), they have five lesser artists —
FAT POSSUM RECORDS HAS BECOME ONE OF THE LAST SOURCES
such as Alligator's singer Shemekia
Copeland — who, they hope, will
FOR RECORDINGS OF THE BLUES IN ITS MOST GUTTURAL,
cross over to greater record sales.
The blues may be almost extinct
UNVARNISHED, AND POWERFUL FORMS.
as aliving art form, but there's still
Johnson intimate Robert Palmer, (Deep Blues), called "North
asmall pocket of life, acoal among the ashes. If you like what
Mississippi blues," and described in the liner notes for
Martin Scorsese's recent series of documentary films collecBurnside's Too Bad Jim album as "a churning, jamming one
tively titled The Blues presented and want to seek it out today,
chord exercise in stamina and mass hypnosis."
you have to go, much as you always have, down to
"John Lee Hooker was what you'd call hill country style
Mississippi. But this time it's not the Delta that's the cradle,
now, but he was totally from the Delta," Johnson says. "[I
but the Mississippi hill country around Oxford. Happily near
look for] guys who played by themselves, that are real kind
that southern town with the checkered past —Cbdord is the
of out there. Idon't know about names, but [hill country] is
Yoknapatawpha of Faulkner's southern gothic novels, as well
what [critics and fans] call it, so Iguess Ishould be endorsing
as the hive of ignorance and prejudice in Bob Dylan's
it harder."
"Oxford Town" —is Fat Possum Records, an independent
Fat Possum currently has eight Burnside records in its catrecord label that has become one of the last sources for
alog, as well as six by ICimbrough. Burnside's Too BadJim and
recordings of the blues in its most guttural, unvarnished, and
Kirnbrough's All Night Long were the label's first and second
powerful forms.
releases, respectively.
"When those guys first came from Mississippi to Chicago,
"There were alot of guys who were playing locally, being
they were kind of country but they were kind of sophisticatoverlooked, and that Ithought really rocked. It really had the
ed as well, you know what Imean?" says Fat Possum chief
most noble intentions because it was like, Well, Ishould
Matthew Johnson. "It was totally wild, it was totally innovamake arecord of these guys,' but then you can't put out a
tive, loud, and in your face. It was sort of unnerving.
"Now when people say 'This is the blues,' it's like some old
record without being a'record company.' That's kind of how
it started.
cliché, like 'Sweet Home Chicago,' aBlues Brothers frat
song, or something. It doesn't
change anymore. It kind of
sucks, because now they're
making songs about songs.
People don't even know who
they're trying to imitate anymore. It's so uninventive and
non-innovative now, but it
used to be pretty cuttingedge. It's unfortunately condemned to academia now. It's
not acool thing. Part of it is
the name. Unlike rock,
which is rock'n'roll, punk, alternative rock, and grunge
rock — they call it different
things — the blues has never
had branches. When it keeps
the same name, it's doomed,
I've come to realize."
At 34, Johnson has spent
12 years building Fat Possum,
which he founded in 1991.
But the blues' increasing irrelevance has affected even
Johnson's personal life.
R.L. Burnside and grandson Cedric Burnside.
"Just the image," he begins

e
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"I didn't have any business courses and Iwasn't areal
record-industry rae, I
just kind of did everything on trial and
error, or just error. Idid everything wrong, man. Tell people
that if they just do the opposite of what Idid, they'll probably be real successful. I
just kind of felt that it was never going
to work, and so I'll just do these records and then Ican stop."
Having flunked out of the University of Mississippi, where
he'd taken acourse taught by Palmer —"I never showed up,
and failed out of school, and Bob never showed up to teach
and was fired" —Johnson and his fledgling label signed adistribution deal with anew version of Capricorn Records, the
notorious Atlanta-based imprint that had once been home to
the Allman Brothers Band.
"I had four or five grand in the bank when Istarted messing with them (Capricorn)," Johnson says, "and when Iwas
finished, Iwas in bankruptcy and owed like $200,000."
Ouch.
"Yeah," he says knowingly.
In 1996-97, Johnson became partners in Fat Possum with
Epitaph Records, the Los Angeles—based punk label that's
home to The Offspring, Pennywise, and Guttermouth, but
whose subsidiary Anti Records is also home to Tom Waits
and Merle Haggard.
With an office on the main street of Water Valley,
Mississippi, asmall town west of Oxford, and astudio nearby with the porn film name Money Shot, Fat Possum has
not been immune to the impulse to — that dreaded word
again —"cross over." The problem with crossover, on which
the record industry has pinned its most fervent hopes for
solutions to its myriad problems, is not the money it supposedly produces, but the artistic dilution and betrayal it
often engenders. To sell blues to the rock audience, for
example, blues must become more like rock, which takes
away the essence of what made it appealing (if only to
purists) in the first place.

"We don't have akid
who plays guitar, avirtuoso, which is bad [for
sales]," Matthew Johnson
says, adding that the
Kenny Wayne Shepards
of the world are what
he'd look for if he were in
it for only the money.
"And we don't look for
the next Stevie Ray
Vaughan, which automatically dooms us to some
unsuccessful niche."
Fat Possum's attempts at crossover have, for the most part,
been well-chosen and artistically valid. The solo records ofBob
Log, aformer member of Doo Rag turned crazed, noisy, altbluesman, are oddities worth having. Even better, and the reason the label is still in business, are The Black Keys, aduo from
Akron, Ohio. In 2002, after recording their first album, The Big
Come-Up, for the Alive label and landing opening slots for
Guided By Voices and the Jon Spencer Blues Explosion, Dan
Auerbach (guitar, vocals) and Patrick Carney (drums) signed
with Fat Possum. The dirty, crashing blues-rock sound of their
second album, thickfreakness (Fat Possum, 2003), falls squarely
in the stylistic universe dominated by the White Stripes.
Another new change for the better is Fat Possum's purchase of avintage tape machine for recordings. While up
till now the label's releases have always sounded passable,
the sound quality should improve significantly from this
point forward.
"We've left the ADAT world, thank god," Johnson says.
"We were doing it all on ADAT, but those were the bleak
days. Everyone's getting rid of their tape machines, and so
now we've got alittle Studer, 16 track, 2"."
In fall 2003, Fat Possum
released two records that
FAT POSSUM'S ATTEMPTS AT CROSSOVER HAVE, FOR THE MOST PART,
define the polemics of what
BEEN WELL-CHOSEN AND ARTISTICALLY VALID.
they do and, ultimately, where
they are going as alabel.
The first is Dead Man Shake,
the
latest
from
Paul
Westerberg's Grandpaboy persona. Grandpaboy first appeared in 2002 when the
former Replacements frontman-provocateur decided to
separately release the Mono half
of the two disc Stereo/Mono
album as being by Grandpaboy.
Complete with acover photo
of Westerberg with blacked-in
teeth, Mono—and Stereo, for
that matter —were self-indulgent clatter and not the man's
best
work.
Still,
some
Westerberg is better than all of
most others. Thankfully, Dead
Man Shake bears the marks of
hard work and amore serious
intent. And while it's more
blues-oriented than a straight
5 Westerberg solo record, tunes
Carney and Auerbach: The Black Keys on the lost highway.
such as "Vampires & Failures"
clearly have alot of 'Mats-lite
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A RCAM DVD P ERFORMANCE
R EACHES A N EW Low

Settee

Stet

New DV78 Delivers High-Performance at an Astonishingly Low $999
&you're looking for a highperformance, specialistdesigned-and-built DVD player that
manages to keep the price tag in
three-digit territory, here's a list
of all your options:
1. Arcam DV78 in Black
2. Arcam DV78 in Silver
Arcam actually has four DVD
players: DV78 ($999), DV88 Plus
($1599), DV89 ($1999), and FMJ
DV27A ($2999) — all designed and
built by Arcam in the UK. At the
risk of convincing you that all you
really need to spend is $999, here's
our take on how to pick the right
one for you:
As we all know, in any movie, it
may be the picture that conveys the
storyline, but it is the sound track
that delivers what we all strive for —
the full emotional impact of the
original performance. One of the
keys to superb audio performance is
getting the digital clocking right. The
vast majority of players simply derive
an audio clock from the video clock
using circuitry built into the MPEG
decoder chip. This works, and is
certainly inexpensive. But, it doesn't
provide performance that is up to
Arcam standards. In the DV78 the
audio clock is recovered via a
separate Arcam-designed Phase Lock
Loop using high-quality components
intended just for that job. This costs

Audiophile
Systems
L

quite abit more but ensures aclean,
low jitter audio clock.
Video performance is also superb,
with the DV78 using the same
motion-adaptive progressive scan
and professional-grade video buffers
as the more expensive DV88 Plus

"The DV88 Plus, quite simply,
captured details within the
overall blackness of dark,
moody films like no other
DVD player Ihave
auditioned."
Wes Phillips, OnHomeTheater.com
and DV89. And, thanks to top-ofthe-line Wolfson DACs, CD
performance through the analog
outputs approaches that of Arcam's
highly-rated CD73T CD player. (A
rare feat indeed, considering most
DVD players are miserable CD
players!)
In the DV88 Plus, Arcam cranks
up the audio performance by using
totally separate audio and video

"(The DV271 will have you
dragging out every one of your
favorite DVDs, just so you can
0000h and aaaahh over every
dip. ...a true reference
quality product."
Shane Buettner, The Perfect Vision

digital master clocks. And there's a
third master clock just for CD.
Using two Wolfson DACs per
channel, the DV88 Plus delivers CD
performance similar to that of
Arcam's CD82T. There's even an
upgrade path for DVD-Audio.
The DV89 is essentially aDV88
Plus fitted with the same highperformance DVD-Audio board used
in the FMJ DV27A. (Don't be fooled
by cheap players that seem to toss
in DVD-Audio for free. Doing it
right is expensive. The Arcam
players use eight of Wolfson's best
DACs!)
The FMJ (Full Metal Jacket)
DV27A pulls out all the stops. It
provides totally independent audio
and video power supplies (including
a separate toroidal transformer for
the audio supply), Silicon Image
Progressive Scan, and Arcam's
AcouSteel vibration damped chassis
system. CD performance is the best
we've ever heard from aDVD
player and, according to the
reviewers, rivals that of dedicated
CD players costing several times the
price. In terms of both audio and
video performance, the DV27A is
demonstrably superior.
So, how do you pick the right one
for you? Drop by your Arcam dealer
and take 'ern for aspin. You'll be
surprised at the performance of the
DV78 and amazed at how good
Arcam DVD can be.

U.S. Importers & Distributors for
Arcam, Acoustic Energy, dCS, Nagra, Verity Audio, Nottingham, eXpress & Solid Tech
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658 • www.audiophilesystems.com
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riff-rock going on. While blues labels
Burnside collaboration with the Jon Spencer Blues
are legendary for getting into petty
Explosion], we got alot of shit for being disrespectful to the
stylistic disputes —Chicago labels, for
music. But guys like R.L. and Mississippi Fred McDowell
example, often will not sign West
were made to play acoustic (as opposed to electric) by folkCoast acts —Johnson stays clear of
lorists because that made it old and genuine."
such problems. The mention of blues
Johnson readily admits that sounding old and genuine is
fans having a problem with
becoming the blues' biggest problem today, and he's in a
Grandpaboy draws his ire.
"Westerberg is a perfect fit,"
"THE BLUES REMINDS YOUNG KIDS OF SOME SORT OF
Johnson says. "I've been afan for a
UNCLE TOM, SOME PART OF THE PAST THAT THEY DON'T WANT
while. We're always only as good as
our options, but Ihope that everyTO REMEMBER ... ITHINK
AKIN TO PUSHING A BROOM
thing has the same kind of aspirit.
The whole scale where people say 'this
WITH MOST BLACK KIDS:
is the blues,' the whole 12-bar structure, that's the last thing we want to do. Ialways wonder if
unique position to judge the future
the world needs any more good blues records, and Iknow it
of the music. In Mississippi, where
doesn't need any more bad ones.
the blues was born, is there a
"Just being in the blues section, we try to put our arms up
younger generation now playing the
and push everybody away and say, `Not the same old blues
clubs, learning their craft, ready to
crap' — to call adistinction between ourselves and what
sweep in and save what Robert
we're sitting next to in the record bins."
Johnson wrought?
Whatever its lineage, Dead Man Shake has the kind of
"Nope. It's dead," he says matter-ofcachet that comes from being the whacked, offbeat detour of
factly. "[The blues] was just like hip-hop [is now]. They
aformer alt-rock icon. Most blues labels would never underadvertised the early guys in the '30s as 'the Devil's Stepchild.'
stand let alone sign aproject like this. To them this would be
[The term] was even on [Charlie] Patton's record. Everything
heresy or worse: arock star peeing on the sacred altar of the
was the same: the imaging, the marketing, and the posturing.
blues. Johnson sees the potential both artistically and in terms
They were always getting in fights and killing each other,
of building an audience for his label.
making lots of money and then losing it. And lyrics like 'I
The other record is the kind of project that now gives Fat
want to go home and beat my woman till I'm satisfied,' all
Possum the kind of star-crossed mythology that, for some
the angry, frustrated, vengeance stuff, is there in both blues
reason, all blues labels seem to have to have before they can
and hip-hop.
be thought of as being truly legit, truly gritty and real. In
"I can't understand why young kids ... "He stops, already
1980, Alligator Records released Professor Longhair's
knowing the answer. "It reminds them of some sort of Uncle
Crawfish Fiesta the morning after he died. The timing gave
Tom, some part of the past that they don't want to rememboth the album and Alligator apower neither would have
ber. Ithink they totally miss the fact that all these hip-hop
had otherwise.
guys are sampling gospel, south American guitar work, they
While it's not in the same league as Fess's record, Fat
keep the Meters in business, they keep James Brown out of
Possum's upcoming release, Charles Caldwell's debut recordtax prison, and they won't sample any of the blues stuff. I
ing, Release Me, was finished weeks before he died in Oxford
think it's akin to pushing abroom with most black kids." 111
of pancreatic cancer at age 62. A straight-ahead set of electric
blues, the album, has the Fat Possum
sound: stark, lowdown, and gritty in the
extreme. The CDR of rough mixes that I
heard, sans song titles, featured Caldwell's
stronger than usual guitar work and fullbodied voice (augmented occasionally by
drums) and had inventive (for hill country
blues) songwriting and arranging.
"Yeah, it really sucks. It's sort of like a
damn cliché: one release and then he
dies...but fuck it."
As you may have guessed, Johnson's not
big on clichés. For example, he's quick to
say that he's not acollector of blues records,
and is proud that he got most of his blues
education from Howlin' Wolf tapes bought
from the "Nice Price" rack at the supermarket. Not being members of the uptight
blues congregation, Johnson and his adventurous label—which has always focused
solely on hill country, not Delta blues —
have had to endure alot of verbal annoyance from the blues-nerd crowd.
"On A Ass Pocket of Whiskey [a 1996
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woofers. The latter are reflex-loaded
with alarge rectangular port at the base
of the front baffle, with both inner and
outer openings flared to minimize air
noise. Reflecting the modern reality for
speaker companies, all of the T8's drivers are magnetically shielded for use in
home-theater systems.
Starting at the top of the frequency
range, one of the T8's tweeters is
mounted on the front baffle, the other
on the cabinet rear. The rear unit can be
switched in or out of circuit with a
The Platinum Tower
jumper bar above the terminals, and
PSB's Platinum series of speakers celecompensates the speaker's in-room balbrate the Canadian manufacturer's 30
ance for the front HF unit's increasing
years in business since its humble begindirectionality in its top octaves. (This
nings in 1972, when Paul Barton, then
will be more of an issue in large rooms.)
just graduated from high school, decid- The tweeters themselves are 1" units
ed that designing and manufacturing branded "PSB" but made in Norway,
loudspeakers suited him better as a presumably by SEAS. They feature an
career than his other passion, playing aluminum dome and a neodymium
the violin.2 Whereas the iterations of magnet and are specified as offering
the Stratus Gold had combined an aluusable response to 40kHz.
minum-dome tweeter with asingle 6"
The midrange units, again sourced
midrange unit and asingle 10" woofer,
from a Norwegian manufacturer, use
the Platinum T8 uses two tweeters, two
woven-fiberglass cones and rubber half4.5" midrange units, and three 8"
roll surrounds. They are arranged in a
1Reviewed by Thomas J. Norton in February 1991,
D'Appolito array above and below the
with some final thoughts in April 1997. Ireviewed the
tweeter,
which optimizes the dispersion
idevelopment in October 1997 (see www.stereo
2You can read my 1997 interview with Paul Barton at
phile.com/showarchives.cgin04 for all three reports).
in the midrange and treble. (Strictly
www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?'231.
speaking, Joe D'Appolito's original paper
included the use of odd-order crossover
filters; according to its specification, the
Dimensions: 49" (1245mm) H by
Description: Three-way, reflex-loaded,
T8 uses fourth-order networks.) Each
magnetically shielded, floorstanding
11.75" (299mm) VV by 17.75"
midrange unit is constructed on alow(451mm) D. Internal volume: 3.37
loudspeaker. Drive-units: two 1"
profile diecast chassis and housed in its
cubic feet (95.4 liters). Weight: 111.5
(25mm) aluminum-dome tweeters
own sealed subchamber.
with neodymium magnets and ferlbs (50.7kg) each.
The three woofers, too, use wovenFinishes: Black ash or cherry veneer
rofluid cooling, two 4.5" (110mm)
fiberglass cones and rubber half-roll surwoven-fiberglass cone midranges,
with Pewter/GunMetal die-cast alurounds, these generously dimensioned
three 8" woven-fiberglass cone
minum trim and black/silver textured
to allow the large excursions required
woofers. Crossover frequencies and
grilles.
by high-level low-frequency sounds. A
slopes: 2.2kHz, fourth-order LinkvvitzSerial numbers of units reviewed:
40-oz magnet structure provides the
Riley (midranges—tweeters; 500Hz,
12070-201024 &26.
necessary muscle power, with amagnet
third-order Butterworth (woofers—
Price: $6999/pair. Approximate numcircuit optimized for low distortion.
midranges). Frequency response:
ber of dealers: not disclosed (not all
The cabinet is constructed from 1"30Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB; 25Hz-33kHz,
PSB dealers are Platinum dealers).
thick MDF and extensively reinforced
±3dB (anechoic on-axis), —10dB at
Manufacturer: PSB Speakers, The
with "window" braces. The front baffle
22Hz. Sensitivity: 89dB/2.83V/m
Lenbrook Group, 633 Granite Court,
is laminated with aluminum, which
(anechoic). Nominal impedance: 4 Pickering, Ontario L1W 3K1, Canada.
adds both stiffness and asmart highohms. Minimum impedance: 4ohms.
Tel: (888) 772-0000. Fax: (905) 831tech look. Cast-aluminum top and botPower handling: 300W (RMS, clipping
6936. Web: www.psbspeakers.com.
tom endcaps further stiffen and brace
<10% of the time).
the enclosure. Electrical connection is

he talented loudspeaker engineer
is aman who is always in competition with himself. When PSB's
Paul Barton put the finishing touches
on his Stratus Gold model back in
1990, 1 I'm sure he had more ideas in
mind that he could have used in aflagship design. Yet the Gold offered so
much performance at such acompetitive price —$2000/pair in 1991, rising
to $2100/pair by 1997, then $2400/pair
for the Gold i, an evolutionary development — that it was not surprising that
Barton applied his talents to developing
ranges of more affordable speakers,
such as the best-selling Alpha and
Image series.
The Stratus Gold, which is still available, became along-term resident of this
magazine's "Recommended Components" listing. But talented loudspeaker
engineers do not stand still, and neither
do the resources and technology available to them. It came as no surprise,
therefore, when Isaw anew flagship
design from Paul Barton, the $6999/pair
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Platinum T8, at the 2002 CEDIA Expo
in Minneapolis. "Must review," Inoted
in my PDA, but it wasn't until spring
2003 that Ireceived apair of review
samples. And it wasn't until I'd cleared
my deck of other components in the review queue that Icould focus my attention on what appeared to be a most
promising design at what, in 2003 dollars, is still acompetitive price, given the
stratospheric prices of some other companies' flagship speakers.
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via gold-plated 5-way binding posts,
and the internal wiring is 14-gauge
cable. Adjustable spikes and levelers
are provided.
Such modern tools as Finite-Element
Analysis, applied to the drive-units'
moving parts, and a Scanning Laser
Vibrometer, applied to drive-unit cones
and cabinet panels, were used in the

development of the T8. And, as with all
PSB speakers, the design of the
Platinum T8 was optimized using final
listening tests and adjustments at
Canada's National Research Council
facility in Ottawa.
System
Iplayed vinyl on my Linn Sondek-

Cirkus-Trampolin-Lingo (new version)-Ekos-Arkiv LP player, which sat
on aSound Organisation table and was
amplified by aLinn Lint°. CDs were
played on aClassé CDP-10 player and a
Mark Levinson No.31.5 CD transport
driving aMark Levinson No.30.6 D/A
processor via a Kimber Illuminations
Orchid AES/EBU datalink. Ialso used

Measurements

M

\estimate of the Platinum T8's
voltage sensitivity was alittle
lower
than
specified,
at
87dB(B)/2.83V/m, though this will
be partly due to my use of a Bweighted figure, which reduces the
effect of aspeaker's extension at both
frequency extremes. However, the
speaker's impedance (fig.1) was exactly to specification, at 4ohms nominal
and minimum. The traces in this
graph diverge above 500Hz, one set
being taken with the rear tweeter
jumper in place, the other without.
Without the rear tweeter in-circuit,
the impedance steadily rises above
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Fig.1

P513 Platinum T8, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with rear
tweeter off (top traces above 500Hz)
and on (bottom traces).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

2kHz; with it, the impedance drops to
4.5 ohms or so in the high treble. But
in either condition, the always-low
electrical phase angle means that the
Platinum T8 is not going to present
drive problems to agood amplifier
rated at 4ohms.
Other than a small wrinkle at
26kHz, which indicates the main resonant mode of the aluminum-dome
tweeters, the traces in fig.1 are free
from the glitches that would imply the
presence of major cabinet resonances.
Examining the vibrational behavior of
the T8's panels with an accelerometer
confirmed their low resonant signature. Fig2 is a cumulative spectraldecay plot calculated from the
accelerometer's output when it was
fastened to the speaker's side wall
about 12" from the aluminum top
plate. Yes, four resonant modes can be
seen between 200Hz and 500Hz, but
they are well down in level.
The saddle between 20Hz and
25Hz in the impedance magnitude
trace (fig.1) suggests that the rectangular port at the base of the speaker's
front baffle is tuned to avery low frequency. This is confirmed by the

dB

nearfield traces shown in fig.3: the
port's output is the low-level bandpass
curve, peaking slightly in the low-bass
region and roughly coinciding with
the notch in the output of the woofers
around 18Hz. (All three woofers
appear to have the same output.) The
port probably does more to relieve the
excursion requirements of the
woofers than to add much in the way
of extension. That the port apparently
has no obvious upper-frequency resonant modes, by the way, pays tribute
to the designer's skill. Placing aport at
the end of a rectangular pipe — a
tower speaker — can be an invitation
to unwanted resonant behavior.
To the right of fig.3 is shown the
output of the midrange units, these
rolling off below 400Hz rather than
the specified 500Hz. These traces
were measured in the nearfield and
weighted according to the relative
ratios of the square roots of the
diaphragms' radiating areas; Irepeated the measurements in the farfield,
which also suggested a crossover
point closer to 400Hz. However, the
difference is not really significant.
Fig.4 shows the Platinum T8's output averaged across a30° horizontal
window on the tweeter axis. The
speaker's response is extraordinarily
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Fig.2 P58 Platinum T8, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel 12" from top. (MIS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 P513 Platinum 18, nearfield responses of
the midrange units, woofers, and port
plotted below 800Hz. TkHz, and
600Hz, respectively.
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PSB
aMusical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD player and a Technics DVD-A10 DVDAudio player, the latter's digital output
feeding the Levinson via an AudioQuest SVT-4 S/PDIF link.
A Mark Levinson No380S preamp
fed Mark Levinson No.33H monoblocks via 5m balanced Madrigal CZ
Gel-1 interconnects. The Levinson

Platinum

T8

Audio Power Plant 300 running at
90Hz supplied power to the preamp
and digital players. AC power comes
from two dedicated 20A circuits, each
just 6' from the breaker box. An amplifier was plugged into each.

source components were connected
with 0.5m lengths of Ayre Acoustics'
Cardas-sourced balanced cable, while
DiMarzio unbalanced interconnects
were used for the Musical Fidelity and
Technics players. Speaker cables were
AudioQuest Gibraltar, AC cables were
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference2 and PS Audio Lab Cable. A PS

Sonics
My main concern in getting the PSBs

fle affecting the tweeter's dispersion,
the contour lines in this graph are
quite uniform, suggesting that the
stereo imaging will be stable and accurate. In the vertical plane (fig.6), the
4kHz suckout in the on-axis response
does fill in as noted above. However, it
turns into aslight peak more than 10°
above or below the tweeter axis. Apart
from that, the T8's balance doesn't
change appreciably over quite awide
vertical listening window (which is

flat throughout the midrange and treble. Reassuringly, it is effectively identical to the response (not shown)
measured by Paul Barton in the
Canadian NRC's large anechoic
chamber in Ottawa, even down to the
fine detail such as the small notch at
4kHz. 1 This notch is specific to the
tweeter axis; it fills in immediately
above and below (see below). The
peak at the tweeter's ultrasonic resonant frequency is moderate, as these
things go. It will be benign, particularly with band-limited CD program
material, where it will not be excited,
even by transients.
The rise in the upper- and midbass
shown in fig.4 is to some extent the
effect of the nearfield measurement
technique, which assumes ahalf-space
acoustic environment It is hardly evident in Paul Barton's true anechoic
measurements. However, as upperbass thickness was one of the problems
Ihad to resolve with the T8's room
placement, Isuspect that the half-space
measurement is more indicative of the

speaker's behavior in rooms of normal
size. Eyeballing through this low-frequency rise in the trace suKests that
the T8 has excellent bass extension,
with a-6dB point below 30Hz.
The plot of the T8's lateral radiation pattern (fig.5) shows a slight
increase in directionality in the octave
below the upper crossover frequency,
and also above 8kHz. Other than
some unevenness in the mid-treble,
perhaps due to the relatively wide baf-

1 Iwelcome the manufacturers of loudspeakers
reviewed in Stereophile sending me their own measurements. Not only does it provide me with acheck
on my measurements, it helps very much for me to
see what the designer has tried to achieve in terms of
response flatness and dispersion.

Fig.5 PSB Platinum TB, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*-5* off-axis, reference response, differences
in response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Fig.4 PSB Platinum T8, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 PSB Platinum T8, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 15°-5° above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-15° below axis.
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set up was balancing bass weight
against upper-bass bloom. With the
speakers set back closer to the room
boundaries, where both the Morel
Octwin two-ways I reviewed in
October and the big Dynaudio Confidence C4s Ireviewed last March had
worked well, the sound was majestic
but overblown between 80Hz and
160Hz. Iended up with the speakers
rather farther out in the room than is
usual, but then Icould get both awelldefined mid- and upper bass and excel-

lent low-frequency extension. The 1/3..
octave warble tones on my Editor's
Choice CD (STPH016-2), for example,
extended with full weight down to the
25Hz band. The 20Hz band was well
down in level, but the relative absence
of audible distortion harmonics meant
that it was inaudible. (Very often, when
people talk about their speakers having
"good low bass," they are being fooled
by the presence of audible harmonics.
A clean 20Hz is hard to hear except at
very high playback levels.)

The T8's bass definition was excellent, if not quite to the standard set
by the five-times-the-price Mission
Pilastro that Ireviewed in December
2002. Even so, the pat'n'purr of
Jerome Harris' Taylor acoustic bass
guitar on Rendezvous (Stereophile
STPH013-2) was reproduced about
as well as Ihave heard. The left-hand
register of Anita Chang's piano on
her Chopin Ballades DVD-A (Aix
0433 80014-9) had excellent weight
and definition.

Measurements
just as well, considering the tweeter is
ahigh 39" from the floor).
Fig.7 shows how these responses
and radiation patterns added up in my
listening room. (To generate this
curve, Iaverage 120 measurements
taken individually for left and right
speakers over awindow centered on
the listening position.) The lack of
energy in the 40Hz and 50Hz bands,
compared with the slight excess
between 80Hz and 160Hz, is due to
room effects specific to the speaker
positions Ifound worked best with
classical orchestral and piano recordings. But apart from that, the T8 can
be seen to offer excellent bass weight
down to the 25Hz band.

1111111,1

.00

1 11111111
1 1I111111
woe

In the midrange, there is only a
hint of the usual "floor-bounce" dip,
presumably due to the speaker using
three woofers, each adifferent distance from the floor. This is what I
was expecting. What Idid not expect
was the 3dB-high plateau in the
region covered by the tweeter. Yes,
the speakers' rear-facing tweeters
were on when Itook this measurement, but they put out so little energy that Ididn't conceive they could
have such an effect on the speaker's
commendably flat quasi-anechoic
response. And they didn't. When I
repeated the measurement with the
rear tweeters disconnected, there was
no appreciable change in the response. Fig.7 must therefore be
showing the effect on the in-room
balance of the narrowing of the dispersion in the low treble seen in fig.5.
But Iwas not expecting this degree of
modification of the flat axial behavior, given the small radiating diameters of the midrange units. Ican only
assume that this is the effect of the

baffle, with its vertical styling "lips"
running down its edges.
The PSB Platinum T8's step
response (fig.8) indicates that all the
drive-units are connected with positive acoustic polarity, but that the
speaker is not time-coherent. However, the fact that the sharp step response of the tweeter blends
seamlessly into the slower step of the
midrange units, which in turn blends
seamlessly into the lazy rise away
from the timeline of the woofers, suggests excellent frequency-domain
integration of the individual driveunit outputs, as was seen in fig.4. The
farfield cumulative spectral-decay
plot is pretty clean (fig.9), with perhaps only the slight degree of hash an
octave above the presence region correlating with the slight liveliness in
this region Inoted in my auditioning.
Overall, this is excellent measured
performance. But the in-room treble
balance will be revealing of front-end
or amplification problems.
—John Atkinson

1
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Fig.7 PSE1 Platinum T8, spatially averaged, l/3
octave response in JA's
listening room.
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Once Ihad the speakers optimally set
up, one of the things that impressed me
most about the Platinum T8 was its
reproduction of voices. If a constant
throughout my years of service to the
audiophile gods has been my preference
for minirnonitors, this has been partly
because their reproduction of solo voices has tended to be more consistently
satisfying than with full-range speakers
that cost the same. Ihave at various
times conjectured that this was due to
practical reality —within agiven budget, the cost of extending low frequencies drastically reduces the resources the
designer can devote to the midrange —
or to such theoretical considerations as
the fact that a minimonitor's baffle
width is pretty much the same as a
human head's, and thus will have asimilar radiation pattern.
The T8 took awhack at the latter
hypothesis by reproducing solo voice
about as well as Ihave experienced.
With lesser speakers, midrange colorations tend to add aformant structure to the sound of voices that dilutes
the differences between vocal sounds.
The PSB speaker seems remarkably
free from colorations in the vocal
region, with the result that voices
sound less like each other and more
like themselves. Elvis Costello's distinctive pipes on apre-release CD-R of
his new North album (DG B000099610), for example, was as vividly realsounding but nothing like the late Jeff
Buckley's equally vivid reading of
Leonard Cohen's "Hallelujah," on
Grace (CD, Columbia CR 57528).
"If you don't get the midrange right,
nothing else matters," wrote Stereophile's
founder, J. Gordon Holt, in the mists of
audiophile pre-history The Platinum
T8 got the midrange right, preserving
the individualities not just of voices but
of musical instruments as well. The
widely varied tonal qualities of the
wind instruments on October's
"Recording of the Month," Private
Astronomy: A Vision of the Music of Bix
Beiderbecke, from Geoff Muldaur's
Futuristic Ensemble (CD, DG Edge
028947458326), sounded superb. The
cornet had the correct silver-toned
sweetness, so different from the trumpet's more aggressive tone; the bass
clarinet had just the right combination
of plumminess and hollowness.
The positions I finally arrived at
worked very well for rbssical orchestral
music. Perhaps the biggest failing of minimonitors is their inability to reproduce the
dynamic sweep, the feeling of restrained
power so essential to the reproduction of
Stereophile, November 2003

orchestral sound. This the PSBs also got
right, successfully enveloping me in
Mendelssohn's swaggering "Italian" symphony (Sir Colin Davis, Boston Symphony, SACD, Pentatone FTC 5186 102).
The double basses, in particula4 on this
1976 analog recording dug deep, doing a
great job of underpinning the panache of
the upper instruments.
But even with the T8's well-defined,
extended low frequencies, it was hard to
identify the exact instrument playing
the bass line on Bix Beiderbecke's
"There Ain't No Sweet Man (That's
Worth the Salt of My Tears)" on the
Geoff Muldaur CD. Tuba doubling
double bass was my best guess, but
again, the PSBs did afine job in the
midrange, reproducing Martha Wainwright (daughter of Loudon III) subbing very effectively for adeceased Bing
Crosby —"Man, this cut swings!" I
jotted
in my listening notes.
So far, it's all been good news. But if
the Platinum T8 did depart from neutrality, it was in its tonal balance, which
was alittle on the cold side. My inroom measurements (see sidebar) suggested aslight excess of high-frequency
energy, which was supported by the
occasional emphasis of vocal sibilants —
the magazine's longtime copy editor,
Richard Lehnert, sounded alittle more
lispy than he should on the spoken
introduction to my Fender Bass cuts on
Editor's Choice —but most of the time I
wasn't aware of there being too much
energy in the treble. In fact, Idid almost
all my auditioning with the rear tweeters jumpered on, to get enough of that
top-octave air Icrave from front-firing
speakers since Ireviewed the omnidirectional mbl 111B (August 2002).
There did seem to be some liveliness
in the presence region. While dualmono pink noise (Editor's Choice, track
18) showed little change with listening
height, there was some mid-treble
splashing of the image to the sides
when Imoved my head slightly away
from the center. Stereo imaging was
slightly less stable in the mid-treble
than in the midrange and low treble.
The image of Ida Levin's violin in the
Schulhoff Sonata for Solo Violin on
Duet (Stereophile STPH012-2) was
wider at the top of its register. But
other than that, the T8's HF presentation was grain-free. The presence of
Levin's instrument within the reverberant surroundings of Santa Fe's
Loretto Chapel, for example, was simply palpable. Even on multimiked
recordings where the soundstage had
been constructed in post-production,
WorldRadioHistory
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T8

such as Diana ICrall's Live in Paris DVDV (Verve/Eagle Eye Media 01212
90129), the wealth of recorded detail
apparent was breathtaking, even with
this soundtrack's Dolby encoding. (Am
Ialone in disliking the effect of AC-3
compression on bass instruments? The
double bass on this disc sounds distinctly "puddingy.")
Summing up

All through nay auditioning of the
Platinum T8, Ikept losing sight of the
fact that this speaker costs ahair under
$7000/pair, making it an appropriate
choice for readers who want superb
sound quality at arelatively affordable
price. (Our most recent survey
revealed that the average Stereophile
reader has more than $18,000 invested
in his system.) My criticisms are
minor, my enjoyment of what it does
right are major. Its balance will need
some care taken with system matching
and small rooms, which will emphasize the mid-treble and are probably
best avoided. But in an appropriate
room with good-quality source and
amplification components, a pair of
PSB Platinum T8s will rock you,
whatever your tastes in music.
111
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Goodness gracious great balls of fire!
The RS 1000 Reference Monoblock Amplifiers from lnnersound
Massively powerful amplifiers that will effortlessly drive any speaker on the face of
the planet with absolute ;idelity...guarcinteed. Each RS 1000 uses 56 precision high-speed
bipo'cir output devices lnd amassive power supply providing:: 1030 watts into .8 ohms,
2000 wats into 4ohms .81 3000 watts into 2ohms. Great [ails of fire, indeed!

To find out more about the RS 1000 or to read our white paper on Why Power Matters; go to our new Web site at INOSOUND.Nfi or call 720.210.1925
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Tannoy Dimension TD12 loudspeaker

M

y friend Harvey Rosenberg, who had more
dever ideas in aday than
most of us have in alifetime, was a
Tannoy loudspeaker enthusiast. I, on
the other hand, had little experience
with the brand before 1995, when
Harvey invited me to come over and
hear his then-new Tannoy Westminster Royals.
I'm not sure what I expected,
although Iremember Ihad to be
corrected as to Tannoy's origins:
Something about the sound of the
name had always led me to think,
dully, that the brand was Japanese.
As it turns out, Tammy began life in
south London in 1926 when its
founder, aman with the improbably
colorful name Guy R. Fountain,
started making electrolytic rectifiers
by combining tantalum and lead
alloy —and there you go. (In my
defense, the mistake might have
been fueled by the fact that Tannoy's
biggest and most expensive loudspeakers have always been popular
with the audio cognoscenti ofJapan.
In fact, Japan imports more Tammy
speakers than any other brand.)
But getting back to Harvey and
his Tannoy Westminster Royals: My
first listening impression may or
may not have been conditioned— I
mean this seriously — by the fact
that, when Ifirst laid eyes on them,
Iwasn't entirely sure the speakers I
had traveled to hear were speakers at
all. The well-crafted, unabashedly
wooden Westminster Royals looked
like very heavy china cabinets. But
where one might otherwise expect
to see an entire row of commemora-

Description:
Three-way,
reflexloaded, floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" titanium-dome SuperTweeter,
1.25"
aluminum-dome
tweeter, 12" pulp-cone woofer (latter
two drivers in coaxial configuration).
Crossover frequencies: 1.1 kHz, 12kHz.
Frequency
range:
30Hz-54kHz.
Impedance: 6 ohms nominal. Sen-
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five plates —perhaps featuring the
likenesses of Ron and Nancy
Reagan, the crew of the spaceship
Challenger, and Diana, Princess of
Wales — each Westminster displayed on its single shelf asingle
plate. On closer inspection, the single plates were single drivers, each
marked with insignia in gold leaf:
In any event, that first listening
impression was extremely positive:
For the first and possibly last time in
my life, Iheard a stereo system
sound every bit as dynamic as real
music. Iwound up spending the
night at Harvey's, sleeping on the
couch in the same room as the
speakers, listening until Icouldn't
hold my eyes open any longer.
That's velvet, isn't it?

Tannoy Dimension TD12 loudspeèker

sitivity: 92dB/VV/m.
Dimensions: 47.6" H by 17.3" W by
17.3" D. Weight: 108 lbs each.
Serial number of units reviewed:
029014M (both).
Price: $8350/pair. Approximate number of US dealers: 20.
Manufacturer: Tannoy Ltd., Home
Audio Division, Coatbridge, Scotland

WorldRadioHistory

The new Tannoys Iwas sent for review, the Dimension TD12s, don't
look like china cabinets or anything
else. They are products of modern
thinking—and I'll tell you what my
wife thought of their impact on our
living-room décor in amoment. The
important thing for now is that the
TD12 retains alink to Tannoy's past:
one of its drive-units is actually two
drivers in one —a Dual Concentric,
to use Tannoy's trademarked phrase.
From the earliest days of their
involvement with domestic audio,
Tannoy believed that one of the
great impediments to making aconvincing full-range loudspeaker was
the fact that different drivers, covering different portions of the audible
frequency spectrum, create wavefronts that tend not to blend well:
Their dispersion characteristics clash.

ML5 4TF, UK. Web: www.tannoy.com.
US distributor: Tannoy/TGI North
America Inc., 335 Gage Avenue, Suite
1, Kitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8,
Canada. Tel: (519) 745-1158. Fax:
(519) 745-2364. Web: www.tannoy
na.com.
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Tannoy

They aren't properly time-aligned with
one another, meaning that various subcomponents of the resulting complex
wave are out of phase with each other as
compared with the original. And
because these wavefronts are launched
from different physical points, the listener's perception of music playback as
a spatial event is a hit-or-miss affair,
depending on where he or she sits in
the listening room. Egad.

Tannoy introduced their solution to
those problems in 1947, atime when
Sam Tellig was but awee lad and the end
of World War II made it possible for
England to redirect her wartime technologies toward more peaceful things: a
one-piece woofer and tweeter, arranged
coaxially. In the interest of physical time
alignment, its high-frequency driver was
positioned behind the throat of its lowfrequency cone, thus distinguishing the

Dimension

TD12

Tannoy from other coaxial loudspeakers,
then and now, where atweeter is suspended in front of the woofer dustcap.
And it differed from its contemporary,
the Voigt drive4 1in that the Tannoy's two
vibrating elements were physically and
electrically separate from one another: The
1The Voigt driver eventually became known as the
Lowther driver, which has changed even less since the
dawn of time: It is the horseshoe crab of hi-fi.

Measurements

T hough

the big Tannoy's voltage
sensitivity was slightly lower than
specified, at 90dB(B)/2.83V/m, this
is still usefully higher than average.
The impedance remains above 8
ohms for most of the audioband
(fig.1), but drops to 2ohms in the region covered by the SuperTweeter. In
addition, the rather extreme electrical
phase angle in the mid-treble —note
the combination of 42 ohms and
-51.8° at 7.51cHz —will demand current from the partnering amplifier.
Although there is generally not much
musical energy above 51cHz, agood
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design rated at 4ohms will still work
best with the TD12.
There is apeculiar discontinuity in
the magnitude trace between. 90Hz
and 150Hz, as well as amuch smaller
glitch just below 300Hz. The latter
coincides with the frequency of amild
panel resonance detectable on the rear
panel (fig2), but overall, the cabinet is
quite inert for such alarge speaker.
The saddle at 36Hz in the impedance-magnitude trace defines the
tuning frequency of the twin ports on
the cabinet rear. However, both the
minimum-motion frequency of the
woofer and the corresponding peak
in the port's output occur slightly
higher in frequency, at 40Hz: (The
impedance plot was taken with the
resistive foam in place' the acoustic
measurements were taken with the
foam removed. 1)This can be seen to
the left of fig.3, as can slight discontinuities in both the woofer and port
outputs in the region of the anom-

14

Fig.1

Tannoy Dimension TD12, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

1The foam stuffing has almost no effect on the
woofer's level but lowers the ports' output by 3.7dB.
—JA

dB

abus impedance behavior, probably
due to some sort of internal air-space
mode.
Higher in frequency, the crossover
between the two coincident drivers
occurs at the specified 1.1kHz, with
very steep rollout slopes evident,
rather than the combination of firstand third-order slopes Iwas expecting
from Tannoy's literature. The upside is
that any treble breakup from that big
ol' woofer cone is well-suppressed.
The coincident tweeter is basically flat
on-axis within its passband. However,
there is a large suckout in the top
octave, due to destructive interference
between the tweeter and SuperTweeter at the 50" microphone distance on the tweeter axis. With two
drivers handling the same frequency
range but separated by several wavelengths, the speaker's radiation pattern
in that region will be complex, with
multiple peaks and nulls.
The red trace in fig.3 shows just the
SuperTweeter's output; it rolls in
pretty much as specified above
121cHz, with then apeak apparent between 20kHz and 301cHz. My measuring microphone is not calibrated
above 30kHz, but it was clear that
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Fig.2 Tannoy Dimension TD12, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's back panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Tannoy Dimension TD12, acoustic
crossover on coaxial tweeter axis at 50"
(black), with nearfield responses of the
woofer and ports plotted below 300Hz
and 600Hz, respectively, and the
SuperTweeter response at 12" (red).
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Wins overall product
of the year
"We've also chosen as Overall Product
of the Year, the component we consider
the most impressive among the 110 we've
reviewed between Issues 134 and 140."
Robert Harley, Editor

The Absolute Sound Magazine
February/March. 2003

"Magnepan's top-of-the-line speaker,
the 20.1, is adazzling improvement over its
predecessor, and deserving winner of our
2002 Overall Product of the Year Award."
The Absolute Sound Magazine
February/March, 2003

• Editor's Best Buy—MG20.1

The Absolute Sound Magazine,
April/May. 2003.

• Recommended Product—MG3.6
"Yet another great deal from Magnepan."
The Absolute Sound Magazine,
October/November, 2002.

• Best Buy—MG1.6

The Absolute Sound Magazine,
October/November. 2002.

Top Honors
go to anew format
from Magnepan

Five ribbon speakers, off the floor,
with the famous Magneplanar® sound.
Not only a"home theater" speaker...
they are designed with accuracy as
the first consideration.
• Reviewer's Choice Award—MC I/CC2
Sound and Vision Magazine,
December. 2002.

• Speaker of the Year Co-Finalist—
MC1/CC2—
Perfect Vision Magazine,

November! December, 2002.

• Editor's Best Buy Award—MC1/CC2
Perfect Vision Magazine,
May/June, 2003.

• Reviewer's Choice Innovation in
Design Award—MC1/CC2
Soundstage Network, 2002.

Bringing High Resolution to
Multi-Channel Audio
For details, go online www.magnepan.com,
or call 1-800-474-1646.
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Tannoy
tweeter neither rode piggyback on the
woofer nor shared its voice-coil. Thus:
Dual Concentric.
Notwithstanding the refinements
afforded by such things as computeraided design, metal-depositing techniques, and various new polymers,
Tannoy's best speakers of today have the
same Dual Concentric technology at
their core. The TD12 is built around a
driver that combines a125" aluminumdome tweeter with a 12" pulp
bass/midrange cone. The dispersion of
the former is controlled by astationary
waveguide and by the woofer cone
itself, which acts as ahorn, the flare rate
of which is best described as "compound." In addition to keeping electrical sensitivity high, that probably makes
for amuch smoother resulting impedance curve than would otherwise be

possible. The woofer cone, for its part,
has arelatively stiff surround made of
impregnated fabric, and it's reflexloaded via two ports on the back of the
cabinet. As supplied, these are filled
with foam to provide resistive loading.
On paper, the two diaphragms appear
to have been engineered as one with the
greatest of cunning — yet because
they're electrically and physically separate, some form of crossover is required.
Luckily, this has been kept simple: a
combination of athird-order low-pass
filter with a first-order high-pass, all
hardwired, and with acenter frequency
of 1.1kHz. The result is something that
sounds impossible: asingle-driver loudspeaker that can be biwired.
But here's another twist: The TD12,
like the other models in Tannoy's
Dimension series, isn't a single-driver

Dimension

TD12

speaker at all: Tammy has equipped it
with their new SuperTweeter, a1" titanium dome with aneodymium magnet.
The Dual Concentric driver is allowed
to roll off naturally at the top of its
range, and the SuperTweeter blends in
with the aid of athird-order high-pass
filter. The center frequency of this compound (acoustical plus electrical) crossover is 12kHz, and the response of the
TD12 is claimed to extend way the hell
out to 54kHz, where boy bats whistle at
girl bats. The SuperTweeter sits in a
chunky ovoid housing machined from
aluminum alloy and mounted on the
main cabinet in such a way that its
voice-coil is the same distance from the
listener as the other two.
And what acabinet! Its lines slope
and curve, with few parallel surfaces in
sight. A cherry veneer that wouldn't

Measurements
Tannoy's SuperTweeter is still going
strong above that frequency.
The blue trace in fig.4 shows the
response averaged across a30° horizontal window on the coincident
tweeter axis at 50", spliced at 300Hz to
the complex sum of the nearfield
woofer and port responses. The first
3dB of the rise in the bass region will
be due to the nearfield measurement
technique, which assumes a 2pi or
hemispherical environment, but the
other 3dB is real. As AD found, the
Dimension TD12 will have agenerous
low-frequency output in mediumsized rooms, but at the risk of sounding bass-heavy in small rooms. As
implied by the impedance plot, the

bass extension is only fair for such a
large speaker, the -6dB point (ref.
100Hz) lying at the port tuning frequency of 36Hz. This will be extended in-room, of course, by the usual
low-frequency "room gain."
To the right of fig.3, the blue trace
is fairly flat from the upper midrange
through to the bottom of the top
octave, with then the interference
suckout still evident. But as Isaid, the
widely spaced tweeters lead to acomplex dispersion pattern. Moving the
mike up by 5" gives the red trace
shown in fig.4, with abetter balance
evident between the mid- and hightreble regions.
All these acoustic measurements

were performed with the grille
removed. Repeating them with the
grille in place resulted in aless evenly
balanced treble (not shown), with
peaks and dips of +2/-4dB evident
compared with the blue trace in fig.4.
The grille looks gorgeous, but, like
AD, Irecommend using the speaker
without it.
The benefit of Tannoy's traditional
Dual-Concentric drive-unit topology
is that the woofer's and tweeter's radiation patterns are much better
matched through the crossover region
than is usually the case with diaphragms of such different sizes. This
can be seen in fig.5 as the evenness of
the contour lines at all but extreme
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Fig.4 Tannoy Dimension TD12, anechoic
response on coaxial tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
responses plotted below 300Hz, taking
into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point
(blue). Response at 50" on axis level
with top of woofer shown in red.
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Fig.5 Tannoy Dimension TD12, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on coaxial
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-90° off-axis on driver side of baffle.
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look out of place on an expensive
Stickley table shares space with metal
trim and ablack velvet apron, the latter
ostensibly to absorb and tame unwanted
high-frequency reflections. And because
it's constructed entirely of Baltic birch
plywood — the baffle is 11
/
2"thick, with
1" wood used for everything else—the
TD12 is unusually heavy for its size: a
whopping 108 lbs each. Since Ihave no
friends and most of our floors are hardwood, Iwound up moving the TD12s
around by "walking" them onto alittle
area rug, sans spikes, then pulling them
from room to room like achild pulling
avery large toy.
Now I'll tell you why Ihad to move
them at all.
Big speaker, big room
The room iii which Ido most of my listening —which, in its previous lives,
before Ibought the house, served first as
a master bedroom, then as a dining

room—is 12' wide by 19' long, with an
8' ceiling. Iplace loudspeakers at the far
end of this room, firing down its length,
and when Iinstall anew pair Irely on
both my ears and my AudioControl
Industrial SA3050 spectrum analyzer to
achieve both the best bass extension and
the smoothest overall response.
Istarted out using my Nairn separates with the Dimension TD12s:
Playing a92dB speaker in amediumsmall room with 35W or so seemed
reasonable to me, and there were no
technical clashes Icould see. 'The first
record I listened to was the Peter
Maag/London Symphony recording of
Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's
Dream (LP, Decca/Speakers Corner
SXL 2060). Iwas alittle disappointed.
Even with the Tannoys well into the
room and away from the walls, the
sound was more colored than that of the
similarly priced Quad ESL-989 speakers, whose places they'd taken: boomy

bass, and odd dips and peaks throughout
much of the midrange. Voices and some
instruments sounded dark, and the
whole presentation had aslightly hollow quality: obviously, not the results I
or anyone else was striving for.
Itried amore delicate record: Joni
Mitchell's Blue (LP, Reprise MS 2038).
That one fared better, arguably thanks
to its comparatively limited frequency
range. But still, Mitchell sounded darker and thicker than usual, especially
toward the bottom of her singing range,
and the piano, which sounds abit glassy
on some of the album even under the
best of circumstances, now sounded
glassy and thick.
Still, Icouldn't help but enjoy the
music. Rhythms and pitches were just
fine. And setting aside for amoment the
matter of tone, Ithought the sound of
Levon Helm's snare drum on The
Band's Music from Big Pink was better
than I'd ever heard: The Tannoys did an

Measurements
off-axis angles in the upper mids,
where the 12" woofer can't help but
become more directional.
Note that the tweeter is more
directional through its passband than
is usually the case with a125" dome.
In normal-size rooms this will tend to
compensate for the slighdy hot onaxis treble. In large rooms, however, it
will tend to make the sound too mellow, "dark," as AD described it.
Above 101tHz, the "horns" to the
sides of the reference response suggest that the on-axis interference
suckout tends to fill in. But the ultra-

sonic SuperTweeter output otherwise
falls off quite rapidly off-axis, which
can also be seen in the vertical dispersion plot (fig.6).
The set-back nature of the DualConcentric drive-unit's tweeter can
result in time-coherent performance,
though this will also be affected by the
characteristics of the crossover. The
TD12's step response on the tweeter
axis (fig.7) does superficially appear
time-coherent, but note the sharp
downward spike about 400ps after the
initial rise away from the time line.
Ignore the reflection at 63ms, which

is due to the first ground reflection;
the speaker was unfortunately too
bulky for me to lift off the floor and
onto astand for the acoustic measurements. However, the reflection at the
5ms mark is a characteristic of the
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Tannoy Dimension TD12, step response
on coaxial tweeter axis at 50" (5ms
time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.6 Tannoy Dimension 1012, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on axis
level with top of woofer, from back to front: differences in response 15 .-5° above axis,
reference response, differences in response 5*-15* below axis.
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Fig.8 Tannoy Dimension TD12, step response
of woofer (red) and tweeters (blue) on
coaxial tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Thinking such finicky behavior
Idon't feel constricted in aroom of
might be mitigated in alarger room, I less than 230 square feet, but the
brought the TD12s —as well as the
Tannoys apparently did. Giving them
sources and electronics I'd been feeding
more breathing space made asignificant
difference in the TD12s' overall tonal
performance and the cleanness of their
bass response — although Ifound it inThe Tannoys had a
teresting that the spectrum analyzer still
found small peaks at 31.5Hz, 4kHz, and
tremendous sense of scale, 160-200Hz, again varying somewhat
with microphone placement. Of those
as good as any horn rye
artifacts, the only one that proved persistently audible in the larger room was
tried at home.
that lower-midrange hump — and then
only slightly. Given enough room, the
Tannoys distinguished themselves as
them — into our living room, which
great speakers with adarkish midrange,
measures acomfortable 28' by 21', again
not as loudspeakers with an objectionwith an 8' ceiling. Décor, or what passes
able coloration.
for it, required me to arrange the speakWhatever dark quality remained
ers along the long wall, spaced ahealthy was most audible on voices, male
+14' apart and firing across the room's
artists taking on more thickness than
short dimension.
I'm used to — as Iheard from Frank
Bingo.
Sinatra on Moonlight Sinatra, my favorite
of his Reprise-era records. And alto
Kerstin Meyer, doing the honors on
Barbirolli's recording of Mahler's Symphony 3 (BBC Legends BBCL 40047), sounded slightly chesty. But the
speaker, possibly the tweeter output
Because I could not raise the
sheer presence of well-recorded voices
reflecting and/or diffracting from the
speaker much off the ground for the
wasn't dimmed in the least; in fact, I
edge of the woofer cone.
measurements, when Iplotted the
enjoyed vocal music of all sorts at least
To examine the TD12's time- Tannoy's cumulative spectral-decay
as much as usual through the Tannoys:
domain performance in more detail,
graph (fig.9) Ihad to drastically winThis was just how they sounded.
fig.8 shows the individual step
dow the impulse-response data to
It was clear sailing from there. Spatial
responses of the woofer (red trace) and
keep the first ground reflection from
performance was superb, with surpristweeter-SuperTweeter (blue). The
corrupting the data. Even so, the varingly good depth from far left to far
tweeter can be seen to be connected in
ious internal reflections and double
right, even when Ihad the TD12s fairly
inverted polarity to the woofer;
arrivals noted above make the plot
close to the wall behind them. Perhaps
though not visible in this graph, the
look more hashy than is possibly the
most significant of all, the Tannoys had
SuperTweeter is connected in positive
case, particularly in the region covatremendous sense of scale, as good as
polarity. The reflection mentioned
ered by the SuperTweeter. Ignoring
any horn I've tried at home. Whereas
above is actually apparent in the
that behavior, it looks as if the
my Quad ESL-989s are large speakers
woofer trace, not that of the tweeten I TD12's initial decay is actually pretty
that behave like small speakers when it
have no idea what its cause is.
clean.
—John Atkinson
comes to the spatial aspects of stereo
reproduction, the Tannoys are large
speakers that behaved like large speakers. Imaging precision, and even the
ability to sound tidy when called for,
were not beyond them — the Joni
Mitchell disc and others like it never
sounded freakishly big — but the
TD12s fairly lived to play orchestral
dB
0.00
music. They helped bring my enjoy0.60
12.0 ment of Ein Heldenleben and other
6 .0 1.26
Strauss tone poems to anew level, let1.87
ting me appreciate the physical aspects
,
2.53
of the big, often gaudy arrangements in
.13
-12.0away Ihadn't before.
HLSSA
Yet the TD12s did something else
403.0
1000.0
10000.0
Cumulative Spectral Decay
log Frequency - Ha
I've come to associate with efficient
6.53 dB, 5415 Hz
0.495 msec
speakers: They played music convincFig.9 Tannoy Dimension TD12, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
ingly at low levels. Sometimes Iwant to
hear orchestra music at less than orchestral volumes — but Istill want color and

amazing job of getting across the idea
that Iwas hearing areal human being
whap awooden stick against adrumhead with considerable force.
Ireturned my attention to speaker
placement, paying careful attention to
the changes, both measured and heard,
as Iwent along. More than anything
else, Inoticed that small shifts in loudspeaker and microphone position yielded greater measured differences than I'd
expected — although the octave between 125Hz and 250Hz was consistently elevated by at least 3dB relative to
the rest of the midband, which may
have accounted for the dark quality. It
was easy to get flat bass response all the
way down to 25Hz, although not so
easy to do it without bringing a6dB
peak at 31.5Hz along for the ride. And I
dealt with aslight (3dB) peak at 4kHz
by aiming the speakers more or less
straight ahead, rather than toeing them
in drastically toward the listening seat.
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introduciny Audiophile APS
Power made simple.

%

If you want your audio and home theatre systems to perform up to their potential, you would be well
advised to supply them with pure AC power. Constant 120 volts, unwavering frequency, clean pure sine
wave cycle after cycle. Free from RFI and EMI line noise, harmonic distortion, damaging spikes and
surges, harmful over and under voltages, annoying brown-outs and power outages that
ruin listening pleasure and interrupt recording operations to tape or disc.
The Audiophile APS delivers just that. Pure regenerated AC power from
an advanced double conversion technology that provides the ultimate
protection from the threats posed by power quality problems found in the
typical wall outlet. Threats both to your sensitive components, and your
sensitive eyes and ears.
Product details at

www.audiophileaps.com

or

(905) 812.8795

In life,
there is compromise.
In love,
there is compromise.
Silver
Byte

Acoustic Zen Technologies
800 Los Vallecilos Blvd Suite P
San Marcos, Co 92069
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Fax 760-510-9188
Email, infozen@acousticzen corn
Web Address www acoustic-ion com
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Tannoy
presence and scale. The Tannoys did all
of that with apparent ease. At volumes
where conventional loudspeakers can't
manage aconvincing center image, the
TD12s filled the imaginary stage with
real, involving music that just happened
to be quieter than real. Iremember listening one afternoon to Curzon and
ICnappertsbusch play the Adagio un poco
moto from Beethoven's Piano Concerto
5, the "Emperor" (LP, Decca/Speakers
Corner SXL 2002, one of the loveliest
records ever made), at avery low volume, just because that's the way Iwanted it. The Tannoys sounded wonderful.
As I've said before, hi-fi is good only
when it does what we want, and this
was very good.
The TD12s were supremely dynamic,
playing all sorts of music with realistic
amplitude contrasts and, consequently, a
fine sense of drama. Were they as capable of startling a listener as Harvey's
Westminster Royals — or other fine
horns, for that matter? Probably not. But
they were more satisfying than most, and
for sheer physical impact of drum sounds
on well-recorded rock, they had few
peers. When the kick drum and electric
bass came in near the beginning of
Procol Harum's "Shadow Boxed" (The
Well's On Fire, Eagle ER 20006-2), Icould
feel it in my sternum —yet pacing wasn't
the least bit slow. Utterly, utterly cool.
Drawbacks? For one, Iwound up
thinking the Tannoys sounded better —
more open, even more neutral — with
their grilles removed. It had nothing to
do with the blocking of this or that frequency range; the structure that covers
the main driver itself is arow of regularly spaced strands or strings. (Think
whale's mouth. 'Think must strain plankton.)
The very heavy grille panels-11 lbs
each, which is more than some speakers
weigh — might be storing resonant
energy. Just aguess.
Neither my wife nor Icared much for
the styling. All that black velvet picks up
dirt too easily. The chrome-like trim and
the tweeters like eyes are jarring, especially next to the nice cherry veneer.
Putting the bad grilles in place adds a
chrome porthole to the mix, making it
look like the sort of thing that has Ted
Williams' head in it. You may respond
differently; in any event, the Tannoy's
very high build quality is indisputable.
Little amp, little room
Harvey Rosenberg, who passed away
shortly before the destruction of the
World Trade Center, was led to Tamioy
by his nascent interest in low-power
amplifiers: His horn-loaded WestStereophile, November 2003

minster Royals had asensitivity rating of
100dB — yet, it's fair to say that all the
company's Dual Concentric speakers
are more efficient than average.
Before sending the Dimension TD12s
back, and acknowledging my own fondness for the breed, it made sense to try
them with acouple of single-ended triode (SET) amplifiers.
Dragged back to the smaller room,
powered now by my 300B-tubed Audio
Note Kit One (about 7Wpc on agood
day), the Tannoys did all right, but just.
Heldentenors and loud pianos pushed
the envelope, taking on that distinctive,
clipped-tube mushiness. My Fi 2A3 amp
sounded beautiful through the Tannoys,
but only at consistently low volumes. I
didn't even try driving the Tannoys with
SETs back in the big room, where the
35W Naim was itself getting into apeck
of trouble here and there. While the
TD12 is undeniably efficient, then, I
wouldn't buy apair for only that reason.
But if my musical diet leaned heavily
toward large-scale orchestral music, and

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn LP-12
turntable with Naim Armageddon
power supply and Naim Aro tonearm; Rega Planar 3turntable with
Rega RB-300 toneann; ZYX Airy
S, Lyra Helikon Mono, and Dynavector DV10x5 phono cartridges.
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD player.
Preamplifiers: Audio Note M3,
Naim NAC32-5.
Power amplifiers: Audio Note
Kit One (300B), Fi 2A3 Stereo,
and Naim NAP110.
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989s
and Lowther PM2As in modified
Medallion horns.
Cables: Nordost Valhalla, Nordost
Valkyija, Nairn SNAIC (various),
and homemade interconnects;
Nordost Valhalla, Nordost Valkryja, Audio Note AN-SPX, and
Naim NACA-5 speaker cables;
JPS Labs Digital AC power cord
on the Sony CD player (all other
AC cords are stock).
Accessories: Mana stands under
the Linn turntable, Naim power
supply, Sony SACD player, and
Audio Note preamp; Audiotech
stand under the Naim amp and
preamp; Rega wall shelf under the
Rega turntable; Loricraft PRC3
record cleaner.
-Art Dudley
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Iwanted to build adramatic, dynamic,
and altogether engaging music system
into a large living space, the TD12
would be at the top of my list — exceeded only by my abiding interest in
building my own ridiculously large
horns some day, and knowing in the
back of my mind that my wife would
never let me spend $23,000 on Westminster Royals. Money I don't have
anyway, and probably never will.
Most readers look at review conclusions the wrong way, if you don't mind
my saying so: Either the reviewer wishes he or she owned the thing under
review, or they don't — the latter constituting various and imagined different shades of black. That's silly, of
course, and in spite of how we might
want the hi-fi marketplace to work,
nothing's that simple. So the truth will
just have to do, and the truth is this:
The Dimension TD12s may be alittle
too colored for areviewer to use, but
they're also a little too entertaining,
exciting, and involving for areviewer
to use: He'd never want to put anything else in their place. Strongly recommended for music-lovers who
know what they like — and are comfortable with it.

power tubes at

hetubestore.co
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ABOUT ALPHA-CORE
Founded in 1982 as amanufacturer of magnetic
cores for transformers and inductors. In 1993
branched into products minimizing distortion
in fine audio systems.
In 1988 developed Laminai, composites of
foil conductors and dielectric film, used as
winding conductors and for EMI/RF shielding.
In 1995 developed flat magnet wire, now
used in motors and power supplies
throughout the world.

Milestones in Audio
1993
GOERTZ speaker cables US Patent. 5,393,933
1995
Air-Core Foil Inductors for crossover circuits. ,
2001
Micro Purl &TQ2 interconnects. US Patent 6,2e,63
2002
BP30, Symmetrical, Balanced power supply.
All products are created and manufactured a?
our facility in Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA.

www.alphacore.com

- Alpha-Core, Inc. 915 Pembroke St., Bildgepor, CT 06608
•800-836-5920 .203-335-5805 •Fax 203-384-81201

VECTOR

TONEARM •

CESI3N BREAKTUOUGH!

•ND MISTRACKING
ems recors wear

•EXPLOSIUT. DYNAMICS
result from Tri-kmal damping.

•NATURAL MUSICALITY
due to inert torearm structure.

•PINPOINT IMAGING
is ach.eved by car
Ultra-Track bea ,ing.

•DRIIP-IN UPGRADE
en all Basis turntables
using Basis/Rega arms

*PERFECT SYIIERGY
with Basis turntables.

DEBUT VACUUM +VECTOR TONEARM: THE ULTIMATE RECORD PLAYER
26 CLINTON DRIVE. 110LUS, NH, 03049 TEL 603.869.4776 FAX 603.889.5402 E-MAIL BASISAU0100CS.COM
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Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Pass Labs XA160
monoblock power amplifier

B

efore the advent of big-screen
projection televisions, manhood
was measured more conventionally: by the size of one's crate-sized,
boat-anchor-heavy, brushed-aluminumfronted power amplifiers. Those days are
long gone.
Or are they? While the industryfeminizing tiny triode set has made a
great deal of noise in the past few years
(I can hear them hissing now), softwalking, big-stick-carrying, megapower amplifiers still circle the globe.
Softspoken audio veteran Nelson Pass
has been building such behemoths for
years. Between 1993 and 1998, his Pass
Laboratories marketed the Aleph series:
massive, powerful solid-state amplifiers
designed to buck the industry trend
toward ever-increasing circuit complexity. Aleph amplifiers were "single-ended,
class-A designs biased by aconstant DC,
current source which negatively `ghosts'
the speaker load with simple but effective current modulation," according to
patent No. 5,710,522.
If that sets your head spinning, consider that an Aleph amp contained but
two gain stages — compared to nine, for
example, in aMark Levinson No.333.
The simplicity of these class-A designs
came at a price: inefficiency which
meant lots of heat. And while the
Aleph's sound was said to be incredibly
pure and in many ways tube-like, its
bottom end apparently lacked punch. In
other words, the Aleph was the antithesis of what you might expect from a
Krell amplifier, for example.
In 1998, Pass Labs introduced the X
Super-Symmetric series, designed to
attack the Krell-Levinson market with

Description: Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier with class-A output
stage. Output power: 160W into 8
ohms at 1kHz, 1% THD (22dBW).
Frequency response: 1.5Hz-100kHz,
—3dB. Distortion at 1kHz: 0.01% at
10W and 100W, 1% at 160W. Maximum output voltage: approximately
±50V. Maximum output current:
approximately ±12 amps. Input

Stereophile,

November 2003

Pass Labs XA16O monoblock power amplifier

added bass and dynamic Viagra. Another patented design (No. 5,376,899)
using a balanced circuit, the X amps
used the same simple two-stage approach used in the Alephs. The X1000,
Stereophilès "Amplifier of 1999," which
put out 1000W into 4ohms, was scaled
down to produce the X600 and X350
monoblocks, as well as stereo versions
of each.
Negative feedback was used in these
dual-differential designs, not to reduce
overall distortion but to make each complementary half of the circuit as identical
as possible, to maximize the noise- and
distortion-canceling benefits of the balanced design. According to Nelson Pass,
the typical balanced design cancels out
noise and distortion by afactor of 10. His

impedance: 22k ohms balanced, 11k
unbalanced. Voltage gain:
26dB. Damping factor: 30 ref. 8ohms
nominal (equivalent to an output
impedance of 0.27 ohm). Slew rate:
approximately ±50V/}is. Dynamic
range: 155dB (random noise floor to
peak output). Power consumption:
550VV.
Dimensions: 19"W by 11.5" H by 22"

ohms

WorldRadioHistory

approach, he claims, reduces overall distortion by as much as 99% without large
amounts of feedback.
Enter the XA series
Nelson Pass says the X and Aleph de-

signs are not mutually exdusive, so he
set about combining them in order to
produce a"warm, sweet" X amplifier or
a"powerful, dynamic" Aleph. Or, as the
white paper puts it, "Like Peanut Butter
and Chocolate."
The resulting XA design has two
stages: a balanced pair of MOSFETs
acting as an input stage, and an output
stage consisting of abalanced pair of
power MOSFETs biased into class-A
operation. As in the X amps, feedback is
used only to set the gain and bring the

D. Weight: 200 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
14273 & 4.
Price: 818,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 35. Warranty: 3
years parts & labor.
Manufacturer: Pass Laboratories,
RO. Box 219, Foresthill, CA 95631.
Tel: (530) 367-3690. Fax: (530) 3672193. Web: www.passlabs.com.
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CLASSICS
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Celt. Ia.
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Bel Canto Arias:
Donizetti & Bellini
Viviea Genaux
Ensemble Orchestral de Paris
John Nelson

Q uiet

A Quiet Thing -Songs for
Voice and Guitar
David Daniels, countertenor
Craig Ogden, guitar

Hel-Kyung Hung
Ensemble Orchestral de Paris
Duc-Ki Kim

BORDERS
BOOKS MUSIC MOVIES CAFE

Andre Campra: Grands Motets
William Christie
Choeur et orchestra des Arts Florissants

Vivaldi: Concerti per mandolio,
Concerti per molti strumenb
Fahio Biondi
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With its introduction in 1996, the
Conrad-Johnson ART set the standard
for preamplifier performance, establishing
areputation as the best sounding
preamplifier in the world. Upgraded to a
Series 2 edition in 2000, the ART has

Introducing the Premier 17LS2

maintained its top ranking continuously
for over seven years. Conrad Johnson has
since endeavored to extend this circuit
approach and performance to more
affordable products. These efforts have
now culminated in the Premier 17LS2, a
stereo preamplifier that embodies the
ART Series 2 circuit and quality in a
single chassis. At less than 1/3 the price,
the Premier 17LS2 brings you closer to
the musical performance of the ART than
any other preamplifier available. Audition
one at your nearest Conrad-Johnson
dealer and hear for yourself just how
life-like recorded music can sound.
conrad-johnson design, inc. 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA
vvww.conradjohnson.corn
phone: 703-698-8581, fax: 703-560-5360

22031
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Pass
halves into symmetry. There are no adjustments, and no frequency-compensating capacitors.
According to Pass, the XA amps
operate at approximately 33% efficiency, which means they idle at three times
their rated output. In the case of the
XA160, that means abit over 500W —
and twice that in stereo. That's alot of
heat! So when you're not listening, Pass
suggests you leave the XA160 in standby mode, which keeps the caps charged
and ready to go.
When powered up, the XA160 is
rated at 160W RIvIS of class-A power
into 8ohms. Reducing the load impedance will not increase power delivery —
nor, as the tongue-in-cheek instructions

say, will driving the amplifier into a
short. According to the manual, "160W
driving a87dB/1W/lm efficient speaker will deliver approximately 110dB average acoustic signal in a 100 cubic
meter room," with transient peaks
somewhat louder.
The XA160's chassis is arefined version of the one used for the massive and
powerful X600. The XA160 weighs
200 lbs, which means each monoblock
requires two not-on-steroids people to
schlep it. The amp's exterior is among
the most dramatic-looking and aesthetically pleasing I've ever seen or stroked
with quivering fingers. Your reaction
may be different, but Idoubt it. The
industrial design (by former Krell

Labs

XA160

designer Desmond Harrington, who,
Nelson Pass says, moved west for the
kayaking possibilities) speaks for itself,
so Iwon't describe the faceplate's exquisitely milled multiple angles, which
result in smooth, satiny surfaces; or the
beefy, curved cutouts exposing, caressing, and cradling the massive, bluebacklit meter with its long, stiff needle,
or the machined perfection of every
cool-to-the-touch facet, or how ambient light slides seductively off of its
muted façade.
Inside is a massive Piltron 3KVA
toroidal transformer operating at afraction of its rated power into high-speed,
soft-recovery rectifiers coupled to six
computer-grade 25,000p.F, 75V capad-

Measurements

mr he big Pass Labs XA160 ran very

warm, its chassis being almost too
hot to touch after the usual one-hour
preconditioning at one-third power
(53W) into 8ohms. Interestingly, the
distortion rose very slightly during
that period, from 0.14% to 02%, but
as it plateau'd rather than continuing
to rise, Iimagine this reflects the amplifier's transfer function settling in as
the active devices came up to their
operating temperatures.
The XA160's voltage gain into 8
ohms was 2625dB for both balanced
and unbalanced signals. (I shorted
pins 1and 3of the XLR jack for unbalanced drive.) The amplifier preserved absolute polarity, and its input
impedance at lIcHz was quite low, at
19.5k ohms balanced and 12.7k ohms
unbalanced. Tube preamplifiers with
highish source impedances at low frequencies are best avoided.
The output impedance was both
higher than specified and quite high
for asolid-state design, at 0.57 ohm
over most of the audioband, rising to
0.8 ohm at 20kHz. As aresult, the
Ohm's Law frequency-response interaction between this source impedance and the manner in which a
speaker's impedance changes with
frequency is more like atube amplifier's, reaching ±0.5dB with our simulated speaker load (fig.1, top trace).
The ultrasonic response is sensibly
rolled-off, reaching -3dB at 911cHz,
though this results in 0.35dB of rolloff
at 20kHz. This was into 8ohms; the
rolloff was more severe into lower

Stereophile, November 2003

impedances, with the 20kHz response almost ldB down into 2ohms
(fig.1, bottom trace). As a result, a
10kHz squarewave is reproduced
with aslight slowing of its leading
edges (fig2). However, Idon't think
this behavior correlates with the
"warm, sweet" balance noted by MF
in his auditioning, given the fact that
the Wadia digital processors featured
a20kHz rolloff three times greater
without sounding too dark.
To my surprise, given its bulk, the
XA160 didn't meet its specified output power of 160W into 8ohms. I
checked both samples, which measured the same, then re-measured
them using aNeutrik generator and
an analog oscilloscope, in case there
was some incompatibility between
the Pass Labs and my Audio
Precision System One. The result
was no different.

Fig.3 shows how the XA160's
measured THD+noise percentage
changes with measured output
power. (The wall AC voltage was
124V for these measurements.) The
actual output power at clipping (defined as 1% THD+N) was 165W
into 16 ohms, 118W into 8 ohms,
59W into 4ohms, and 29W into 2
ohms. As I've said, the two amps measured virtually identically in this
respect, meaning that this is unlikely
to be due to asample fault.

015

0 20

1, me e me

Fig.2 Pass Labs XA160, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1

Pass Labs XA160, balanced frequency
response at (from top to bottom at
2kHz): /83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(1dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).
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Fig.3 Pass Labs XA160, distortion (%) vs lkHz
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 10W): 16 ohms,
8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.
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tors, creating unregulated output-stage
DC rails, which are then RF-filtered.
Pre-packaged TO-3 metal-can power
MOSFETs (HexFETs from International Rectifier and Harris), sourced
from the same lot codes, are "hypermatched" with gate voltages matched to
0.05%. Each output device is rated at
I25W/14 amps, but operated well within that rating. According to Pass Labs,
the massive heatsinks run at about 25°C
above ambient temperature, meaning
the output devices run about 70°C below rated operating temperatures. Thus,
Pass Labs conservatively estimates the
XA160's lifespan at 50,000 listening
hours. Given their cost of $18,000/pair,
that will be just enough time for some of
you to get them paid off.
Hoisting them into place
You shouldn't need aforklift to review
any piece of audio gear; and the XA160s
didn't require one — but they came
pretty close. Placing them on any kind
of platform — even astand afew inches

off the ground — is atwo-person job.
There are handles, but you might as
well bolt a handgrip onto your aluminum siding and try separating your
house from its foundation. A friend and
Iput the XA160s on apair of Finite

As advertised,

er, and atiny blue LED at the top of the
meter lights up. Push the large frontmounted button and the meter face
glows cool blue as the needle rises to
about aquarter past dead center. It never
moved from that position during use. An
hour's warmup is suggested for maximum sonic performance, but these amps
sounded pretty deep from acold start.

the XA160 sounded sweet,

Warmed up, they sounded even
deeper
delicate, and rich.
As advertised, the XA 160 sounded
sweet, delicate, and rich. If Parasound's
Halo JC 1amp, which runs in class-A
Elemente's Pagode stands. Two sets of for the first 25W, smudged the dividing
manly (as opposed to Manley) binding
line between tubes and solid-state (see
posts, featuring finger-friendly sculpted
my review in the February 2003 Stereoplastic wings, make connecting cables a phi/c), the XA160 erased that line—
pleasure. Just don't overdo the torque.
even at ridiculously high volumes. I'm
There are single-ended RCA and balnot suggesting it sounded precisely like a
anced XLR inputs. The rear panel offers
tube amp, just that most listeners' objecI2V trigger turn-on, astandard 15 amp
tions to solid-state will be erased.
IEC AC jack (the XA160 draws about 5
As Ihad for the Halo JC 1, Iimmediamps), and apower switch and circuit ately fell for the )CAI60. "Who wouldn't
breaker. Plug the amp in, flip the breakgo for this?" Iheard myself say, so rich,

Measurements
The shortfall in power delivery into
8ohms is 13dB, which is not really
much of adifference. However, the
Slemplele Illm1•1110121 i110011, et fro:petit

My. 1MM Wm

0010

let

Fig.4 Pass Labs XA160, balanced THD+N (%)
vs frequency (from bottom to top at
2kHz): 2.83V into 16 ohms, 8ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms.

Wilson WATT/Puppy 7 speaker
used by MF for his auditioning is basically a4ohm load, so I'm somewhat
surprised that the Pass Labs amplifiers
didn't sound as if they were running
out of power. All Ican think of is that
60W is still enough power for the
Wilsons to reach satisfyingly loud levels in his room. But as all these power
figures (other than the 16 ohm result)
are equivalent to acurrent of 3.8A —
way below the 12A specified — it
looks as if the XA160's clipping-free
power delivery is current-limited.
Combinations of low-impedance
speakers and large rooms should be
avoided with the XA160.
Fig.3 also indicates that the

XA160's linearity worsens with increasing current demand and decreasing load impedance. This can be seen
in fig.4, which plots the XA160's
THD+noise percentage against frequency at 2.83V into 2 through 16
ohms. The bottom two traces, into 16
and 8ohms, almost overlay, suggesting that the actual distortion components are below the already low noise
floor at this level. And at around
0.08% over most the band, the
XA160 is obviously a very linear
device. But note the almost doubling
of the THD+N percentage into 4
ohms, and an even larger increase into
2ohms. Yes, it is true that, even into 2
ohms, the distortion is well below

Mee*. Me 11010014 SOW swarm et SOW MO elms We vs Me

»weep/. Ms Law.. Me sm., el IMM. Wm ...ell.

40.03

t

Tn110 n

Fig.5 Pass Labs XA160, IkHz waveform at 6W
into 8 ohms (top), 0.06% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.6 Pass Labs XA160, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 50W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Pass Labs XA160, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 17W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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coherent, relaxed, and inviting was the
sound. Yet the amp delivered sufficient
transient speed and detail to also be
exciting, immediate, and involving with
every type of music.
The XA160s' presentation was more
about context than counting cymbal
rivets. On good live recordings such as
The Weavers' Reunion at Carnegie Hall,
1963 (45rpm LPs, Vanguard/Classic), it
emphasized the size and the weight of
the space in which an event occurred,
rather than shining aspotlight on the
players and letting me see them inchvidually in stark relief. Rear-wall reverberant information was sufficiently
well revealed to clue me in to the shape
of the stage and how far forward on it
the performers stood. From that
Weavers LP I've heard more stage-front
image presentations, more distinct rearwall reflections, and longer trails with
other amps, although those were somewhat to the detriment of the overall
picture's coherence and to the sense of
"weight" and body. The convincingly

0.1% and is unlikely to be audible,
given its low-harmonic nature (see
later), which will tend to be subjectively benign. But it does suggest
that the XA160's transfer function is
modulated by the load impedance to
agreater extent than normal, presumably due to its limited use of
global negative feedback.
That the distortion comprises
predominantly low harmonics is
shown in fig.5, taken at 6W into 8
ohms. It appears to be almost pure
third-harmonic, though spectral
analysis indicates that the second,
fourth, and fifth harmonics are also
present (fig.6). Halving the load
brings up the level of the harmonics
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dense, solid images produced by the
XA160s were about the most tangible
I've heard in my system.
The XA160s effectively jelled the picture without coating it with goo, though
some listeners will prefer amore open,
airy sound. Others will say that open, airy
sound lacks weight and solidity, and
around and around we go...which is
why you'll hear such awide variety of
presentations at hi-fi shows, all of which
will be declared "lifelike."
As much as Iadmire Classic Records'
vinyl edition of Norah Jones' Come
Away with Me for its music and its
sound, and used it extensively during
the Parasound review, I've had enough
of it for awhile. Iturned to the new
Jadntha album, Jacintha is her name
(Groovenote GRV101) — a tribute to
Julie London and modeled onJulie is her
name—on SACD and two 45rpm LPs.
Ihad no context for the sound, but Ilistened to the album through four different amplifiers, and Icertainly know the
sound producer Joe Harley and engi-

(fig.7) but leaves their proportions
relatively unchanged.
With its somewhat bent transfer
function at high output currents,
the XA160's performance on my
usual high-frequency intermodulation distortion test was only
moderately good (fig.8), the 1
kHz
difference component reaching
-64dB (0.06%).
The Pass Labs' measured performance left me scratching my head.
Its massive construction, high heat
output, and high price suggest a
limitless delivery of watts — yet,
assuming neither review sample was
malfunctioning, the XA160 offers
only moderate power. Its currentlimiting of the clipping points is also
something that historically has been
regarded as abad thing in asolidstate power amplifier. But like its
highish output impedance, this is
something that is more typical of
tube designs, which might well go
some way to explaining why MF felt
the XA160 to sound like a tube
amplifier.
—John Atkinson

This Guy's In Love"
The acclaimed jazz vocalist's
new album of love songs
you know by heart, featuring
Isn't It Romantic?, This Guy's
In Love With You and
The Nearness Of You, with
performances by jazz
greats Clark Terry and
Michael Brecker and
special guest performances
by Burt Bacharach.
"His sizable voice filters
Louis Armstrong through
Ray Charles and Dr. John."
-The New York Times

In Stores Tuesday,
October 28

stevetyrell.com columbiarecords.com
"Columbia - and

,etruat,

Rn. UA Par. de in. 0111 M.:a

2n03 Sony Musk Entertainment Inc.

Available at

24.

Fig.8 Pass Labs XA160, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 32W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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www.jandr.com
23 Park Row, New York
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The McCormack MAP-1 delivers something
that surround sound processors leave behind...

...the music.
SACD and DVD-Audio players can provide 6audio channels, each with higher resolution than CD audio.These machines are capable of
remarkably realistic musical performance -if you can get the best from their 6analog outputs. Now you don't have to degrade their
musical performance with asurround sound processor. Introducing the McComack MAP-1, an audiophile quality 6-channel analog
preamplifier. Select between 2multi-channel sources, and up to 3stereo sources (including optional phono). Aswitchable Ambiance
Retrieval Mode enables you to extract multi-channel information from your stereo recordings. Pair with aDVD-Audio or other DVD
player with built-in decoding for an easy to use home theater. Contact your
McCormack Audio dealer to learn how the MAP-1 can bring simple home theater
and natural multi-channel music to your home.

2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, Viginia
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Pass
neer Michael C. Ross get at Oceanway
Studios. The XA160s had asubtle, velvety character that floated images on
soft cushions of air rather than suspending them starkly in space. The XA160's
sound was particularly suited to the
female voice, highlighting the lower
register and displacing any tendency
toward thinness and reediness, but
without thickening or adding unnatural chestiness.
You don't want to hear Jacintha sing
ajazzified version of the Doors' "Light
My Fire" backed by flute, seven-string
guitar, and congas? Maybe that's because it sounds worse on paper than it
does in the ear, which is surprisingly
good. Should you listen, you might like
it (though right now I'm more in the
mood for musical assaults from groups
like Mars Volta and Melt-Banana). But
you'll definitely appreciate the butteryrich recording. Through the XA160s,
the flute had abit less air and abit more
roundness than through some of the
other amps Itried, the congas had more
wood and less hand slap, and the guitar
had more body than string —but the
overall presentation was so subtly
turned in that direction that the result
was more warmly seductive than
smothering. A Merlot-like finish for the
ears, for you winos — er, oenophiles.
Great audio gear is about balance,
not "neutrality." In my experience,
while neutrality would be the ideal, it
doesn't exist. What do exist are some
nearly ideal recordings, such as the new
Jacintha album (or any of hers), which
doesn't sound bright or etched, as many
commercial recordings do. If asystem
leans too far toward warm and rich, a
warm, rich recording will get smothered. While the XA160's overall flavor
was lush and velvety, it wasn't so to the
point of throwing awet blanket over
the sound. However, I'd be careful
about mating the XA160s with speakers that sound overly warm. The
Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy 7s and
Audio Physic Avanti His turned out to
be good matches.
There was nothing soft about the
XA160's bass performance. It effectively controlled the WATT/Puppy 7's
woofers on "It Don't Mean aThing if it
Ain't Got that Swing" on the Modern
Jazz Quartet's European Concert (2 LPs,
Atlantic SD 2-603), which, because of
what sounds like sympathetic stage
vibrations, can sound sloppy and bloated. Through the XA160s, Iheard each
of Percy Heath's finger-slaps distinctly,
even if leaner amps delivered them in a
somewhat more nimble manner. If you
Stereophile, November 2003

want nonmechanical bass weight, heft,
and texture, the XA160 should deliver.
With them, Ifound the bass weight,
speed, texture, and drive of many familiar LPs and CDs to be outstanding, if
slightly on the "buttery" side of ideal.
As you might expect, amplifiers that
don't blow agreat deal of air around the
room won't throw the most enormous
soundstage, and the XA160s didn't —
not when compared to the far more
expensive Halcro dm68s, which Iwas
fortunate enough to have here for a
spell. The Halcros produced anoticeably wider, taller, deeper, airier stage,
with greater image projection in front of

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke
turntable; Graham 22, Irnmedia
RPM2 tonearms; Transfiguration
Temper W, Lyra Helikon mono,
Lyra Titan cartridges; Linn combo
of Sondek, Ekos, Aktiva, Lingo,
Linto.
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista SACD player, dCS VerdiPurcell-Elgar SACD combo.
Prearnplification: Manley Steelhead, ASR Basis Exclusive phono
sections; Halcro dm10 preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Halcro dm68,
Musical Fidelity KW monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Avanti
III,
Wilson
Audio
WATT/Puppy 7.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove, Graham IC-70. Interconnect: Harmonic Technology
Pro-Silway HI, Magic; Shunyata
Research
Aries
(balanced).
Speaker: Harmonic Technology
Magic Woofer, Shunyata Research
Andromeda. AC: JPS Labs Kaptovator, Wireworld Electra Series
III, Shunyata Research Anaconda
& Anaconda vX, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference,
Harmonic Technology Fantasy.
Accessories: PS Audio Power
Plant P300, Shunyata Research
Hydra AC conditioners; Sounds of
Silence Vibraplane active isolation
platform; Symposium Rollerblocks (Tungsten, Grade 3 superball); Finite Elemente Ceraball
interface, Pagode equipment
stands;
Audiodharma
Cable
Cooker 2.0; Walker motor drive;
ASC Tube Traps; Shakti Stones,
On-Lines; RPG BAD & Abffusor
panels.
-Michael Fremer
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the speakers, accompanied by abrighter,
crisper, "faster" overall picture — almost
like the difference between a classic
warm Koetsu cartridge and one of A.J.
van den Hut's detailed, razor-sharp
Colibris. Advocates of either cartridge
can be found, but not of both.
While the Halcros proved to be detail champs, separating out musical
strands almost to the point of isolation,
the XA160s did abetter job of presenting the wholeness of the event and of
imparting a sense of relaxation and
flow. The XA160s' ability to subtly present "room sound" and a recording's
spatial context was noteworthy, but
they did abetter job with big halls than
with small clubs.
On Chesky's excellent-sounding 4
generations of Miles SACD (SACD243 —
yes, Ido know, it was originally ahighresolution PCM source), recorded live in
a modest-size nightclub, the XA160s'
warm presentation somewhat obscured
the room's short reverb time, and thus
the sense of the space in which the event
occurred. With the Halcro dm68s, and
later the Musical Fidelity ICWs, the stage
opened, instrumental images (especially
Mike Stern's Chorused electric guitar)
moved forward in the mix, and Icould
hear the delay on the guitar with far
greater clarity. George Coleman's tenor
sax was more reedy while losing some of
its body, and Jimmy Cobb's drpms, especially the snare, had more percussive
crackle, but with less skin. Audience
handclaps were somewhat more
reserved via the XA160s, and while the
folks sifting closer to the mikes protruded forward from the front of the speakers
with the Halcro and MF amps, the Pass
Labs placed them against the baffles.
Overall, the XA160s' picture had
more weight, focus, and density; the
other amps, more expansiveness and
effervescence. Iwouldn't say îither perspective was right or wrong; they were
very different but equally valid takes on
the same event.
One of the XA160's most appealing
qualities was its nonelectronic presentation —its freedom from etch, edge, grain,
and grit while not sounding rolled-off or
dark. Switching to the Halcrp revealed
greater transient speed and detail and a
lighter, more nimble overall touch, but
also apparent were more of the recording
artifacts found on most discs, black or silvet What was all the more impressive
about the XA160s' presentation was that,
despite ts sounding darker and richet I
couldn't say it was any less transparent
than the other amps with which Icompared it, and it resolved important ultra89
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was unique in my experience, which
shouldn't be surprising —it's the first
solid-state, pure class-A design I've encountered. The XA160 delivered aseductive combination of richness, solidity,
purity, and cohesiveness that rd not
heard before. It was possible to relax into
every genre of music at all times and not
feel slighted. I've experienced other, very
different, mostly brighter and airier presentations that also satisfied, but none has
offered the remarkable image weight and
density offered by apair XA160s.
The amp that has come closest to the
XA160's sonic temperament was, not
surprisingly, Parasound's more powerful
and one-third-the-price Halo JC 1,
which runs in class-A for the first 25W,
and delivers 400W into 8 ohms and
800W into 4ohms. Everything positive
Isaid about that amp Ican say about the
XA160, perhaps more so; Isay "perhaps" only because Ididn't have Wilson
Audio's WATT/Puppy 7s here when I
auditioned the Parasounds.
That brings up the law of diminishing
returns. Is the )CA160 worth three times
the price of the Halo JC 1? While it
delivers less overall power, it produces six
times as much class-A power, and that
class-A sound can be mighty seductive —
especially when you push the Pass Labs
amp to deliver big orchestral climaxes. If
you like the richness and purity of the
XA160's rings-A sound and you need
more than 25W to drive your speakers,
then yes, the XA160 is worth it. Also,
given the balanced design's circuit configuration, Ithink you'd be wasting some
of your money if you didn't run the
XA160 in balanced mode.
Based on my listening, Irecommend
the XA160s to owners of WATT/
Puppys, especially the 7s (but only for use
in arelatively small room such as mine).
The amp's top-end performance was a
perfect complement to the WATTs'
inverted-dome Focal tweeters. Is there
enough power in your room for your
speakers in your system? Given the
XA160's unusual circuit configuration,
that's aquestion Ican't answerr. You also
Condusion
should keep in mind the unusual amount
At $18,000/pair, the 160W, class-A Pass
of heat apair of XA160s throw off: the
Labs XA160 offers build quality and industrial design befitting a top-shelf equivalent of two 600W hair-dryers!
Your $18,000 also pays for some draamplifierr. Every visitor to my listening
matic industrial design, and while that's
room was wowed, including competing
manufacturers, one of whom exclaimed,
difficult to put adollar value on, if presentation is important to you, you get an
"Do you have any idea how delcult it is
endlessly satisfying eyeful. The Pass
to machine afront panel like that?"
Labs XA160 is an amplifier that's easy
Whatever your reaction to the
to love, easy to listen to, and just as easy
XA160's sound, it's likely you'll have
trouble taking yours eyes off its sleek,
to recommend — if your equipment
masculine good looks. As befitting an
and listening conditions qu, and if
unusual design, the sound it produced you can afford it.

low-level musical information from familiar discs as well as any of them, if falling
somewhat short spatially.
Like choosing tires for ahigh-performance sports car, choosing the correct
associated gear is key to getting sonic
satisfaction from any high-performance
amplifier. Ifound the Shunyata Andromeda speaker cables to be abit too
smooth for the XA160s, even driving
the WATT/Puppy 7s. The same proved
true of the Wireworld Electra Series III
AC cords. Switching to the Harmonic
Technology Magic Woofer speaker
cables and Fantasy AC10 power cords
tipped the balance toward just the right
amount of treble extension and detail,
subtle though the difference was. The
balance tipped the other way with the
Halcro dm68s — toward the Shunyata
and Wireworld cables.
The XA160 produced asilky-smooth
acoustic in which small dynamic gradations flowed effortlessly up and down the
scale. When large excursions were called
for, as in orchestral crescendos, the amp
didn't wimp out but seemed to open up
and deliver almost unexpected jolts of
energy without strain or shifts in overall
tonal character. If the XA160 had aslightly subdued overall character, this was
noticeable only in direct comparisons
with the Halcro and Musical Fidelity
amps. Cymbals rang, but perhaps not as
brashly as through other amplifiers.
Handdaps placed more emphasis on the
hands than on the claps, and male and
female voices gave more weight to the
body than to the larynx or mouth. But
these emphases were so subtle — the
whole message was delivered intact.
Edgy music such as the Japanese speedpunk-noise band Melt-Banana's cell-scape
(CD, A-ZAP AZCD-005) passed
through the XA160 with its leading edges
and rhythmic vitality preserved, yet the
Pass Labs also delivered the same kind of
convincing weight and solidity as when
reproducing audiophile-quality recordings. An enviable balancing act.
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Balanced Audio Technology
VK-51SE line preamplifier

R

udyard Kipling said that "never
the twain shall meet." He was
speaking of East and West, but in
the world of audio, his adage has most
often been applied to what has been the
traditional chasm between the sounds
of tubes and solid-state. Tube advocates
thump the tub for the timbrai and spatial glow, the absence of harsh, oddorder harmonic distortions, the
harmonic completeness and holistic
spatiality that only fire bottles can provide. Solid-state advocates point out the
superiority of their preferred gear in
terms of bass depth, power and control,
low noise, and ultimate detail resolution. That chasm between the characteristic sounds of tube and transistor has
narrowed appreciably in the latest generations of gear, as each type of circuit
has become capable of embodying
some of the other's trademark characteristics. But between the camps, friendly competition continues.
Balanced Audio Technology's VK51SE tubed line preamplifier made aprofound impression on me at the 2003
Consumer Electronics Show. Paired with
BAT's VK-D5 CD player and VK-150
monoblocks driving Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy 7s, the '51 was the heart
of asystem of stunning drive and powe4
dazzling resolution, and earthshaking
dynamic range. Could the VK-51SE be
the line stage that would complete the
Hegelian synthesis of the best of the tube
and transistor sounds into anew Third
Way —and in an all-tube package? This
kind of fun Ihad to experience for myself
BAT was more than ready to oblige.
Old School, New School
The VK-51SE represents a significant
upgrade from the well-respected VK50SE; BAT's Steve Bednarski describes it
as "evoluti4nary" in terms of actual circuit design' but "revolutionary" in sonic
effect. The
is an intriguing blend of
traditional and cutting-edge all-tube
design techniques. Like its predecessor,
the '51 uses four Russian-sourced, twintriode 6H30 Super-Tubes in each channel for gain. BAT's Victor Khomenko
pioneered the use of this high-current,
low-impedance, military-spec tube in
Stereophile, November 2003

Balanced Audio Technology VK-515E line preamplifier

audio applications, and now has years of
experience in designing circuits to complement its unique strengths.
Despite the VK-51's all-tube configuration, an octet of 6H3Os permits a
universally friendly output impedance
of amere 200 ohms, as well as acomplete lack of cathode followers or buffer
circuitry. Also carried over from the '50
is the BAT Six Pak capacitor bank in the
output stage. No beer or ale here —
Khomenko's Six Pak consists of half a
dozen brass-jacketed, paper-in-oil capacitors per channel. That's about as oldschool as you can get, and man, do they
look cool. The '51 is asingle-stage component — one gain stage, no global
feedback — and is awholly differential,
completely balanced design from input
to output. The "Balanced" in Balanced
Audio Technology means just that:
tight-fitting, high-quality XLR jacks are
the only connections provided for the
five inputs and two outputs.
What really sets the '51 apart from the
'50, even in the latter's SE configuration,
is Khomenko's thorough rethinking of
the power supply. According to him, the
power supply, with its 325 joules of
energy storage, would be sufficient for a
moderately sized power amplifiet The
benefits of a preamplifier with such
mammoth reserves are obvious: adraWorldRadioHistory

matic increase in available headroom,
particularly when that power is modulated by the 6H30, atube capable of
hair-raising dynamic performance even
in more conventional applications.
The cherry atop the sundae of
power-supply redesign is the addition of
another Six Pak as bypass caps. Quoth
Mr. Bednarski: "the quality of filtering

Description: Fully balanced, tubed
fine preamplifier with five inputs,
two outputs, and optional remote
control. Tube complement: eight
6H30 "Super-Tubes:" Output impedance: 200 ohms. No other
specifications available.
Dimensions: 16.5" (420mm) W
by 6.1" (155mm) H by 20"
(510mm) D. Weight: approximately 45 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
051800407.
Price: $8500; add $500 for optional remote. Approximate number of dealers: 55.
Manufacturer: Balanced Audio
Technology Inc., 26 Beethoven
Drive, Wilmington, DE 19807. Tel:
(302) 999-8855. Fax: (302) 9998818. Web: vvvwv.balanced.com.
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and noise immunity is improved by
using the oil-caps in the power supply."
The power supply also features dualmono transformers.
More evidence of the new school of
tube component design is in the '51's
controls and interface. A mere 10 buttons and one knob grace the BAT's
front panel, and the necessary information is provided via alarge LED display
that's easy to read even from across the
room. The 10 buttons control power
On/Off/Standby, selection among five
sources, absolute phase, Mute, Mono,
and aFunction selection for the display.
Similarly to the Mark Levinson No.32
Reference and the VTL TL-7.5
1VK-50 owners aren't left behind. Any VK-50 or VK50SE can be fully upgraded to VK-51SE status. Contact
BAT for details.

VK-51SE

Reference line stages, the BAT lets the
user vary the relative volumes of each
source and set (or not) amaximum volume setting, along with absolute phase,
mono/stereo,
fixed
gain
(for
audio/video applications), the units in
which the volume control reads out,
and to name each of the five inputs. A
neat touch is that the LEDs can be set to
display messages in the Latin, Greek, or
Cyrillic alphabets. All of the information programmed is individually remembered for each input. The display
can be set to three brightness levels or
turned off entirely. All of these options
are accessible from the remote control?
2 Oddly, pressing the Function key on the remote
didn't switch the '51 out of adjustment mode, but
cycled it repeatedly through the available options. I
had to press the Function key on the front panel to
return to normal status.

All of this good stuff is wrapped up in
abrawny, broad-shouldered package that
made me think Stealth fighter or Darth
Vader every time Ilooked at its stylish,
all-black, vaguely menacing countenance. There's ahint of macho in the
'51's looks. Nor is the BAT's visual beefiness just for show —this is aheavy and
very solidly made piece of equipment.
Iron Fist, Velvet Glove
If the VK-51SE has one sonic characteristic that stands out above the rest, it is a
dynamic envelope that can flatten walls,
most especially in the bass range. The
teeming maelstrom of two bass guitars
and two drum kits on King Crimson's
"Thela Hun Ginjeee" and "Frame by
Frame," from Vr000m (CD, Discipline
Global Mobile DGM0105), had not just
tremendous power, but wondrous

Measurements

The BAT VK-51SE

offers asensible maximum voltage gain (into
100k ohms) of 18.34dB. The volume
control operated in accurate 0.5dB
steps. Its nominal unity-gain setting
actually offered a slight loss of
-02dB, though this is inconsequential. The preamp preserved absolute
polarity, with pin 2of the XLR jacks
wired "hot." The balanced input impedance was extraordinarily high, at
more than 1M ohms, though it is
hard to be precise because of the very
small change in the output voltage
when Ichanged the Audio Precision's source impedance.
The balanced output impedance
was twice that specified, at 410 ohms
over most of the audioband. This is
low, though it did rise to ahigh 4.7k
ohms at 20Hz, due to the size of the
output coupling capacitors. (There is
only so much room within the chassis
for these high-performance but physically large components.) This will
not be an issue with components having high input impedances, such as
BAT's own power amplifiers, but it
does mean prematurely rolled-off low
frequencies with low load impedances (fig.1), such as those offered by
some solid-state amplifiers.
Fig.1 was taken with the volume
control in its unity-gain position. A
very slight but subjectively inconsequential rolloff of -0.5dB can be seen
at 20kHz. However, this rolloff de-
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pended on the volume-control setting. Fig2 shows the VK-51SE's response with the control set not only
to unity gain, but also to -12dB and
+17dB. The ultrasonic rolloff can be
seen to be related to the volume control, its highest setting suffering from
a-3cIB point below 10kHz. However,
in almost all systems with normal
gain architectures, the volume control
will be used at unity gain or below; at
such settings, the preamp's response
will extend to 20kHz and above.
Channel separation (not shown)
was excellent, at better than 100dB
below lkHz, but worsening above
that frequency due to capacitive coupling. It decreased to astill good 70dB
at 20kHz from left to right, and 16dB
lower in the opposite direction. The
preamp's tuaweighted, wideband signal/noise ratio (with the input short-

cd and the volume control at its maximum) was an excellent 80.3dB ref.
1V output, this figure improving to
862dB when A-weighted.
The BAT preamp both offered
excellent linearity and dynamic
range. Fig3 shows how the percentage of THD+noise in the VK-51SE's
output varied with the level of a
0O. 1
1
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Fig.2 BAT VK-51SE, frequency response at 1V
into 100k ohms with volume control at
(from top to bottom): —12dB, unity
gain, +17c1B (9.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.1

BAT VK-515E, frequency response at 1V
into 100k ohms (top) and 600 ohms
(bottom), both with volume control at
unity gain (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.3 BAT VK-515E, distortion (%) vs output
voltage at 1kHz into (from bottom to
top at 2V): 100k, 600 ohms.
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Balanced
dynamic subtlety as well. Everything
from the proverbial whisper to ascream
fell effortlessly within the '51's compass.
Distinguished dynamic performance
in the bass is fine, but the big BAT
maintained that standard of excellence
throughout the spectrum. Listening to
Al Stewart's "The Dark and the Rolling
Sea," from Modem Times (UK LP, CBS
80477), I was particularly struck by
Gerry Conway's variations of touch on
the drum kit, especially the gently
tapped cymbals, and the cyclical reedy
wheeze of the accordion that intensifies
the song's sea-shanty feel. The sorrowful irony in Stewart's voice as he sings
"So don't call on me /when your ship
goes down /on the dark and the rolling
sea" was chilling through the BAT. The
pizzicato strings in the first movement
of Colin Davis and the Boston Symphony's performance of Sibelius' Symphony 2 (Italian LP, Philips 6998 026)
were caught with uncommon subtlety
and individuality in the varying force of
the plucks.

Audio

Technology

Transient response was the polar
opposite of the "traditional" sound of
tubes. Bass had astick-your-finger-inthe-socket immediacy. Charley Charles'
drums on Ian Dury's "Reasons to be
Cheerful, Part 3" (UK 12" 45rpm, Stiff
12-BUY-50-A), and the kick drum and
bass guitar samples on Alex Gopher's
"Ralph and Kathy," from youmybabyandi
(CD, V2 27059-2), had definition on
the leading edges that equaled or surpassed the best solid-state components I
have heard.
With the seriously full-range Legacy
Focus 20/20 loudspeakers, deep bass
didn't just roll into the room —it detonated with awesome suddenness. The
'51's speed was undiminished in the
mids and treble. Tim Renwick's majestic solos on "The Dark and the Rolling
Sea" and "Modern Times" had the
sound, alternately biting and soaring,
that aFender Stratocaster can produce
in the hands of a master. Richard
Thompson's harrowing journey across
some unknown landscape of hell in

VK-51SE

"Sloth," from Fairport Convention's
Live at the LA. Troubadour (UK LP, Island
HELP28), was a white-knuckle ride
through the big BAT
Piano recordings were tremendously
persuasive through the 'Si. Earl Wild's
The Art of the Transcription (CD, Philips
456 991-2) holds some of the most virtuosic showpieces ever composed, and
Wild's superlative technique and interpretive gifts show them off in the most
pleasing way possible. Sure, Adolf
Schulz-Eyler% "Arabesques on The Blue
Danube" is pure fluff, but in Wild's hands,
what magnificent fluff it is. The BAT
authoritatively articulated every note,
and Wild's piano had alusty, percussive,
shimmering sound. This was bravura
playing presented in bravura sound.
That combination of bass power and
lightning transients gave the VK-51SE
tremendous rhythmic drive and punch.
The Ian Dury single and a12" single of
the Cars' "Hello Again" (Canadian
Elektra 96 69290) had irresistible forward momentum with tremendous

Measurements
1kHz tone, both into 100k ohms and
into the punishing 600 ohm load.
Into the high impedance, the distortion rises out of the noise just below
2V output, but is at alow 0.06%. It
IPAT VR.S1 ea 71.11.4,1.0 .1707.47 1
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Fig.4 BAT VK-51SE, THD+N (%) vs
frequency at 2V into 100k ohms
(bottom) and 600 ohms (top). (Right
channel dashed.)

Pm

rises above that level, but doesn't
reach our usual 1% "clipping" point
until nearly 34V! Even into 600
ohms, the preamplifier will deliver
more than 10V before clipping.
Fig.4 shows how the distortion
level changes with frequency, again
into 100k ohms and 600 ohms. The
level was 2V, and the distortion into
100k ohms doesn't change with frequency. It does increase at low frequencies into the very low
impedance, but not to anything of
consequence. (The right channel was
very slightly worse than the left; a
less-good tube, perhaps?)
Into high impedances, the spectrum of the distortion comprised
equal but very low levels of second,

third, and fourth harmonics (fig.5).
Into the low impedance (fig.6), the
second rose to -74dB (0.02%) and the
third to just above -60dB (0.1%). But,
as noted above, the VK51-SE's
increasing source impedance at low
frequencies makes it unsuitable for
driving low impedances, making this
behavior moot. Intermodulation distortion into high impedances (fig.7)
was very low, rising only slighdy into
600 ohms (not shown).
Other than its inevitable rising output impedance at low frequencies,
which will not be an issue if the preamp is used with appropriate power
amplifiers, BAT's VK-51SE offers
excellent measured performance.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.5 BAT VK-51SE, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 2V into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 BAT VK-51SE, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 2V into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 BAT VK-51SE, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 2V
into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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slam and thrust. The BAT could do the
down'n'dirty boogie with the best of
them, and will not poop your party
should you crank it up and get down.
The BAT's tonal balance was one
thing that did remind me, at least in
part, of its all-tube design. Glowing glass
still holds the high cards in the lushness
and bloom department. Eva Cassidy's
"People Get Ready," from Live at Blues
Alley (CD, Blix Street 10046), had an
intoxicating harmonic and ambient
richness. Instrumental and vocal images
were flawlessly reproduced, fixed and
floated in convincing and beautifully
detailed contexts.
Though the BAT adored power
music, it was also the most agile and
flowing of dance partners to more gentle fare. Take Delius, for example. For
me, Delius' music has always been an
exaltation of and profound reflection on
what are seemingly the most ordinary
emotions. In his world, deep and complex beauty lies just beneath the surface
of the apparently commonplace. It is the
musical equivalent of aConstable pastoral, in which we see for the first time
the specialness of things usually taken
for granted.
The BAT's ability to flex its mighty
muscles so effectively made me wonder how it would fare with the likes of
Delius. The temperate shadings and
complex inner voices of On Hearing
the First Cuckoo in Spring were as gentle
and delicate as a loved one's touch
(Neville Marriner, Academy of St.
Martin-in-the-Fields, UK LP, Argo
ZRG 875). The flute and woodwinds
in Summer Night on the River were luscious and juicy, the cello's wood and
rosin almost literally palpable. The
'51's exceptional way with dynamics
was just as apparent with this reflective music. If you have never before
heard the difference between pp and
ppp, the big BAT will educate you. Its
deeply quiet backgrounds allowed
every mote of sound to emerge effortlessly. Clarity and transparency were
consistently top-shelf.
There was avery slight darkness to
the BAT's sound, though less of it than
Ihave heard from other BAT gear. It did
not reduce resolution in any way; its
effect was primarily apparent when Ilistened to orchestral music, and was
somewhat reminiscent of asimilar quality I've heard in Lamm electronics. I
perceived it as aslight absorptiveness of
background that threw each instrument
or group of instruments, such as string
sections, into slightly higher relief, with
an equally slight diminution of the sense
98
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of total ensemble. This was reminiscent
of solid-state more than of tubes, which
tend in the direction of slightly greater
holism of presentation, as Ihear it. This
was not atroublesome issue, and may
strike many as perfectly reflective of
what they hear in concert hall. It was
such asmall issue that it may have simply been an artifact of how the VK-51
paired with the speakers and wires I
used when listening to ir, ultimately, it's
asmall matter of taste.
Soundstaging was exceptionally good
in all three dimensions, and always true
to the recording. The stage of Chicago's
Symphony Hall was very broad and

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: SOTA Cosmos
Series III turntable, Graham 22
tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge.
Digital sources: Esoteric DV-50
universal digital player, Classé
Omega SACD player.
Preamplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Aesthetix Rhea phono
stages; Mark Levinson No.32
Reference, VTL TL-7.5 Reference
line stages.
Power amplifiers: Lamm M2.1
& ML1.1, VTL MB-450 Signature,
Manley 250 Neo-Classic monoblocks; Plinius SA-102, Hovland
Radia, Edge NL-12.
Loudspeakers: Calix Phoenix
Grand Signature, Legacy Focus
20/20, EgglestonWorks Andra II.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference & Matrix
Reference,
Nordost
Valhalla.
Speaker: Nordost Valhalla & SPM,
Acoustic Zen Satori Shotgun,
Stereovox LSP-600, Cardas Golden
Reference. AC: Shunyata Anaconda
& Anaconda Vx, Acoustic Zen
Gargantua & Gargantua II, Wireworld Silver Electra III+.
Accessories: Shunyata Hydra,
Monster HT 7000 Signature
power distribution & conditioning
(front-end); Grand Prix Audio
Monaco & Ultra Resolution Technologies
Bedrock
stands,
Ganymede isolation footers; Caig
Labs Pro Gold; Ayre/Cardas ¡BE
system-enhancement CD, Cardas
Frequency Sweep/Burn-In LP, Argent Room Lenses, Disc Doctor &
LAST Labs record-care products.
—Paul Bolin
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quite shallow on the Reiner/CSO version of Debussy's Iberia (LP, RCA/
Classic LSC-2222), just as it should be.
The BAT didn't sweeten recordings
with any extra sonic beautifying; while
the magic of tubes was there in spades,
the VK-51 was not awildly romantic,
rose-colored lens. Pink Floyd's Pulse
(UK LP, EMI 83278-1) places you in
the best seat in the stadium, and the
enormous sizes of the venues in which
it was recorded were immediately
apparent. The scale of music, and not
just the size of the venue, was steadfastly
wonderful with the '51. New Order's
"Crystal," from Get Ready (CD, Reprise
89621-2), is ama&she, churning wall of
sound; through tile BAT, with the VTL
MB-450 Signatures and Legacy Audio
Focus 20/20s, this track was overwhelming in scope.
The BAT was also exceedingly good
at capturing atmospherics. Listening to
Rod Stewart's Gasoline Alley (LP, Mercury 5E161264) reminded me vividly
what agreat talent he used to be. The
title track is an exquisitely sad lament,
with the jangling chime of the acoustic
guitars, the whine of Ronnie Wood's
slide guitar, and the delicate embroidery
of the mandolin all coming together in
a wonderfully evocative way. The
unselfconscious honesty in Stewart's
voice serves as ablue reminder of what
he once was, and of the buffoon he has
become in his later years. On "Nine
Feet Underground," from Caravan's
Canterbuty Tales (UK LP, Decca DKL R8-1/2), the BAT emphasized the band's
earthier rock'n'roll aspects, whereas the
VTL TL-7.5 placed abit more focus on
their psychedelic/pop side.
Joy Division's Closer is perhaps the
grimmest music Iknow, though for all
its bleakness, it has surprisingly good
sound and much dark beauty. Atmospheres and intangibles make or break
this record as atotal immersion in the
heart of darkness, and the big BAT delivered: the ghostly isolation of "Decades," with its immense, austere, and
distant soundstage, seemed to encompass the angst of the world. Ian
Curtis repeatedly asking "Where have
they been?" had aterrifying sense of
loss and finality. (Singer-lyricist Curtis
took his own life shortly after this album was completed.)
The Lady or the Tiger?
When Ilistened to the BAT VK-51SE
straight up against the standard-setting
VTL TL-7.5 that Ireviewed in October,
the differences fascinated and engaged
me. While their overall performances
Stereophi/e, November 2003

overlapped by +90%, the differences
were readily apparent. The BAT was
more lush, more sonically voluptuous,
and paradoxically offered slightly sharper,
almost solid-state—like image definition
and bass extension. The VTL held the
high ground in terms of absolute neutrality, while the BAT had just the smallest
hint of residual darkness through the
mids. The VK-51 also had an alluring
sensuousness that recalled old-school
tubes, but not their drawbacks.
The 6H30 tube has astriking ability
to present the full harmonic palette
with the intensely saturated colors that

The BAT VK-51SE
came closer to unifying
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the disparate strengths of
tubes and transistors under
one roof than anything
else Ihave heard.
only tubes are able to provide, while
demanding none of the sacrifices that
usually accompany that timbrai opulence. There was no lack of extension at
either end of the spectrum. On the
contrary, the VK-51SE handled the frequencyfreine
nncy extremes with casual ease and
control.
After consulting my handy-dandy
guide to Audio Components Interpreted as Classic Actresses, Iwould say
the BAT's style was more Sophia
Loren, while the VTL leaned toward
Grace Kelly. The BAT was earthier,
the VTL airier. Where the BAT's presentation was overtly sensual and
abundant, the VTL was a bit more
temperamentally and stylistically cool,
but just as seductive. The BAT simply
had alittle more brazen va-va-voom in
its character, especially at first hearing.
Those sensational bass dynamics simply cannot be missed — but, spectacular as they were, the effect never
sounded unnatural.
I'm not yet ready to come to any final
conclusions about the relative merits of
these line stages, as the ultimate competitor has not yet been evaluated. But
this much is certain: The BAT VK-51SE
came closer to unifying the disparate
strengths of tubes and transistors under
one roof than anything else I have
heard. The VK-51SE is on the short list
of the world's best line preamps: aClass
A component.
Stereophile, November 2003
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CLEARWATER
REVIVAL

IPs SACDs

ART
PEPPER

Check Out These
Wind-Blowing 45s
and SACIls!

NEW
YORK
ALBUM
Art Pepper -New York Album
L3 =AAPR 3012-45
(two 45-RPM LPs)
SACO =CAPR 3012 SA

ART PEPPER SO IN L

THE LATEST

SUPER AUDIO CD

Analogue Productions
These Art Pepper titles are some of the
most essential records this jazz giant ever
produced. Hear them like never before on
45 RPM LPs or SACDs.

Art Pepper LPs

Creedence Clearwater
Revival
LP=AAPP 8382
SACD=CAPP 8382 SA

Cosmos Factory
LP=AAPP 8402
SACD=CAPP 8402 SA
Mardi Gras
LP=AAPP 9404
SACD=CAPP
9404, SA

Bayou Country
LP=AAPP 8387
SACD=CAPP 8387 SA

Art Pepper -So In Love
LP =AAPR 3013-45
(two 45-RPM LPs)
SACO =CAPR 3013 SA

INTIMATE ART PE1',

Willy and the Poorboys
LP=AAPP 8397
SACD=CAPP 8397 SA

ALL IN STOCK!

25 each

LPs or SACDs
1-800-716-3553 •ww.acousticsounds.com

Ad Pepper -The Intimate All Pepper
LP =AAPR 3014-45
(two 45-RPM LPs)
SACD =CAPR 3014 SA
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•

•

$19.99 each
(list $21.98)

SIM Hit Singles
We've cherry-picked the best
songs from the great Shaft
soundtrack by Isaac Hayes and
from the Staple Singers legendary Stax output to comprise
two STAX HIT SINGLES 45s.

U11•1 S 4111,1c)(1,

"(AIT YOUR FATE

for $100

Otter good thru 12-31-03
Mastered by Kevin Gray & Steve Hoffman

Art Pepper SACDs
9itttoduetimj, gpecid

LEGENDARY FANTASY TITLES
The analog transfers on these Super Audio CDs were done using
the latest third-generation Analog-to -OSO converters by Ed
Meitner of EMM Labs They were specially-modified for The
Mastering Lab and Doug Sax. These titles are among the bestselling and most-legendary in the Fantasy catalog

$31.50 each
ok, (tug aft -time Le.

•

Pendulum
LP=AAPP 8410
SACD=CAPP
8410 SA

Green River
LP=AAPP 8393
SACD=CAPP 8393 SA

NIS

Isaac Hayes

-Hits From Shan

T..!.7.!°.°).

ISIlaC Hayes

sum

rl

"Theme From Shaft" &"Soulsvitle" (Side 1)
"Do Your Thing" (Side 2)

The Slagle Singers
Art Pepper
Meets the Rhythm Section
SACD =CAPJ 7532 SA

John Coltrane — Standard Colkane
SACD =CAPJ 7243 SA

Sonny Rollins — Saxophone Colossus
SACD =CAPJ 7079 SA
Vince Guaraldi
Jazz Impressions of Black Orpheus
SACD =CAPJ 8089 SA
Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Village Vanguard
SACD =CAPJ 9376 SA
Sonny Rollins — Way Out West
SACO =CAPJ 7530 SA
Bill Evans Trio — Waltz For Debby
SACD =CAPJ 9399 SA

"I'll Take You There" (Side 1)
"Respect Yourself' (Side 2)

Cannonball Adderley With Bill Evans
— Know What IMean?
SACD =CAPJ 9433 SA
Miles Davis — Cookin'
SACD =CAPJ 7094 SA

The Staple Singers-Hit Singles
LP =AAPP 4116-45 $20.00

Chet Baker — Chet
SACD =CAPJ 1135 SA
Bill Evans Trio — Moon Beams
SACD =CAPJ 9428 SA
Thelonious Monk — 5by Monk by 5
SACD =CAPJ 1150 SA

S
ACDs $25 each

WIArN.ACOUSTICSOUNDS.COM • 1-800.716-3553

The Albert King with Stevie Ray Vaughan
title is one of the most essential blues albums
to have never been released on vinyl. What a
debut! Dig in, blues fans!

r-e

IN

Albert King
with Stevie Ray Vaughan

5E551

Albert King with Stevie Ray Vaughan
In Session

LP =AAPI3 /501-45 $50.00
(two 45-RPM IPs)

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e1-800-716-3553
www.acousticsounds.com

WorldRadioHistory selection of audiophile LPs, CDs, SACDs &DVD Audio in stock.
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What at Acoustic Sounds
would you buy with
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$1,000

of free money? Records?
A new cartridge? How about
an SACD player and some discs?
It's time for another Acoustic Sounds
giveaway. This time the prize is a
$1,000 shopping spree. All you
have to do to be eligible for our March
29, 2004 random drawing is sign up
for the Acoustic Sounds email newsletter.
You'll get the lowdown on all the
latest audiophile releases as well
as specials exclusive to email
subscribers. And you'll be eligible for
some serious prizes, like aGRAND
of mad money for starters.

YOU'RE GIVING ME A HEART ATTACK!"

Think we're for real? Just ask Leon Young of New Jersey.
In April, we shipped him abrand-spankin'-new pair of
MartinLogan Odyssey loudspeakers, just for signing up
for our email updates.

Call 1-800-716-3553 for a
FREE CATALOG of the world's
largest in-stock selection of
audiophile LPs, CDs, SACDs
& DVD Audios.

"Are you serious? Come on! I've never won
anything," Leon said. "You've made my day."
...and hopefully several days to come. Find out
what you could win! Sign up for the New Arrivals
email at www.acousticsounds.com.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

INC

P.O. Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905 •USA
TELEPHONE: (785) 825-8609 •FAX: (785) 825-0156
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www.acousticsounds.com •email :
asoundseacousticsounds.com
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Its the music that matters.

Specializing in the finest recordings, components and accessories.

musicdirect

arries the World slargest select,
.amended. Components" and accessories.

of Si

CLASS "A" Rated
egelw

the ultimate reference table.

The most meticulous, musical cartridge!

New reference remote controlled all tube phono stage!

The wood body Benz is akiller value and comes in 3versions

The BEST tube phono stage for the money.period!

CLASS "B" Rated
41>

Vt'l SCOUT
Amusicdirect Waite.

"CLASS A" Rated

"CLASS A" Rated

Creek 5350 SE

PS Audio HCA-2

Audit

AUDIO LIMITED

MOM
The 85 watt'channel integrated is hard to beat!
Under 51500!

No amplifier can touch the PS Audio HCA-2!
Under $2000!

musicdirect has all the recordings reviewed in this issue avai able now! The most complete selection of Stereophile's "Records 2Die 4" anywhere!
IL ii
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800-449-8333 www.amusiedirect.com

Call us Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 10am-3pm Central Time
318 N. Laflin St., Chicago IL 60607 :: 312)435-0200

Equipment

Report
Chip

Stern

AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 CD player
with 24-bit/192kHz TjoUpsampler

A

udiophiles once took it as
given that LPs sounded better than CDs —end of discussion. Things are no longer so
cut-and-dried. In my seven years as a
contributing editor to Stereophile, I've
seen an enormous improvement in the
quality of digital software and playback-delivery systems. The early1980s recording and remastering
anomalies that made listening to early
digital recordings so fatiguing are largely things of the past, though advocates
of massive compression, jacked-up
gain, and compensatory EQ ("Soundsbetter-on-cheap-radios," they dully
chant) continue to sully the waters of
natural resolution.
While the new digital formats of
DVD-Audio and SACD offer audiophiles pricey glimpses of anearly perfected sonic future, dedicated music-lovers
and engineers have continued to tweak
the venerable "Red Book"-standard CD
playback systems —to the point where,
nowadays, high-resolution, no-compromise sound is no longer the exclusive
province of the well-heeled.

AH! Moe Tjoeb 4000 CD player

and aset of special vibration-damping
isolation footers. Finally, throw in the
option of replacing the player's already
high-quality op-amps and Philips Bitstream DAC with a special 24bit/192kHz upsampling board. You can
practically hear Bob Popeil cooing away
suggestively on one of his late-night
infomercials: "What would you expect
to pay for this level of high-end resolution? Fifty thousand? A quarter of amillion? Your firstborn child?"
Well, Rumpelstiltskin ain't my name,
but would you believe me if Itold you
What would you pay?
that all this is yours for a thousand
Consider the notion of an exceptionally
musical, single-chassis CD player with a bucks and change? A no-frills, basic
tubed output stage that evinces the kind version of the Dutch-made AH! Njoe
of soundstaging depth, liquidity, timbral Tjoeb 4000 CD player costs $699. It's
based on aplayer that Kevin Deal, of
accuracy, high-frequency detail, and
US importer Upscale Audio, tactfully
top-to-bottom smoothness for which,
barely five years ago, consumers might calls an "OEM 4000" —it's aMaranta
under the skin. This basically provides
have eagerly coughed up $3000 and
the case, front-panel display, drive
more. Add aspecially tweaked AC cord

Description: Remote-controlled CD
player with tubed output stage, one
pair of analog outputs, one headphone output, and one S/DIF digital
output. Tube complement: two
6922s. Optional TjoUpsampler board
adds
24-bit/192kHz-upsampling
sigma-delta DAC. Maximum output
level: switchable between 700mV,
1.25V, 2.5V, and 5V. Output impedance: <275 ohms. Power consumption: 20W maximum.
Dimensions: 17.2" (440mm) W by

Stereophile, November 2003

3.4" (87mm) H by 10.9" (280mm) D.
Weight: 11 lbs (5kg) net.
Finish: Black.
Serial numbers of samples reviewed: KT000015005190 (auditioning); KY000117034186 (measuring).
Prices: $699. Options: AC Direkt
power cord, $79; Tjoeb Shoes isolation feet, $69 set of four. SuperTjoeb
package consisting of CD player and
both options: $847. TjoUpsampler 24bit/192kHz upsampler: $349. Approximate number of dealers:

WorldRadioHistory

mechanism, DAC, headphone jack,
and remote control. The mystery unit is
then substantially tweaked. Deal says
this process begins with the replacement of the transistorized muting circuit with amechanical relay and the
stock clock with alow-jitter unit called
aSupercrystal. An AC Noise Killer, in a
small black box mounted near the AC
cord, purportedly contributes to a
slightly quieter midband response.
The most sonically significant change
to the stock player is atube output board
made in The Netherlands, where all
these modifications are done. Powersupply stability is enhanced by use of a
dedicated toroidal transformer just for
the tube stage, in addition to the larger
power-supply transformer that replaces
the stock unit. The new board has highquality tube sockets, ahost of filter caps
and regulator chips, premium parts by
Wima and Vishay, aPhilips TDA1546

factory-direct through Upscale Audio.
Warranty: 1year.
Manufacturer: Dé Hifiwinkel By,
Stratumsedijk
67h,
5611
NC
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Tel: (31)
40 211 33 88. Fax: (31) 40 211 77 34.
Web: wvvw.hifi-planet.com. US distributor: Upscale Audio, 2504 Spring
Terrace, Upland, CA 91784. Tel: (909)
931-9686. Fax: (909) 985-6968.
Web: vwvw.upscaleaudio.com.
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the attery-powered
Sutherland Ph.D. Phono Preamp
AC power lines create noise. PERIOD. There's only one feasible
around that annoyance: Batteries.
BAM! Designer Ron Sutherland brings us anew battery-powered phono stage
with smart circuitry that allows this preamp to turn on and off automatically,
thereby maximizing the life of your batteries.
One of the noisiest components in your home stereo is the incoming AC power.
Even if it were delivered to your home as idealized 60 Hz sine wave, it would
not stay that way long. The audio power amplifier does not draw current from
the power line evenly. There is alarge current. spike drawn when the sine wave
reaches its voltage extremes, while at other times current draw is essentially
zero. High frequency harmonics and noise are introduced into the same power
line that's used for sensitive phono preamplification.
The Ph.D. doesn't even have apower cord. Instead, 16 alkaline D cell
batteries line the sides of the chassis. After about 800 hours of playing time
(roughly half the life of acartridge), ared light will indicate that your batteries
are running low. Replacements cost about abuck apiece.

"The Ph.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise and
very liquid sounding. Actually it sounds like
tubes with the speed of solid state. Played an old
copy of Steve Lawrence on Coral Records and it
blew me away... Ilove the battery idea, no plugs,
power supplies, or noise. Tell Ron Sutherland
he's agenius. You can quote me, Imean it."
— Harry Weisfeld, Owner of VP! Industries

The Ph.D. turns on the moment your stylus is stimulated. From there, the
unit automatically looks for asignal every half-hour for just afraction of a
second. If it doesn't find asignal, it will stay on for an additional half-hour with
ayellow light indicating that it is preparing to turn off.
What's more, the Ph.D. has four different loading options and gain-stage
settings that are simple to adjust.

There's never been anything
quite like the Ph.D.

AcousTech PH-1 or PH-1P owners: see attractive trade-in offer at imnani.acousticsounds.com

To order the Ph.D., or for a c
PFF Acoustic Sounds
catalog, cal/1-800-716-3553, or order online fl
at lw..acousticsounds.cow
WorldRadioHistory

PhI.

Sound Smart.

Ph.D. dimensions: 17 -wide x4- high x14 - deep

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e
PO Boa 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905 USA
PH 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156
www acousticsounds.com

AH!
DAC chip, and dual-mono Burr-Brown
OPA604 op-amps for voltage gain.
"These are in sockets, and can be
fine-tuned with plug-in Tjoeb Tjoens
flavor packs," Deal explained. "For
$27/pair, the Analogue Devices AD825
offers awarmer sound, while at $44 for
the Burr-Brown OPA627 you get a
more resolved sound with alittle more
pop. It's acheap and easy way to give
the player anudge to fine-tune the tonal
balance of the overall system."
However, if you opt to add the 24bit/192kHz TjoUpsampler board for an
additional $349, it replaces the aforementioned DAC and op-amps, plugging
into their vacated sockets. Anagram
Technologies of Switzerland, who have
designed and built components for such
high-end mainstays as Nagra and Audio
Aero, did the engineering for the TjoUpsampler. It uses an Analog Devices
AD1895 chip — a second-generation
24-bit, asynchronous sample rate converter — for the upsampling and a

Njoe

Tjoeb

4000

I've never much liked the sound I've
gotten by driving apower amp with a
digital source, so Iused the 2.5V default
output with my reference preamps.
Then it was just amatter of installing
the internal Marantz CD clamp and a
pair of 6922 dual-triodes. The basic
unit comes stock with Philips ECG
tubes; after I'd tweaked my TjoUpsampler-equipped review sample
with apair of NOS Amperex PQ 7308
tubes and AH!'s tube damping rings, I
was good to go.
I substituted the smoother, more
frequency-extended update of the
Setup
classic Synergistic Research Designers'
The maximum output voltage of the
Reference speaker cables for my referAH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 is adjustable via
ence Acoustic Zen Hologram II
an internal solder trace, offering purcables. The overall character of SR's
chasers the option of configuring the
4000 to 700mV, 125V, 2.5V, or 5V — a new Solid State Reference X-Series
Active speaker cables was very similar
nice feature for system-tuning purposes, or for those folks who want to use
to that of the Acoustic Zens, though
the SRs' high-resolution depiction of
the 4000 sans preamp, and/or with
the soundstage was more centered and
self-powered speakers (the remote fealess point-source. Otherwise, everytures a20-step volume control).

Wolfson Microelectronics WM8740
DAC chip, this a24-bit, 192kHz-capable two-channel part.
Both of the Tjoeb 4000 samples I
auditioned were gussied up with aset of
Tjoeb Shoes ($69) vibration-control devices, made by Suspension String Concepts of Germany; and the AC Direkt
power cord ($79), terminated with a
premium hospital grade plug. This
brings the suggested retail price to $847.
Upscale Audio offers other packages as
well, including sets of NOS tubes.

Measurements

D

espite being triple-boxed, the first
sample of the AH! Njoe Tjoeb
4000 was avictim of shipping damage.
It arrived at my place with only one
channel working, and that for only a
short while before the player expired.
Upscale Audio's Kevin Deal sent me a
replacement sample, which worked
fine. It was identical with respect to the
extras, other than not having the premium AC cable fitted.
As the 6922 tubes, upsampling
board, and transport clamp all have to
be installed before the player is fired
up, this gave me the opportunity to
look inside. Although the Njoe Tjoeb
4000 is based on an OEM player
badged for Marantz, the tubed audio
circuit and its associated board and
power supply are all new, and the
construction quality appears excellent.
Iwas also impressed by the excellent
instructions, complete with step-bystep photographs, that are supplied
with the player and duplicated on the
distributor's website. I wish more
manufacturers were as helpful.
Absolute polarity was correct, and
as set for the review, the 4000's maximum output level at lkHz was almost
3dB higher than the CD standard, at
2.75V into ahigh 100k ohm load. The
player couldn't drive asignal at OdBFS
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into impedances lower than 2k ohms
without the top half of the waveform
squaring off, so even though the Njoe
Tjoeb's output impedance was alow
170 ohms across most of the band, a
preamplifier with an input impedance
higher than 10k ohms is advised.
Error correction was excellent, the
player coping with gaps in the data
spiral of up to 125mm in length without audible glitches.
The AH! player's frequency response was, surprisingly, less than flat
(fig.1, top pair of traces), with the
midbass-to-midrange region shelved
up compared with the mid-treble.
The boost is just over half adB, but as
it covers five octaves, it will be very
audible. "I wouldn't characterize the
4000's sound as bright," wrote Chip
Stern; from its measured response,
neither would I. The tonal balance
was even more skewed to the midrange and bass with apre-emphasized
signal (fig.1, lower traces), but such
discs are relatively rare. Channel separation (not shown) was good, at better than 90dB in both directions at
licliz, but less good at low and high
frequencies, due to capacitive coupling in the latter case, and perhaps to
increasing power-supply impedance
in the former.
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However, the 4000's noise floor
also slopes up at low frequencies,
which can be seen in fig2, a%-octave
spectral analysis of the Njoe Tjoeb's
0
...0.10.• An N. rpe, 0000

Fig.I

..205,5 OB. rà 0.00111

AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, frequency
response at —12dBFS into 100k
ohms without (top) and with deemphasis (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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201.

Fig.2 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, 11,-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
—90dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
CD data (right channel dashed).
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The OSA Law of
Natural Selection
Survival of the fittést is the immutable rule at CSA.
We choose the brands we carry with the greatest
care, considering the unique characteristics of the
products and how they fit into the mix of audio and
video equipment we sell and install. Only brands
that offer solid value, reliability and great
performance make the grade. Planning anew
system or upgrading an existing one? Call us or
stop by to find the best brands and ahigher level of
service from an attentive, knowledgeable staff that
loves music (and movies!) as much as you do.

emffimei, CSIADIO DEIGN
OZSZrae===beEtt

193 Bellevue Ave. • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
973-744-0600 www.csaaudiodesign.com

ACCUPHASE •ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •B&K •B&W •BDI •BENZ •BURMESTER •CARDAS •CINEMA TECH •CONRAD-JOHNSON •
CRESTRON •DCS •DRAPER •DYNAUDIO •ELAN •ESCIENT •FINITE-ELEMENTE •GRADO •GRAHAM •HARMONIX •HITACHI •KOETSU •KRELL •LAMM
•LIGHT SPEED •LOEWE •MARANTZ •MARTIN LOGAN •MCCORMACK •MCINTOSH •MERIDIAN •MONSTER CABLE •NAGRA •NILES •NOTTINGHAM
ANALOG •PANASONIC PHONE SYSTEMS •PRO-JECT •PS AUDIO •RCA •REGA •REL •SALAMANDER •SENNHEISER •SHANLING •SILTECH •SME •SOTA
•SPEAKERCRAFT •STEWART FILMSCREENS •STRAIGHT WIRE •SUMIKO •TARGET •TOSHIBA •TRANSPARENT •VII •WILSON AUDIO •ZOETHECUS

CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LIMITED
Save $500 when you purchase this Limited Edition package which
includes stainless steel high mass feet, 9" Unify tonearm, special
Aurum Beta Swood cartridge, and dustcover.

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC. 510.420.0379 www.musicalsurroundings.com
Exclusive U.S. Agents: BENZ •CLEARAUDIO •GRAMM •KOETSU
Worldwide Distributors: AESTHETIX •CABLE RESEARCH LAB •MUSICAL SURFCLINDINGS • RECORD RESEARCH LAB
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AH!
thing in my system was much the
same as it has been for the past year or
so — save for a constant shuffling of
digital front-ends.
So that I'd have amore convenient
basis for comparison, I had Upscale
Audio send me aNjoe Tjoeb 4000 with
the basic trimmings, as well as the totally tweaked model with 24/192 TjoUpsampler already installed. The latter
was the unit Iended up spending the
most time with.
Bang for the buck
Right out of the box, the basic $847
AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 sounded every
bit as warmly detailed and resolved as
my trusty old sidekick, the California
Audio Labs combo of Delta CD transport and Alpha 24-bit/961cHz tubed
DAC. The CAL remains avery musical,
alluring performer, but the Njoe Tjoeb
more than held its musical own against
the CAL, which dates back to the midto late '90s, when it retailed for $2400.
This sort of took me by surprise, but
hey, time marches on. Digital design has
come along way since then.
There isn't room here to delineate the
technical nature of upsampling or how
Njoe Tjoeb mates it to atubed output
stage, but based on my experience of

these units, and of conjugal visits with
the pricey, pace-setting, supremely musical dCS Elgar, Iwas reminded anew of
how, when all else is in doubt, the culprit
is invariably noise. Proponents of
upsampling assume that, as you remove
noise by reducing jitter errors and kicking high-frequency artifacts upstairs into
ever less audible realms, ambient backgrounds get blacker and deeper.
The resulting sound, as Iapprehended
it with the Njoe Tjoeb 4000 with
24/192 upsampler, was indeed more
musically involving: quieter and more
resolved, with astunning increase in resolution and small details. There was simply more there there. Straightaway, the
4000's superb rhythm and pacing made
my experience of small-combo jazz far
more enjoyable. The 4000 didn't display
the transient snap and steely, vise-like
grip on low frequencies that Ienjoyed
with my longtime reference, the nowdeparted Sony SCD-777ES SACD/CD
player. But in some ways its portrayal of
bass information was juicier and more
detailed, while its depiction of acoustic
space rivaled, and in many ways exceeded, that of the tubed CAL Delta/Alpha
and the solid-state CAL CL-20 CD/
DVD player. For instance, on clarinetist
Bill Smith's Folk Jazz (Contemporary

Njoe

Tjoeb

4000

OJCCD-1956-2), a wonderful 1959
recording engineered by Roy DuNann,
there was significantly more harmonic
information present in the leading edge
of bassist Monty Budwig's acoustic bass
than through the Sony: the sound of
each individual string, the touch of the
hand, the air around each note, the way
those notes blossomed and decayed.
Just as the Delta/Alpha portrayed
Budwig's bass with ingratiating warmth
and roundness, the Njoe Tjoeb 4000
fleshed out the midrange to reveal
another layer of texture and detail,
which manifested itself in the shimmy of
Shelly Manne's brushes. And while the
CL-20 has long impressed me with its
depth of resolution and portrayal of
acoustic space, there was altogether
more depth with the Njoe Tjoeb 4000,
not to mention more presence, which I
heard as greater image-to-image distinction —a more palpable sense of the
physical placement of instruments within the soundstage. Iheard this to particular effect with Jim Hall's muted
electric-guitar
comp — the
4000
brought Hall's sound forward without
unduly tipping the balance of the mix.
Bill Smith's clarinet was woody, buoyant,
and warmly balanced from the upper
bass through the lower treble, the horn

Measurements
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Fig.3 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, I
/
3-octave
spectrum of digital black, with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit CD data (right
channel dashed).

output while it played a dithered
1kHz tone at -90dBFS. Perhaps
more significant, anumber of peaks
can be seen at power-supply-related
frequencies, both at 60Hz and at its
odd-numbered harmonics (which are
probably generated by magnetic coupling from the AC transformers), and
at 120Hz and its harmonics (which
are due to electrical coupling from the
full-wave-rectified supply). Even the
highest in level, at 120Hz, only just
pokes its head above the -90dB level,

00

•teao

Fig.4 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, FFT-derived
spectrum of digital black, DC-4kHz,
with noise and spuriae, 16-bit CD data
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.5 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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so they shouldn't be audible in typical
systems. Still, I'd rather they weren't
there at all.
There is ahump around 2kHz in
the noise floor visible in fig2, which
can be seen more clearly in aspectral
analysis of the player's output while it
decoded "digital black" (fig.3). The
power-supply components can also
be seen in this graph, as can asmall
peak just below 200kHz. It isn't possible with a1
/
3-octave spectrum to distinguish between pure tones and true
noise, so Irepeated the analysis using
an FFT technique (fig.4). This graph
shows the phenomenon consists of a
hump in the noise rather than idle
tones, meaning that it is probably benign. However, Ihaven't seen something like this before.
The relatively high level of analog
noise in the AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000's
output means that its linearity plot
(fig.5) is marred by what appears to
be an increasing amount of positive
error below -100dBFS. But above
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floating out front with arelaxed vocal
presence, no register hotter or stronger
than any other.
This last point was driven home
when Icontrasted the performance of
the Njoe Tjoeb 4000 with another
reliable old friend whose musical
deportment has never failed to draw
me deeper into the emotional subtexts
of aperformance: the Musical Fidelity
A3 CD player, which was, dollar for
dollar, one of the best values ever in
high-end audio. Renée Fleming's stunning performance of "Ave Maria" (The
Schubert Album, London 455 294-2)
showcased the A3's captivating depiction of space and dimensionality; its

exceptionally smooth frequency response and natural portrayal of vocals
were altogether pleasing, yet there was
alittle something extra to the Njoe
Tjoeb 4000's presentation. Call it the
deeply layered midrange character of
tubes or the extra detail attributable to
the TjoUpsampler — there was not
only greater depth of field and amore
fulsome sense of resolution, but the
depiction of space itself— the silences
between the notes — was more compelling. Not only was there more detail
to Fleming's individual notes — such as
how she concludes the arc of one long
phrase by snapping it off with aclick of
her tongue on the top of her palate —

but it sounded as though the images of
Fleming's voice and that of her pianist,
Christoph Eschenbach, were individually backlit.
Yet while Icould discern greater distinction between the two images, and a
wealth of additional detail, there nevertheless remained an organic bond
between voice and instrument that
defined the emotional connection of
soprano, piano, and room acoustic. I'm
talking macrodynamics and microdynamics here —not in the cold, analytical manner of a telescope or
microscope, but in the best senses of
those terms: as amore realistic sense of
liveness and sonic illumination.

Measurements

that level the actual amplitude error is
very low, suggesting good DAC linearity. However, the low-frequency
noise obscures the waveform of an
undithered lkHz tone at —90.31dBFS
(fig.6).
The Njoe Tjoeb player's distortion
signature comprised low-order harmonics at moderately low levels
(4.7), the third harmonic rising
above the second as the load impedance drops. The subjectively benign
second harmonic was the highest in
level, at around —66dB (0.05%) with
the player driving the 100k ohm lab
load, which again suggests that the
Njoe Tjoeb will be happiest driving
preamps of high input impedance. Intermodulation distortion was moderately low in level (fig.8), and not
particularly affected by the load
impedance (at least while it remained
above 10k ohms). But there is areasonably strong component at 24.1kHz
in this graph, which suggests that the
player's reconstruction filter has been
optimized for time-domain perfor-
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Fig.7 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at OdBFS into 8k ohms
(linear frequency scale).

•

400.
.0.

Fig.6 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at
—90.31d8FS, 16-bit CO data.
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Fig.8 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-25kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS into
8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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AH!
Conclusions
For several months in my reference system, the AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 CD
player with 24-bit/192kHz TjoUpsampler acquitted itself like a
champ. However, listeners with exceptionally reflective rooms and/or etched,
analytical systems should be prepared
for afairly extended break-in period,
during which the 4000 might sound
irritatingly bright. My upsamplerequipped unit took a few hundred
hours to break in; thereafter, as it continued to settle in, the brassiness that
had characterized its out-of-box sound
gradually diminished. (Despite all the
extra resolution, some listeners may

mance rather than for maximum
stop-band rejection.
The Njoe Tjoeb 4000 did very
well on my usual jitter-rejection test,
producing just 180 picoseconds of
wordclock-related spuriae (fig.9).
Most of these were data-related (red
numeric markers), though some
low-frequency sideband pairs could
be seen (purple markers). Note the
very low noise floor in this graph,
which covers the 7.7-14.7kHz range.
The noise introduced by the player's
use of tubes appears to be almost all
low-frequency in nature.
The AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000's measured performance is generally good,

very well prefer the warmth of the
basic unit, sans TjoUpsampler.)
While I've heard CD players with
smoother, more relaxed top ends, I
wouldn't characterize the 4000's sound
as bright, but.. brilliant. Likewise, I've
heard digital playback systems with
punchier low ends. But the glory of the
AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000 is its detailed
and richly layered midrange. Visitors to
my den of iniquity were invariably surprised when Ipointed out that a$1000
CD player was functioning as the digital epicenter of a no-compromise
sound system. I've heard CD players
that had better rhythm and pacing,
more midrange liquidity and trans-

with some areas of excellence. Only
its unflat response and the presence
of supply-related spuriae caused my
eyebrows to rise.
—John Atkinson

MILLER AUDIO
RESEARCH

LICENSED TO STEREOPHLE MAGAZ/NE
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JITTER FREQUENCY in kiz
Fig.9 AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at —6dBFS sampled at 44.1 kHz with L5B toggled at 229Hz). Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Njoe

Tjoeb

4000

parency, greater depth of field, and
finer resolution. But Ican't recall hearing a more musically involving, fulsomely detailed, three-dimensional
presentation from any other CD player
at such amodest price as the AH! Njoe
Tjoeb 4000.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar 25
turntable, Rega RB600 tonearm,
Grado Statement Master cartridge;
Maranta PMD430 portable cassette recorder.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs Delta CD transport, Alpha
24-bit/961cHz tube DAC, CL-20
DVD-V/CD player; Musical
Fidelity A3 CD player.
Preamplification:
Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista, VTL 5.5, Rogue
Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine preamplifiers; Rogue Audio Stealth
phono preamplifier; Manley Labs
Massive Passive equalizer.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron,
Rogue Audio Magnum M-I20.
Integrated amplifiers: Linn
Classik, Simaudio i-5, Mesa Tigris,
Musical Fidelity A32.
Loudspeakers: Joseph Audio
RM25si Mk.II Signature & R/v17si
Mk.II Signature, Martens Audio
Monk.
Cables: Interconnect: Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference II (balanced,
single-ended, coaxial). Speaker:
Synergistic Research Solid State
Reference
X-Series
Active,
Acoustic Zen Hologram II, JPS
Labs Superconductor 2. AC: JPS
Labs Aluminata, ICaptovator, ICaptovator Power AC Outlet Centers,
Digital AC; Synergistic Research
Designers' Reference 2 Master
Couplers with Active Shielding;
Acoustic Zen Gargantua II.
Accessories: Equi=Tech 2Q &
Q650 balanced AC power systems, Monster Cable AVS 2000
Automatic Voltage Stabilizer,
Mondial Magic Splitter; PolyCrystal equipment racks & amp
stand, Ringmat 330 & Signal
Guard II Isolation Stand (turntable); Shakti Stones, PolyCrystal
cones; Argent Room Lens, Echo
Busters Bass Busters, Absorptive &
Diffusive Panels.
—Chip Stern
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WE DELIVER THE BEST HIGH-END AUDIO
UPGRADES RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
Headphones

Top-Rated Speakers

Grado SR-60 dynamic headphones, reg. S69, now 62.50
New! Sennheiser PX-200 compact &portable, 59.95
Grado SR-80 larger more comfortable 'phones, S95/85.00
New! Sennheiser PX-250 compact, portable, with
noise-cancelling technology, reg. 5150, now 129.95
Grado SR-125 -Stereophile Accessory Product of the Year!
-dynamic headphones, reg. S150, now 134.95
Sennheiser HD-600 -Top Rated Headphones -reg. S460/Call

Headphone Upgrades

MI

Top-Rated British -¡•7,7•
monitor speaker
5299.95/pair

Epos ESL-3C
New Epos renter channel S299.95

Wharfedale 8.1
Athena Cl

4:=D
12

Grade Headphone Amps
RA-1 battery headphone
amp, S350/S31 4.95
RA-1AC AC-powered
'phone amp, S495/S445

0811-8 headphone amp, reg.
5225, now S199; 088-25E
deluxe 'phone amp, S450/5399

Epos ESL-3

"Far exceeded what I
thought
possible for its
price -or even
twice its price,"
raves Bob Reim.
Athena Audition
F2 towers are
only S599.95/pr
•

New! Cordes premium replacement headphone cable
for Sennheiser HD-580 &HD-600 headphones, 10ft 5149.95
Nimber P131 Headphone Extension Cable.
Features highly-rated Kimber PBJ wire. 15ft length 599.95

Creek Headphone Amps

Athena F2

Best-Selling center channel 5179.95

"Astonishing"
-Hi-Fi News.
Only 5199.98/
pair

Powered Subwoofers

Athena ASP400
10" subwoofer,
1D3-WRMS anw,
black ash &
silver finish,
only 5399.95

Recommended Audio Racks

Earthquake 10C
Supernova 10C: dual 10",
200-WRMS,
• cherry finish,
5899/5599
M_D

Recommended

Wharfedale Sub
Powercube:
12", 150WRMS amp,
&black
'ash finish,
S349 95

Speaker Stands

47% Off

Standard 50

Classic 1

1560

Salamander Rack

Lovan Sale Rack

Sound Organization

Rigid, adjustable, expandable
audio racks. Standard 5.0 fiveshelf black rack 5220/169.95

Hple-isolated four-shelf 36"
rack. Black with gold accents.
Regular S379, now 199.95

Award-winning rack in slate black
with five adjustable s.41ves. Only
S350.

CD-600 holds
600 CDs, S269
CD-330 holds
CD 330

AVA252 holds
up ta 252 DVDs
or 385 CDs, S249

"Really well made and incredibly
sturdy" says Michael Framer

330 CDs, 5149

15-600

F5-100D

Target FS Stands

Target HR Stands

Sams SF Stands

Solid steel stands with spiced
feet and 6" by 6" top plate.
24" or 28" tall, S79.95/nair
FS100D 40" tall, 599.95/pair

Ultra-rigid welded steel stand
with two sand-fillable tubes.
HR60 24" tall, now 5199.95/pair
HR70 28" tall, now 5199.95/pair

Stylish, stable steel stands
Non-resonant design
22" or 26" 5190/169.99/pair
30" or 34" S200/179.99/pair

Leadi ng Analog Accessories

Maximum Power Protection

PS Audio P500
New from audio innovator
Paul McGowan. The P500
expands on the technology
_
of the critically-acclaimed Power Plant
powerline conditioners. Features 8outlets &500-watt
capacity. Regular 51995, order now and get oFREE S250 PS Audio
xStream Mus Power Cable! Call us or visit us online for details.

WireWorld
Power
Strip

PS Power Port
Premium custombuilt isolatedground in-wall
receptacle
improves A/V
performance.

ail

„

PS Audio Power ,„„ii "" .Port, S49.95 •owie

j

Wireworld
Electrifier turns
any upgrade
power cord into
asix-outlet
power strip.
Only 539

71Mor

Record Doctor

ZeroDust

Music Hall TF

"Least expensive way to
effectively clean records" says
Stereophile. You get cleaning
machine, brush &4ozs of
cleaning fluid for 5199.95

Adirty stylus can ruin your LPs.
One touch to Zerodust's ultra-soft
polymer and your stylus is clean
- with zero residue! Zerodust
stylus cleaner, S69.95

Music Hall MMF-1 turntable
with cartridge, S225/199.95
Music Hall MMF-2.1 'table with
phono cartridge, S300/265.00
Music Hall MMF-5 'table with
phono cartridge, S500/449.95

Ultimate Outlet
111

Stereophile Accessory of
the Year 2002. Reduces
common-mode AC Line noise for
better sound. PS Audio Ultimate
Outlet 15-Amp, Only 5299

Static Killer

DB Protractor

Shure Gauge

Reduce annoying static from
LPs &CDs with the Milly antistatic gun. Zerostat Gun,
574.95

Align phono cartridges like
apro with the
DB Systems
cartridge
alignment
protractor.
Only S49.00

The Shure SFG-2 stylus force
gauge accurately measures
stylus force for
improved tracking,
longer life and
better sound.
Shure gauge,
S19.95
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Cutting-Edge Audio/Video Components

CEC Single-Ended CD Player

Magnum/Dynalab

Music Hall Maverick SACO Player

New ultra-smooth and extremely detailed CD Player features the
world's first single-ended solid state output stage. Only $499.95

Meticulously engineered for great sound from CD and SACD discs.
Features Sony transport &Crystal DAC. Reg. SI,495, now $1,345.

be Tuner!

The MD90 Triode FM tuner offers superb FM reception plus anatural
sounding Class Atriode tube output stage. Only S1,495.00

Class "A" Rated

DVD Recorder

Pioneer SACD/DVD Player: $179!

Pioneer DVD-Recorder -$499!

Creek 5350SE Integrated Amp

World's first bargain-priced DVD/SACD/OVO-Audio/CD/CDR &more
player. Even has Progressive Scan Video Output! Only 5179.00

New DVR-310 has features similar to Pioneer's 52,000 DVR-7000 like 6hour record time &easy video editing -but is only S499

Stereophile Class "A" fluted stereo integrated power omp.
Regular S1,495, now only S1,345.

Perreaux SXV-1 Phono Stage

Perreaux Headphone Amp

Perreaux's SXV-1 phono stage delivers clean, quiet, exceptionally
detailed sound with any phono cartridge. Highly adjustable. Sound
competes with phono stage at twice the price! Only $349.00

The extremely quiet, exceptionally detailed, and neutral-sounding
SX11-1 headphone amp is very compact and offers two headphone
jades. Our factory-direct introductory price is only S349.95

Exclusive!

"Amp of the Year"
3

Parasound Halo P3 Preamp

Parasound Halo A23 Stereo Amp

Parasound Halo T3 AM/FM Tuner

"This is an outstanding preamp," raves hometheaterhificom. The P3
offers phono, balanced in/outs, direct-bypass &more! Only 5799.95

"Power Amp of the Year 2002 Finalist" raves The Absolute
Sound. Asweet-sounding 125W THX Ultra-2 Certified stereo amp. 5850

The Highly Recommended Halo T3 offers exceptional reception and out
standing sound plus remote, balanced inputs, and more. Only 5599.95

World's Best Selection of High-End Audio 8, Video Cables

Our Best Video Cables
Recommended Speaker Cables

-aide

d r,

Cordes Precision Video coax, 1DM only S46.20
Tributaries Delta -Outstanding Value -Component
Video Cables, 1.0M only 550
Monster Cable M-Series M1000SV silver S-Video cable, 1DM only S59.95
AO Y10-1 high performance silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1DM only S100
Monster Cable M-Series M1000CV silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1OM S125
Monster Cables M-Series M2000 noise-killing S-Video cable, 1DM 149.95
Tributaries Silver SCV-C silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1DM S250
Note: Longer &custom-length video cables also available, Call for details.

NEW!

Audialuest (AO) Type 6speaker cable in "no-frills"
AO Jaguar
packaging, 6h pair reg. $150, now 89.95
'DES' Coble
Analysis Plus Oval Twelve 12-ga "Hallow-Oval" speaker
cables, 8h pair $175; '.2f1 S235
Kimber OTC VariStrand speaker cable 6h pair 5216; 8h 5272
ACI Granite twin-axial cable with "no-frills" termination, 6h pair, reg. $324, now only 159.95,
811 S432/199.95; 10ft S540/239.95; 12h $648/279.95; 15h $810/33995

s)ab,

Irloitories

Highly Recommended Upgrade Power Cords

Audio Interconnect Cables

PS Audio xStream Prelude power cable with 10-ga copper &ferrite-impregnated
cover for maximum RFI rejection, 1.0M only 599.95; 1.5M 5119.95; 2DM S129.95
PS Audio xStream Plus power cable with 8-ga copper and maximum
RFI rejection, 1.0M S199.95; 2.0 5249.95
Cordes Golden Reference power cord with "ground
plane demodulator", 5h S439
Kimber Noble Palladian I
0Absolute Sound's
"Power Cable of the Year", 4h 51,040

audio interconnects, 1DM pair 539; 1.5M S46.50; 2DM $54
Kimber Noble PB.1 (Lich° interconnects, 1.0M pair, $84; 1.5M 584; 2.0M S108
Nimber Kahle Hero -Absolute Sound "Interconnect of the Year" -IDM pr S150
AO Jaguar "DBS" audio interconnects, 0.5M pair 937.50; IDM 5299.95
Cordes Quadlink 5C "Golden-Section" audio interconnects, 1.0M pair S234
Analysis Plus Copper Oval audio interconnects, 1DM pair S269
AO Sidewinder

Best Value-to-Best Digital Audio Cables
Monster Cable M-Series M1OOOD silver digital coax cable, 1DM reg. $100, now 54.95
Kimber OPT1 toslink fiber optic digital, 1DM $60.00; 1.5M 570; 2.0M S80; 3DM S100
Wireworld Supernovoll1+ glass fiber optic w/precision connector, 1M reg 5125/now 99.95
Illuminations D-60 "Reference" digital coaxial cable, 0.5M was $212, now 170.00

PS Audio Statement
rut away view

d....••••••••

Recommended Subwoofer Cables
Monster Cable M-Series Bass 550. Includes aY
-adapter cable for summing the bass signal.
12h S59.95; 18h $79.95; 24h $99.95
Analysis Plus Sub Oval 8h $74.50; 13h S89.50; 20h $109.50; 26h $129.50
Monster Cable Bass 1000. Like M550, but with three solid-core conductors for
superior bass accuracy &dynamics. 12h $149.95; 18h 5199.95; 24h $249.95

Most Recommended DVD Player Upgrade
Monster MI00
Subwoofer Cable

New! AU NRG-1 replacement DVD player upgrade cable. Plugs directly into the
powerconnector of most DVD &CD Players, 3ft only 560; 6ft only 575

Established in 1981. All items sold
with a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee.
Audio Advisoç Inc. 4717A Broadmoor SE,
Kentwood, MI 49512

Audiduest
NRG 1

Call (800) 942-0220 To Order or For
More Information. For aFREE 112-page
Color Catalog Call (800) 451-5445.
www.audioadvisor.com
WorldRadioHistory

Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

The Linn Products LP Playing System

L

ong before the Swedes at
Ikea did it, the singular
Scotsman Ivor Tiefenbrun
began giving his products funnysounding names. For some reason positively phobic about the
letter c, he banned its use in any
of those names. Someone once
told me his real last name is
Tiefencrun, but since it wouldn't
sound any different with ale, he
settled for ab. "I could have been
Ivor Tiefendrun, or Tiefenfrun,
or Tiefengrun, for that matter,"
he's quoted as having said once while
krunching alcrakker.
I'll never forget the evening of
gourmet dining and right-wing dogma I
shared with Tiefendrun last fall in a
posh, lively Glasgow restaurant. As I
remember, he advocated: drilling for oil
anywhere, the plus sides of global
warming, and the certain and overwhelming economic benefits of huge
tax cuts, enormous military spending
increases, and all-of-a-sudden whocares-about-deficits economics. But it

Linn Sondek LP12: Two-speed (33'/3,
45rpm), belt-drive turntable with
three-point sprung subchassis.
Dimensions: 17.5" (450mm) W by 6"
(155mm) H by 14" (360mm) D.
Weight: 28.6 lbs (13kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
093956.
Price: $2030 without power supply.
(Version with internal Valhalla power
supply,
not
reviewed,
costs
$2275-$2350.)
Linn Lingo: Outboard power supply
for Linn Sondek LP12 turntable.
Dimensions: 12.5" (320mm) W by
3.1" (80mm) H by 12.5" (320mm) D.
Weight: 3.3 lbs (1.5kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
722671.
Price: $1550.
Linn Ekos: Fixed-pivot, mediummass tonearm with fixed headshell
and aluminum armtube.
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Linn Sondek LP12 turntable

was long ago, I'd had too much wine,
and my recollection could be faulty, so
don't hold me to any of it. It's also possible that, knowing my political proclivities, Tiefenzrun was just playing with
me. That's how Ichose to take it. Ido
remember laughing all evening.
Stalling? Me, stalling?
Yes. A legend can be intimidating,
especially when it's also aclassic, arevolutionary, an iconoclast, asurvivor. I'm
not talking about Ivor. Imean his original brainchild, the Sondek LP12 turn-

Serial number of unit reviewed: Not
noted.
Price: $2695.
Linn Akiva: Low-output moving-coil
phono cartridge with line-contact stylus. Tracking force: 1.6-1.9gm. Pin
type: "flying wire." Recommended
load: >50 ohms. Separation: better
than 30dB at lkHz. Channel balance:
±.5dB at lkHz. Output: 0.4mV at
lkHz at 3.54cm/s.
Weight: 7.4gm.
Serial number of unit reviewed: Not
noted.
Price: $2995.
Linn Linto: Direct-Coupled MC
phono preamplifier. Audio input
level: 150pV nominal in high gain setting, 500pV nominal in low gain setting. Input impedance: 150 ohms in
parallel with 4.7nF. Output impedance: 100 ohms, both pairs of outputs. Gain: 64dB at lkHz high gain,
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table. Though the LP12 was originally issued way back in 1972,
until afew months ago I'd never
heard one —just one of those
odd gaps in experience that
everyone has. (Another for me is
being rich.)
But while I'd not actually heard
the LP12, I'd heard plenty about
it, and for many an audiophile,
that's more than enough to form
an informed and authoritative
opinion. I'd read the LP12 reviews over the years. I'd heard
people talk about it online and in bars.
I'd heard that it's the best turntable in
the world and worth every penny, that
it's overpriced and doesn't sound so
good, that it's unsteady and bulbous in
the midbass, that it's really natural in the
midbass, that it's tuneful, that it can't
carry atune. Definitive things like that.
So, starting this review, Ihad apretty
good idea of what to expect.
As befits alegend
As befits confronting an oft-reviewed leg-

54dB low gain. Maximum input:
6.7mV at lkHz on high gain setting,
19mV on low gain setting. Maximum
output: 10.1V p/p at IkHz.
Dimensions: 12.5" (320mm) W by
3.1" (80mm) H by 12.5" (320mm) D.
Weight: 3.3 lbs (1.5kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
846454.
Price: $1600.
System price: $10,840. Approximate
number of dealers: 12-57 depending
on product.
Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Eaglesham,
Glasgow G76 OEP, Scotland. Tel: (44)
(0)141-307-7777. Fax: (44) (0)141644-4262. Web: www.linn.co.uk. US
distributor: Linn Products Inc., 8787
Perimeter Park Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL 32216. Tel: (904) 6455242. Fax: (904) 645-7275. Web:
www.linninc.com.
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Linn

Products

end, Ibroke many of my long-standing
rules and wrote some new ones. Rather
than evaluate the turntable, tonearm, cartridge, power supply, and phono preamplifier as separate products, I would
review them as acomplete system —a
phrase editor John Atkinson is as phobic
about as Tiefenkrun is about acertain letter of the alphabet. So while Iwas curious
to hear the Akiva cartridge's output
processed by the Manley Steelhead and
ASR Basis Exclusive phono preamps (I
reviewed the ASR in last month's "Analog
Corner"), and the LP12's motor driven by
Walker Audio's Motor Controller, Iran a
complete Linn analog system into the remarkably neutral, ultra-quiet Halcro
dm10 preamp Iwas lucky enough to
have for afew months.

Linn's Brian Morris came over to
do the setup. My Sondek was professionally set up, as will be yours by
your dealer, so I didn't pay much
attention to the operation. Idid watch
as Morris suspended the LP12 upside
down in the special setup jig he'd
assembled on my kitchen table, however. Whatever else he had to do, I
knew that Job No.1 was to adjust the
springs so that the suspension would
behave pistonically instead of rocking
from side to side. That's key to the
proper performance of any springsuspended design. Morris took me on
a tour of the innards before final
assembly. The setup jig is still here; I
find it makes afine frame for hanging-file folders.

Linn Sondek LP12 turntable
Though Lima has upgraded and modified
the LP12 ($2000) too many times to go
into here, the turntable's basic suspended
design remains the saine —and it's a
familiar one, similar in concept to the old
Acoustic Research turntable. A wellbraced outer frame of kiln-dried hardwood—the "plinth," as the Brits call it—
holds astainless-steel base plate to which
is affixed aPhilips-sourced AC synchronous motor. A subdiassis incorporating
the armboard mount, MDF armboard,
and main bearing is suspended via three
adjustable hung springs attached to the
base plate. Thus, both tonearm and main
bearing are well isolated from motorinduced vibrations — more effectively,
some would say, than in nonsuspended

Measurements

O

tiler than the new Akiva cartridge, all the Linn Products
products reviewed by Mikey this
month have been reviewed before in
Stereophile. Wes Phillips favorably
reviewed the Linto phono preamplifier in June 1998 (see www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?88), and
my measurements accompanying that
review revealed that it was extremely
quiet, even in its high-gain mode,
with an A-weighted signal/noise ratio
of 853dB (ref. 504V input at lkHz),
and an unweighted, wideband ratio of
66.5dB, which is still excellent. The
voltage gain at lkHz was 62dB, and
the RIAA error showed avery slight
(025dB) downtilt from 100Hz to
20kHz, which might be audible. The
overload margin at 20Hz was 20.3dB,
which is good, but this dropped to
16.8dB at 1kHz and 16.3dB at
20kHz, both figures only adequate.
Ireviewed the Ekos tonearm very
favorably in April 1989 (www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?395).
Some commentators have reported
problems with increasing bearing friction over the long term, but the sample Ibought 14 years ago still appears
to be okay in this respect.
In its various incarnations, the
Sondek LP12 turntable has been reviewed anumber of times in Stereophile: first by Larry Greenhill in
February 1984 (Vol.7 No2), then by
Martin Colloms in March 1990 (Vol.13
No3), then by Corey Greenberg in
December 1993 (Vol.16 No.12). The
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effect of the Lingo power supply was
first described by me in January 1991
(Vol.14 No.1, www.stereophile.com/
showarchives.cgi?513),
with
a
"Follow-Up" by Wes Phillips as part
of his report on the Naim ARO tonearm and Armageddon LP12 power
supply in February 1996 (Vol.19
No.2, www.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?770). Robert Deutsch
also commented on the improvement wrought by the Cirkus base in
May 1994 (Vol.17 No.5).
My reaction to the external Lingo
supply, comparing it back in late 1990
with the older Valhalla board, was very
positive. In particulat Ifelt the low frequencies were reproduced with considerably better extension and definition. I
performed some basic measurements
on the combination of the Lingo-driven
Sondek with the Ekos and a Linn
Troika cartridge in my 1990 review,
which are reproduced in the Web
reprint In comparison both with the
LP12 Valhalla and an Australian Aura
turntable fitted with an early Graham
tonearm, the LP12 Lingo had slighdy
better speed stability, evinced by the
slightly narrower "skirt' around the
spectral peak representing a 1003Hz
tone from the Denon Test LP.
Howeve4 low-level sidebands were visible both at the 11Hz frequency of the
tonearm-cartridge suspension resonance and at ±50Hz, the latter not
uncoinddentally the frequency of the
Lingo's synthesized sinewave supply.
Rumble was very low.
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Ihad performed those 1991 measurements using the DRA Labs
MLSSA system, which has a 12-bit
A/D converter. When Mikey and I
arranged for him to review 2003
samples of the Linn LP player, I
thought it might be interesting to
repeat those measurements with a
24-bit converter (a Mobile IO 2882
from Metric Halo, hooked up to my
Titanium PowerBook running Bias
Peak 4), first with the 1990 Lingo,
then with a2003 sample. (The new
Lingo uses aslighdy different circuit,
realized with surface-mount components and housed in the same, larger
case as the Linto.)
Fig.1 shows a narrowband FFT
spectrum of the LP12's output powered by the original Lingo, playing a
tone with a nominal frequency of
1kHz and a recorded velocity of
5c-m/s. The tonearm was my 1989
Ekos, the cartridge an early sample of
the now discontinued Arkiv, and the
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Fig.1

Linn Sondek LP12-Ekos-Arkiv with Lingo
(1990 sample), spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, 800-1200Hz, at 5cm/s
(linear frequency scale).
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The
designs in which the plinth and outboard
motor share aplatform.
This scheme can mean that the distance
from the fixed motor to the suspended
subplatter can vary if the suspension is excited, thus creating microvariations in
speed. This problem — the so-called
"porch glider" effect—is greater in highmass turntables like some SOTAs, and
when warped records can cause such
high-moving-mass arms as Eminent
Technology's ET2 to get the "glider"
moving. It would appear to be less of a
problem in Linn's lower-mass design.
Many Linn enthusiasts claim that the
LP12 sounds better with the supplied
feet and bottom cover removed, but I
didn't try those tweaks, preferring to review products "stock."

The rest of the design is pretty standard fare: aflat belt riding on acrowned
pulley drives an inner aluminum alloy
subplatter over which fits afill-sized
outer platter of machined aluminum
alloy. We've all seen these elements before, so the key to the Linn's fabled performance must be equal parts design
and execution. Since the design concept
has remained fixed, it's the execution
that has been modified over the years,
including strengthening the plinth and
subchassis, improving the materials in
the main bearing, suspension, and armboard, introducing various electronic
power supplies, and tighter overall manufacturing tolerances. Virtually every
one of these changes has been colorfully named: Trampolin, Cirkus, Lingo,

Linn

Products

Nirvana, Valhalla, and Billy. (Scratch
that last one; it's an Ikea name.)
When used with the Lingo power
supply, the LP12 is supplied with an
umbilical terminated with an eight-pin
DIN plug. 1On startup, asingle On/Off
switch on the turntable's top plate
selects the playback speed. A short push
gives you 33'/3,along one 45.
Linn Lingo power supply
Previously reviewed for Stereophile by
John Atkinson in January 1991, the
$1550 Lingo uses ahigh-quality crystal
oscillator to generate ahigh frequency
1The Basik version of the LP12 turntable will play
using the raw AC wall voltage. It uses a60Hz synchronous motor in the US, 50Hz in the UK.
—JA

Measurements
spectral analysis was performed using
Adobe Audition (previously called
Cool Edit Pro) set to a65,536-point
FFT size and aBlackman-Harris window. The measured playback frequency was 998.5Hz, but as Idon't
know the accuracy of the tone recorded on the test LP (HFS 81, produced
by the late John Wright for the longdefunct UK magazine Hi-Fi Sound),
the 1.5Hz difference can't be used to
judge the LP12's speed accuracy.
o
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Fig.2 Linn Sondek 1P12-Ekos-Arkiv with Lingo
(2003 sample), spectrum of lkHz
sinewave, 800-1200Hz, at 5cm/s
(linear frequency scale).

Frequency e Hi

Fig.3 Pioneer PL-L1000-AT 8008, spectrum of
1kHz sinewave, 800-1200Hz, at 5cm/s
(linear frequency scale).
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The tonearm resonance with the
Arkiv lay at 10Hz; the "shoulders" at
exactly 10Hz on either side of the
central peak are due to this resonance.
They lie at -41dB ref. 5cm/s, so it's
hard to predict what their subjective
effect will be. Small spurs at ±20Hz,
the second harmonic of the tonearm
resonance, can also be seen, but these
are 60dB down in level.
Three more sideband pairs can be
seen, at ±33Hz, ±50Hz, and ±100Hz.
The last two pairs clearly derive from
the Lingo's 50Hz drive signal. While
at alow level — -60dB and -64.5dB,
respectively — the
asynchronous
motor's "cogging" has not been completely eliminated by the low-pass filter formed by the drive-belt
compliance in combination with the
inertia of the turntable's rotating platter. But Ihave no idea where the
33Hz sidebands at -57dB stem from.
Fig2 was taken with the same
playback equipment under identical
conditions, other than the substitution of the 2003 sample of the Lingo.
The central peak still lies at 998.5Hz,
and the tonearm-resonance-related
sidebands at ±10Hz and ±20Hz are
still evident. However, while the sidebands at ±33Hz and ±50Hz are only
alittle lower than in fig.1, the 100Hz
sidebands have been reduced by
almost 10dB. This suggests that the
latest Lingo outputs amore harmonically pure sinewave.
This is interesting stuff; though I
have not measured anything like
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enough turntables to know how it
correlates with the listening experience. 1The only other turntable-tonearm combination Ihave spectral data
for is a Pioneer PL-L1000 directdrive turntable, which had its paralleltracking tonearm fitted with an
Audio Technica 8008 cartridge. (This
turntable was also sold in the US in
the late 1970s with a Phase Linear
badge. My thanks to reader Carl Valle
for sending me aWAV file of its playback of alkHz tone.) A narrow-band
analysis of its performance is shown
in fig.3. Slight shoulders can be seen
at ±11Hz, which are due to the fundamental tonearm-mass/cartridgecompliance resonance, but the
65,536-point FFT can't resolve any
other wow & flutter spuriae. The central trace is wider than that of the
Lingo-driven LP12, but there are no
higher-frequency sidebands visible.
Returning to the subject of this review, it is a tribute to the Scottish
company that their LP12 turntable,
now almost 30 years old, still offers
technically competitive performance.
—John Atkinson

1To expand my measurement database, Iwelcome
readers sending me audio files of their turntables
playing back lIcHz tones. Files should be 16-bit,
44.1kHz- or 48IcHz-sampled mono WAVs or AlFs,
and should be at least 20 seconds in length (but no
longer than two minutes). Please note in your email the test LP used, the nominal recorded velocity of the tone, and the soundcard and playback
equipment used. Send me the files at Stletters@
Primediamags.com.
—John Atkinson
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•Mc Horizon

Giving the word "Value" a new meaning in
the world of High End Audio Cables

Skyline v2.0 Interconnect Cables

Through the end of 2003 we will
once again be accepting trade-ins
of your old interconnects toward
the purchase of the exceptional
Sonic Horizon Skyline version 2.0
interconnect. Skyline is
$179 95
unquestionably the highest value
interconnect in the line, with sonics and features normally found in far
more expensive cables. It features HSO-EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the
proprietary STAT-CORE technology, and genuine WBT precision
machined locking RCA plugs. Call or e-mail for the trade-in value of
your current interconnect. All brands accepted.

Sonic Horizon

The Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes other $301
power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, Triple independent ground isolated shields
with double RFI-Zero noise suppressors. Teflon dielectric, and the
proprietary Z-Stat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the pa
that some cord manufacturers really try to avoid talking about.
Skyline is fitted with the state-of-the-art Audio Grade WattGate 331
AC plug and the WattGate 350 IEC plug. You simply can't get bet
plugs than the WattGate. When purchased alone the plugs retail fc
$180, and they are worth it! But they are standard equipment on
Skyline. For more information on the Skyline power cord and the
WattGate plugs, please call us, or visit www.sonichorizon.com

Daybreak v4.0 Speaker Cable
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Stat-Core Technology
•Direct Silver plated connectors

Sonic Horizon

$199.95 2 Meter
Sonic Horizon

Sonic Horizon

$199.95 81pair

$299. 95

2 meter

Hurricane AC Power Cord

Daybreak AC Power Con

•Huge 11 AWG design w[CC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground Iso Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

•Big 13 AWG design vwEGC Conductor
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
$99.95 2Meter
•WattGate 526G AC Plug
Sonic Horizon •WattGate 320 IEC Connecter

SOTA Moonbeam/Gold Turntable Package
Designed & built in the USA -Moonbeam
is an astonishing product! Not because of
its looks, in fact it's unimpressive to look
at. What makes the Moonbeam special is
the high level of precision in machining
tolerances in the bearing cup, spindle,
platter and sub-platter. This precision
combined with the best acrylic materials,
makes the Moonbeam aterrific value.
List Price on this package is $821. We have avery limited supply
available for only $499.95. Cartridge mounted and properly aligned.

Here is what you get for only $499.95...

• SOTA Moonbeam Turntable •SOTA VLMT Tonearm
• Grado Prestige Gold Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AQ Carbon Fiber record brush • Professional Setup

The Music Hall MMF CD-25

Here is what you get for only $549.95 ...
•Music Hall MMF-C1:125 CD Player

•Remote Control
•AudioQuest Diamondback Interconnect
•Three AudioQuest SorboGel Big Feet
•Aurex CD Mat
•Includes Shipping within the USA/48

Turquoise-X2 Interconnect... A Gem Of A Deal!
Turquoise-X2 uses two solid LGC copper conductors in a Double
Balanced Hyperlitz arrangement with a 100% coverage shield.
Terminated with Audio Quest #207 RCA Plugs with Teflon Dielectric.

audioquest

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

nicbot‘i°"'

.
St‘
Ocrrtau d‘o.co
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"'

Original List
$45 Now...

$24" 1meter pair

Toll-Free 800-222-3465 &
Local 530-345-1341 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
sale
hcmaudio.com
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The
Linn recommends loading with aminimum of 50 ohms and using atracking
force of 1.6-1.9gm. Mine was set for
the 1.9gm maximum.

Linn Lingo power supply

that is electronically lowered to 50Hz
(for 33 i rpm) or 67.5Hz (45rpm), then
cleaned up and amplified to 120V to
supply both phases of the motor. Anyone
who has experience with afamiliar AC
synchronous-driven turntable supplied
from the wall or from asophisticated,
synthesized power supply understands
the profound value of adevice such as
the Lingo.

Linn Linto phono preamplifier
The main goal Linn had for its modestly priced ($1600) Linto phono
preamplifier was low noise. The
minute cartridge output is directcoupled to the bases of the Linto's
input transistors instead of going
through the usual loading circuitry—
Linn claims that limiting the tiny voltage
adds noise and diminishes the quality of
the signal in other ways. Linn also claims
that the switch contacts commonly used
to select loading can
generate
more

Linn

Products

you know if you need to snip. The Linto's
fixed input impedance is 150 ohms.
The Linto's small size and weight results from Linn's use of its Brilliant (their
name) switch-mode power supply,
which uses neither alarge transformer
nor soda-can-sized capacitors. Instead, it
converts incoming AC to high-voltage
DC, then "chops it up" (Linn's words) at
avery high frequency before feeding it
to asmall (30mm square) transformer
whose output is then converted back to
very smooth DC. Linn says it took two
years of research and experimentation to
get this to work.
Connecting the Linto is easy It has
three pairs of RCA jacks: one input,
two outputs.

Setup after setup
Perhaps it's just my analog orthodoxy, but Ileft the LP12's dustcover
off: Idon't like large soundwaveLinn Ekos tonearm
catching resonators attached to
The Ekos is agimbaled-bearing
turntables. That left Linn's
toneann designed, built, and
orthodoxy — a felt mat — free
assembled by Linn — as Ifound
to catch dust, so Ididn't use it
out when Itoured the factory last
eithet since my job description
year and visited the in-house
doesn't include mining my records
machine shop, equipped with the
c ease
from dust infestation. Instead, Iused a
latest and greatest in computerpee
Ringmat during the break-in period, and
controlled machining gizmos. The
voltage than the
only after that did Isubstitute the felt
Ekos, previously reviewed by John
cartridge itself! They mat for aspell so Icould listen to the
Atkinson in June 1989, is ano-non"stock" system. The Ringmat sounded
contend that, rather than turnsense design: a straight aluminum
better, wasn't adust magnet, and didn't
ing much — if not most — of the minuspipe with abonded, machined headcome up with the record and head eastshell and ultra-low-tolerance bearings.
cule cartridge output into heat by
ward, threatening the cantilever's health
applying it to resistors, the Linto's directThe tracking and antiskating forces are
and well-being.
set by springs. As with many arms that coupled design yields far higher resolu(Linn suggests using double-stick
favor rigidity over infinite, on-the-fly tion because "every electron is used."
tape if the mat comes up. No thanks. Let
Linn claims that most cartridges' already
VTA adjustability, the Ekos's arm height
true believers use the felt mat. Let them
low output impedances make them "relis set by raising and lowering the base
also swallow Linn's line about cleaning
atively unaffected" by any "reasonable"
support shaft within the mounting colrecords: "Most record cleaning devices
loading impedance anyway. Halcro's
lar, then locking it with aset-screw.
As with the SME arms, the Ekos's
brilliant designer Bruce Candy made a do more harm than good. We feel the
headshell terminates with pins, requiring similar argument to me in an e-mail that best method is to let the stylus remove
any dirt which may be in the groove,
a set of headshell wires. That's not a Ihope to decipher and present to you,
but Fm afraid that only along prison
then dean the stylus." Right.)
problem with Linn's new Akiva movsentence will give me sufficient time to
Linn also su:4:ests sitting the LP12 on
ing-coil cartridge, which is terminated
completely grok what he wrote.
"a small light, rigid table, e.g., small cofwith wires that conveniently plug directLinn's only concession to "flexibility" is
fee table." Idon't have such atable, so
ly into the headshell's pins.
to indude an internal wire you can trim
the Sondek was placed on the solidLinn Akiva low-output moving-coil
to reduce gain by 10dB to 54dB, should maple top shelf of my Finite Elemente
you use the Linto with ahigh-output carPagode stand.
cartridge
Linn's mum about the provenance of tridge that overloads the circuit A red
the $2995 Akiva cartridge, but Isuspect LED on the front panel will light up to let Value and Sound
This may be areview of asystem, but the
Lyra (formerly known as Scan-Tech),
LP12 is still the central component, and
who manufactured Linn's earlier
it's somewhat intimidating writing
Arkiv cartridge. The three-screw
about the turntable that, in 1972,
mounting system (now also used
turned audio upside down and
by Rega) makes installation and
alignment of the Akiva's rigid
sent turntables back to belt
alloy body foolproof. The Akiva
drive. Three decades later, the
has a ceramic-coated boron canLP12 continues its strong hold
tilever and aline-contact stylus. Its
on hordes of Lirmies. Do an
output is 0.4mV (1kHz at 3.54cm/s);
online search on the word
Linn Lint0
Stereophile, November 2003
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Hardware, Accessories &Music!
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories -with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms -$CALL!
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Tonearms &all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 1, 2, 5, 7&9&Ringmats SCALL

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES &FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 &2.5FI, Mini Pro 1&2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI Concentrate

-147-

VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models &all Accessories -SCALL!
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $69.99!

VPI Scout/JMW9 &Dynavector Cartridges -SCALL!
VPI Aries 2&Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
NEW! VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6-$CALL!
ALL VPI Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories -SCALL!

• HR-X Turntable
with JMW 12.6
made in dd.,.

Tonearm & SOS

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!

Recommended Component!

Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro &Electroclears- $CALL!

NEW! Transfiguration Spirit Mk3

***Let one of our analogue specialists design
acomplete system for you today!***

MC Phono Cartridge 0.4mV

Audience Au24 Speaker Cable,

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable SCALL!
Audience powerChord -SCALL!

Interconnect and powerChord -All
Stereophile Recommended Componen

Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -$CALL!

Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! SSS

must have accessories under $40!
100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves $29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash &Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
HEW! RRL Shine Ola CO Cleaner -$24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$39.99!
Cordes Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in &Demon 1p -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MK3 Ouietlines -$24.99!
Grin! Glide Record Treatment -$24.991
Vibmpod Isolators loll models) -$5.99 each!

VPI 17F Record Cleaner -Stereophi

POWER FILTERING &SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Audioprism Foundation .5, I, II, III &ACFX -$CALL!
NEW! Audioprism CluietLine MK3 Filters -$24.99!
Audioprism Waveguide $99.99! Bedini Ultra Clarifier $CALL!

Goldring (all models) -starting at $62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Koetsu, Lyra, Shure, Transfiguration (all models!)

AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &SACD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACO Player -SCALL!
Shunting CD-T200 Tube SACD Player -$CALL!
Philips 763, 795 &963 SACO/OVO Players
Shunting SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps -$CALL
Creek 53505e Integrated Amplifier -$CALL!
Creek OBH-11/11se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -SCALL!

LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- $CALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS182 Headphones! $CALL

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE &NEW! PH-D Phono Stage $CALL
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PWX Upgrade!
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages

IBM\
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage

"The Ph.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise
very liquid..."

Harry

Weis field -VPI Industri

elusive disc Inc.

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardos RCA/XLR Caps -Starting at $29.99!
MFSL Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16.99!
NEIN! Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $19.99

call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson. in 46013 m-f: 9am-6pm est, sat: 11am-3pm cst

Visit www elusivedisc com or call asters
gunaleidstatencesseilesiteson

NEW
audiophile recordings -call .us or visit our website for our most recommended tifles! .........
......
AUDIOPHILE LP'S $9.99 &UP!
T. LIVING STEREO ,.
Jacintha/Jacintha Is Her Name 245rpm 180g LPs
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Limited Edition 180g LP
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me 200g LP
Bob Dylan/Masked &Anonymous 2200g LP's
Procol Harum Mono 200g + Bonus 12" &7" LPs
Santana/Shaman 200g LP
Allman Brothers/Live At The Fillmore 2200g LPs
Roy Orbison Cryin' &Lonely &Blue 200g LP's
Belafontenive at Carnegie Hall
Simon &Garfunkel/Bridge Over Troubled... 200g LP
Classic Records 200g 2LPs
ALL Analogue Production 45 &33rpni LP's
BMG SACO!
MFSL, Nautilus... Out-of-Print 1/2 Speed &D2D LP's!

AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $17.99 &UP! Over 200 titles!
Fleetwood Mac/Say You Will DTS Surround DVD-A
Steely Dan/Everything Must Go DTS Surround DVD-A
Chicago/II &VDolby Digital Surround DVD-A
Donald Fagen/Kamakiriad DTS Surround OVO -A
AUDIOPHILE CD'S $11.99 &UP!
MFSL John Lennon/Imagine Gold CD
Sheffield Drum Record XRCD24
James Newton Howard &Friends XRCD24
Beethoven &Tchaikovsky RCA XRCD24s
New LIM, JVC, &TBM XRCD24s
10 Grateful Dead HDCD titles!

•
Bunnester 03 Sampler CD
Various Classical 8 Jan Artists

AUDIOPHILE SACOS $14.99 &UP! Over 900 titles!
Jacintha/Jacintha is Her Name M-CH SACD
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me M-CH SACD
Peter Frampton/Comes Alive 2M-CH SACDs
Steely Dan/Gaucho M-CH SACD
Pink Floyd/Dark Side of the Moon M-Ch SACD
Bob Dylan/All 15 Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
Rosemary Clooney/With Love 2-CH SACD
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 2-CH SACD
Bob Dylan/Blood On The Tracks
ALL Sony &Universal SACDs
Sony Music M-CH Hybrid SACO -15 Titles
New Channel Classics M-CH SACD releases
8 Ltd Edition 15 SACO Box Set available!!
New Concord Records M-CH SACD releases
New Proprius &Tacet 2-CH &M-CH SACD releases
New Sugar Hill 2-CH &M-CH SACD releases
Donovan/Storyteller 2-CH SACD
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2-CH SACD
1A4/Just Friends 2-CH SACD
Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue, Modern Cool, Nightclub SACDs
Sam Cooke/All 4Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
All Peter Gabriel, Police &Rolling Stones SACDs
Other available Labels: At AO, Absolute Analog, Albany Alto, Artegra,
Alto, Audio Fidelity BIS, OMS, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky, Classic
Records, DCC, DMP Decca, Delos, Diverse, EMI, 11M, Fidelis, Groove Note,
Hyperion, JVC, Linn, MA, MCA, MFSL, Mosaic, Opus3, PentaTone, Proprios,
Red Rose, Reference, Rounder, Simply Vinyl, Sony Speakers Corner,
Sundazed, TBM, Tacet, Telarc, Vanguard, Water Lily &nmny more!
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Jacinthe/Jacinthe is Her Name
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 2LPs
8 Multi-Ch SACO

The
"Sondek" and you'll confront the "true
believers" head on. Idon't want to mess
with them, but here goes:
I've spent the past eight years listening to all manner of analog gear, from a
$29,000 phono section to a $74,000
turntable. I've heard some astounding
stuff, and Iown some that's pretty good.
Ican't step into this review and tell you
that my life has been changed by listening to the LP12, that formerly Ihadn't
ever found the Holy Grail but that now,
for the first time, blah blah blah. Ican tell
you that, at $2030, the LP12 is an outstanding piece of mechanical engineering undiminished by time.
Vmyl playback is considered quaint by
mainstreamers, so the compact, retrolooking LP12 must be quaint squared. Its
homely looks and ease of operation,
though, are to be admired. It's not a
piece of audio jewelry, or arocket ship,
or asculpture: it plays records using adesign that makes sense. It's agentleman's
turntable, apiece of machinery of sensible form and function.
The LP12 has areputation for being
tweaky. But once my review sample
was properly set up, Ifound it anything
but — at least over the short haul. You
need the Lingo to get the platter spinning, so a functioning LP12 actually
costs $3580. But even at that, Ithink the
LP12-Lingo is priced fairly. It ran precisely at 33 1
/
3 and 45rpm — agood start.
Having already put the $1500 Walker
Motor Controller on my $12,500
Simon Yorke turntable and experienced
amajor improvement, Itake the word
of those who came before me that the
Lingo upgrade wrought aserious upgrade in the LP12's performance.
$2695 is alot to pay for atonearm —
especially one like the Ekos, which
doesn't provide on-the-fly adjustability
of vertical tracking angle (VTA), if you
require that. For about the price of the
Ekos, you can get the Graham 22, the
SME IV.Vi, the Tri-Planar VI, or the
VP! JMW Memorial. There's other
competition as well: the Naim ARO,
the Immedia RPM-2, the Rega
RB1000, and the Morch DP-6. That
said, based on listening (within the
Linn system) and touching, the fixedpivot Ekos is competently designed and
executed, and sounded and felt competitive with other arms priced at around
$3000. Idon't want to get into the
unipivot-vs-fixed-bearing war.
The Linn Akiva cartridge is priced
craftily at $2950, where there's ahole in
the Lyra line: there's nothing between
the $2000 Helikon and the $5000 Titan.
Though now wearing aWardrobe by
Stereophile, November 2003

Linn, the Akiva has many telltale Lyra
family attributes, both physical and, definitely, sonic. I'm not sure that the Akiva
is aLyra —I'm just guessing in public.
As for the Linto phono preamp, at
$1600 it's amajor accomplishment in
terms of dead quiet (for an AC-powered
phono section), timbral neutrality, frequency extension, and overall tunefulness, though I found it slightly
prominent or over-extended on top
without sounding exactly "bright."
Yup, still stalling. Here goes...
Ispent two weeks just listening to LPs,
both new and familiar, without comparing the sound to my reference. The first

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke
turntable; Graham 22, Immedia
RPM2 tonearms; Lyra Transfiguration Temper W, Lyra Titan
cartridges.
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista SACD player.
Prearnplification: Manley Steelhead, ASR Basis Exclusive phono
preamplifiers; Halcro dm10 preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Pass Labs
XA160 and Musical Fidelity KW
monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Avanti III, Wilson WATT/Puppy 7.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove, Graham IC-70. Interconnect: Harmonic Technology
Pro-Silway III, Magic; Shunyata
Research
Aries
(balanced);
AudioQuest Cheetah. Speaker:
Harmonic Technology Magic
Woofer,
Shunyata
Research
Andromeda, AudioQuest Kilimanjaro. AC: JPS Labs Kaptovator,
Wireworld Electra Series III,
Shunyata Research Anaconda &
Anaconda
vX,
Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference,
Harmonic Technology Fantasy.
Accessories: PS Audio Power
Plant P300, Shunyata Research
Hydra AC conditioners; Sounds of
Silence Vibraplane active isolation
platform; Symposium Rollerblocks
(Tungsten, Grade 3 superball);
Finite Elemente Ceraball interface,
Pagode stands; Audiodharma
Cable Cooker 2.0; Walker Audio
Motor Controller; ASC Tube
Traps; Shakti Stones, Onlines;
RPG BAD, Abffusor panels.
—Michael Fremer
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conclusion Idrew was that if the early
iterations of the LP12 were bloomy
and/or sluggish in the midbass, the
sound of this new version, with its associate components, wasn't at all. Speakers
Comer recently issued Jefferson Airplane's Volunteers (RCA LSP-4238), that
notoriously murky and somehow, once
again, au courant epic from 1969. Bassist
Jack Casady's thunder was deeply rendered, quite articulate, and well separated from the rest of the program, which
had great transient clarity and detail. It
sounded better than I've ever heard the
album — but Ihaven't played the original orange-label, noisy-brown-vinyl
pressing for along time. Still, Iremembered the bottom being deep. It still is,
and it didn't phase the LP12.
Iswitched to something more modem. Chan Marshall's (aka Cat Power)
vital, compelling You Are Free (Matador
OLE-427), honestly recorded by Adam
Kaspar, showed no overt signs of murking up. (If you like Neil Young's Harvest
or the Cowboy Junkies' Trinity Session,
give You Are Free many listens — it doesn't
yield its treasures easily.)
And so it went through the entire catalog of "post-rock" instrumentalists: God
Speed You Black Emperor, the amazingsounding reissue ofJune Christy's musically sophisticated Something Cool (Cisco),
and, for the big test, Audiophile Master
Records' reissue of Ray Brown's Soular
Ewe (originally on Concord Jazz), in
which Ray Brown's bass and Gene
Harris' piano gang up on your tonearm
and cartridge as few records in recent
memory have. The Linn system sounded
as well-balanced, quiet, clean, detailed,
rich, and inviting as you would wish any
+$10,000 analog front-end to sound.
Iplayed plenty of classical music too,
especially the set of Beethoven's Piano
Concertos (Vladimir Ashkenazy, Georg
Solti, Chicago Symphony, Decca/London)
I've been loving for the past year. Compared to the expectation of "music," I
found myself wholly satisfied. The system's overall performance was convincing. It made no obvious mistakes, nor did
it have any overriding character that drew
attention away from the music.
Lurking behind my positive response
was ahunch that could be proven or disproved only by ahead-to-head comparison in real time. I dug through my
collection for recently reissued albums of
which Ihad duplicates, such as Classic
Records' fabulous reissue of Pete
Townshend and Ronnie Lane's Rough
Mix, Analogue Productions' 45rpm
twofer of Little Hatch's Rock With Me
Baby, and others. With one copy of each
121

WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AYON
•BASIS
•BAT
•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER

•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAMIC DESIGN
•DYNAVECTOR
•EGGLESTOM
•ELAC
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO

•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•KEF
•KIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LIVING VOICE
•LOTH -X
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MONTANA
•MOTH
•MUSIC HALL

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•OMEGA
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
• VERITY
• VIVA
•VPI
•VIL
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVAC
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YEA
•ZGETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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The
record on the LP12 system ($10,840) and
one copy on my combo of Simon Yorke
'table, Graham 22 arm, Lyra Titan cartridge, ASR Basis Exclusive phono section, and Vibraplane isolation platform
(ca $23,000), Ilistened, switching between the two rigs via the Halcro dm10
preamp's remote control.
Idon't expect enormous timbrai differences between analog front-end systems costing around $10,000 —
especially when the cartridges are made
by the same company, as Isuspect these
were. That was the case during my comparisons, but there were some sonic differences that remained constant as the
records changed. One of these had to do
with the dynamic differences Iusually
hear when comparing suspended and
rigidly mounted turntables. The Linn
system consistently sounded ever so
slightly soft compared to the Yorke. The
difference was so subtle that it wasn't
apparent except through adirect A/B
comparison. Even then, they seemed like
adversaries standing directly to either side
of an artificially drawn border —which
side Imight prefer to join was simply a
matter of taste. Jimmy D. Lane's acoustic
guitar on Rode With Me Baby sounded
wonderfully lush and woody via the
Linn, somewhat more wiry and percussive via the Yorke. Same guitar, slightly
different tonal and spatial presentations.
When I first heard the original
Graham tonearm years ago, back when
I'd not yet heard atop-performing arm in
my system, Iheard spatial details carved
out as never before —I could especially
sense the isolation booth in which Joni
Mitchell recorded her vocals for Court
and Spark The bilt:est differences Iheard
during the Linn A/B sessions involved
image focus, spatial context, and bass
dynamics. There's a positively holo'hic cowbell on "Misunderstood,"
m Rough Mix. It sounded convincing
on both rigs, but on the Yorke it stood
out from the reverb with greater relief;
and "popped" in 3D; it was abit more
subdued via the Linn. Through the
Yorke system, Little Hatch's voice hovered convincingly farther forward in the
mix, and was somewhat better focused.
When Iplayed the Cat Power album
for the first time on the Yorke, after having first gotten to know it on the Linn, I
was surprised by how the subtle differences delivered avery different experience: less of amusically cohesive whole,
but far more time and space detail.
Background vocals that Iknew well now
had specific places from which they
were being sung, the background singers
assuming more compelling personal

identities. So did Chan Marshall herself.
Iwas able to "see" her more clearly and
intimately, perhaps somewhat at the expense of the musical whole.
Another consistently noted difference
was the Linn's more open sound on top.
There was aslight bit of rise to the top
end that didn't result in brightness per se,
but in an exaggeration of noise within
the source, such as tape hiss.
Given that the Linn array costs less
than half the price of the Yorke and its
associated gear, I'd say that's avery impressive showing — especially considering the modest cost of the Linto
compared to the $4950 ASR Basis Exclusive, which Ithink is among the best
phono preamps I've ever heard.
Conclusions
I've poked some fun at Linn's visionary
leader, Ivor Tiefenbrun, but Ihave nothing but respect for him and for his products — including the Sondek LP12.
Everything its fans say about it is true: It
can carry atune, it's well-paced, and it has
impressive bass extension and supple and
believable bass "transients" (in quotes
because the leading edge of abass note is
not actually in the bass range, but never
mind). More important, the whole Linn
picture hung together seamlessly, as you

Products

should expect from any front-end rig
costing more than $10,000. The system,
as reviewed, was super-quiet. It didn't
sound soft or mushy in the bass, nor did it
sound old-fashioned. It had arich, believable midband and fast, clean high-frequency transients. The soundstaging and
imaging were excellent, though I've
heard greater focus and resolution of lowlevel spatial (though not musical) detail.
The Sondek LP12 remains in production because it was agood design to begin with, has since only improved, and is
still competitive in its price class and
beyond — especially when combined
with Lirm's ancillary products. It was a
system Icould easily live with: what it
did right was seductively musical, and its
errors were minor and mostly of omission. Can you get more "snap," space,
and focus by playing your vinyl on another system? Yes. Greater dynamic
slam, especially at the very bottom? Sure.
Blacker blacks? Yes. But you'll pay a
great deal more for that other system,
and not everyone will find value or even
pleasure in the improvements gained.
On balance, the complete Linn system is not the best analog front-end I've
ever heard, but it is among ahandful that
Icould easily live with because it made
music that was believable.

IMPROVING WHAT HAS
BEEN CALLED 'THE
BEST SMALL MONITOR

V
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Linn

IN THE WORLD...!'
Hand built carbon
fiber driver. Directly
coupled with

no

crossover, efficient,
accurate and musical.

REFERENCE 3A LOUDSPEAKERS
info@reference3a.com
www.reference3a.com
phone 519 749 1565
fax 519 749 2863
342 Frederick St.
Kitchener Ontario Canada
N2H 2N9
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A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED.

Introducing
the new
GAP 828

speaker
from
GERSHMAN
ACOUSTICS
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BLUE CIRCLE
plicity Artistry Music

TM

The BC2I 1
Line Level tube preamplifier

TOTAL
ECLIPSE
Loudspeaker

"It is afiemidable litre stage"
Kalman Rubinson
Stereophile. September 2003

Blue Circle Audio
e: 519-469-3215
:519-469-3782
il :bcircle@bluecircle.com

RR #2
Innerkip, Ontario

COINCIDENT

Canada NOJ IMO

www.bluecircle.com
Tel:

Speaker Technology
www.coincidentspeekercom
(905) 660-0800 fax: 005) 5'60-1114
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome
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Grand Prix Audio
Real Engineering Real Perforrnadiut

When winning matters, choose CPA.
The champions do. At HE2003 in San Francisco,
three of the top 4rooms relied on us -including #1:
Avantgarde
BAT
Joseph
Manley
Spectral
Join the
winners.
Enjoy
Best Sound
of Show.
Your show.
Every day.
At home.

Sig( Ended 2814).x 2non-20711
603C-KO with Custom-made Oer
4>2 Trzattzttge (Drivers with SoftifICattfwoodEackture

949.58Z1065
www.grandprixaudio.com

Almarro Products
www.almarro.com

LET YOUR EARS
DO THE TALKING
Fo( those who
demand the very best,

Echo BustersTM defines anew standard of refined acoustics
achieving unsurpassed acoustical control. Sharp, crisp
tones are delivered through an advanced diffusion/absorption system. Boost the potential of your sound system to the
best 1can be.
... Your ears will thank you.

ECH
BUSTE

Kestrel Acoustics presents
the Ultimate Monitorw.
Designed and crafted in the USA
for the finest home audio,
home theater and studio systems.

TM

DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS
Doing business worldwide since 1996.

1-888-ECHO-BUST •1-888-324-6287
wweechobusters.com
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Sloth.«Its lat

•

CREATE BETTER
SONIC PERFORMANCE

FOR YOUR 'DISCS YOUR SYSTEM AND YOU
WITH A STEREO WORKSTATION.

DIAMOND GROOVE
•Analogue Productions
•Audio Fidelity
•Cisco Music

rr-

1TA--

•Classic Records
•Diverse Records
•Mosaic Records
•Simply Vinyl
•Speakers Corner
•Sundazed
•Many other labels
A STEREO WORKSTATION WILL —AKE CONTROL OF
YOUR CD/SACD/DVD PLAYER TO CALM DOWN THAT
HARSH UPPER MIDRANGE, SWEETEN THOSE HIGHS,
SOLIDIFY THE BASS, AND TAME ANY BASS BOOM.

Over 1,200 new vinyl titles in stock

the whole sound of vinyl
for Canada and the world

LEARN ALL ABOUT IT
DOWNLOAD USER MANUAL
ASK QUESTIONS
GET ANSWERS
PURCHASE IT
EXCLUSIVELY AT THE WEB SITE:

www.diamondgroove.com
1-877-DGROOVE
info@diamondgroove.com

digiphase.corn

Fried.....at last

More power to you

Free yourself from the constraints
of ordinary "box" speakers.
Featuring true transmission line
enclosures and series cross-overs,
our speakers benefit from 30
years of evolutionary design.

Model 2Q

Experience yourself enveloped in
the musical space...FRIED. at
last.

• Astonishing improvement in sonic quality
• The most refined product of its kind
• Unparalleled quality and workmanship
• The choice of audio professionals
440
_ 011

"...the sonic performance of Equi=Tech
products are in a class by themselves"

Visit www.friedproducts.com for more
information or call 269-697-0237

-Stereophile Magazine, June 2003

Equi=Tech
"The Pioneer of Balanced Power"
Toll Free: 877-EQUITECH
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Recording of the Month
ALBERT LEE: Heartbreak Hill
Sugar Hill SUG-CD-3977A (CD). 2003.
Albert Lee, Steve Fishell, prods.; Dave
Sinko, Larry Getz, engs. MD? TT:
43:51
Performance **** 1
6
Sonics ****

tale of ships and lost love, of
"A long-lost soul for along,
long time." About the only
thing missing in this version is
a"Whew!" at the end. As it is
throughout the album's 10
ack in the mid-1970s,
when someone at
tracks, the sound here is unWarner Bros. Records
obtrusive: solid images, comtold Emmylou Harris to get
pact yet clear dynamics, guitar
herself a"hot band," she went
solos that snap.
out and, using her talent —
For fans of Harris, and/or
prodigious even then — as
Lee's time in the Hot Band,
bait, cajoled and, oh yeah,
Heartbreak Hill exudes awarm,
paid the best players she
familial feeling. His harcould find to join her ascent.
monies with Patty Loveless on
The result was one of the
the title tune open the album
most storied backup bands in
on ahigh note. Delbert Mccountry-rock history.
Clinton's "Two More Bottles
Nobody's fool, this girl —
of Wine," which appeared on
she went straight for Elvis'
what for many is Harris' most
band. Let's face it: If they
acclaimed album from her
could play with Elvis, or what
Warner Bros. years, A Quarter
was left of him by then, they
Moon in a Ten Cent Town
were not only musicians, but
(1978), is taken here at the
magicians of asort. Drummer Ron Tutt, piano player Glen
song's ori, slower tempo. On the gorgeous "Till I
D. Hardin, and guitarist James Burton became the core of Gain Control Again," Lee delivers not only great instruthe first incarnation of Harris' Hot Band.
mental work on piano, but asurprisingly heartfelt and
Over the years, the Hot Band also included bassist
steady vocal as well.
Emory Gordy Jr., pedal steel player Hank DeVito, fiddler
In fact, Lee's singing is the one aspect of Heartbreak Hill
Ricky Skaggs, pianist Tony Brown, and singer-guitarist
that might surprise even those who know his work. The
Rodney Crowell. But it was the guitar chair that generatdeep knowledge of American music that infuses his guied the most fire. When the great Burton left in 1976, after
tar work with such authenticity also gives his singing a
Elite Hotel, he was replaced by an English half-gypsy named
soul that makes, for example, his take on "Bluebird
Albert Lee.
Wme," the song that opened Harris' first album for
For two glorious years, Lee was almost as big an attrac- Warner Bros., Pieces of the Sky (1975), afeel that, while
tion in the Hot Band as Harris herself. His unmistakable
reminiscent of Harris' earlier rendition, is explicitly Lee's
clean tone, quiet, economical, yet very distinct phrasing
own. It's the fine line Lee successfully walks throughout
and laconic, meandering solos —which invariably featured this album: evoking Harris without letting her shadow
breathtaking sprints — became, on stage and on record, no
overwhelm his own art.
small part of Emrnylou's sound. Since those days, Lee has
Which brings up this album's only conundrum:
done studio work, and has released several solo albums
Where's Emmylou? It would seem a natural that she
with vocals. But nothing he's done since has equaled his
would have been tapped to add at least one vocal harmowork with the Hot Band. It's sweedy fitting, then, that Lee
ny, and Lee's vision for the album and instrumental chops
would re-emerge after along silence with an album that are certainly strong enough to have withstood her presreprises tunes he first recorded with Harris.
ence on one song. Harris does make an appearance, howIf you're having trouble remembering Lee or, converseever —in words. In the short essay she wrote as part of the
ly, still hunger for his fleet digits, punch up track 5 of album's liner notes, she closes with this high praise, which
Heartbreak Hill, Gram Parsons' "Luxury Liner," for a pretty much sums up Lee's gifts, as revealed in his work in
heapin' helpin' of what makes this guitarist great: speed,
the Hot Band, and now on Heartbreak Hill: "When St. Peter
ideas, and more speed. Lee first recorded the track with his
asks me to chronicle the highlights of my time down here
own vocal, but later stripped that out in favor of this steamon earth, I'll be able to say (with pride if that's allowed)
ing, straight-ahead instrumental version. Vince Gill and
that for awhile Iplayed rhythm guitar in aband with
Brad Paisley add their voices to this whirl through Parsons'
Albert Lee."
-Robert Baird
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KENNLLY

classical

endure life's tribulations — to
NI(41make people stronger." Its
"14 4P‘e KR.On RAND
whole-tone
melodic motif,
aching harmonies, and rich string
LEIFS
choirs mark Consolation as asong
of grief in the vein of Barber's
Geysir & Other Orchestral Works
Adagio, the pain ultimately
Geysir, Trilogia piccolo, Consolation. Trois Peintures
abstracted into alullaby for the
Abstraites, Overture to Loftr, Icelandic Folk Dances
final rest.
Osmo Vânskâ, Iceland Symphony Orchestra
BIS CD-300830 (CD). 1997/2003. Ingo Petry, prod.;
In that work and the others,
Jens Braun, eng. DDD. U: 55:35
the
Icelandic Symphony OrPerformance *****
Sonics
chestra sounds like aworld-class
ensemble under Finnish conducor the past three decades, the
Swedish BIS label has won friends
tor Osmo Vânskâ (acclaimed for
among international classical
his Sibelius symphony cycle on
BIS). The recording took place at
record-buyers through its audiophile
production values and alow-key artista Reykjavik church, with the
engineering in the finest BIS traand-repertoire philosophy that prizes
Menuhin —who famously and bravely
risk-taking, thoroughness, and an addition of utter clarity balanced by extrashook off his classical fetters to collaboordinary weight; the percussive
mirably broad world view. To mark his
rate with the likes of Stephane Grappelli
label's 30th birthday, founder Robert climaxes thunder with a realism and
and Ravi Shankar —Kennedy recogdepth that outdo anything Ihave heard.
von Bahr has issued a limited-edition
Albeit with their roles reversed, the
nizes few musical borders. Teaming
line showcasing 30 representative titles,
same expert producer-engineer team of with a Klezmer band from Krakow
repackaged in attractive thematic slipcasmight seem like abridge too far, but
es at midprice. A prime example of BIS Jens Braun and Ingo Petry captured
another of the gems in BIS's 30th anKennedy has followed his muse to make
at its best is this disc devoted to Icelandic
agorgeous, gutsy album.
composer Jon Leifs (1899-1968).
niversary edition: Vol.10 in the label's
Kennedy has moonlighted since the
Leifs would be aname scarcely recongoing Bach cantata series with
1980s, making hit versions of Vivaldi's
ognized outside Scandinavia were it not Masaaki Suzuki and his Bach Collegium
Four Seasons and the Elgar Violin Confor the good offices of BIS, which has Japan, collating the Leipzig church cantatas BWV 105, 179, and 186, and getting certo, even beyond stretching his classirecorded several discs of his music.
cal chops with Bach and Berg. He not
excellent singing from an international
Headed by the roiling nature poem
only waxed aDuke Ellington suite, but
Geysir, this collection of shorter orcheslineup of soloists. Other must-have BIS
awhole album of off-the-cuff perforbirthday titles include the premiere
tral scores serves as the ideal introducrecording of Handers Gloria (discovered
mances ofjazz standards; he produced a
tion. Educated in Leipzig and resident as
disc of his own melodious rock-fusion
aconductor in Germany for two decin the library of London's Royal
instrumentals, and added a live-wire
ades, Leifs absorbed the Central Academy of Music in 2000), with soprasolo to an album by Led Zeppelin's
no Emma Kirkby; mezzo Anne Sofie
European symphonic tradition before
Robert Plant-, he recorded aset of his
von Otter singing Sibelius songs, peerchanneling this experience into his own
own subtle acoustic arrangements of
lessly; pianist Noriko Ogawa's Debussy
bracing, dusky sonic palette — imagine
Images; and How Slow the Wind, an Jimi Hendrix songs, and was the soloist
Sibelius refracted through Bartók.
in an against-all-odds gem of aconcerto
enthralling orchestral collection devoted
Although often highly chromatic, Leifs'
woven from tunes of The Doors by Jaz
to Japanese master composer Tom
compositions are resolutely tonal. Many
Coleman, the classically trained frontof his pieces have arhythmic energy Takemitsu. Like the Leifs album, these
man of avant-metal band Killing Joke,
derived from Icelandic folk music, and
discs fully reflect the remarkable BIS
and co-producer of this latest genresound and vision.
—Bradley Bambarger
his symphonic structures can boast
leaping venture.
zeniths of startling power; yet the cruNIGEL KENNEDY &
Across six albums on the Polish
dal impulse in Leifs' music is an earthy
THE KROKE BAND
Oriente Musik label, the ICroke Band
lyricism, with melodies that resonate in
has essayed an artful update of tradithe ear long after they've disappeared
East Meets East
tional Eastern European sounds. The
from the air.
Nigel Kennedy, violin; Tomasz Kukurba, viola, flutes,
trio's collaboration with Kennedy — in
This disc surveys the whole of Leifs'
percussion, vocals; Jerzy Bawól, accordion, vocals;
which his violin (acoustic and electric)
career, from his Op.1 — the potently
Tomasz Lato, double bass
EMI Classics 557505 2(CD). 2003. John Stanley, Jaz
usually takes the spotlight, framed
expressive tone poem Trilogia piccolo —
Coleman, prods.; Dariusz Grela, Andy Green, Sam
warmly by Tomasz Kukurba's multito his final work, the affecting orchestral
O'Kell, Wojciech Gruszka, Hugo Nicholson, engs.
ADD. TF: 65:14
hued viola, Jerzy BawóPs accordion,
intermezzo Consolation, composed on
Performance *****
and Tomasz Lato's double bass — has a
his deathbed. In between come the
Sonics *****
more polished character, yet one that is
dynamic nature portraits Geysir and Trois
also more searching.
eing more hedonist than humanPeintures Abstraites, the mini-epic OverSounding like across between accomitarian, violinist Nigel Kennedy
ture to Loftr, and four vivid Icelandic Folk
has hardly been seen as following paniment to abelly dancer and aJewish
Dances. Speaking from a lifetime
wedding dance, the lead track, "Ajde
in the footsteps of his mentor, Yehudi
marked by disappointment and the unMenuhin. Yet the English violinist has in Jano" — featuring vocals by Europeantimely deaths of loved ones, Leifs said
fact trodden asimilarly inspired path in Egyptian diva Natacha Atlas — underthat he felt the aim of art should be "to
lines
the
Arabic-Klezmer-Celtic
the realm of music. Even more than
provide mankind with the stamina to

.****
F
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connection and the fact that much of
the world's music began in the
Middle East. Another Middle
Eastern guest contributes to the
album's emotional linchpin, "One
Voice," a three-way conversation
among Kennedy, Kukurba, and violinist Aboud Abdul Aal. "Lost in
Mme" is asotto voce Kennedy showcase that hints at his experience with
the Bartók solo sonata. The rest of
the disc, whether reconceived folk
material or originals by Kennedy and
Kroke, balances rhythmic verve with
richly virtuosic detail. Whether taped
in Krakow or at Abbey Road, the
analog recordings balance immediacy
with atmosphere.
—Bradley Bambarger
KLAVIERKINDER
Evgeny Kissin & Yundi Li
BRAHMS: Solo Piano Music
Sonata 3 in f, Op.5; Intermezzo in a, Op.76 No.7;
Capriccio in b, Op.76 No.2; rive Hungarian Dances
Evgeny Kissin, piano
RCA Red Seal 09026-63886-2 (CD). 2003. Jay David
Saks, prod.; Mike Hatch, eng. DDD. TT: 56:15
Performance *****
Sonics *****
LISZT: Piano Sonata in b
With: La Campanella, Widmung, Liebestraume No.3,
Venezia eNapoli, Paraphrase of Rigoletto
Yundi Li, piano

Deutsche Grammophon 80000851-02 (CD). 2003_
Christian Gansch, prod.; Rainer Maillard, eng. DDD.
TT: 54:41
Performance ****
Sonics *****

T

he mined lives of child-prodigy
musicians in ages past seem not
to have been in vain. So many
cautionary tales about their prematurely ended careers have been repeated so
often that we now see young musicians
taking on careers with more care and
intelligence, and thus growing into
young adults with satisfying, mature
talents. There's still plenty of speculative naysaying, and few have inspired
so much as Evgeny Kissin, who was

Reviews

said to have peaked when he was
14, then 16, then 21, and so on.
Now in his early 30s, Kissin has just
issued one of the best discs of his
career, as well as one of the few that
more or less solves Brahms's Piano
Sonata in f, Op.5.
Written during the composer's
highly fallible youth (age 20), the
sonata itself has ameltingly lyrical
slow movement that rarely fails to
make an entrancing impression,
though most of what's around it
often does not. However, no pianist
before Kissin, at least in my 25 years
of knowing the sonata, makes such a
dazzling case for the piece as atotality:
The first movement is in some ways the
most problematic because it's so ambitious: Brahms often seems to be reaching for symphonic-scale sonorities that
are beyond the grasp of your average
concert grand, and can sound downright clumsy. Thanks to the magnitude
and clarity of his sound, Kissin allows
the music's reach to equal its grasp,
which means that the piece at last becomes the symphony for piano that it
always wanted to be. And while the tenderness of the first movement's second
theme group can often sound as if cut

Ten landmark recordings of virtuoso violinist Itzhak Perlman;
remastered, repackaged and available for the first time at mid-price.

EMI

CLASSICS

1S. BACH %/m'in Concerto in A minor, BWV 1041; in E. BWV 104Z in D minor, 3WV 1043
1.5 BACH: Concerto for viola and oboe in C minor. BWV 1060
BARBER: Violin Concerto, Op.14
BERNSTEIN: Serenade
FOSS: Three American Pieces
BROCH Violin Concerto 50.2; Scottish Fantasy, Op.46
DVORAK. Violin Concerto in A minor, Op.53; Romance in Fminor, Op Il
DVORAK .Sonatina in G, Op.100; 4 Romantic Pince,. Op.75
THE KREISLER ALBUM
PROKOFIEV' Violin Concerto No.1 & No.2 Sonata fcr two violins, Op.56
SAINT-SAINS .Introduction & Rondo Capriccioso, Op.28
SAINT-SAINS: Havanaise, Op.83
CHAUSSON: Poème, Op.25
RAVEL: Tzigane
MASSENET: Méditation (Than)
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r7Sz9 2,
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto in D minor, Op.47
SINDING, Suite in A ininor, Op.10
KORNGOLDi Violin Concerto in D, Op.35
LOU /243 562590
TCHAIKOVSKY:Violin Concerto in D, 4.35;
Sérénade mélancolique, Op.26
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in Eminor, Op.64
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from different cloth, almost miraculousIn the rest of the selections, Li shows
ly, it does not here.
that he could have set off some great
And the famous second movement? pianistic fireworks in the sonata had he
Kissin gives it the charming simplicity of chosen to; he's certainly capable of them
Schumann's Kinderszenen. That, plus in the Paraphrase ofRigoletto. The fact that
tempo elasticity and gentle rubato, allow he chose clarity and consistency of
one's ears to linger ever so slightly over vision over making momentary impresthe music, conspiring to create apro- sions says much about his seriousness as
foundly touching interpretation. In lesser an artist. Of course, Li is not above makperformances, you can argue that the ing agrand impression in shorter works:
composer didn't yet command the level his playing is so ardent in the Widmung
of thematic development to sustain the transcription that it all but swoons. It
longer spans of music. In Kissin's hands, should, quite rightly, send his female
howeve4 the sense of expression is so un- fans into frenzies. —David Patrick Stearns
guarded, so earnest, and the music is altogether such good company, that more
JORDI SAVALL
intellectual aesthetic questions don't arise.
La Parnasse de la Viole
Though the sonata and the unbuttoned
SAINTE COLOMBE LE FILS
excerpts from Op.76 are alone reasons
Six Suites for Solo Bass Viol, Tombeau pour Mons. de
enough to buy the CD, there are five fun
Sainte Colombe
Hungarian dances that are better known MARIN MARAIS
Pieces for Viol from the Second Book, 1701;
in their orchestral versions. Overall, the
Tombeau pour Mons. de Sainte Colombe;
Tombeau pour Mons. de Lully
disc's sound picture puts just enough "air"
Savall, Philippe Pierlot, bass viol; Rolf Lislevand,
around the piano to make it glisten with- Jordi
Xavier Diaz-Latorre, theorbo, guitar; Pierre Hantai,
out becoming diffuse.
harpsichord
Though 21-year-old Yuncli Li is often Alla Vox AV 9829 A/C (3 CDs). 2003. Manuel
Mohino, prod., eng. DOD. TT: 2:41:31
called "the other Chinese pianist," in ref- Performance *****
Sonics
*****
erence to his exact contemporary Lang
Lang, the more willowy, Byronic Li is
ordi Savall is among the bestsaid to attract screaming female teenagers
known figures in early music, and
in the Far East, where his Deutsche
after nearly 40 years of study and
Grammophon discs are huge sellers. performance, his mastery of the viola da
Such early, extreme success alone might gamba —particularly the bass viol —
cast suspicion on his decision to record continues to be an acoustic marvel and
Liszes titanic B-Minor Sonata at his age, musically revelatory. Until his extensive
but this is reckless-young-man music. forays into the solo repertoires of such
Even when the sonata doesn't receive the composers as Sainte Colombe and
consideration that comes with maturity, Marin Marais, listeners rarely had heard
it devours — and rewards —youthful ex- such music. Certainly they had not
uberance and technique.
heard it played with such authority, or
Initially, Li seems to approach the recorded with such care for presenting
sonata with alight touch so
as not to compete with the
shade of Vladimir Horowitz
on its own terms. A few listenings later, however, Li's
approach emerges as aseries
of sound artistic choices. As
much as the booklet notes
suggest that he responds
strongly to the sonata's programmatic underpinning,
he's more on the "absolute
music" end of the interpretive spectrum; the sonata's
individual musical incidents
are downplayed somewhat
for the sake of an integrated
whole. Sensitively voiced
chords highlight the piece's
forward-looking harmonies,
and rarely is one so aware of
Liszes alchemy in the
growth and interaction of
The modern face of early music: Jordi Savall.
the individual themes.

.;
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the instrument's unique sound in all its
nuances, from the slightest quivering
vibrato to the most full-bodied groan,
and bringing us up close to the nearinfinite variety of inflections that can be
created by bow on string. And if the
viol's "voice" can be compared to the
human instrument — and it has, very
eloquently, by 17th-century philosopher
and music theorist Marin Mersenne —
Sayan shows us why such acomparison
is so apt.
Choosing music by Sainte Colombe
the Younger and Marin Marais (both of
whom were pupils of the famous Sainte
Colombe the Elder, featured in the 1991
film Tous les Matins du Monde), Savall presents some of the finest examples of
music for viol, works that also demonstrate the instrument's extraordinary
expressive range: from Sainte Colombe's six solo suites for bass viol to
Marais' two suites for one or two viols,
accompanied by theorbo and/or guitar.
Apparently, creating the impression
of two, three, or more parts on asingle
instrument was afeature of compositions long before Bach's famous works
for solo violin and cello, and viol players
worthy of the highest praise were
expected to master this technique —
along with the usual skills of ornamentation and improvisation. Indeed, when
you hear the solo suites, you're immediately reminded of Bach's revolutionary
cello masterpieces. Sayan treats these
works with no less respect and care,
enlivening them with as much expressive energy as he would give to Bach's
most elevated creations.
Sainte Colombe's music involves a
considerable contribution
from the player in terms of
ornamentation and improvisatory connective passages, and thus sounds less
"organized"
than
the
works by Bach. These
effects, which Savall performs as easily as breathing, can be intriguing and
fascinating, but they also
can make it hard for alistener to stay focused for
very long — or even to
realize when one movement changes to the next.
The two Marais suites,
each approximately a half
hour long, are more engaging — the additional instruments, and thus more varied
sounds and textures, as well
as Marais's immediately appealing melodic ideas, keep
Stereophile, November 2003
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you more attentive and make
the listening more relaxing. In
the two Tombeaux —one each in
memory of Marais' teachers,
Sainte Colombe the Elder and
Lully —Savall literally makes his
instrument sing, from the sweetest, most beautiful floating tone
to gruff outbursts, drawing the
bow in long, smooth designs,
touching it to the string in light
scratches or digging in with
quick, hard scrapes. The profound beauty of Savall's playing
(he's also blessed here with the
accompaniment of some of the
world's finest gamba and
plucked-string musicians) seems
to come as much from within as
from the score itself—you just
can't write this kind of inflection, emotional shading, and
subtle tone coloring into ascore.
Living on his wits and his banjo: Danny Barnes.
Of course, Savall's instrument
has alot to do with it as well; its
seven strings lend arange of notes and comers as well will appreciate the
hues that any cellist would envy.
wealth of sounds, the graceful lines,
Although this beautifully recorded leaping arpeggios, flurries of double and
and elegantly packaged music will triple (and more) stops, entrancing
appeal primarily to specialists and exist- dances, and the countless other features,
ing fans of the viol (and of Savall), new- both of the instrument's versatile voice
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and Savall's amazing artistry. If these
composers truly were poets of the
gamba, as some have noted, then Sayan
is their greatest, most eloquent, most
effective interpreter.
-David Vernier

rock/pop
DANNY BARNES
Dirt on the Angel
Terminus 0303-2 (CD). 2003. Danny Barnes, prod.;
Gary Shelton, en. AAD? Tr: 58:26
Performance ***Y2
Sonics ***Y.,

li

N

ew country music ain't
worth adime /And the
radio plays it all the time,"
sings Danny Barnes at the outset of Dirt
on the Angel But it isn't country music so
much as the country's music that he's
concerned with on this album.
Barnes, best known for his role in the
Bad Livers, an Austin, Texas bluegrass
band that played with punk-rock fervor,
moved to the Northwest six years ago
and plugged himself in to the area's
edec-fic music scene, which includes
guitar great Bill Frisell and keyboardist
Wayne Horvitz. The results have yield-

italian co

rto

brandenburg concerto no. 5
concerto for flute, violin & piano
jaime martin, flute •kenneth sillito, violin
academy of st. Martin in the fields

The new recording from today's most
acclaimed pianist.
"Artistry of the highest calibre -listen and
wonder at such unalloyed perfection."

-Gramophone
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of Murray Perahia.
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cd impressive results on such albums as
the rootsy Things IDone Wrong and
Barnes' collaboration with Pete Krebs,
Duetfor Clarinet and Goat.
Dirt on the Angel explores various
types of American music, from slightly
skewed bluegrass ("Life in the
Country," "Bluegrass Suicide"), to jazzy
new-acoustic music ("Barnes Away"), to
an oddball cover of Beck's folk-rap hit,
"Loser." There are also "Water Wagon"
and "Face to Face," which recall The
Band at their shambling best, the folk
chestnut "Keep My Skillet Good and
Greasy," and the turn-of-the-20thcentury-style "Kitchen Floor Waltz."
By recording with Frisell, Rolling
Stones sideman Chuck Leavell, violinist Darol Anger, and a host of
Seattle musicians, Barnes seems to
be mining a deeper musical vein
than he was back in Texas. It'll be
interesting to see which direction he
takes from here.
—Daniel Durchholz

High Heels" finds the band stepping
into flunky glam-rock territory with
swaggering aplomb.
With four different producers — Dan
The Automator's "Hummer" is aremix
of "Low Life" — you might expect
some sonic inconsistencies. But the
sound is seamless, full of 3D depth and
nuance, with all sorts of groovy guitar
and vocal effects. While not perfect,
Special One is every bit the welcome
comeback that Cheap Trick fans have
been demanding.
-Fred Mills

CHEAP TRICK
Special

One

Big 3 80498 36333 (CD). 2003. Chris Shaw,
prod., eng.; Cheap Trick, Steve Albini, Jack
Douglas, Dan The Automator, prods. MD? TT:
46:40
Performance *** 1
/
2
Sonics *****

G

iven the long shadow cast by
Cheap Trick's classic records of
the late 1970s, it shouldn't
come as asurprise that there's good
news and bad news regarding the first
Trick studio album in six years. Still,
there's probably no better living,
breathing, touring assemblage of quarter-century tenure around, and the
album's drawbacks are minor.
The medium-tempo opener, "Scent
of aWoman," features Who-style power
chords and aneat "Southern Girls"-like
twist in the bridge, while the title track,
aJohn Lennonesque ballad, has an
admirable slow-burn quality. The main
problem is the album's pace —it doesn't
take off until the fifth tune. But with the
arrival of the anthemic "My Obsession,"
with its power-pop riffs, rhythmic chug,
and soaring vocal harmonies, all is fine.
Chief among the highlights are two
songs recorded with Steve Albini
(Nirvana, Plant & Page, PJ Harvey), who
worked with Cheap Trick on asingle in
1997 and, in 2000, on are-recording of
their In Color album that has yet to be
released. "Sorry Boy" is as psychotic and
psychedelic as anything in the Trick catalog, and harks back to the band's 1977
glory days and "He's aWhore"/"Ballad
of TV Violence." And "Low Life in
Stereophile, November 2003

CREAM
The BBC Sessions
Polydor B0000069-02 (CD). 2003. Bill Levenson,
prod.; Suha Gur, eng. MD. TT: 68:41
Performance ****
Sonics ***

C

ream's The BBC Sessions is amust
for collectors, historians, and
hardcore fans of early Eric
Clapton, Jack Bruce, and Ginger Baker,
although as ablueprint for the fantastic
improvisational flights this band developed, it's afascinating document that
falls short of the magnificence displayed
on Wheels of Fire. Audiophiles may well
find the inconsistent sound quality and
volume level annoying, although the
sound here is much better than on the
various bootlegs on which this legendary
material has previously appeared.
The important thing to remember is
that no one had ever heard music played
this way in November 1966, when the
first of these seven sessions was recorded. Bruce's vocal on "Sweet Wme" is dry
and compressed, and Ginger Baker's
poorly miked drums sound sloppy, but
Clapton's guitar solo is superb, his tone
tight and barbed. Doubling Bruce's
vocal, Clapton is pure energy on "Rollin'
and Tumblin'," and on "Steppin' Out" he
demonstrates the combination of dazWorldRadioHistory
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zling technique and unrestrained passion
that made this music so jaw-droppingly
good. "Wrapping Paper," amisguided
attempt at English music hall-influenced pop, sounds dated. "Crossroads,"
the only track from the second session, is
picked up in progress. The sound is
muddy, the drums almost inaudible, and
Clapton is good but not up to the level
of Wheels ofFire.
The December 9, 1966 session is
astounding. "Cat's Squirrel" is aterrific
take on the Fresh Cream version. Bruce
delivers araw, emotional version of
"Traintime" on harmonica, but nothing prepares the listener for "rm
So Glad," an impassioned performance from both Bruce and
Clapton. Clapton uses the 1812
Overture, with Bruce's bass punctuation imitating the cannon, as the
platform for an incredible version of
this memorable solo. "Lawdy
Mama" is athrowaway, notable only
as ablueprint for "Strange Brew"
By January 10, 1967, Cream was
capable of performing "I Feel Free"
better than the album version, even
without the advantage of Clapton's
astonishing, multitracked, studiocomposed solo. "N.S.U." has another
great Clapton solo but annoying
dropouts. The May 30 session anticipates Disraeli Gears but features amore
sculpted sound and amuch less emotional performance. By October 24,
though, you can really hear the advances
in the group dynamic on a brilliant
"Outside Woman Blues" and abiting
take on Booker T Jones' and William
Bell's "Born Under aBad Sign."
The final session, recorded January 9,
1968, features the first performance of
"Politician," which was composed on
the spot; athrowaway "Swlabr"; and the
closest this album comes to representing
what the group sounded like in concert:
an extended jam on "Steppin' Out" with
solos from all three.
—John Swenson
MARSHALL CRENSHAVV
What's in the Bag?
Razor & Tie 7930182869-2 (CD). 2003. Marshall
Crenshaw, prod.; Gene Holder, Joe Clueless, and
others, engs. AAD? Tr: 47:47
Performance *** 1
/
2
Sonics *** 1
/
2

U

nlike those artists for whom the
rock'n'roll spirit is still willing
even if the flesh has grown weak,
Marshall Crenshaw doesn't seem to have
aproblem with aging gracefully. Now
nearly 50, Crenshaw has of late been
backing off of the Buddy Holly- and
Beatles-fueled pop rock of his early
133
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albums to make music that's alittle more
easygoing, but no less sophisticated or
worthwhile.
"Will We Ever," the opening cut of
Whaes in the Bag?, has asubtle jazz flavor,
but it's Greg Leisz's swooping steel guitar
that dominates. Other tracks, such as
"The Spell Is Broken," "Alone in a
Room," and "Long and Complicated,"
which feature members of the downtown NYCjazz groups Sex Mob and Jazz
Passengers, have asimilarly eclectic feeL
Crenshaw displays ataste for quirky
covers with Prince's "Take Me With
U," featuring Mary Lee Kortes (Mary
Lee's Corvette) on harmony vocals, and
a lush take on Bootsy Collins' "I'd
Rather Be With You," on which Andy
York is accurately credited with "porn
soundtrack guitars."
What's in the Bag? does rock out occasionally, especially during the guitar
break of "From Now Until Then" and
on the instrumental track "AKA 'A Big
Heavy Hot Dog.' "But for the most
part, the disc is full of mood music that's
finely nuanced and well-played.
—Daniel Durchholz

LET'S ACTIVE
Cypress/Afoot

Buddy Holly all growed up? Marshall Crenshaw has changed his tune

Collectors' Choice Music CCM 376 (CD). 1983-84.
Mitch Easter, Don Dixon, prods., engs AAD. TT:
72:32
Performance ****
Sonia.***

T

he prevailing image of Southern
indic-rock during the 1980s remains one of scruffy kids wielding jangly 12-strings and writing pop
tunes informed by Big Star and Velvet
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pop combos — has turned out to be the
myth-breaker.
That much becomes clear with this
twofer reissue of Let's Active's 1983 EP,
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Record

Reviews

Afoot (essentially a remixed
home demo), and its long-playing 1984 follow-up, Cypress. As
with Collectors' Choice's 2001
repackaging of Mitch Easter's
Tarheel peers, The dB's, the
sounds herein have aged handsomely. Easter's songwriting
wasn't indebted to any particular
era or genre, which makes
Afoot's "Room with aView," for
example, alovably odd amalgam
of New Wave (dancey bass,
chirpy keys), vintage girl group
(bassist Faye Hunter's yearning
lead vocal), and psychedelia.
Given an actual budget for
Cypress, Easter gave his eclectic
muse full rein. Improbable collisions of sitar, neoclassical keyboards, glam guitars, and, yeah,
some 12-string jangles turn
"Waters Part" into acompositional masterpiece, while the
rhythmic switchbacks, fretboard flourishes, and baroque mood of
"Lowdown" suggest acomplex homage
to Britain's Roy Wood and The Move.
Cypress has its share of sweet nougat —
the buoyant guy-gal harmonies in "Easy
Does," the chunky power-pop of "Blue
Line" —but every song has its own distinct character.
Collector's Choice has added two
bonus tracks and lengthy liner notes.
With Let's Active's other two records,
1986's Big Plans for Everybody and 1988's
Every Dog Has His Day, also reissued and
in stores by the time you read this —not
to mention atribute album, Every Word,
recently issued on Laughing Outlaw —
along-overdue reassessment of Mitch
Easter is in order. He may be aSoutherner, but his music's not "Southern" —
it's timeless.
—Fred Mills
WARREN ZEVON
The Wind
Artemis ARTCD-202 (CD). 2003. Warren Zevon, Jorge
Calderon, prods.; Noah Scott Snyder, prod., eng.
DOD. TT: 45:13
Performance *****
Sonics ****

immy Durante couldn't resist one
last gag as he "kicked the bucket" in
his final film, Ies aMad Mad Mad
Mad World. Now Warren Zevon has
converted the tragic circumstance of his
terminal cancer into an opportunity to
laugh at his own mortality Zevon used
the last precious days of his life to prepare aremarkable epitaph for himself
with The Wind, an unflinching description of what went through his mind as
he contemplated death. The same ruth136

here before Ifall asleep" (from
"Numb as aStatue").
Bruce Springsteen adds
strong vocals and asturdy guitar
solo to the domestic apocalypse
of "Disorder in the House,"
which turns the disintegration
of Zevon's surroundings into a
metaphor for the chaos of the
outside world. The biting, acidic
blues of "Rub Me Raw," with
outstanding slide-guitar accompaniment by Joe Walsh, is the
most caustic of Zevon's swan
songs. "I know these blues are
gonna rub me raw," Zevon
croaks in his most Dylanesque
tone. "Every single cure seems
to be against the law. /Word's
out on the street, whispers in
the night. /They come out of
the woodwork, warma see what
it's like." Zevon goes on to
Vaya con Dios, amigo. Warren Zevon 1947-2003,
observe, sardonically, "How the
crowd gets fickle when your
less wit and satiric insight that Zevon face is to the ground."
Zevon's levity is all the more effective
had trained on the outside world
throughout his career was now aimed at as afoil to his tear-jerkers, and The Wind
is full of advanced heartache. Even the
himself, on an album that is, by turns,
daring cover of Dylan's "ICriockin' on
hilarious and deeply poignant.
Heaven's Door" manages to give the
71w Wind is fresh territory f
o
-r rock
songwriting, appropriately enough for a song something it's never had before.
genre that has just turned 50— or is And the man who wrote "Carmelita"
will be long remembered by the elegiac
about to, depending on whether you
love songs "She's Too Good for Me," "El
mark its beginning by its first hit,
Amor de Mi Vida," "Please Stay," and
"Rocket 88," or its first No.! single,
"Rock Around the Clock." Many a the dramatic album closer, "Keep Me in
—John Swenson
young rocket; from Paul McCartney to Your Heart."
Neil Young, has projected avision of
himself at the end of his life, and the late
George Harrison also decided to complete an album project in his last days —
but the Grim Reaper has not been this
ART ENSEMBLE
disrespected since Monty Python's The
OF CHICAGO
Meaning ofLfe.
Zevon did not let his imminent
Tribute to Lester
demise distract him from talking about
Roscoe Mitchell, sopranino, soprano, alto, tenor,
the lowdown life he's always been fascibass sax; flute, whistles, percussion cage (bells,
nated by, but circumstances dictated difgongs, chimes, drums, etc.); Malachi Favors
Maghostus, bass, bells, whistles, gongs; Famoudou
ferent priorities. I'm looking for a
Don Moye, drums, congas, bongos, council drums,
woman with low self-esteem," he sings
bells, whistles, gongs, chimes
ECM 1808 (CD). 2003. Manfred Eicher, prod.; James
with delicious irony at the album's outA. Farber, eng. ODD. TF: 57:07
set, "To lay me out and ease my worried
Performance ****
Sonics ****
mind / While I'm winding down my
dirty life and times." When, later in the
he Art Ensemble of Chicago,
since 1966, has been beyond catealbum, Zevon suggests that they party
gory (as they say of the highest
for "The Rest of the Night," it's clear
mountains in the Tour de France), and
he's aware that that night might be all
one of the most important small bands
the time he has left in the world.
in the history ofjazz. But because they
The voice cracks, and sometimes
actually sounds as if it's fading away, but are visual performance artists as well as
musical pioneers, it has never been posthe words grab and shake the listener by
sible to capture their wild multimedia
the shirt collar: "I don't care if it's superficial /You don't have to dig down deep gestalt on record. The label that came
/Just bring enough for the ritual /Get closest was ECM, with four classic

jazz

T
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albums made between 1978 and 1984.
Tribute to Lester marks the AEC's
return to the label best qualified to deal
successfully with the band's densities,
dynamics, and details. It is also the
group's first recording since the death
in 1999 of Lester Bowie, their flamboyant frontman and great trumpeterphilosopher.
The AEC is now atrio (although it's
hard to believe that three people can
raise this much commotion), and Tribute
to Lester is the coming-out party of
Roscoe Mitchell, at the age of 63. With
Bowie gone, Mitchell is now the dominant voice, and he is fluent in languages
of the subconscious on five saxophones
plus flute.
In concert, the AEC plays songs that
last all night. Here, "Suite for Lester" is
only five minutes, yet contains three disparate movements. Mitchell plays soprano sax as if whispering to himself; then
decorous neo-Baroque flute, then blustering bass sax. "As Clear as the Sun" is
an exhilarating, astonishing, exhausting
11 minutes of uninterrupted circular
breathing by Mitchell on soprano. "He
Speaks to Me Often in Dreams" is one
of the AEC's monumental drum epics,
driven by Don Moye but joined by
Mitchell and Maghostus, a cosmos of
percussive events large and small. Like
every AEC performance, to truly hear it
you must lose yourself.
While Tribute to Lester is apowerful
individual assertion by Roscoe Mitchell
and acollective song for afallen comrade
by atrio as big as an orchestra, it is impossible to sit through it and not miss the
lashing trumpet of Lester Bowie. The
Art Ensemble of Chicago needed another horn, and after Tribute to Lester was
made, it arrived in the person of original
member Joseph Jarman, who rejoined
the group in early 2003 after a10-year
absence. He is amulti-reed instrumentalist as fearless as Mitchell. The AEC's next
album—hopefully on ECM—should
be deep.
—Thomas Conrad

Art Ensemble of Chicago
Tribute to Lester

«TA

WILSON WATTIIPUPPY 7
REDEFINING THE POSSIBLE

W

ilson has done it again. The new
System 7builds on astrong tradition of

unsurpassed sonic excellence. Wilson remains
passionctely committed to Fr oducing the best
loudspeakers in the world.
Tl-e System 7employs the strategic use of a
new proprietary, epoxy based constrainedlayer Itminate cabinet material that serves
ito seriously reduce cabinet colorations.
The System 7 PUPPY also has anew
.
woofer

driver. Boss performance, especially

it the areas of transient speed and frequency linearity, is nottaly improved from
System 6. Bass extension into the bottom
octave is enhanced as well.
The crossover has beet further refined in
he area of Phase Delay" tuning. The result
is greater resolution of detail, timbre, with
proper transient speed and decay.
With the new System 7, Wilson Audio, once
again, redefines the art of the possible in
the field of loudspeakers.

WATT/PUPPY shown in
Mercedes Siher Finish.

Innovative Audio Video Showrooms features
di Home Theater

House-wide, multi-room music
systems. User friendly, remote
&keypad controlled.

II Large Screen Projection Systems
• Reference Quality Music Systems

Automated Home Control

•
' Custom Installations

These products are available at Innovative Audio Video
Ayre • Audio Physic • Balanced Audio Technology • B&W•
B&W Nautilus
BDI •Creek •Crestron •Direct TV Satellite •Dynaudio •Faroudja •Finite Elemente Rack Systems
Fujitsu Plasma TV •Grado • merge •Lexicon •Linn •LiteTouch •Loewe •Mark Levinson
Mark Levinson Reference •Magnum Dynolab •McIntosh •MIT •NAIM •Nordost •Pioneer Elite
Rego •REL Subwoofers •Richard Gray •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Sennheiser •Sharp LCD TV
Sonus Faber •SONY •Spectral •Spectral Reference •Stewart Film Screen •T+A •Tara Labs
Teac •Thiel •Transparent •Wilson •Zoethecus and more
.switable mMew Non IA only

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO

virrlo

NEW

SHOWROOMS

YORK

CITY

212-6344444 150 East 58th Street, New York 10155
www.innovativeaudiovideo.com
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Manufacturers'
Audio Vision SF at HE2003

Lditot:
Thanks to Stereophile for putting on aterrific show in San Francisco! The HE2003
show was avery big success for our store
and for the brands that were featured in
each of our eight exhibit rooms. We at
Audio Vision SF were delighted to find
two of our exhibit rooms included in the
list of "Best Sound at Home Entertainment 2003" in your September issue.
To clarify for your readers the contents
of those two rooms that made the "best
sound" list:
Room 626 featured the gorgeous
Hovland electronics powering the mighty
Triangle Magellan speakers.
Room 625 featured aNaim Audio home
theater system powering the best-kept
secret in US high-end audio: the amazing
Wilson-Benesch loudspeakers. The synergy
of Naim electronics and Wilson-Benesch
speakers is truly something magical, as
many show attendees discovered!

AUDIO

Comments

Thanks again for putting on agreat show!
We hope to see the HE show back in San
Francisco again soon!
Kevin Ebrahimi
Audio Vision San Francisco
Morel Octwin 5.2M

Editor:
Iwould like to express my thanks and appreciation for such an insightful and we
review of our Octwin 5.2M
speaker system [October 2003], and for
giving us this opportunity to introduce it
to the US market.
For over 25 years, Morel has been designing and manufacturing high-quality
drivers for other speaker manufacturers.
Only recently, we have decided to re-introduce to the US market consumer products
bearing the name Morel. Compared with
other high-end manufacturers, Morel is in
avery unique situation in that we have our
own driver-development and -manufacturing facilities and full control over the entire
manufacturing process, thus enabling us to
focus our energy on developing newly ad-

vanced technologies to reach new standards
of higher performance level.
The Octwin 52M truly represents
Morel's philosophy when it comes to designing speakers: not to be a"me too"
company, and to place the sonic qualities
of aspeaker at the forefront. The Octwin
52M introduces an interesting concept of
modularity that does not sacrifice any
sonic assets of the speaker, but rather provides consumers added-value flexibility
and "fun" when purchasing an Octave
pair, and upgrading it to an Octwin 52M
speaker system.
We have taken Mr. Atkinson's comments
regarding the resonance noise in the midfrequency area very seriously and already
have made some modifications to eliminate
this noise from recurring. It is important to
emphasize that in our testing of the Octwin
52 (Conan enclosure) we have not found
any traces of this resonance noise.
In closing, the Octwin 52M speaker
was designed for music-lovers. It is the
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Please visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews

McCORMACK Been waiting for an audiophile-grade disk player that will
play every format, including SACD and DVD Audio? Well, it's finally here!
The UDP- IUniversal Disk Player plays all formats and does it with the true
musicality of aSteve McCormack design.

from world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More
information is available at http://www.audionexus.com/online.shtml

CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition any of their fine
products, and you'll soon understand what the term "musical" really means.

AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo II1L Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the SP-I6
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!

KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 supertube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybrid integrated amps, the VK300X series, with 150
watt/channel outputs.

REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5A will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The full selection
of home theater models brings true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Loewe •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty
Pro-Ject •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

C> Trade-ins Accepted (i> Consultations
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
Stereophile, November 2003
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GOODWIN'S

ASC Tube Traps
Audio Physic
Audio Research

HIGH END

Avalon
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Benz Micro
Billy Bags
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www.goodwinshighend.com

CAL
Clearaudio
dCS
Dunlavy
Dynaudio
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Grado
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Hovland
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Loewe
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MartinLogan
McCormack
MIT

Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Owens Corning
Particular Contemporary Design
Princeton
PS Audio
REL
Richard Gray
Runco
Salamander
Sanus
Sennheiser
Simaudio Moon
Spectral
Stax
Stewart
Tara

Wilson Sophia. The name denotes enlightened

Theta

knowledge.The shape connotes Wilson Audio.The

Totem

sound melds notes into beauty. Easily driven. Easily

Transfiguration

placed. Easily afforded, relatively speaking. Perfect for

VP'
Wadia

a$I
5K system. Or $50K. Experience the Sophia in

Wilson Audio

one of our acoustically designed and meticulously

Z-Systems

constructed state-of-the-art listening rooms. As

Zoethecu.;

always, no hurry, no pressure.

781-893-9000

• 899

Main

Street

• Waltham,

MA

02451

• Fax

781-893-9200

• info@goodwinshighend.com

Hours: Tuesday through Thursday from 11 a.m. until 7p.m. •Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. until 6p.m. or by appointment
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10% in perfect system balance is sometimes
amatter of agentle nudge that costs little
money, not a$5000 upgrade. This is high
performance that keeps you interested and
is affordable.
To expedite break-in, customers can
use the function called Clever Standby.
This powers up the tube output stage and
digital section, while the transport and
front panel remain off. This is also great
Sugden A21a
for keeping the unit toasty warm without
Editor:
the fear of wearing out parts.
Thank you for an articulate review by
As CS mentioned, the tube output
John Marks of the Sugden A21a integratboard assembly and all upgrades are pered amplifier.
formed in the Netherlands. For the best
Regarding JM's caveats about its tempbuild quality, all work is done to ISO 9001
erature: One should expect that class-A
standards. Internally, the result is awork of
amp designs run "full-throttle" and generare, we invite comparison to any product
ate exceptional heat as abyproduct of that
regardless of price. Pictures are available at
approach to circuit design — even in a
www.upscaleaudio.com. Forgive me if we
rack open on four sides. Sugden uses deep
are kind of proud.
and heavy side-mounted heatsinks to disSame for the upsampler, which CS
sipate this energy, and advises ventilating
mentioned was designed in partnership
the unit in the manner JM has done.
with the best: Anagram Technologies of
Small, enclosed cabinets or tight clearSwitzerland. For clarity, it is also assembled
ances around the unit thwart the flow of
by Anagram to the finest Swiss standards.
heat and are not appropriate to the A21a.
We began to import Tjoeb products in
Control knobs on the A21a are alu1999. The challenge was how to keep the
minum —warm to the touch because
price low—so low it would be an easy
they are superb thermal conductors.
choice for anyone. This requires some give
Our building-in afan to circulate the
on the part of AH!, and low operating
heat would add to the cost (and to the
profit for us. Selling direct and keeping
ambient noise) of the A21a. Plus, changdealers and sales reps out of the loop was
ing this classic design in such afundathe only way it could happen. This is not
mental way would violate the spirit of an
a"miracle" but aconcerted effort to keep
amp music-lovers have enjoyed for over
distribution costs low and put that money
30 years. We surely have no intention of
into better parts.
doing that! Cheers,
Gene Stamvick
Service is asnap. The Tjoeb is almost
Stanalog
completely modular; in the unlikely event
it needs service, we can FedEx apart and
Tannoy Dimension TD12
simple instructions. Having to ship the unit
Editor:
for service is an almost unheard-of event.
All of us at Tammy would like to thank
Iwould like to express my appreciation
Stereophile,John Atkinson, and Art Dudley
to Herman Van Den Dungen, the owner
for taking the time to review the Tannoy
of Durob Audio BV and the AH! product
Dimension TD12.
line. Herman is awell-known figure in
Unlike the mainstream aesthetics and
high-end audio, especially in the Eurotechnical aspects of other brands, the
pean scene. When Ifirst met Herman, he
award-winning TD12 was designed to be
told me that the AH! products were "a
visually eclectic, with stunning dynamics
way to show customers you are not just
and seductive musicality.
trying to get into their pockets." Not the
The accurate and perceptive review of
most expensive. Not the most profitable.
the TD12 leaves nothing more to be noted
But it has been very good for generating
by Tannoy. Art Dudley says it all: "they're
future business and meeting new friends
also alittle too entertaining, exciting, and
in high-end audio.
Kevin Deal
involving for areviewer to use: He'd never
Upscale Audio
want to put anything else in their place.
Linn LP playback system
Strongly recommended for music-lovers
who know what they like —and are comfortable with it."
Jenteer Schause
Kongratulations! We are delighted Michael
Fremer finally had an opportunity to appreTannoy North America
ciate the value of the LP12, but slightly saddened more time wasn't spent listening to
AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000
Editor:
the musical subtleties that occur when using
On behalf of Upscale Audio and the AH!
the felt platter mat supplied with every
team, Iwould like to thank Chip Stern for
LP12 since 1972. As Michael correctly
agreat review. We are pleased that he is so
noted, the LP12 can be located on avariety
enthusiastic about the flexibility of the
of tables and shelves when supported by the
Tjoeb (pronounced tube). The upgrades are
Trampolin Base option, as supplied with the
all designed to be done in the field in minreview LP12.
Ivor 74enbrun
utes by anyone at any time. Getting that last
Linn Products
kind of speaker that will bring asmile to
one's face when listening to it. Morel will
always continue to create products that are
ajoy to the eyes as well as the ears, and
build them with the highest level of handcraftsmanship we could possibly muster.
Thanks again to John Atkinson for his
time and support.
Nir Paz
Marketing Manager, Morel
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ANAUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordable'AnaucTii

800.510.4753 Monday-Friday 8-5:30 (PST)

P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowavescaol.com
www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
FREE SHIPPING
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www.audiovideologic.com
Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeouts
Aleph 30
X-1 Line Stage
Hybrid Cosmetic

X-ONO Phono Stage
.

Hybrid Cosmetic

.

SAVE 30%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4 ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3year warranty

NHT Closeouts
only $499!
SW-2Pi Subwoofer

.

I
•

!

SAVE 40%

•2chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

SAVE $300

The two piece NHT SW-2Pi has
been afavorite of audiophiles and
reviewers alike and features a
separate amplifier and speaker
cabinet for easy installation. New
with full factory warranty.

•

VE 40%

•2 chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

Wadia Specials
Call for special price!
861 & 301 Upsampling CD Players
The Stereophile Class A
Wadia 861 and new 301
CD players can drive your
amplifier directly. New with
factory warranty. No local
dealer? We can help!

Model 861 (301 not shown)

•Atlantis •Audio Research •Audioquest •Billy Bags •Denon •Grado •Krell •Lovan •Monster Cable
•Musical Fidelity •NHT •Nordost •Onkyo Integra •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio •Rega •Sanus
•Sound Anchors •Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •B&W* •Rotel* (*local sales only)

6 Months
No Payments
No Interest
Financing!

Audio-Video
L •0 •G •I•C

3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279
SO9

AudioVision
san francisco

Please join us at our store on November 6th (7-9pm)
for an exciting and informative seminar featuring:

Ayre Acoustics &
Thiel Loudspeakers
Seating is limited.
RSVP: (415) 614-1118

1603 pine st. san francisco ca 94109 •415.614.1118
www.auctiovisionsf.com
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acoustic enerqy
artcoustsc
dali
elac
gallo acoustics
jean-marie reynaud
morel
polk lsi
spendor
thiel
triangle
wilson benesch
arcam
audio aero
audio refinement
ayre acoustics
bryston
cairn
carnbridge audio u.k.
cardas
chord
clearaudio
creek
fujitsu
harmonic tech
hovland
integra
naim audio
pathos
ps audio
rega
richard gray
simauclio (moon)
unison research
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Advertiser
Acoustic Sounds

David Lewis Audio
Diamond Groove
Digiphase
Dynaudio
eBay
Echo Busters
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Equi=Tech
Fried Products
Gershman Acoustics
Glacier Audio
Goodwin's High End
Grand Prix Audio
Halcro
Harmonic Technology
HCM
HeadRoom
In Living Stereo
InnerSound
Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
KEF
Kestrel Acoustics
Kimber Kable
LAT International
Magnepan
Manley Labs
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90
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44
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96
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41
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23
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123
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56
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147
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37
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138
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New, Meridian G Series!
G68 Processor
G98 DVD Player
GO7 & GO8 CD Player
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre System
featuring New 861v4 Reference Processor,
New 800 Reference DVD/CD Player & the
New ,
Meridian DSP-7000 Speaker Sysytem

K IMBER
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r.) —1 I
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Subwoofers

SELECT
DT NAUDIO

ELITE

BY PIONEER
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eassé Audio
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JEFF ROVVLAND

wwwisaudio.com
Arc

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys

Jeff Rowland •'Gli" cr• u"m r lurhitiati
Kimber Select •Mark Levinson
Meridian Digital •Meridian Reference
Monster Cable •Magnum Dynalab
Niles •Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma
REL •Rix Rax •SME •Sony XBR •Sony
Plasma •Stewart Filmscreens •VP!
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js

wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.

301.656.7020

317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com

Visa
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fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express
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Classified
BEST DEAL ON
NAD
SPEAKERS
& more!

THE

WWW.DMC-ELECTRONICS.COM
(714) 534-8780 Establ shed in 1995

Tom Evans
iltd

'Winner

PassDIY

:.:11M111W>

Zen & other DIY projects

the Absolute

Sound .
Solikn Ear Award 203(1

PHONO S
TAGES PREAMPS HYBRID AMPLIFIERS

www. @ass.

.com

-Featuring Lib/ros Regulation
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BVaudio components provide the clearest
window to the music
Optimized, Dual-Mono Amplifiers
Microprocessor Controlled Preamplifier
The New Sound Refiner
Qumey. MA 617 773 7290 www

bvaudio com

ww_131#11yAuclio_com
r-

- -

High-End Tube Preamps
Starting from $500
Buy on-line securely &apply
coupon code: 6922 to get a
ebipping. 212-945-6818

Breakthrough Technology hat captures the
imagination &soul of dedicated audiophiles.
www besthe irtheworld com
Featured Dealer •Agri() Revelation
760.944.0444 •wmv Aud oRevelatton.com

too watt stereo and 350-w
amps. Single-ended triode
rugged solid-state output.
Only $4,999.

Call toll-free 877.517.4247
www.ariaaudio.com

THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST

ANALOG SPECIALIST SINCE 1980.
NestorovIc speakers; Herron, Hovland tube
preamps; Curcio electronics; Amazon, lmmedia,
Basis, Music Hall turntables; Allaerts, Koetsu,
Clearaudio, Benz cartridges; Miarch, Graham
tonearms; Fade!, AnalysisPlus, ZCable, DiMarzio
cables; Shanling CD player; Magnum Dynalab FM;
PSE, Creek, much more.

World Famous
CABLE ELEVATORS

1

Elevate your Speaker Cables

111,

(310) 541-8177 www.theaudioenthusiast.com

and Power Cords

---4111ta=a—)

'
---lic=r—Www.AudioNut.com
1-877-944-5505

cis

Ultimate Music Lover's System
"...had more than a few visitors shaking their heads
in astonished chagrin. Big, surprisingly powerful, very
dynamic but above all coherent, this tar from extravagant
system put many of the really expensive set-ups on show
toshame."—RoyGregory, Hi-Fi.,CES2003 Show Report

"Top Rated" in 3Reviews

www.kleintechsys.co

ACOUSTIC INTERFACE PADS Improve Sound
Clarity, Optimize and Expand Tonal Range, Isolate, Reduce,
andDampenCabinetDistortionandVibration,SecureObjects
and Furniture for Stability. Eliminate the Need for Spikes,
Bolts and Mounts. Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to Any
Stand or Surface. Great for Center Channel Speakers, Tile,
Wood, and Linoleum Floors. Stops Vibration between Amps

'Best of Show finalisr—Dick Olsher, enjoythemusic.com

www.bluebirdmusic.ca

and CD Transports. Dealers Encouraged!

RS guilio Cables

Arizona Hi-Fi

Finally, anew reference!

You know you want to call!

The .999 PureP«//adium Interconnect
Available manufar.tu

LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ.

èi only at

www.tubeaudio.com
480-921-9961

iialgoviow.rscables.com

AUDIO UNLIMITED

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,
ASC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acotres, Balanced Audio
Technology,

Basis,

Benz-Micro,

Boulder Amplifiers,

Camoridge Audio, Chang, Clearaudio, DynaVector, EAR,
Electrocompaniet,

Fanfare,

Grado,

Graham, JMIab,

FREE MI- HORN GIVEAWAY!
Better than a$10k upgrade

Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh,

Transrotor,XL0,YBA,Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Carnes at (303) 691.3407, fax (303) 922-0522, 2341 W.Yale
Ave.,Engtemod,C0 80110. wevraudiounlimItedderwercom

usedcable.com

We are giving away 5,030 Mi -Horns ($70 value)

Muse, PS Audio, Rega,Shelter, Sherwood Newcastle, Spendor,
TacT Audio, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem, Transfiguration,

14-1

Set of Eight -$159.95

Mr-Roller-Horn
_

ti

of

.
__d
MIHORN.COM
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WE BUY CABLES. WE SELL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.
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Audio Mart
I
L!
nning the hearts of LP Lovers sincla i
1986 with outstanding values in:
Turntables Tonearms Table Upgrades
Cables All Things Analog
41111

:originlive@originlive.com www originlive.com'
I Featured Dealer Audio Revelation
760.944.0444. vAvw.AudioRevelation.com
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CD ' LP and gear
storage furniture
Factor> direct since 1984
Free brochure (mention Stph)

Per Madsen Design (800) 821-4883

www.rackittm.com

GOT COUNTERPOINT?
«

0

an7
Serviup
cing,
grades.
m

0

Custom

work by the people who
designed it and built it.

www.altavistaaudio.com
or call
free!

1877 517 4247 toll

BMW FILMS
COLLECTOR'S
EDITION DVD
Featuring The Hire, eight short
films by Hollywood's finest
directors, starring Clive Owen as
the driver, acool hand in aworld
of intrigue, action, and suspense.
ORDER YOURS AT
BMWFILMS.COM
NEW YEAR, NEW GOODS!
Advertise in the January issue!
To advertise:
Contact 1atarria Ilard\
at (212)462-3332 or
Iatarria.Hardy@ pritnedia.com.
DEADLINE: November b. 2003
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, Ventura California—
Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor,
Quad, IA Michell, Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark, Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos, Sound
Organisation, Gold Ring, and more. Always lots
of used gear. Established way back in 1979!
(805) 658-8311, www.generubinaudio.com.
QS&D, SPENDOR, TALK ELECTRONICS,
QUAD—Factory sales and service for Spendor
and Talk Electronics. The factory-authorized
US service center for Quad, with upgrades
available. QS&D Audio Furniture information
and
sales.
Contact
Mike
or
Randy,
QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713,
e-mail qsatidd@aol.com.
McIntosh, B&W, Krell, Klipsch, Tannoy, Cf,
VPI, Sunfire, Marantz, Levinson, Lexicon &
more. Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired.
3501 Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY
(800) 321-2834, AudioClassics.com.
Salt Lake City Area—Audio Research, Avalon
Acoustics, Basis, Benz, Clearaudio, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Koetsu, NAD, Plinius, Rega, Totem
Acoustic, Vandersteen, Wadia, Wasatch Cable,
Wilson Benesch, and more! (801) 272-1690,
www.arisaudio.com.
DIN/RCA ADAPTERS AND CABLES
for Naim, B&O, ReVox, Quad, Tandberg, etc.
Excellent build and affordability.
(847) 844-9433, www.centsiblecables.com.
AUDIO AR'I; EST. I976—Edge-of-the-art audio components dedicated to servicing music. Avalon, Piega, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial, Cardas, Kimber. Richmond, VA. Voice/
fax (204) 358-5301, AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
FLORIDA! Hi-end audio has arrived! St. Ceclia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (866)
768-6314,
www.scsoundgallery.com.
Attention Music Lovers—Come visit our
showroom in Northern New Jersey. On display:
Consonance,
Benz,
Earmax,
Phonomax,
Euro Lab, Fl Speakers, March, SET Omega
Speakers. Cable manufacturing and repair,
amplifier
modification
and
upgrades.
Hudson Audio Technologies, (201) 768-0672,
www.hudsonaudio.net.
WWW.RANGERSAUDIO.COM
Dali, Quad, REL, Rogue, Pass Labs,
Supra, IM -Reynaud, Silverline
Portland, Oregon, (503) 998-6836.
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BEST PRICES—BEST QUALITY stereo and
home theater components: Audio Research,
Burmester, Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell,
Levinson, McIntosh, Meridian, Proceed, Thiel,
Totem, Runco, Revel, IMIab, EgglestonWorks,
Dynaudio,
Durland,
B&W,
and others.
Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Hillcrest Audio,
(310) 891-6866.
SOUND LAB IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!—Experience the ultimate speakers,
Parasound IC-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more in a home environment.
Ask about our free offers. (847) 382-8433,
www.essentialaudio.com.
ANALOG! Hear an uplifting demonstration in
our showrooms! 90 minutes from Manhattan.
Allaerts, EuroLab, dps, Minch, Schroder, Tron,
FI speakers, Sony's RIO headphones and tube
amps! NEW: Canyon Jewel tangential tonearm!
Audio Advancements LLC, (973)875-8705,
www.audioadvaiscements.com.
WE CAN HELP YOU—Choose excellentsounding,
dependable
audio
equipment
(plus video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable
advice, years of hands-on experience. We carry:
NAD, Parasound, NHT, Adcom, KEF, TARA,
VPI, Aragon, Spendor, Salamander, IoLida,
Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King
Street, Charleston, SC 29403, (843)723-7276,
www.readbrothers.com.
Duevel USA Omni-hornspeakers
Klimo USA finest rubber gear
www.highendaudio.com
Experience the true sound of
live music in your home.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA?—Free
stay in New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also: Analysis Plus, Audience,
ATC, Atma-Sphere, Birdland, Buggtussel,
GamuT, Gilmore, Gradient, InnerSound,
JoLida, Magnan, MSB, Parasound Halo, PFIY,
TAD, TG Audio, Wolcott. (504) 866-1730,
www.audiokinesis.com.
PRELUDE AUDIO CABLES—Using only
the best from Alpha, Belden, Canare, Cardas, &
WBT, for audio and video interconnects.
We would never sell you a cable that we
wouldn't own ourselves. Check us out at:
www.preludeaudio.net.
Musical Concepts—finest-quality mods since
1979, audiophile parts including BlackGate caps,
Platinum resistors, Schottky diodes, much more.
We mod many already high-priced units. SACD/
DVD-Audio "all-format" players, $995-up.
Incredible single-ended PA-3B boards for Hailer
amps—sublime, $299/kit. Available soon—tube
preamp kit and phono stage! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Ct., St. Charles, MO 63304.
(636) 447-0040, www.musicalconcepts.com.
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t's about bloody time!" was my
first reaction to the notion that
Martin Scorsese's seven-film
PBS extravaganza, The Blurs, was going
to "do for blues what Ken Burns' Jazz did
for jazz."
Then the reissues began rolling in.
Suddenly, every label, large and small,
was piling on. Vaults were opening, CD
pressing plants were weeks behind, and
compilation producers were working airline-pilot hours as the music business,
flailing and near death, opened its crusty
eyes and, to its glad disbelief, saw one of
those increasingly rare chances to cash in.
When the luxurious Sony/Universal
collaboration arrived — seven soundtrack
disc combined with 12 single-artist compilation discs, all packaged in ablack nylon
pouch made in Myanmar (c'mon, guys!), I
leafed through to see what was actually
new among all the reissued tracks. But, like
the single-artist collections that came out
concurrent with Burns' Jazz, these dozen
compilations are primers for those who've
seen, say, Bessie Smith in one of the films,
and want to hear more. The sound is the
same as what's found on currently available
compilations of those same artists from the
same labels. Without unreleased and/or
alternate tracks, there's almost nothing in
them to interest collectors.
The soundtracks, however, have several
cuts that refute afeeling Ioften have: that
there's nothing new in the blues that's
exciting. On the soundtrack of Soul of a
Man, Wim Wenders' entry in the Scorsese
series, the German director explores the
music of his favorites: J.B. Lenoir, Blind
Willie Johnson, and Skip James. Anumber
of rock musicians — including Lucinda
Williams, Nick Cave, Lou Reed, Beck
(singing james' "I'm So Glad"), and Los
Lobos—all weigh in with interpretations
of tunes by those three blues greats. In the
soundtrack to Mike Figgis' Red, White &
Blues, ajam session featuring Tom Jones,
Jeff Beck, and Van Morrison, among others, also produces some striking moments
whose spirit comes through on the CD.
Outside the Sony/Universal blues
monolith, The Right Stuff/EMI's Blues
Kingpins series has some fun moments.

These single-disc, single-artist
compilations come from avariety of EMI-owned labels: The
Fats Domino tracks were originally recorded for Imperial
Records, and most of the
Lightnin' Hopkins for Aladdin
Records. All of the sides by
John Lee Hooker, Elmore
James, Ike Turner, B.B. King,
and some of the Hopkins come
from the vaults of the Modern
and RPM labels. While all of
this material has been available
before, these are the first US
releases of much of it. And
individual tracks like Hopkins' near
rock'n'roll "Let Me Play With Your
Poodle" are akick.
Smaller labels have also gotten in on the
action. Varèse Sarabande's Sun Records: The
Ultimate Blues Collection is essential for anyone who loved Richard Pearce's superb
The Road to Memphis, from the Scorsese
film series. The American Folk Blues Festival
set from Universal Music, boxed in wood,
features two DVDs of archival footage in
addition to asingle CD. The clips include
agreat three-tune set from Howlin' Wolf
in 1964, and asnippet from 1962 that's
reputed to be T-Bone Walker's first appearance on film.
Finally, Hightone Records, the home of
Dave Alvin and the late, great Pleasure
Barons (R.I.P. Country Dick Montana),
has jumped in with aslug of blues reissues
from the likes of Johnny Shines, Pinetop
Perkins, and R.L. Burnside.
One of the problems with the blues is
that there just aren't gobs of unissued
material, such as exist in jazz or, God
knows, rock. Iwill never get over the fact
that Led Zeppelin let 30 years pass before
issuing anew live record, which, even so,
still chronicles only two shows of amultidate tour. The number of live rock shows
that have been professionally recorded
yet lie fallow in the vaults is almost
beyond comprehension.
Given that much of what's great in the
blues occurred before portable film technology existed, not to mention that it was
the "devil's music," played by poor black
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folks and sold as race record>, the amount
of unreleased blues artifacts is very small.
The discovery several years ago of an alternate take by Robert Johnson rocked the
blues world like atsunami. In general,
blues nuts must content themselves with
smaller, more savory discoveries.
In the wave of blues froth that's surrounded the Scorsese extravaganza, the
best "discovery" I've seen comes from that
blues hotbed of Grant's Pass, Oregon, and
acompany called Blues Images. Several
years ago, blues collector John Tefteller
saw an Internet ad offering old advertising
prints from the storied but long defunct
Paramount Records label, which had been
based in Port Washington, Wisconsin.
When Tefteller made the trip east to see
the prints for himself, he was surprised to
learn that, 2
11:ears before, two newspaper
reporters 1 stumbled on a trove of
Paramount promotional material, divided
it between themselves, and taken it home.
Some of this stash, which Tefteller
bought from the reporters has now been
turned into a2004 calendar called Classic
Blues Artwork from the 1920s. These ads —
for 78s by Ma Rainey, Charlie Patton,
Blind Lemon Jefferson, Son House, Skip
James, and others — are "art" with asmall
a, but very intriguing nonetheless. The
calendar comes with aCD of Paramount
blues from the above artists, and features
three unreleased tracks culled from
Paramount blues records. Call (800) 9551326, or visit www.BluesImages.com for
more information.
111
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FAR EARPHONES
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Shure E Series earphones feature a sound-isolating, in-ear design that naturally
attenuates background noise. Without the artifacts created by active noise-canceling
headphones, the E5c reveals extraorcirary detail even at moderate listening levels. Shure
originally developed these earphones fo.- p-ofessional musicians and recording
engineers. Lightweight and comfortable, they are ideal for travel, exercise and any active
listening pursuit. Visit us online to fiicl adealer where you can hear the E5c yourself.

E5c earphones
i:ure separate
in- and low.quency drivers
an irdine
issover.

ILWrVi_,,

It's Your Sound

www.shure.com/earphones

02003 Shure Inc.
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Proud

''l found the Electra 926 to be a
true reference speaker. Iurge you
to audition this speaker, and ask
yourself if you can justify paying more.''
Som TeItig Stereophile -Vol.25 No.6
"The Focal-JMIab Electra 926's
represent tremendous value for money."
Jcson Kennedy -Hifi Plus -No.20

Electra - Just a glance reveals its
heritage: a direct descendent of our
Grande Utopia, utilizing our remarkable
inverted dome tweeter, "W" sandwich
cones, and "Focus System" time alignment.
A rare musical achievement.

7
Ç
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Focal_JA/1 lab

the

Spirit

of

Sound

US -Audio Plus Services
Tel. 800 663 9352 -www.audiopluservices.com
Canada -Plurison
Tel. 450 585 0098 -www.plurison.corn

